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SAFETY SUPPLEMENT SUMMARY 

Safety Supplements will be identified with “SS” imme- 
diately following the -1 contained in the basic publi- 
cation number and will be iassigned consecutive dash 
numbers. Example: T.O. lF-lll(Y)A-lSS-1, -lSS-2, 
etc. The supplements you receive should follow in 
sequence and if you are missing one, check the weekly 
Safety Supplement Index T.O. O-l-l-4A to see if the 
supplement was issued and, if so, is still in effect. 
That supplement may have been replaced or re- 
scinded before you received your copy. If  the supple- 

ment is still active, see your Publication Distribu- 
tion Officer and get your copy. Existing Safety Sup- 
plements will not be renumbered and will remain 
active until rescinded or replaced. The following list 
contains: the previously cancelled or incorporated 
Safety Supplements; the outstanding Safety Supple- 
ments, if any; and the Safety Supplements incorpo- 
rated in this issue. In addition, space is provided to 
list those Safety Supplements received since the 
latest issue. 

I NUMBER I DATE I SUBJECT OR DISPOSITION I 

lF-Ill(YlSS-1 & -2 

1 F-111 (Y)A-ISS-3 

1 / Previously incorporated. 

Nose wheel steermg malfunction, Section III 

lF-Ill(YlSS-4 I 16 Sept. 1966 I Flight control system gain settings, Section II I 

Changed 23 December 1966 SS Flyleof 1 
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OPERATfONAL SUPPLEMENT SUMMARY 

Operational Supplements will be identified with an 
“S” immediately following the -1 contained in the 
basic publication number and will be assigned con- 
secutive dash numbers. Example: T.O. lF-lll(Y)A- 
LS-1, -lS-2, -lS-3, etc. The supplements you receive 
should follow in sequence and if you are missing one, 
check the weekly Safety Supplement Index T.O. O-l- 
l-2A to see if the supplement was issued and, if so, 
is still in effect. The supplement may have been re- 
placed or rescinded before you received your copy. 

NUMBER DATE 

If the supplement is still active, see your Publica- 
tions Distribution Officer and get your COPY. Existing 
Operational Supplements will not be renumbered and 
will remain active until rescinded or replaced. The 
following list contains: the previously cancelled or 
incorporated Operational Supplements; the outstand- 
ing Operational Supplements, if any; and the Opera- 
tional Supplements incorporated in this issue. In 
addition, space is provided to list those Operational 
Supplements received since the latest issue. 

SHORT TITLE DISPOSITION 

OS Flyleaf 1 Changed 6 May 1966 
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AIRPLANE RETROFIT TECHNICAL ORDER INFORMATION. 

Time Compliance Technical Order (TCTO) numbers, 
along with the signs I’+” and “-“: are used to distin- 
guish between airplanes that have been modified and 
those that have not. This list includes the applicable 
TCTO numbers that have been issued up to the date 
of this publication. Those issued after that date w111 
appear in the next change/revision. This is not a 
complete TCTO listing. Refer to the Basic Index 

NO. T.O. SHORT TITLE 

(T.O. O-l-l-l) for the complete listing of TCTO~s 
which are applicable to this airplane. EXAMPLE: 
T.O. lF-lllA-575, Replace Windshield Wash/Rain 
Removal Selector Switch. Information applicable to 
airplanes modified by T.O. lF-lllA-575 will be 
coded + T.O. lF-lllA-575. Information applicable 
to airplanes not modified by T.O. lF-lllA-575 will 
be coded - T.O. IF-lllA-575. 

SYSTEM/EQUIPMENT 
AFFECTED 

lF-lllA-575 Replace Windshield Wash/Rain Anti-Icing and Defog Systems 
Removal Selector Switch Section I 

Changed 23 December 1966 TCTO Flyleaf l/2 
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This Flight Manual is arranged in a new format. It combines Sections I, IV and VII into a new Section I, “Description 
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7. &I%tw - let us know (Form 847) how we can Improve it (Comment on Section III also). 
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T.O. 1 F-l 11 (WA-1 

SCOPE. 

This manual contains the necessary information for 
safe and efficient operation of the F-111A. These 
instructions provide you with a general knowledge of 
the airplane, its characteristics, and specific normal 
and emergency operating procedures. Your experi- 
ence is recognized, and, therefore, basic flight 

I 
principles are avoided. Instructions in this manual 
are Ior a crew inexperienced in the operation of l.his 
airplane. This manual provides the best possible 
operating instructmns under most circumstances. 
Multiple emergencies, adverse weather, terrain, etc. 
may require modification of the procedures. 

a 

PERMISSIBLE OPERATIONS. 

The Flight Manual takes a “positive approach” and 
normally states only what >ou can do. Unusual opera- 
tions or configurations are prohibited unless specif- 
ically covered herein. Clearance must be obtaine*j. 
before any questionable operation, which is not slle- 
cifically permitted in this manual, is attempted. 

HOW TO BE ASSURED OF HAVING 
LATEST DATA. 

Refer to T.O. O-l-l-4.4 which is issued weekly and 
devoted solely to the listing of all current Flight 
Manuals, Safety Supplements, Operational Supplements, 
and Checklists. Its frequency of issue and brevity as- 
sures an accurate, up-to-date listing of these pubii- 
cations. 

ARRANGEMENT. 

The manual is divided into seven fairly independent 
sections to simplify reading it straight through or 
using it as a reference manual. 

Note 

Performance data normally included in 
Appendix I is contained in Classified 
Supplement lF-lll(Y)A-IA. 

SAFETY SUPPLEMENTS. 

Information involving safety will be promptly for- 
warded to you by Safety Sup,plement. Supplements 
covering loss of life will get to you within 48 hours 

by TWX, and those covering serious damage to 
equipment within 10 days by mail. The title page of 
the Flight Manual and the title block of each Safety 
Supplement should be checked to determine the effect 
they may have on existing supplements. You must 
remain constantly aware of the status of all supple- 
ments. Current supplements must be complied with, 
but there is no point in restricting your operation by 
complying with a replaced or rescinded supplement. 

OPERATIONAL SUPPLEMENTS. 

Information involving changes to operating proce- 
dures will be forwarded to you by Operational Sup- 
plements. The procedure for handling Operational 
Supplements is the same ds for Safety Supplements. 

CHECKLISTS. 

The Flight Manual contains only amplified checklists, 
Checklists are issued as separate documents, see the 
back of the title page for the date of your latest check- 
list. Line items in the Flight Manual and checklists 
are identical with respect to arrangement and check- 
list number. Whenever a Safety Supplement affects 
the checklist, write in the applicable change on the 
affected checklist page. As soon as possible, a new 
checklist page, incorporating the supplement will be 
issued. This will keep handwritten entries of Safety 
Supplement information in your checklist to a mini- 
mum. 

HOW TO GET PERSONAL COPIES. 

Each flight crewmember is entitled to personal copies 
of the Flight Manual, Safety Supplements and Check- 
lists. The required quantities should be ordered be- 
fore you need them to insure their prompt receipt. 
Check with your supply personnel - it is their job 
to fulfill your Technical Order requests. Requests 
for copies will be made to SMAMA (SMNSTA). 

FLIGHT MANUAL BINDERS. 

Looseleaf binders and sectionalized tabs are avail- 
able for use with your manual. These are obtained 
through local purchase procedures and are listed in 
the Federal Supply Schedule (FSC Group 75, Office 
Supplies, Part 1). Check with your supply personnel 
for assistance in procuring these items. 

Changed 23 December 1966 iii 



T.O. 1 F-l 11 (YlA-1 

WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, AND NOTES. 

The following definitions apply to “Warnings”, “Cau- 
tions”, and “Notes” found throughout the manual. 

piz-1 

Operating procedures, techniques, etc., 
which will result in personal injury or 
loss of life if not carefully followed. 

Operating procedures, techniques, etc., 
which will result in damage to equipment 
if not carefully followed. 

Note 

An operating procedure, technique, etc., 
which is considered essential to emphasize. 

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY-TO LET US 

KNOW. 
Every effort is made to keep the Flight Manual cur- 
rent. Review conferences with operating personnel 
and a constant review of accident and flight test re- 
ports assure inclusion of the latest data in the man- 
ual. However, we cannot correct an error unless we 

AA GUN 
AA RKT 
A/B 
AC 
ac 
ADF 
AD1 
AFC 
.A FRS 
AG GUN 
AILA 
-AIR FF 
AIR RET 
ALT CAL 
ALT HLD 
ALTM 
ALT REF 
AM1 
ANT CAGE 
ANT TILT 
ATF 
ATT GYRO 
AUX NAV 

iv 

know of its existence. In this regard, it is essential 
that you do your part. Comments, corrections, and 
questions regarding this manual or any phase of the 
Flight Manual program are welcomed. These should 
be forwarded through your Command Headquarters 
to ASD, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, Attn; ASZO. 

AIRPLANE DESIGNATION CODES. 
Major differences between airplanes covered in this 
manual are designated by number symbols which ap- 
pear in the text or on illustrations. Symbol designa- 
tions for individual aircraft, and groups of aircraft 
are as follows: 

@ 63-9766 

0 63-9767 

@ 63-9768 

@ 63-9769 

@) 63-9770 

@ 63-9771 

@ 63-9772 

@ 63-9773 

@ 63-9774 

---+ “through” or “and on”. 

GLOSSi1RY 

Air-to-Air Gunnery 
Air-to-Air Rocketry 
Afterburner 
Aircraft Commander 
Alternating Current 
Automatic Direction Finder 
Altitude Director Indicator 
Automatic Frequency Control 
Auxiliary Flight Reference System 
Air-to-Ground Gunnery 
Airborne Instrument Low Approach 
Air Freefall 
Air Retard 
Altitude Calibration 
Altitude Hold 
Altimeter 
Altitude Reference 
Airspeed-Mach Indicator 
Antenna Cage 
Antenna Tilt 
Automatic Terrain Following 
Attitude Gyro 
Auxiliary Navigation 

AUX ATT 
AVVI 
B/C 
BDHI 
BNDTI 
CADC 
CCM 
ccw 
CIR 
CMDS 
CMRS 
COMP 
cps 
COM 
CKT 
CRS SEL NAV 
cw 
DBT 
dr 
DEST 
DG 
DISP 
DIV BOMB 

@ 63-9775 

0 63-9776 

@ 63-9777 

0 63-9778 

@ 63-9779 

@ 63-9780 

0 63 -9781 

@ 63-9782 

@ 63-9783 

Auxiliary Attitude 
Altitude-Vertical Velocity Indicator 
Biological/Chemical 
Bearing Distance Heading Indicator 
Bomb Nav Distance Time Indicator 
Central Air Data Computer 
Counter-Counter Measures 
Counterclockwise 
Circular 
Countermeasures Dispenser Set 
Countertneasures Receiver Set 
Compass 
Cycles Per Second 
Common 
Circuit 
Course Select Navigation 
Clockwise 
Dual Bombing Timer 
Direct Current 
Destination 
Directional Gyro 
Dispenser 
Dive Bombing 

Changed 23 December 1966 



‘T.0. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A.l 

EBL 
EPR 
FDC 
FOD 
FTC 
GND/GRD 
GND MAN 
GND VEL, 
GRD FF 
GRD RET 
HF 
HOM 
HSI 
IF 
IFF 
IFIS 
ILS 
INPH 
I/P 
ISC 
IRU 
JETT 
LEV BOMB 
LCOSS 

LOF BOMB 
LNCH 
LSB 
MACH HLD 
NAG VAR 
MAN CRS 
,MAN FIX 
MAN HDG 
MED 
MFC 
MIC 
MI/DIA 

Emergency Boom Latching 
Engine Pressure Ratio 
Flight Director Computer 
Foreign Object Damage 
Fast Time Constant 
Ground 
Ground Manual 
Ground Velocity 
Ground Freefall 
Ground Retard 
High Frequency 
Homing 
Horizontal Situation Indicator 
Intermediate Frequency 
Identification Friend or Foe 
hitegrated Flight Instrument System 
instrument Landing System 
Interphone 
Identification of Position 
Instrument System Coupler 
Inertial Rseference Unit 
<Jettison 
Level Bombing 
Lead Conmuting Optical Sight 

System 
Loft Bombing 
Launch 
Lower Side Band 
Mach Hold 
Magnetic Variation 
Manual Course 
Manual Fix 
Manual Heading 
Medium 
Manual Frequency Control 
Microphone 
Miles/Diameter 

MON 
MRT 
MSMA 
NC 
NORM 
NWS/AR 
OMS 
OVRD 
P 
PP/PRES POS 
PPh 
PPI 
psi 
RAT 
REC 
REF ENGAGE 
RHAWS 
RKT 
RPM 
RT 
SIF 
SIT 
SLC 
SP 
STAB AUG 
STBY 
STC 
TAS 
TF 
TFR 
TIT 
T.O. 81 LAND 
T/R 
TRANS 
TTI 
UHF 

Monitor 
Modulator-Receiver Transmitter 
Maximum Safe Mach Assembly 
Navigation Computer 
Normal 
Nosewheel Steering/Air Refueling 
Off, Monitor, Safe 
Override 
Pilot 
Present Position 
Pounds Per Hour 
Plan Position Indicator 
Pounds Per Square Inch 
Ram Air Turbine 
Receive 
Reference Engage 
Radar Homing and Warning System 
Rocket 
Revolutions Per Minute 
Receiver-Transmitter 
Selective Identification Frequency 
Situation Display 
Side Lobe Cancellation 
Stabilization Platform 
Stability Augmentation 
Standby 
Sensitivity Time Control 
True Airspeed 
Terrain Following 
Terrain Following Radar 
Turbine Inlet Temperature 
Takeoff and Land 
Transmit/Receive 
Transmit 
Total Temperature Indicator 
Ultra High Frequency 

Changed 23 December 1966 





‘r.0. IF-11 l(YIA-1 Section I 
Description & Operation 

1 DESCRIPllON& OPERAlION 

TABLE OF CONTENTS. 

The Airplane . . , . . . . 1-l 
Engines . . , . , . . 1-3 
Oil Supply System . . . . . 1-13 
Fuel Supply System . . . l-13 
Electrical Power Supply System . . 1-21 
Hydraulic Power Supply System . . . . l-25 
Pneumatic Power Supply Systems . . 1-28 
Landmg Gear System , . . l-28 
Tail Bumper System . . l-30 
Nose Wheel Steering System , . , 1-31 
Brake System . . . 1-31 
Aircraft Arrestmg System . . l-32 
Aerodynamic Deceleration Equipment 1-32 
Wing Flaps and Slats . . . . 1-33 
Wmg Sweep System . . . , . 1-36 
Flight Control System . . . . I-40 
Autopilot System . . . . 1-44 
Central Air Data Computer System . . . t -49 
Auxiliary Flight R.eference System . . t -50 
Pitot-Static System . . . . . . . l-51 
Instruments . . . . . . , . , . L-52 
Bombing-Navigation System , , . . 1-59 
Armament System . . . . . ‘i -69 
Avionic Systems and Equipment . . . l-71 
Communication Equipmetlt . , . . . : -86 
Lightmg System . . . . . . I-91 
Canopy . . . . . . ; -93 
Air Conditionmg and Pressurization Systems l-96 
Oxygen System . . . , , . . l-.100 
Crew Module Escape System . . . . le.102 
Ejection Seats . . . . . . l-.108 
Miscellaneous Equipment . . . . . . l-112 

THE AIRPLANE. 

Page 

axial-flow, dual-compressor turbo-fan engines 
equipped with afterburners. The wings, equipped with 
lea.ding edge slats and trailing edge flaps, may be 
varied m sweep, area, camber, and aspect ratio, by 
the selection of any wing sweep angle between 16 and 
72.5 degrees. A selective forward wing sweep pro- 
vides takeoff and landing capabilities at minimum 
speeds. For all other regimes the wings are man- 
ually swept in accordance with desired math number. 
This feature provides the airplanes with a highly 

I 

versatile operating envelope. The empennage con- 
slsts of a fixed vertical stabilizer wi,th rudder for 
directional control, and a horizontal {stabilizer that 1s 
moved symmetrically for pitch control and asym- 
metrically for roll control. Stability ,augmentation 
incorporates triple redundant features which enhance 
system reliability. The, tric’ycle-typrl forward re- 
tractIn?, landing gear is hvdraulically operated. The 
mall landing gear consists of a single common trun- 
man upon whil,t> two whrels are singly mounted, and 
contains but one cxtendmg/retracting,‘locking sys- 
tem which ensures symmetrical mam gear opera- 
tion. Also ground loads imposed upon the gear tend to 
extcntl the drag strut to the locked positIon. Stores 
art+ carried in it fuselage-enclosed weapons bay and 
externally on both pivoting and fixed wing-mounted 
pylons. The fuei system incorporates both inflight 
and single point ground refueling capabilities. 

AIRPLANE DIMENSIONS 

Length (overall including pitot static boom) - 73 feet, 
10.6 inches 
Wing span (wtngs swept) - 31 feet, 11.4 inches 
Wing span (wings extended) - 63 feet, 0.0 inches 
Height (to top of vertical tail) - 1’7 feet, 1.4 inches 

Refer to Section II for turning radius and ground 
clearance dimensions. 

AIRPLANE WEIGHT. 

The F-111A is a two place (side-by-side) long range 
fighter bomber built by General Dynamics, Fort 
Worth Division. The airplane is designed for all- 
weather supersonic operation at both low and high 
altitude. Mission capabilities include: long range 
high altitude intercepts utilizing air-to-air missiles 
and/or guns; long range atta(*k missions utilizing 
conventional or nuclear wearIons as primary arma-- 
merit and close support missions utilizing a choic,e of 
missiles, guns, bombs and rockets. An automatic low 
altitude terrain following system enhances penetra- 
tion capability. Power is provided by two TF-30 

Refer to T.O. lF-lll(Y)A-1A for basic gross weight 
of the airplane. Refer to Section V, Weight Limita- 
tions, for maximum allowable gross weights. 

FLIGHT CREW. 

The flight crew consists of two pilots ,seated side-by- 
side. The crew member assigned to the left crew 
station normally serves as aircraft commander. The 
pilot at the right crew station, in addition to his nor- 
mal pilot duties, operates the offensive and defensive 
equipment associated with the controls at that station. 

Changed 6 May 1966 1-l 





T.O. I F-l 11 IVIA- Section I 
Description B Operation 

Crew Sta fim General Arrangement (Typical) 

MIRRORS \ k&?e 

(4) 

LANDING GEAR 
CONTROL PANEL - 

1 I /-CANOPY JETTISON HANDLE 

by LEJDOWN CHART 
HOLDER 

MAIN - FLOODLIGHTS 

\ MAGNETIC 
COMPASS 

/-CANOPY Ll 

iiQ%/ HANDLE (21 

_ ‘I 8, 

i- RIGHT 
PEDESTAL \ 

LEFT CONSOLE 
AND SIDEWALL 

AIRCRAFT 
COMMANDER’S 
STATION 

PILOT’S 
STAT10 N 

t1Ct-l 

--CANOPY 
HATCH 
FRAME 

AFT 
CONSOLE 

SPARE LAMP 

-IART 

Figure I-2. 



Section I T.O. lF-lll(YjA-1 

Description & Operation 

” Fuel Quantity Data,” and “Gross Weight Limita- 
tions”, refer to Confidential Supplement T.O. 
1 F-111 (Y)A-A. For specific aircraft weight, refer to 
the associated handbook of Weight and Balance Data, 
T,O. l-lB-40. 

FLIGHT CREW. 

The flight crew consists of two pilots seated side-by- 
side. The crew member assigned to the left crew 
station normally serves as aircraft commander. The 
pilot at the right crew station, in addition to his nor- 
mal pilot duties, operates the offensive and defensive 
equipment associated with the controls at that station. 

ENGINES. 

‘The airplane is powered by two Pratt and Whitney 
YTFSO-P-1 (or TF30-P-1) sixteen-stage axial flow 
turbofan engines equipped with afterburners. See 
figure 1-3. The engines are mounted side by side m 
the fuselage and are Interchangeable. The sea level, 
standard day thrust rating of the engine is in the 
10,000 pound class in military power and in the 18,000 
pound class in afterburner. Either engine may be 
started without the aid of ground support equipment 
by means of a pyrotechnir cartridge. Provisions are 
also made for starting the engines with an external 
pneumatic ground starter cart. With either engine 
operating, the other engine can be started by using 
bleed air from the operating engine, Electrical power 
is supplied for the engine igniter plugs by an en- 
gine-driven alternator. Each engine is supplied a flow 
of air through a separate inlet duct located below the 
intersection of the wing and fuselage. An automati- 
cally controlled, movable spike is used in each inlet 
duct to control airflow to the engines. Additional en- 
gine inlet air is provided during ground operation and 
at low airspeeds through openings in the outboard 
side of each nacelle, when the. translating cowls are 
in the extended position. Splitter vanes are used at the 
front of the inlet ducts to remove the low energy air 
from the fuselage and the lower surface of the wing 
glove, thus preventing boundary layer air from dis- 
turbing engine inlet air. These features allow opti- 
mum engine performance throughout a wide range of 
airplane operating conditions. Air from the inlet of 
each engine is routed through a single duct for both 
the basic engine section and the fan section. Three 
compressor stages provide the initial pressurization 
of the air flowing into the engine and into the fan 
duct. The fan duct is a full-annular duct which directs 
flow aft to join the engine airflow coming from the 
turbine discharge. The fan air develops a significant 
portion of total engine thrust. Engine air is com- 
pressed by 9 stages of the low pressure compressor 
(Nl) of which three stages are the fan, and 7 stages 
of the high pressure compressor (N2). The air is 
then diffused into the combustion section which con- 
tains 8 combustion chambers. The turbine section of 
the engine consists of a single-stage turbine to drive 
the high pressure compressor and a three-stage 
turbine to drive the low pressure compressor. The 
turbines are mechamcally independent of each other. 
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High pressure compressor speed is indicated by a 
tachometer. Speed of the low pressure compressor 
is not monitored except by an overspeed caution 
lamp. .4fter leaving the turbine section of the engine, 
the air is joined with the fan air in the afterburner 
section. Bleed air from the engine compressors 1s 

used for cockpit and equipment bay air conditioning 
and pressurization, hydraulic system pressurization, 
fuel tank pressurization, hydraulic oil cooling, en- 
gine vortex destroyers, generator/CSD cooling, 
ground oil cooling, and windshield rain removal. 
Also, hot bleed air is used for engine inlet and &wide 
vane anti-icing (Kefer to “Anti-Icing and Defog Sys- 

terns”, this section). Procedures for starting and 
operation of the engines are contained in Section II. 
Refer to Section V for Engine Operating Limitations. 

ENGINE FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM. 

Each engine fuel control system (figure 1-3) auto- 
matically provides optimum fuel flow for any throttle 
setting. This system responds to several engine op- 
erating parameters and makes it unncessary to ad- 
just the throttle in order to compensate for varia- 
tions in Inlet air temperature, altitude or airspeed. 
The engine fuel system consists of a two-stage en- 
gine-driven fuel pump, fuel control unit, flowmeter, 
filter. a pressurizing and dump valve, nozzles, and a 
fuel-oil heat exchanger. Fuel from the tanks is routed 
through the flowmeter to the centrifugal stage of the 
engine fuel pump, through a filter, and back to the 
gear stage of the pump. Bypass valves route fuel past 
the filter or first pump stage in event of failure of 
these components. The second pump stage delivers 
fully pressurized fuel to the fuel ccntrol unit which 
provides metered fuel flow through the fuel-oil heat 
exchanger to the fuel pressurizing and dump valve. 
This dual function valve directs the fuel through the 
primary and secondary fuel manifolds to eight fuel 
nozzles which spray the fuel into the eight engine 
combustion chambers. When the fuel pressure drops 
during engme shutdown, the fuel pressurizing and 
dump valve automatically opens and drains the pri- 
mary fuel manifold. 

Fuel Control Unit. 

The engine fuel control unit is a hydromechanical de- 
vice incorporating an engine-driven, flyball-type 
speed governor. The control unit consists of a fuel 
metering system and a computing system which oper- 
ates as a function of throttle setting, main combus- 
tion chamber pressure, high pressure rotor N2 
speed, compressor inlet pressure, compressor inlet 
temperature, and flight math number. The metering 
system selects the rate of fuel flow to be supplied to 
the engine in response to the throttle setting. How- 
ever, metering sections are regulated by the fuel 
control computing system which monitors the various 
engine operating parameters. Fuel enters the fuel 
control through a filter that is provided with a spring- 
loaded bypass. Fuel mstering is accomplished by 
maintaining a constant pressure across a variable 
valve area which is controlled by the computing sys- 
tem. The constant pressure is maintained by means 
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of a pressure regulating bypass valve. This valve 
consists of a servo-operated valve and a spring- 
loaded valve. Normally, the servo maintains constant 
valve regulation; but in the event of servo malfunc- 
tion, the spring valve alone will provide adequate 
regulation. Deviations from the desired metering 
pressure are sensed in the valve regulating unit 
which varies the bypass flow area, thereby restoring 
the desired pressure by returning excess fuel to the 
pump inlet. 

ENGINE AFTERBURNERS. 

The afterburner (A/B) augments engine thrust by in- 
jecting fuel into the engine exhaust stream in the 
afterburner section where it is ignited by a hot 
streak ignition system. Operation is controlled by the 
throttle. When the throttle .is moved forward within 

the afterburner range, the iafterburner fuel control 
pressurizes the afterburner first fuel manifold, 
(zone 1) schedules light-off flow, and activates the 

T.O. lF-1 I I (Y1 Section I 
Description & Operation 

side air to enter, thus increasing the total engine 
thrust. The trailing edge of the afterburner consists 
of free-floating leaves which reduce drag at the aft 
end of the engine by directing the exhaust gases into 
the slipstream with minimum turbulence. 

Afterburner Fuel System. 

The afterburner fuel system (figure 1-3) consists of 
the following major components: an exhaust nozzle 
pump, an afterburner fuel pump, an afterburner fuel 
control unit with integral exhaust no.zzle control, and 
fuel spray rings. Fuel from the tanks flows through 
the flowmeter to the afterburner fuel pump. The ex- 
haust nozzle pump is supplied fuel from the boost 
variable nozzle system. This system senses a pres- 
sure change and controls the exit area of the after- 
burner exhaust nozzle. Six free-floating, blow-in 
doors are located near the aft end of the afterburner. 
These doors open any time outside air pressure is 
greater than pressure inside the duct, allowing out- 
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stage of the engine main fu’al pump. The exhaust 
nozzle pump supplies fuel to the afterburner fuel 
control until a predetermined fuel flow rate is ex- 
ceeded, At this flow rate, the afterburner fuel pump 
inlet is opened and begins to supply fuel to the after- 
burner fuel control unit. Fuel from the afterburner 
pump passes through a fuel-oil cooler before entaring 
the titerburner fuel control unit. This unit includes a 
computer and a high pressure flow section, Fuel is 
then directed to the spray rings where it is atomized 
and ignited in the afterburner combustion chamber. 
Five zones of afterburning can be selected through 
the afterburner fuel control. unit which schedules 
fuel to the spray rings in the various zones of the3 
afterburner as a function 01’ throttle setting. When 
the throttle is advanced for afterburner initiation 
and when high pressure compressor speed exceeds 
approximately 80 percent rpm, the afterburner initi- 
ation valve schedules light-off fuel flow until after- 
burner light-off occurs, as sensed by the exhaust 
nozzle control. 

Afterburner Ignition. 

The function of the afterburner ignition system 1s to 
provide a means of igniting fuel in the afterburner 
combustion chamber to initiate afterburner Operation. 
When the system is actuated, fuel froln the after- 
burner fuel system is Injected into the aft end of 
No. 4 engine combustion cha.mber, thereby creatic.g 
a local excessively rich fuel-air mixture. This mix- 
ture results in a longer flame which burns past the 
turbines to provlcie hot streak ignition for a seconj 
inJectIon of fuel into the engine in the vicinity of the 
turbine exhaust section. Thi,s second hot streak con- 
tlnues aft and ignites the fuel that is injected into ‘:he 
afterburner combustion chamber. 

ENGINE INLET SPIKES. 

Engine inlet air velocity is regulated throughout the 
entire aircraft speed range in order to maintain 
maximum engine performance. This regulation of the 
air Met velocity is accomplished by a movable spike 
located In the inlet of each engine. Each spike is a 
quarter circle, conical-shaped, variable diameter 
body that 1s independently movable forward and aft. 
The spikes are located in each air intake at the inier- 
section of the wing lower surface and the fuselage 
boundary plate. Position and shape of the spikes are 
changed automatically to vary the inlet geometry and 
to control the mlet shock wave system. Local air 
pressure changes due to variations m inlet local 
math, cowl lip shock wave position, and diffuser exit 
math number are measured by sensors in the spike 
control unit. Signals from the control unit operate 
hydraulic actuators which are powered by the utility 
hydraulic system to position the spike fore and aft 
(extend or retract) and adjust the spike cone angle 
by Contractmg and expanding the spike as required, 
In the event the system malfunctions, a pneumatic 
override is provided to posit:lon and lock the spike 
full forward and fully contracted. An electronic anti- 
Icing system prevents ice formation on the sensors. 
Refer to “Anti-Icing and Defog System” tins section. 
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ENGINE TRANSLATING COWLS. 

During groun‘ and low speed flight, an ad- ’ 
ditional amount of air is a ed for optimum engine 
performance. This additional air %+povided by ex- ’ 
tension of movable cowls which form i&-leading 

system c’ori’sists of a movable cowl for each engine, 
an electrical actua&i fo-..each cowl, two flip-flop type 
cowl position indicators, a cotvl. caution lamp and 

‘landing gear handle in the tip position the cowls can J 
‘be manually retracted or extended or controlled 
automatically as a function of airplalie speeh. -In, the L, ._.., . . .._ _,._ . 
automatic rnode.Yb@. cowls wiIl’Tretr~clt.-~~-Q~~-~~~~ 

0.5 nnd extend below math 0.44. 

FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE (FOD) PREVENTION 
DOORS AND VORTEX DESTROYERS. 

On airplanes @-+ , the ingestion of foreign objects 
into the engine is prevented by FOD prevention doors 
which are deployed ahead of each engine inlet, and 
by an aerodynamic screen of engine bleed air, which 
is directed down and outboard beneath each inlet 
through vortex destroyer air jets. The FOD pre- 
vention doors consist of two parts for each inlet. An 
upper door extends down from beneath the glove and 
a side door extends outward from the splitter vane 
to form a shield ahead of the inlet. The vortex de- 
stroyers are on all airplanes and serve to prevent 
the formation of vortexes below the inlet, thereby 
preventing foreign objects from being entrained in a 
vortex and sucked into the engine. A ground safety 
switch, located on the landing gear activates the vor- 
tex prevention air screen. The doors are operated 
by an independent pneumatic system and are electri- 
cally controlled by an FOD prevention door switch in 
the cockpit. The supply of pneumatic pressure pro- 
vides for two cycles of operation (open and close 
twice) of the doors, 

ENGINE VARIABLE EXHAUST NOZZLES. 

The variable nozzle system incrementally opens and 
closes the engine exhaust nozzle for afterburner 
modulation. The control is a hydromechanical com- 
puting device that determines and sets the nozzle 
area required to maintain a desired turbine pressure 
ratio during afterburner operation. The nozzle posi- 
tion is scheduled by the throttle setting and governed 
by turbine pressure ratio. The nozzle is closed for 
all ranges of nonafterburner operation except for 
ground engine idle at which time it is positioned fully 
open for minimum thrust. The nozzle closes when 
either throttle is advanced 3 degrees above IDLE. 
If  afterburner blowout occurs, the blowout signal 
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valve is actuated, and the nozzle closes. In addition, 
the afterburner fuel selector valve closes off fuel 
flow to all afterburner zones, and a signal is directed 
to the engine main fuel control to reduce fuel flow to 
the main combustion chamber. When the nozzle has 
moved to the closed position, the blowout signal is 
removed. Afterburner operation can again be initi- 
ated; however, the throttles must first be moved to a 
nonafterburning position. 

ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM. 

The functions of the engine ignition system are to 
provide a means of initiating combustion in the com- 
bustion chambers during the starting cycle and to 
provide a means for furnishing an engine ignition 
source in the event of a flameout. Each engine has a 
dual main ignition system including two ignition ex- 
citers, two igniter plugs, an ignition alternator, and 
an automatic restart switch. The alternator is en- 
gine driven and is capable of providing sufficient 
energy to both exciters of the ignition system for 
ground starting or for windmill starts during all 
flight conditions. Ignition alternator voltage is 
stepped up by transformer and capacitor circuits 
within the exciters to provide ionizing voltage for the 
igniter plugs. The alternator incorporates two inde- 
pendent current generating circuits for increased 
reliability. The automatic restart circuit energizes 
the ignition system in the event of a combustion 
chamber flameout by sensing the rate of change of 
burner pressure. Engine ignition is accomplished by 
the two spark igniters located in the lower combus- 
tion chambers (No. 4 and No. 5) of each engine. Ad- 
vancing the throttle more than 3 degrees from OFF 
position actuates the throttle ignition switch for that 
engine. This action provides ignition when the engine 
start switch 1s in PNEU or CARTRIDGE. Electrical 
ignition is cut off when the ground start switch re- 
turns to OFF. This normally occurs when the starter 
centrifugal cutout switch, of the last engine to be 
started, opens at approximately 40 percent engine 
rpm. Ignition is also cut off when the throttle is re- 
tarded to less than approximately 3 degrees from 
OFF position. 

ENGINE STARTER SYSTEM. 

The engines may be started either by a pyrotechnic 
starter cartridge or by an external pneumatic pres- 
sure source. Also an engine may be started by 
pneumatic crossbleed provided one engine is running. 
Electrical power required for starting may be ob- 
tained from an external ground source or from the 
airplane battery. Each engine is provided with a 
combination cartridge-pneumatic starter that may be 
activated by a solid propellent cartridge, by air ob- 
tained from an auxiliary air cart, or by routing bleed 
air from the other engine (if operating). Starter 
operation is basically the same for cartridge or 
pneumatic operation. The cartridge-pneumatic 
starter is composed of: turbine. gear train, over- 
running clutch with a speed sensing device. an over- 
speed disengagement mechanism with sl~ear pin, a 
breech chamber with cap and locking handle, a two- 
stage pressure relief valve. an aerodynamic brake, 
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and cartridge ignition electrical components. For a 
cartridge start, placing the ground start switch to 
CARTRIDGE and lifting the throttles out of OFF 
position completes an electrical circuit to ignite the 
cartridge. The two-stage pressure relief valve main- 

:tains proper operating pressure and, in case of mal- 
function, relieves pressure to safe limits. As engine 
rpm exceeds starter rpm, an overrunning clutch 
releases to prevent the starter turbine from being 
driven to an overspeed condition. In case the over- 
running clutch fails to release, the reverse torque 
disengagement mechanism will disengage the starter 
gear train and turbine from the engine. An aero- 
dynamic brake is attached to the starter turbine 
to prevent turbine overspeed. When compressed air 
is used to start the engine, placing the ground start 
switch to PNETJ and lifting the throttle out of the OFF 
position opens the starter pressure shutoff valve and 
allows compressed air to operate the starter, When 
approximately 40 percent rpm is reached, a centrif- 
ugal switch breaks the starter control circuit, which 
allows the control valve to close, shutting off starter 
;lir. Provision has been made to carry two spare 
cartridges in the main landing gear wheel well for 
starting the engines when auxiliary power is not 
available. 

ENGINE CONTROLS AND INDICATORS. 

Throttles. 

A set of throttles (38, figure l-4 and 5, figure l-17), 
is provided for both the aircraft commander and the 
pilot. The respective left and right throttles in each 
set are mechanically linked together. Each throttle 
provides thrust setting adjustment for its respective 
engine. Throttle friction for both sets of throttles IS 
controlled by means of the friction lever located ad- 
jacent to the left set. Moving the lever toward INCR 
increases throttle friction, and moving the lever 
toward DECR decreases the friction. Force required 
to move the throttles varies from approximately 5.0 
pounds when the friction lever is in the full DECR 
position to 15.0 pounds when the friction lever is in 
the full INCH position. Both sets of throttles have po- 
sitions marked OFF, IDLE, MIL, and MAX AB, re- 
spectively. Only the aircraft commander’s throttles 
can be raised to go into or from the OFF position. 
The pilot’s throttles cannot be used for engine start- 
mg or shutdown. When the aircraft commander’s 
throttles are lifted to move them out of the OFF po- 
sition, the throttle starter switches are actuated. If 
the ground start switch is m CARTRIDGE or PNEU, 
the starter cartridges are automatically fired or the 
starter pneumatic pressure shutoff valves opened if 
an external startmg air source is used. Movement of 
either set of throttles past approximately thref de- 
grees forward of OFF activates the engine igmtion 
system. The left throttle of the aircraft commander’s 
set Includes a cage-gyro switch. The right throttle of 
each set includes a microphone switch and a speed 
brake switch. 

Engine Ground Start Switch. 

The engine ground start switch (4, figure 1-17 ), lo- 
cated on the center console, has three positions 
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Left Console (Typical) _ 

* See Figure l-l3A 
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Figure 14. 
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marked PNEU, OFF, and CARTRIDGE. The switch IS 
spring loaded to OFF; however, when the switch hold- 
ing coil 1s energiz,ed, the ground start switch remains 
in the position selected until the coil IS de-energized. 
The holding relay of the switch is de-energized when, 
during starting, the centrifugal cutout switch in the 
starter of the last engine to be started opens the re- 
lay control circuit. This occurs when high pressure 
compressor speed reaches 36 to 39 percent rpm. If 
the ground start switch locks in the OFF position, 
the toggle must be lifted to repositmn it. When the 
switch is placed in PFvEU or CARTRIDGE, 28 volt dc 
electrical power is supplied to arm the throttle 
starter switches. Power is also directed to energize 
the engine start relays and the ground start switch 
holding relay. Two throttle starter switches, one for 
each engine throttle, are actuated bv throttle move- 
ment. When a throttle is lifted or moved out of OFF, 
the starter switch directs electrical power from the 
ground start switch to fire the respective engine 
start cartridge if the ground start switch is in CAR- 
TRIDGE or through the engine start relay to open the 
starter air shutoff valve if the ground start switch is 
in PNEU. When a throttle is m OFF and down, the 
throttle starter switch electrically grounds the 
starter cartridge circuit, thereby preventing car- 
tridge activation through inadvertent movement of 
the ground start switch. When the ground start switch 
is in the OFF position, electrical power is isolated 
from the engine starter system. Engine start count- 
ers, located in the left forward equipment bay, record 
separately the number of cartridge and pneumatic 
starts for each engine. 

Air Start Buttons. 

Two airstart pushbuttons (20, figure l-4 and 8, figure 
l-1 7), one located on the left console and the other 
located on the center console respectively, provide a 
means of obtaining ignition for air starting the en- 
gines. The buttons are marked AIR START. When 
either airstart button is depressed, the alrstart 
timer relay actuates and allows ignition generator 
power to operate the ignition exciters for both en- 
gines. The relay will remain energized for approxi- 
mately .35 seconds after the airstart button is re- 
leased, thereby providing ignition for this length of 
time. 

ignition Cutoff Switch. 

The ignition cutoff switch (8, figure l- 16). located 
on the aft console, is labeled GRD IGNITION and has 
two positions marked NORM and OFF. When the 
switch is in OFF, a relay, which deactivates the en- 
gine electrical ignition system for both engines bv 
grounding the ignition alternator output, is energized. 
When the switch is in the NORM position, the relay is 
deactivated and the ignition rircuits are not grounded 
through this relay. 

Translating Cowl Switches. O-0 !ss-- 
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Iabel%d”L COWL and R COWL and hava.three posi- 
tions marked EXTEND, OFF and RET&%$T. The 
switches are the lock lever type which must, be lifted 
out of the lock before they can be moved. Pla.cing 
either switch to EXTEiVD or RETRACT will CP se 
the respective cowl to drive to the position @l d for J 
by the switch. With the switches in the OFF position 
power is removed from the system. 

T<ansl,+ng Cowl Switches. 
@-+ 

Two translatmg cowl switches (8A. figure l-17). lo- 
cgted on the center console are provided for manual 
or automatic control of the translating cowls. The 
switches are labeled L COWL and R COWL and have 
three positions marked EXTEND, AUTO and RE- 
TRACT. The switches are the lock lever type which 
must be lifted out of the lock before they can be 
moved. The switches are activated when the landing 
gear !@ ifi the UP position. When the switches are 
placed to..!UTO and the landing gear is in the up 
position the position of the cowls is controlled auto- 
matically as a function of airspeed, When the air- 
speed is below math 0.44 the cowls are extended. 
When the airspeed 1s above math 0.5 the cowls are 
retracted. .%utomatlc operation of the cowls is dis- 
abled mpeeds allove math 0,8 to prevent inadderten 
opening&ugh speeds. Placing the switches to EX- 
TEND or IlI?TR.\CT will override-the automatic con- 
trol and drive the cowls tci the positiiin called for. 
WI n..the landing geaq handle .is placed’tq the DN 
ptrs %vn the cowls will- drive to the’ extend&.osition ‘$. 
regar&l+ss of sfnitch position or airpl&e.,sBed. 
‘Jperatiohrof the translating’“e~wls can be ground 
checked by ho&ling the transla?%ig cowl and math 
trim test swit?k to the TEST 

-4.. 
p sition and placing th? 

.‘ranslatit:g cowl) switches to the EXTEND or RE- 
TRACT position. 

Translating Cowl tiiid Mach Trim Test Switch, 
@-+ 

The translatmg cowl and math trim test switch (4A, 
‘figure l-16) located on the aft console, has two poEi- 
~tions marked NORM 2nd TEST. Placing the switch to 
i the TEST position will allow checkmg the operatioIj 

of the translntin:: cowls on the ground. The switch 1s 
‘llso used lV>r ground checking engine math lever 
operatioll. 

Engine Trim Switches. 

Two engine trim switches (21A, figure l-4). located 
on the left console, are provided to make fine adjust- 
ments in engine fuel flow at MIL or A,/B power set- 
tings to niaint:\iii turbine inlet temperature at or 
below thr TIT limit. The switches are labeled ENG 
TRIM wit11 .in L and Ii. 1or the respective engine. 
f:ac’h switch has three positions marked INCR (in- 
crease). DEClt (decrease) and are sprmg loaded to 
an unmarked center positioc. 

Compressor Bleed Valve Control Switches. 

Two enqme compressor bleed valve control switches 
(21 Ii, li:ure 1 --4). are located on the left console. The 
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I 
switches are labeled COMPRESSOR BLEED VALVE 
with and L an R for the respective engine. Each 
switch has two positions marked OPEN and CLOSED 

I 

(NORM). At speeds above math 1.6 the switches are 
placed to the OPEN position to bleed air from the 
engine compressor to prevent compressor stalls. On 
some airplanes the switches are labeled 5TH STAGE 
BLEED VALVE. 

Foreign Object Damage iFC)D) Prevention 

Door Switch. 
@- 

The FOD prevention door switch (32, figure l-4), lo- 
cated on the left console, is labeled FOD and has two 
positions marked EXTEND and RETRACT. The FOD 
prevention doors are extended or retracted when the 
switch is placed to the corresponding position. The 
switch controls 28 volt dc power from the main dc 
bus for operation of the doors. 

Spike Control Switch. 

Two spike control switches (3, figure l-17), located 
on the center console, are labeled L SPIKE and R 
SPIKE respectively. Each switch has three positions 
marked OVERRIDE, AUTO and OFF, When a switch 
is positioned to AUTO, 28 volt dc power is directed 
to open the associated spike hydraulic shutoff valve 
to initiate automatic operation. When the switch is 
positioned to OFF, the valve closes, shutting off hy- 
draulic power to the spike actuator. When the switch 
is positioned to OVERRIDE pneumatic pressure is ap- 

Spike Test Buttons 

Two spike test buttons (19, figure l-16), located on 
the aft console ground check panel, are provided to 
check operation of the spikes. The buttons are 
marked L SPIKE and R SPIKE. Deoressinz and hold- 
ing either button will cause the respective-spike to 
move to the full aft, fully expanded position. The 
spike caution lamps will light while the spikes ar’e in 
transit. When the buttons are released the spikes 
will move to the full forward, fully contracted posi- 
tion. 

Engine Tachometers. 

Two engine tachometers (27, figure l-5), located on 
the left main instrument panel, indicate the percent 
of RPM of the high pressure compressor (N2) in each 
engine. Each tachometer main dial is graduated from 
0 to 100 percent rpm in inc:rements of 2 percent, the 
subdial is graduated from 0 to 10 percent in incre- 
ments of 1 percent. 

tors are calibrated from 0 to 80,000 pph in incre- 
ments of 2000 pph. A digital readout of fuel flow is 
displayed on the face of the indicator. This readout 
shows fuel flow to the nearest 50 pph. 

Engine Nozzle Position Indicators. 

Two engine nozzle position indicators (30, figure 
l-5), located on the left main instrument panel, show 
nozzle position. The indicators are calibrated from 0 
(smallest nozzle area) to 10 (largest nozzle area). 
The indicators use 115 volt ac power from the essen- 
tial ac bus. 

Engine Oil Pressure Indicators. 

Two engine oil pressure indicators (31, figure l-5), 
located on the left main instrument panel, indicate 
engine oil pressure in pounds per square inch. The 
indicators are calibrated from zero to 100 psi in 
increments of 5 psi. The oil pressure indicating sys- 
tem operates on 26 volt ac which has been reduced by 
a transformer which has an input of 115 volts ac from 
the ac essential bus. 

Engine Pressure Ratio Indicator. 

Two engine pressure ratio (EPR) indicators (26, fig- 
ure l-5), located on the left main instrument panel, 
indicate the ratio of turbine discharge pressure to 
engine inlet pressure. The main dial of each indica- 
tor is calibrated from 1.0 to 3.0 in 0.1 increments. 
A smaller circular dial (subdial) on the indicator 
face is calibrated in 0.01 increments for precise 
reading. A set button on the lower right of each indi- 
cator permits movement of a reference pointer on 
the perimeter of the indicator to serve as an index 
for computed EPR. The precise EPR position of the 
reference pointer is displayed by a digital readout 
window on the indicator face. 115 volt ac power to 
the indicators is supplied from the essential ac bus. 

Engine Turbine Inlet Temperature Indicators. 

Two engine turbine inlet temperature (TIT) indica- 
tors (28, figure l-5): located on the left main instru- 
ment panel, show turbine inlet temperature in de- 
grees centigrade. The indicator dials are graduated 
from 0 to 1400 degrees in 50 degree increments. In 
addition, a digital readout of turbine inlet tempera- 
ture m 1 degree increments is dis layed. On some 
indicators installed on airplanes 6-0 , a red 1 
flag with the letters HOT is displayed on the face of 
the indicator if TIT for the respective engine exceeds 
the allowable limit during engine start. Power to the I 
TIT indicators is supplied from the 28 volt dc engine 
start bus. A flag marked OFF appears on the face of 
the indicator when power to the indicator is inter- 
rupted. 

Engine Fuel Flow Indicators. Spike Caution Lamps. 

TWO engine fuel flow indicators (29, figure l-5), lo- Two amber spike caution lamps, one for the spike in 
cated on the left main instrument panel, show fuel each engine inlet, are located on the main caution 
flow for each engine in pounds per hour. The indica- lamp panel (figure l-21A). When lighted, the letters 
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Left Main 
(Typical) 

1. LEFT WARNING AND C AUTION PANEL 
2. LANDING GEAR CONTROL PANEL 
3. ANGLE-OF-ATTACK INDEXERS 
4. GUN SWITCH 
5. AIRSPEED MACH INDICATOR 
SA. ROUNDS COUNTER 
6. TOTAL TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 
7. EXTERNAL STORES JETTISON BUTTON 
8. INSTRUMENT SYSTEM COUPLER 

CONTROL PANEL 
9. DUAL BOMBING TIMER 
9A.TRANSLATlNG COWL POSITION 

INDICATORS 
10. LEAD COMPUTING OPTICAL SIGHT 

AND CONTROL PANEL 
11. UPPER WARNING AND CAUTION 

LAMP PANEL 
12. ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR 

z! 
13. HORIZONTAL SITUATION 

la INDICATOR 

: 
14. MAIN CAUTION LAMP PANEL 
14A.TIT CAUTION LAMPS 

- 15. RADAR ALTIMETER 
b 16. RADAR ALTITUDE LOW WARNING LAMP 

17. MASTER CAUTION LAMP 
18. ALTITUDE-VERTICAL VELOCITY INDICATOR 
19. TAKEOFF TRIM INDICATOR LAMP 
20. TAKFOFF TRIM TEST BUTTON 
21. BOMB NAV. DISTANCE TIME INDICATOR 

ii 
ki 

22. SURFACE POSITION INDICATOR 
23. ENGINE FIRE PULL HANDLES 

0 24. ENGINE FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENT 
x DISCHARGE BUTTON 

5 
25. ENGINE FIRE DETECTION TEST SWITCH 

” 

25A.ENGlNE FIRE PUSHBUTTON WARNING 
LAMPS 

258. AGENT DISCHARGE/FIRE DETECT TEST 
SWITCH 

26. ENGINE PRESSURE RATIO INDICATORS 

iw . . 

28. 

29. 
30. 
31. 

ENGINE TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE 
I4 

INDICATORS 33. FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR TEST BUTlON 
ENGINE FUEL FLOW INDICATORS 34. TOTAL FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR 
ENGINE NOZZLE POSITION INDICATORS 35. FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR SELECTOR KNOB 
ENGINE OIL PRESSURE INDICATORS 36. AIR REFUELING RECEPTACLE 

32. FUSELAGE FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR LIGHTS CONTROL KNOB ult3lmolDo 

- 
- - 
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L ENG SPIKE and R ENG SPIKE, respectively are 
visible. A spike caution lamp lights when the aircraft 
math number is less than 0.3 and the respective 
spike is not full forward and fully contracted. When 
the spike control switch is placed to OVERRIDE the 
spike caution lamp will light and remain on until the 
spike has reached the full forward and fully con- 
tracted position. During spike self test the lamps 
will light until the spike has reached its full aft and 
full expanded position. The lamps operate on 28 volt 
dc electrical power from the essential dc bus. 

I 

Translating Cowl Position Indicators. 

Two translating cowl indicators (9A, figure l-5), lo- 
cated on the left main instrument panel, indicate the 
position of the translating cowls. The indicators .ire 
labeled L COWL and R COWL for the respective 
cowl. When the cowls are full open the indicators 
display the word OPEN. When the cowls are in transit 
the indicators will show cross hatched. With the ~:owls 
closed the indicators will display the word CLOSED. 

Translating Cowl Caution Lamp. 

An amber translating cowl caution lamp located on 
the main caution lamp panel (figure l-21A), will 
light if one or both translating cowls are not extended 

I 

at speeds below math 0.2 (math 0.35 on airplane:; 

J Q--d or if one or hoth cowls are not retracted at 
speeds above math 0.6 (0.5 for more than 15 seconds- 
on airplanes 12 o+ ). When the lamp lights, the let- 
ters COWL will be visible. The lamp operates on 
28 volt de power from the clc essential bus. 

Foreign Obiect Damage (FOD) Prevention Door 

Caution Lamp. 8-t 

The FOD prevention door caution lamp (figure l-21A), 
located on the main caution lamp panel, will light 
when the FOD doors are extended. When lighted tne 
letters FOD are visible. 

Engine Oil Hot Caution Lamps. 

The two engine oil hot caution lamps are located on 
the main caution lamp panel (figure I-21A). When 
the oil temperature of either engine exceeds 245”F, 
the associated lamp will light. When lighted, the fol- 
lowing letters will be visible in the lense of the re- 
spective lamp: L ENG OIL HOT; and R ENG OIL, 
HOT. 

ENGINE FIRE DETECTION AND 

EXllNGUlSHlNG SYSTEM. 

Engine fire detection is provided by sensing ele- 
ments routed throughout each engine compartment. 
Should a fire or overheat condition occur the rise :.n 
temperature is detected by tihe sensors which light 
the respective left or right engine fire warning lamp. 
Shutoff valves are provided to isolate fuel and hy- 
draulic fluid from the affected engine, After the 
shutoff valves are closed fire extinguishing agent 
can be discharged into the affected engine compart- 
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ment to put out the fire. The extinguishing agent is 
contained in a single container with a separate dis- 
charge valve for each engine. Self test features are 
incorporated in the system for maintenance checks 
and troubleshooting. 

Fire Pull Handles. 0-0 

Two fire pull handles (23, figure l-5), marked FIRE 
PULL, are located on the left main instrument panel. 
Pulling either handle will close the engine fuel shut- 
off valve and the utility and primary hydraulic sys- 
tem shutoff valves to the respective engine and will 
arm the extinguishing agent discharge circuit to the 
affected engine. When the handle is pushed in the 
fuel shutoff valve is opened, the hydraulic shutoff 
valves will remain closed. A fire warning lamp is 
located in each handle. 

Agent Discharge Button. 
O-0 

An agent discharge button (24, figure l-5), marked 
AGENT DISCH, is located between the fire pull 
handles on the left main instrument panel. Once a 
fire pull handle has been pulled out depressing the 
button will discharge fire extinguishing agent into 
the engine compartment selected. 

Fire Pushbutton Warning Lamps. @- 

Two fire pushbutton warning lamps (25A, figure l-5), 
marked L ENG and R ENG, are located on the left 
main instrument panel. When a fire is indicated by a 
warning lamp, depressing either button will close the 
engine fuel shutoff valve and utility and primary hy- 
draulic system shutoff valves to the respective en- 
gine and will arm the extinguishing agent discharge 
valve to the affected engine. Depressi.ng the button 
again will open the fuel shutoff valve. 

Agent Discharge/Fire Detect Test Switch. @- 

The agent discharge/fire detection test switch (25B, 
figure l-5), located on the left main instrument 
panel, is a three position switch mark:ed AGENT 
DISCH, OFF and FIRE DETECT TEST. The switch 
is spring loaded to the OFF position. Holding the 
switch to the AGENT DISCH position will discharge 
fire extinguishing agent into the engin’e compartment 
of the engine selected after depressing the affected 
engine fire pushbutton warning lamp. 

Holding the switch to the FIRE DETECT TEST posi- 
tion will light both fire warning lamps if the fire de- 
tection system is operational. 

Fire Detect Test Switch. @@ 

The fire detect test switch (25, figure l-5), located 
on the left main instrument panel, is marked TEST 
and NORM. The switch is spring loaded to the NORM 
position. ln the NORM position the system will func- 
tion to detect any engine fire or overheat condition 
that may occur. Holding the switch to the TEST posi- 
tion will light both fire warning lamps if the system 
is operational. 
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Fire Detection System Short Test Button. 
O-0 

switch is used to ground check the system circuitry 
during maintenance or troubleshooting. 

The fire detection system short test button (17, fig- 
ure l-16), located on the aft console, is marked 
SHORT TEST. The button is provided to ground check 
the system short discriminating test circuit during 
maintenance or troubleshooting. 

Fire Detection System Ground Test Switch. 
O-0 

Fire Detection System Ground Test Switches. @- 

Two fire detection system ground test switches (18, 
figure l-16), located on the aft console, are labeled 
R ENG and L ENG. The switches have three posi- 
tions marked CONTROL BOX, NORM and ELEMENT. 
The switches are spring loaded to the NORM (center) 
position and are used to ground check the system cir- 
cuitry during maintenance or troubleshooting. 

The fire detection system ground test switch (18, fig- 
ure l-16), located on the aft console, is a five posi- 
tion switch marked CONTROL BOX - L ENGINE, 
CONTROL BOX - R ENGINE, ELEMENT - L ENG 
and ELEMENT - R ENG. The switch is spring 
loaded to an unmarked NORM (center) position. The 

ENGfNE OPERATION. 

The following paragraph, containing information per - 
tinent to engine operation will aid in the evaluation 
and correction of engine malfunctions. I 
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Afterburner Control Malfunction. 

In the event an afterburner fails to shut down when 
the associated throttle is retarded to MIL, move the 
throttle to IDLE. If  this corrects the problem, normal 
operation of the engine up to MIL power may be re- 
stored, however, do not advance throttle beyond M1.L. 
If  retarding the throttle to IDLE does not correct 
the malfunction, shut the engine down. Following such 
an afterburner shut down, the engine may be restarted, 
but it is recommended that throttle settings above 
MIL be avoided for remainder of the flight. 

OIL SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

I Each engine is equipped with an oil supply system 
which consists of an oil tank, a main supply pump, 
six scavenger pumps, a deoiler, two filters, an over- 
board breather pressurizing valve, a pressure vahe, 
and three oil coolers (air-oil, fuel-oil, and after- 

I 

burner fuel-oil). The air-oil cooler operates with 
engine bleed air. Oil is fed to the main oil supply 
pump from the oil tank. It is then pumped in series 
through the two filters, the a:lr-oil cooler, fuel-oil 
cooler, and afterburner fuel-oil cooler. Oil flow 
through the fuel-oil coolers 1s controlled by tempera- 
ture and pressure sensing bypass valves. The oil is 
then directed to the engine bearings and to the acces- 
sory gearbox. Scavenger pumps return the oil to the 
oil tank. capacity of the tank is five gallons, four 
gallons of which are usable. .For oil quantities and 
specification, see figure l-5C1, Servicing Diagram, 

m Engine Oil Quantity Indicator. a-+ 

The engine oil quantity indicator (10, figure l-4), lo- 
cated on the left console, is a dual indicating instru- 
ment with two displays labeled L and R for the left 
and right engine respectively, Each display is grad- 
uated from 0 to 16 in one quart mcrements. A pointer 
for each display provides an indication of the number 
of quarts of 011 remaming in leach oil tank. The indi- 
cator operates on 115 volt dc power from the left 
main ac bus. 

IE ngine Oil Quantity Indicator Test Button. @+ 

The engine oil quantity indicator test button (9, fig- 
ure l-4), located on the left console beside the oil 
quantity indicator, provides a means of checking the 
Indicator. When the button is depressed and held the 
pointers will drive to predetermined values of 5 
quarts on the left display and 5.7 quarts for the right 
display. When the button is released the pointers 
will return to their previous indications. 

I Oil Low Caution Lamp. o- 

I 
An oil low caution lamp, (figure I-21A), located on 
the main caution lamp panel, lights any time the oil 
level in either the left or right engine oil supply 
tank drops to four (4) quarts. When the lamp is 1ighi:ed 
the letters OIL LOW are visible, 

Changed 29 July 1966 

FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

The fuel supply system (figure l-6), consists of a for- 
ward and aft integral fuselage tank, two integral wing 
tanks, an integral vent tank, and the associated fuel 
Pumps, controls, and indicators. During normal oper- 
ation, the left engine receives fuel from the forward 
fuselage tank, and the right engine receives fuel from 
the aft fuselage tank. Fuel from the wing tanks is 
transferred to the fuselage tanks before being de- 
livered to the engines. The fuel system employs ten 
fuel pumps, of which six deliver fuel to the engine 
and four are used to transfer fuel frorn the wing 
tanks to the fuselage tanks. Provisions are made for 
inflight refueling of the internal and external fuel 
tanks from a boom-type tanker aircraft. Single-point 
refueling is provided for ground servicing and is ac- 
complished through a standard ground refueling re- 
ceptacle on the left side of the fuselag,?. All tanks are 
equipped with refuel automatic shutoff valves. On air- 
planes 12 -c gravity refueling can be accomplished 
through Q iller caps in the wings and fuselage. For 
fuel tank capacities, refer to T.O. 1 F-111 (Y)A-1A. 

FUEL TANKS. 

The forward fuselage tank extends from the aft bulk- 
head of the crew module to the bulkhead forward of 
the main wheel well. The forward tank is divided into 
three separate bays; F-l, F-2, and the reservoir 
tank. The bays are interconnected by standpipes and 
one-way flow flapper valves. The flapper valves 
allow fuel to flow from F-l into F-2 and from F-2 to 
the reservoir. The reservoir tank is an integral part 
of the forward tank and retains 2538 pounds of fuel 
after all other fuel has been used. A float switch in 
the reservoir tank lights the FUEL LOW caution 
lamp when fuel remaining drops below approximately 
2300 pounds. The aft fuel tank extends from aft of 1 
the main gear wheel well to a bulkhead at the rear of 
the fuselage structure. The aft tank is divided into 
two bays, A-l and A-2. Each wing has an Integral 
fuel tank that extends from the wing ptiiot structure 
to near the wing tips. The wing tanks cannot feed fuel 
directly to the engines, To use wing tank fuel, the fuel 
must first be transferred to the fuselage tank. A vent 
tank located in the vertical fin is provided for fuel 
expansion and for venting the fuselage and wing tanks. 

FUEL PUMPS. 

There are ten fuel pumps in the fuel system that op- 

erate on 115 volt, three phase, 400 cycle ac power. 
The six fuselage fuel pumps are dual Inlet booster 
pumps, and the four wing fuel pumps are single inlet 
transfer pumps. Boost pumps 1 and 3 are in bay F-2, 
2 and 4 are in the reservoir tank, and 5 and 6 are 111 
bay A-l, Transfer pumps 7 and 9 are m thr left w111g, 

and transfer: pumps 8 and 10 are in the rt@t wing. 
Pumps 3, 4, 5 and 6 are the primary engine feed 
pumps, and 1 and 2 are standby engine feed pumps. 
Number 1 boost pump is a standby pump and operates 
continuously with the engine feed selector switch In 
any position rxrept OFF. When not n?acieti for engine 
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Fuel System (Typical) 
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fuel supply, the fuel provided by pump 1 is circulated 
into the reservoir tank through a pressure relief 
valve. The number 2 standby pump is energized by a 
pressure sensing switch whenever the manifold pres- 
sure falls below 16.1 psi above tank pressure. 

ENGINE FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

The engine fuel supply system controls the sequence 
of fuel flow to the engines and the transfer of fuel 
between the fuel tanks. The engine fuel supply sys- 
tem, when functioning in the automatic engine feed 
mode, maintains a predetermined fuel quantity dif- 
ference between the forward fuel tank and the aft fuel 
tank in order to control the airplane center of gravity. 
There are four modes of engine fuel feed (AUTO, 
BOTH, FWD and AFT) which are controlled by the 
engine feed selector knob on the fuel control panel. 
The first mode (AUTO) is a feed condition in which 
the left engine receives fuel from the forward tank 
and the right engine receives fuel from the aft tank. 
In this mode a fuel differential between the forward 
and aft tank is automatically monitored and main- 
tained by the gaging system. The second mode (BOTH) 
of operation is the same as the first mode except 
that the fuel differential between forward and aft 
tanks is not maintained by the gaging system. The 
third and fourth modes (FWD and AFT) are those in 
which both engine fuel manifolds can be fed by either 
the forward or aft tank alone. 

FUEL TRANSFER. 

In order to use the fuel in the wing internal tanks, it 
must be transferred to the fuselage tanks. The for- 
ward and aft r Afuel valvs will m during tran& 
operation any time the tank is not full. Q&&&&ves m,--, 
cannot be,co~?~df~.Q~~he,c”o~~. The activation 
of the fuel transfer system is controlled by the fuel 
transfer switch on the fuel control panel. The fuel 
level in the fuselage tanks is maintained by float 
valves which open or close refuel valves. If  AUTO 
engine feed is selected, an 8200 (k300) pound fuel 
differential is maintaintained between the forward 
fuselage tank and the aft fuselage tank, with the great- 
er amount being in the forward tank. This differenti& 
is maintained by an automatic transfer of fuel from 
the aft tank ~o&&~~~wa~~Jm& when the differential l_l.- 
is 1~ than 82OC&,oln& If the differential is &reaie,r 
than 8200 pounds, the aft fuelgumps,ar~~~~,yt._sff 
iTiiig~~~~g~~~-c’ 

_l_ .I.-r _,..... . 
-n&until the dif- 

ferential is re-established. When transferring from 
the external tanks and wing tanks the fuel pump low 
pressure indicator lamps should be used in conjunc- 
tion with the fuel quantity indicator to determine 
when the particular tank is empty. When emptying 
the wing tanks, the wing transfer fuel pump low pres- 
sure indicator lamps may not light simultaneously 
depending on wing sweep angle. With the wLn=for.: 
ward_the outboard transfer pumpLwiaun.o&t..of 

~~~ahea.~~~o~~~~~;~~~. With the w 
the reverse will occur. 

FUEL PRESSURIZATION AND VENT SYSTEM. 

The fuel pressurization system air is obtained from 
the engine compressor bleed line and is used to pro- 
vide pressure for the fuel tanks. The system main- 
tains a pressure between 5.0 and 6.0 psig in the tanks 
by means of the fuel tank vent and pressurization 
control valve. Should the fuel tank pressure approach 
6.0 psig, the vent valve opens to vent the excess air 
overboard through the vent/dump outlet located at the 
lower aft end of the fuselage. If  the pressure de- 
creases, the valve controls air into the tank to main- 
tain pressure. 

FUEL DUMP SYSTEM. 

The airplane is equipped with a fuel dump system 
capable of dumping fuel at a rate of 2300 poundsEr 
minute minimum During dumping operation, all fuel p-1---- 
is automatically transferred to the forward fuselage _-----~-^--~-~ .- ._____ I x _ ____ 

&J& Fuel tank nressure then forcesthefu&ozr- 
b-through the fuel dump line, All fuel except that 
in the reservoir tank can be dumped. The fuel dump 
outlet is located between and aft of the engines di- 
rectly beneath the rudder. 

Note 

.Fuel dumping should normally be accom- 
plished with engines at MIL power or less. 
If  dumping operation is necessary during 
afterburner operation, the fuel may ignite 
behind the airplane. This should cause no 
concern however since the fire will be 
behind the airplane. Other aircraft in the 
immediate vicinity should be advised to 
stav well clear during dumping operations. 

.To eliminate prolonged fuel dripping from 
the fuel dump outlet after dumping is dis- 
continued, the fuel system may be momen- 
tarily depressurized to clear residual fuel 
from the fuel clump lines. (This will occur 
automatically when the landing gear is ex- 
tended for landing.) 

AIR REFUELING SYSTEM. 

The airplane is equipped with an air refueling sys- 
tem capable of receiving fuel from a flying-boom 
type tanker aircraft. The system consists of a hy- 
draulically actuated receptacle and slipway door, a 
signal amplifier, and the associated controls and in- 
dicators. Hydraulic pressure for operation of the re- 
ceptacle and its latch mechanism is supplied by the 
utility hydraulic system. The receptacle is located on 
top of the fuselage immediately aft of the crew mod- 
ule. When the receptacle is extended, a mechanical 
linkage retracts the aft end of the slipway door into 
the fuselage forming a slipway into the receptacle. 
When retracted, the upper surface of the receptacle 
and the slipway door join to form a surface flush with 
the fuselage skin. The refueling receptacle is equipped 
with two lamps located one on each side. As the re- 
ceptacle extends, the lamps will light the receptacle 
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and the slipway area. During normal refueling oper- 
ations, the refueling boom enters the receptacle and 
is automatically latched in place by a hydraulically 
actuated latching mechanisim. When the boom is 
latched in place, fuel flows. through the receptacle and 
the refuel manifold into the fuel tanks at a rate of ap- 

a proximately 5100 to 5800 pounds per minute. As the 

I 

tanks are filled, float operated valves automatic;.lly 
close the tank refueling valves shutting off flow to the 
tanks. As the last tank is filled, a disconnect signal 
is automatically sent to the boom latching mechanism 
to disconnect the boom, thus stopping fuel flow. A 
disconnect signal can be manually initiated at any 
time during refueling by either receiver pilot or by 
the tanker boom operator. I f  a disconnect cannot be 
made by other methods, a brute force pull-out can 
be safely accomplished. 

SINGLE POINT REFUELING SYSTEM. 

The airplane is equipped with a single point refueling 
system which enables all airplane fuel tanks to be 
pressure filled simultaneously from a single refuel- 
ing receptacle. During ground refueling operations, 
fuel flows through the refueling receptacle and refuel- 
ing manifold mto the fuel tanks. As each tank fills. a 
float operated valve automatically closes the refuel 
valve stopping flow to the tank. The single point re- 
fueling receptacle 1s located on the left side of the 
fuselage forward of the engme air intake, 

1. FUEL PUMP LOW PRESSURE INDICATOR LAMPS 
2. ENGINE FEED SELECTOR KNOB 
3. AIR REFUEL SWITCH 
4. FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION SELECTOR SWITCH 
5. FUEL TRANSFER KNOB 
6. FUEL DUMP SWITCH *4681000420A 

GRAVITY REFUELING. @- Figure J-7. 

Gravity refueling is accomplished through filler caps 
in the top of the wing and fuselage. There is one f.lller 
cap in each wing on the trailing edge near the fuse- 
lage. There are five filler caps in the fuselage. One 
for F-l, F-2 and A-2 tanks and two for A-l tank. 
Plug in type static ground receptacles for grounding 
the airplane during gravity refueling are provided 
under each wing and adjacent to the filler caps on 
the top of the fuselage. Each receptacle is market: 
GROUND HERE for identification. 

from the aft fuselage tank. When the knob is rotated 
to BOTH, boost pumps 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are energized 
and boost pump 2 is on standby. In this configuration 
the left engine is fed from the forward fuselage tank, 
and the right engine is fed from the aft fuselage tank. 
Fuel distribution will be maintained if fuel flow to 
each engine is equal, however the 8200 pound differ- 
ential between tanks is not maintained by the gaging 
system. 

Fuel Transfer Knob. 
FUEL SYSTEM CONTROLS AND INDICATORS. 

Engine Feed Selector Knob. 

The engine feed selector knob (2, figure l-7), lo- 
cated on the fuel control panel, is a rotary, five-po- 
sition detent switch marked OFF, FWD, AUTO, AFT, 
and BOTH. When the knob is rotated to OFF, all 
fuel boost pumps are de-energized. When the knob 
is rotated to FWD, boost pumps 1, 3, and 4 are ener- 
gized, and boost pump 2 is placed on standby. In this 
configuration, both engines a.re fed from the forward 
fuel tank. When the knob is rotated to AUTO, boost 
pumps 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are energized, and boost pump 
2 is on standby. In this confi;Fration the left engine 
receives fuel from the forward tank and the right 
engine receives fuel from the aft tank with a differ- 
ential of 8200 pounds automatically maintained be- 
tween the two tanks. When the knob is rotated to 
AFT position, boost pumps 1, 5, and 6 are energized, 
boost pump 2 is on standby, and both engines are fed 

The fuel transfer knob (5, figure l-7), located on 
the fuel control panel, is a six-position rotary switch 
marked WING, INBD, AUTO, CENTER, OUTBD, and 
OFF. When the knob is in the OFF position, all fuel 
transfer functions are off. When the knob is rotated 
to WING, four transfer pumps, two in each wing tank, 
are energized; and fuel is transferred from the wing 
tanks to the fuselage tanks. The INBD, CENTER, and 
OUTBD positions of the knob are for t:ransferring 
fuel from external tanks when installed. The AUTO 
position automatically sequences the transfer of fuel 
from the outboard, center, and inboard external tanks 
and the wing tanks in that order. I f  an external tank 
is not installed, the sequence of transfer remains the 
same except the missing tank is skipped. 

Fuel Dump Switch. 

The fuel dump switch (6, figure l-7), located on the 
fuel control panel, is a two position switch marked 
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DUMP and OFF. When the switch is in the OFF posi- 
tion, dump valves A and B are closed and C is open. 
When the switch is positioned to DUMP, dump valves 
A and B are opened, C is closed, the automatic trans- 
fer valve is opened, the tanks are pressurized and 
fuel booster pumps 5 and 6 and fuel transfer pumps 
‘7, 8, 9, and 10 are energized, thereby transferring 
fuel from the wing and aft tanks to the forward tank 
to be dumped. The fuel tanks will pressurize when 
the dump switch is in DUMP regardless of the posi- 
tion of the fuel tank pressurization selector switch, 
the landing gear, or the air refueling door. 

Fuel Tank Pressurization Selector Switch. 

The fuel tank pressurization selector switch (4, fig- 
ure l-7), located on the fuel control panel, is a three- 
position, lever-lock toggle switch marked AUTO, 
OFF, and PRESSURIZE. When the switch is positioned 
to AUTO, the fuel tanks are pressurized, except when 
the landing gear is down, or the aerial refueling door 
is open. When the switch is placed to OFF, the pres- 
surization airflow to the tanks is turned off and the 
tanks are vented. When the switch is placed to PRES- 
SURIZE and pressurization air is available, fuel tank 
pressurization is maintained with the landing gear 
down or the refuel door open. 

Air Refueling Switch. 

The air refueling switch (3, figure l-7), located on 
the fuel control panel, is a three position lever lock 
toggle switch marked EBL, OPEN and CLOSE. When 
the switch is positioned to OPEN, hydraulic pressure 
is directed to the refueling receptacle actuating cyl- 
inder to extend the receptacle and retract the fairing 
door. Positioning the switch to CLOSE will cause the 
refueling receptacle to retract. The EBL (emergency 
boom latch) position is used in the event that the 
automatic latching feature of the receptacle fails to 
latch the boom in place. Positioning the switch to 
EBL will provide a signal directly to the hydraulic 
latching mechanism through a boom contact switch in 
the receptacle, bypassing the signal amplifier. This 
will cause the hydraulic latching actuators to latch 
the boom in place. When the switch is in EBL, the 
automatic disconnect signal will not be available to 
unlatch the boom at completion of refueling. The 
boom must be manually disconnected by depressing 

I 

and holding the nose wheel steering and air refuel 
button located on either control stick grip. I f  a dis- 
connect cannot be made by other methods, a brute 
force pull-out can be safely accomplished. Electrical 
power is supplied to all external tank refuel valves 
when the switch is in the OPEN or EBL position. 

Nose Wheel Steering/Air Refuel Buttons. 

The nose wheel steering/air refuel buttons (4, 
figure l-15), located one on each control stick grip, 
are labeled NWS and A/R DISC. The air refueling 
function of the button provides a means of manually 
disconnecting the air refueling boom. Depressing 
either button will interrupt power to the boom latch- 
ing mechanism causing it to unlatch. For a descrip- 
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tion of the NWS function of the buttons, refer to 
“Nose Wheel Steering System,” this section. 

Precheck Selector Valves. 

Four precheck selector valves, one for each internal 
fuel tank, are located on a recessed panel just aft 
and below the single point refueling receptacle. The 
valves are provided to functionally test the refuel 
valves, The valves are labeled FWD TK (forward 
tank), AFT TK (aft tank), LH WG TK left wing tank), 
and RH WG TK. On airplanes @-+ 11 d each valve 
has positions marked SEC (secondary), OFF, and PRI 
(primary). Positioning a selector valve to PRI while 
the aircraft is being fueled will cause fuel to flow into 
a bowl at the selected float valve and cause the float 
to be submerged, simulating a full tank. This will 
cause the refuel shutoff valve to close. The secondary 
portion of the precheck system is inactive. When the 
OFF position is selected, the bowl at the float valve 
will drain and the float is a owed to drop unless the 
tank is full. On airplanes 12 

b 
the fwd and aft tank 

valves are labeled SEC, RE UEL, and PRI. The PRI 
and SEC positions check the primary and secondary 
floats respectively as described above. The REFUEL 
position is identical to the OFF position described 
above. The wing tank selector valves at the precheck 
selector panel are marked REFUEL and CK (check). 
In addition to the valves at the precheck panel, there 
is a selector valve in each wing tank. This valve ap- 
pears as a rod with a screwdriver slot flush with 
the lower surface of the wing. This valve is used to 
select the float valve in the wing tank to be checked 
when the selector at the refuel station is in the CK 
position. 

Stores Refuel Power Switch, 

The stores refuel power switch (4, figure l-16), 
located on the aft console, has positions marked 
BATTERY and NORM. The switch is provided to 
supply battery power to the external fuel tank fuel 
valves for single point ground refueling. Placing the 
switch to BATTERY will orovide 28 volt batterv now- 

”  L 

er to the valves and permit the external tanks to be 
fueled. A float switch in the external tank will break 
the circuit and shut off the flow when the tank is full. 
Placing the switch to NORM, deenergizes the valves. 

Position lights/ Stores Refuel Battery Power 

Switch. a-+ 

The position lights/stores refuel battery power switch 
(4, figure l-16), located on the aft console, has three 
positions marked POS LIGHTS, NORM and STORES 
REFUEL. Placing the switch to the STORES REFUEL 
position will supply battery power to the external 
fuel tank fuel valves for single point ground refueling. 
A float switch in the external tank will break the 
circuit and shut off the flow of fuel when the tank is 
full. Placing the switch to NORM deenergizes the cir- 
cuit. The switch is mechanically held in the NORM 
position when the ground check panel door is closed. 
For a description of the POS LIGHTS position of the 
switch refer to Lighting System, this section. 
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Total/Select Fuel Quantity Indicator. Fuel Quantity indicator Test Button. 

The total/select fuel quanti’:y indicator (34, figure 
l-5), located on the left ma.tn instrument panel, pro- 
vides indications of total fuel in all tanks and the fuel 
remaining in individual wing or external pylon tanks. 
The indicator is graduated from zero to 5 (times 1000 
pounds) in increments of 100 pounds and has a pomter 
and a five digit counter. The pointer will read tile fuel 
remaining in the wmg or external tank as selected by 
the fuel quantity indicator selector knob. Thr counter 
continuously reads the total fuel remaining in all tanks. 
Due to fuel quantity indicating system tolerance it is 
possible to have a small amount of fuel remaining in 
the wing tanks when the select fuel indicator reads 
empty. The luel pump low pressure indicator lamps 
for the wing transfer pumps provide the most posi- 
tive indication that the wing tanks are completely 
empty. The select fuel quan:ity indicator circuit uses 
a single compensator sensor which is located in t:le 
aft fuel tank. If  the aft tank LS emptied while there is 
fuel it1 one or more of the wing or external tanks, 
the uncovering of the compensator will cause thr‘ :;e- 
lect #age in&cations to read erroneously high. 

The fuel quantity indicator test button (33, figure l-5), 
located on the left main instrument panel, is provided 
to test the fuselage fuel quantity and total/select fuel 
quantity indicators. When the test button is depressed 
each of the three pointers and the total fuel digital 
counter will drive to the following indications: For- 
ward and aft tank pointers, 2000 (k4001. Select tank 
pointer, 2000 (ilOO). Total fuel digital counter, 2000 
(k1250). The indicators will either increase or de- 
crease to the 2000 pound reading depending on the 
quantity of fuel in the tanks. A normal confidence 
check of fuel quantity mdicator operation may bP 
made by depressmg the test button long enough to 
observe movement of the pointers and counter. When 
the button is released the pointers and counter will 
return to their original readings. 

Fuel Quantity Indicator Selector Knob. 

Fuselage Fuel Quantity Indicator. 

The fuselage fuel quantity indicator (32, figure 1 -!i), 
located on the left main instrument panel, indicates 
the amount of fuel remaining rn the forward alld aft 
fuselage tanks and the amount oi fuel differential tie- 
tween the two tanks. The incicator is graduated Irl)rn 
zero to 20 (times 1000 pouncs) 111 500 pound incr?- 
merits. The indicator has tw:, pointers marked F (for- 
ward and r\ (aft) for the forward and Lift tanks. Whl>n 
operating in automatic engme feed, the ~1 pointer will 
be maintamed approximatel!i 8200 pounds below thfh 
F pointer. In this positioli the F pointer will be be - 
tween t,wo dot indices on the outer scale of the ind.- 
cator. Thr two dots indicate the pomt at which att 
to forward fuel transfer will occur to maintain tlie 
8200 pound fuel differential. Two bar indices (2 ad- 
dltlonal dots on some airplanes) outboard of the dcts 
indicate the point at which the fuel distribution CXU- 

tion lamp will light to mdicate the fuel differenti:Fl 
between the forward and aft tanks is out of tolerance. 
The indices move with the A pointer and thus provKle 
a ready reference of fuel differential when operati ~g 
in manual engine feed. 

The fuel quantity indicator selector knob (35, figure 
l-5), located on the left main instrument panel, has 
eight positions marked L WING, R WING, LI (left 
inboard external tank), RI, LC (left center external 
tank), RC, LO (left outboard external tank) and 170. 
Placing the knob to the desired tank enables reading 
the amount of fuel remaining in that tank on the total/ 
select fuel quantity indicator. 

Fuel Manifold Low Pressure Caution Lamps. 

Two amber fuel manifold low pressure caution lamps 
(figure l-21A), are located on the main caution lamp 
panel, The letters R FUEL PRESS or L, FUEL PRESS 
are visible when the respective lamp is lighted. The 
applicable lamp lights any time the fuel pressure in 
the right or left fuel manifold is less than 15.5 psia. 

Fuel Low Caution Lamp. 

The amber fuel low caution lamp (figure l-ZlA), 
located on the main caution lamp panel, lights any 
time fuel in the reservoir tank is less than 2350 (rt235) 
pounds. Fuel quantity indication will be between 1700 
and 3000 pounds in the forward tank when the lamp 
lights. When the lamp is lighted, the letters FUEL 
LOW are visible. 

Description & Operation 
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Fuel Pump low Pressure Indicator Lamps. 

Ten green lamps (1, figure l-7), located on the left 
side of the fuel panel, are fuel pump low pressure 
indicator lamps, When a fuel pump is energized, 
whether by automatic or matnual tank selection, and 
the pump is not generating at least 3.5 psi, the cor- 
responding green lamp lights. The uppermost two 
lamps are for the standby booster pumps in the fcr- 
ward tank. The next two lamps are for the forward 
fuselage tank booster pumps. The next two lamps are 
for the aft fuselage tank booster pumps. The next 
two lamps reflect the wing mboard transfer pump:;, 
and the lower two lamps are for the wmg outboard 
transfer pumps. The fuel pump low pressure indica- 
tor lamps may not light simultaneously depending on 
wmg sweep angle. With the wings forward the out- 
board transfer pumps will run out of fuel before the 
inboard pumps. With the wings aft the reverse will 
occur. 

Fuel Tank Pressurization Caution Lamp. 

The amber fuel tank pressurization lamp (figure l- 
21A), located on the main caution lamp panel, lights 
when fuel tank air pressure drops below approxi- 
mately 3.5(*.5) psi during flight with the landing gear 
and the air refueling receptacle retracted. The lamp 
also lights any time the fuel tanks are pressurized 
and the landing gear or air refueling receptacle is 
extended. When the lamp lights the letters TANK 
PRESS are visible. 

Fuel Distribution Caution Lamp. 

The amber fuel distribution caution lamp (figure l- 
21A), located on the main caution lamp panel, is pro- 
vided to indicate when the fuel distribution betweer. 
the forw rd and aft tanks is out of tolerance. On air- 
planes 1 

(-2 
11 when the fuel distribution is less 

or greater than 200 (*800) pou ds differential, the 
lamp wilt light. On airplanes 12 
light at 8200 (plus 1800 minus Q- 

the lamp wil; 
0) pounds. When 

lighted, the letters FUEL DISTRIB are visible. 

Nose Wheel Steering/Air Refueling Indicator Lamp. 

The green nose wheel steering and air refueling in- 
dicator lamp (1, figure l-5), located on the left ma:.11 
instrument panel, is labeled :NWS A/R. For air re- 
fueling, the lamp provides an mdication when the air 
refueling circuitry is set to receive the refueling 
boom. As the receptacle extends into place, the lamp 
will light, When the boom is latched m the receptacle, 
the lamp will go out, When the boom disconnects, the 
lamp will again light. On airplanes @-+@) the in- 
tensity of the lamp can be controlled with the mal- 
function and indicator lamp d:lmming switch. On air- 
planes 12 o-+ the lamp cannot be dimmed. For a de- 

scription of the KWS function of the lamp, refer to 
“Nose Wheel Steering System”, this SeCtiOn. 

Fuel lank Pressure Gage. 

The tank pressure gage, located adjacent to the single 
point refueling receptacle is provided to monitor ta,nk 
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pressure during ground refueling. The gage is grad- 
uated from 0 to 15 psi, in 0.5 psi increments. 

FUEL SYSTEM OPERATION. 

Automatic Fuel System Management. 

Normal fuel system management is accomplished by 
positioning the engine feed selector switch to AUTO 
and the fuel transfer switch to AUTO. This estab- 
lishes a mode of operation whereby fuel is auto- 
matically transferred in sequence from the external 
tanks and wing fuel tanks to the fuselage fuel tanks. 
The remaining fuel in each tank, other than the fuse- 
lage tanks, may be monitored at any time by posi- 
tioning the fuel gage selector switch to the desired 
tank position and observing the indication on the se- 
lect fuel quantity indicator. 

Manual Fuel System Management. 

In the event that either the automatic ‘engine feed or 
automatic fuel transfer modes of operation become 
inoperative or manual control of the flue1 system is 
desired, several alternate modes of fuel flow control 
may be selected. 

Manual Engine Fuel Supply. When the engine feed 
selector switch is in the FWD, AFT, or BOTH posi- 
tion, the automatic fuel distribution system between 
the forward and aft fuselage fuel tank is inoperative. 
If  a change in fuel distribution between the forward 
and aft fuselage tanks is needed, it is ‘obtained by 
alternately switching from BOTH to FWD or AFT as 
necessary. The relative fuel levels will be indicated 
on the fuselage fuel indicator. 

Manual Fuel Transfer. I f  the automatic fuel transfer 
mode should become inoperative or manual transfer 
of fuel is desired, the fuel transfer switch may be 
positioned to OUTBD, CENTER, INBD., or WING as 
necessary. During a normal manual transfer of fuel, 
the fuel transfer switch is positioned first to OUTBD 
(outboard pylon tank) and the fuel gage selector 
switch is positioned to EXT TANKS - LO or RO. It 
will be necessary to periodically switch the fuel gage 
selector switch back and forth between LO and RO to 
monitor the fuel level in each outboard pylon tank. 
When the fuel quantity gage indicates that both tanks 
are empty, the fuel transfer switch is positioned to 
CENTER and the fuel gage selector switch is posi- 
tioned to EXT TANKS - LC or RC. When the center 
pylon tanks are empty, the inboard pylon tanks are 
selected. After the inboard pylon tanks are emptied 
the fuel transfer switch IS positioned to WING and 
the fuel gage selector switch is positioned to L WING 
or R WING. During fuel transfer from ‘the wings and 
external tanks there is a tendency for more of the 

ansfer ed to the aft tank on airplanes 
&qyj b 7 9 and 11 or the forward tank on air- 

planes 0 0 Q 8 10 19 . This tendency normally has no 
effect on the fuse age tank fuel distribution since 
these tanks are maintained full during the transfer 
operation. If  the fuel levels in the fuselage tanks are 
lowered before the wing and external fuel is trans- 
ferred, AUTO engine feed should be used to achieve 
the proper differential between the forward and aft 
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tanks. On airplanes @-+a @ and @ the fuel 
distribution system will make corrections by trans- 
ferring fuel forward. This will be accomplished at a 
rate sufficient to prevent the fuel distribution caution 
lamp from lighting. On airplanes @ @ @ the 
distribution is corrected by burning fuel from the 
forward tank. During low fuel consumption rates, the 
fuel distribution caution lamps may light indicating 
excessive fuel in the forward tank. 

Fuel Dumping. 

During fuel dumping operations it should be noted 
that the automatic center-of-gravity Control Will not 

operate normally. I f  the engine feed selector switch 
is in AUTO during dumping, the No. 5 fuel pump in 
the aft tank will shut off when the 8200 pound fuel 
differential is exceeded. The No, 6 pump will con- 
tinue to run. Assuming that fuel is also being trans- 
ferred from the wing tanks, the forward fuselage tank 
will remain nearly full while the aft fuselage and 
wing tanks are emptying. This will cause the center- 
of-gravity to gradually shift forward. When the wing 
tanks are emptied, fuel from the forward fuselage 
tank will be dumped at a faster rate than that being 
transferred from the aft fuselage tank. This will 
cause the center-of-gravity to shift aft until the 8200 
pound fuel differential is reestablished, From this 
point until the aft fuselage tank is empty, the No. 5 
fuel pump in the aft tank will cycle on and off to 
maintain the 8200 pound fuel differential. 

Air Refueling. 

For air refueling system operation, refer to 
Section II. 

Single Point Refueling. 

1. Airplane and refueling equipment - Grounded. 
Insure that the airplane and all refueling 
equipment are statically grounded. 

2. loose gear chocks - Removed. 
Remove all entrance ladders and equipment 
under the aircraft which might cause damage 
when the landing gear shock struts compress 
due to increased fuel load. 

3. Precheck selector valves - OFF or REFUEL. 
(as applicable) 

Stores refuel power switch - 

I f  external tanks are installed, place the 
stores refuel power switch to BATTERY. 

I 

3B. 12 Position lightsjstores refuel battery 
power switch - STORES REFUEL. 

If  external tanks are installed, place the 
position lights/stores refuel battery 
power switch to STORES REFUEL. 

9. Fuselage tank precheck selector valves - OFF 
or REFUEL then SEC. 

Individually rotate the fuselage tank pre- 
check selector valves to OFF or REFUEL 
as applicable and then to SEC while observ- 
ing the flowmeter. Flow should rise at least 
100 gpm while in OFF or REFUEL position 
indicating that the selected refuel valve has 
opened, The valve should then close when the 
SEC position is selected. 

Note 

4. Fueling hose ground cable - Connected. 
Connect the grounding cable from the fueling 
hose to the airplane. 

On airplanes @+ 9 the secondary 
portion of the prechec system is inac- 
tive, therefore it is necessary to return 
the precheck selector valves to PRI in- 
stead of SEC after it has been deter- 
mined that the refuel valve has opened. 
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Ground refueling receptacle cap - Removed. 

Fuel nozzle - Connected to refueling recep- 
tacle. 

Start fuel servicing unit and open fuel nozzle. 

Precheck selector valves - PRI or CK. (as 
applicable) 

Within a few seconds after fuel flow is indi- 
cated, position all precheck selector valves 
to PRI or CK as applicable. The fuel flow 
should drop to less than 10 gpm indicating 
that all primary valves have closed. 

DO not allow fuel flow to the aft tank or 
wing tanks for more than a few seconds 
when the forward tank quantity is below 
7500 pounds. To do so may cause a lon- 
gitudinal unbalance and cause the air- 
plane to tip up. 

Note 

I f  fuel flow drops to 5 gpm or less, pro- 
ceed to step 9. If  fuel flow does not drop, 
determine which refuel valve has mal- 
f  nctioned as follows: On airplanes 

8-s 
1 11 connect electrical power and 

o serve he fuel quantity gages while all 
tanks are prechecked to deter ine which 
tank is filling. On airplanes 12 

Q- 
select 

the aft tank valve to SEC and o serve the 
flowmeter for 30 seconds, then select 
PRI. I f  flow did not drop below 5 gpm when 
SEC position was selected, repeat the test 
for the forward tank. If  flow is not stopped 
when SEC position was selected for the 
forward tank, repeat the test for each 
wing by changing positions for the wing 
precheck selector valve located on the 
lower surface of each wing. The defective 
valve will be indicated by a drop of flow. 
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10. Precheck selector valves - OFF or REFUE:L. 
(as applicable) 

Continue refueling operations. 

11. Tank pressure gage - Monitor, 
I f  pressure exceed!3 3 psi, discontinue re- 
fueling operation and determine the cause. 
The tanks should be depressurized and air 
should flow from the vent during fueling. 

Note 

Fuel tanks are full and valves are closed 
when the flowmeter on the fuel truck falls 
to zero. 

m 12 thru 13. (Deleted) 

14. Fuel nozzle - Closed. 
At completion of refueling, close the fuel 
nozzle and stop the refueling truck pump. 

15. Fuel nozzle and grounding cable - Discon. 
netted. 

16. Refueling receptacle cap - Installed. 

17. Single point refueling control access doors - 
Closed and latched. 

I 

18. Position lights/stores refuel battery power 
switch or stores refuel selector switch - 
NORM (if external tanks were fueled). 

ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 

The electrical power supply system provides 115 
volt, three-phase, 400 cycle ac power and 28 volt dc 
power. Two ac generator drive assemblies, one 
mounted on each engine, supply ac power. Two trans- 
former rectifier units provide 28 volt dc power. (See 
figure l-8.) 

ALTERNATING CURRENT POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

AC power is supplied by two 60 kva generating SyS- 
terns. Each generator is driven by a constant-speed 
drive assembly which regulates generator frequency 
at 400 cvc&e. per second. Voltage regulation and e:ys- 
tern protective functions are performed by generator 
control units. There are fheac buses: a left main 
ac bus, a right main ac bus, and an essential ac bus. 
During normal operation, the right !=enwsupplies 
power to the ~~&&s., and the heft gener&+r 
power the left maiq&c..bus a.nd the essential bus-,. 
Each generator is connectec! to its associated bus 
with multiple wire generator feeders. Power transfer 
contactors located near the main ac buses are used 
to switch the buses from one generator to another. 
Each main ac bus is normally individually powered 
and isolated from the other. The power contactors 
provide a bus tie function automatically in the eve:nt 
of a generator failure. If  a f.ault or malfunction oc,- 
curs causing an undervoltage, overvoltage, under- 
frequency, or overfrequency, the associated ac gen- 
erator control unit removes the generator from the 

bus. Undervoltage or overvoltage de-excites the gen- 
erator and disconnects it from the bus. Underfre- 
quency or overfrequency does not de-excite the gen- 
cessive amount of heat occurs in the constant-speed 
drive (CSD) unit, a thermal device in the unit auto- 
matically decouples the drive from the engine. Once 
decoupled, the drive cannot be recoupled during flight. 
An emergenen*generator with aJQ.k& output is pro- _-.e,I I . .‘.**_l”l* 
vided to generate electrical power in the event of 
failure of both main ac generators. The emergency 
generator is driven by a wmc2_tSLE. which re- 
ceives power from the utilit~r&s~s&m. In 
the event of loss of botrpTmary generating systems, 
a solenoid-operated valve is deenergjzed, allowing 
hydraulic pressure to operate the emergency genera- 
tor. Zxne.r~g~~ is applied to the= 
Ed dc essentiwsand to the 28 volt dc engine ---....-_ 
start bus‘. _̂  ___-, 

Generator Switches. 

The two generator switches (1, figure l-lo), located 
on the electrical control panel, are lever-lock type 
toggle switches with positions marked OFF, ON, and 
TEST. In the OFF position, the generator IS not ex- 
cited; the power contactor is open; and the generator 
system is reset. 

Note 

I f  a generator is de-excited while con- 
nected to the bus, it will not airtomatically 
reset, even though the fault condition is 
cleared. The generator switch must be 
positioned to OFF to reset the system. 

Positioning the switch to ON will excite the genera- 
tor and connect it to its respective ac bus. In the 
TEST position the generator will be disconnected 
from its bus and will be excited. The TEST position 
can be used to check generator operation without 
connecting it to a bus. 

Generator Decouple Pushbuttons. 

The generator decouple pushbuttons (7, figure l-lo), 
located on the electrical control panel, are provided 
to actuate the constant-speed drive decoupler. When 
a pushbutton is depressed, the constant-speed drive 
will be decoupled. Once decoupled, the constant- 
speed drive cannot be reconnected during flight. 

Electrical Power Flow Indicator. 

The electrical power flow indicator (2., figure l-lo), 
located on the electrical control panel,, is a flip-flop 
type indicator labeled AC BUSSES and displays the 
various bus configurations. If  both buses are receiv- 
ing power from their respective generator, the indi- 
cator will displays indicating that the buses are 
isolated from each other and are operating normally. 
I f  only 0s Penera@- is proQ&g&wr for bQ&. --... 
m the indicator will display TJE. When the emer- 
gency generator is operating and suppl.ying power to 
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“IL rKcaa”ne INYILI I  “I*> 
TOTAL FUEL QWINTITV !NDlCATOR 

SELECT FUEL QUANTITV INDICATOR 
OXYGEN QUANTlTV INDICATOR 
SLAT DRIVE MOTOR 
TRANSLATING COWLS 
FLAP POSlTlON INDICATOR 
FLOODLIGHTS 
PITOT HEATER 
UHF RADIO 
IFF 
RAM AiR 
ICE DETECTION SYSTEM 

LIGHT REFERENCE SYSTEM tAFRS, 
ENGINE FIRE DETECTION 
TAXI AND LANDlNG LlGHTS 
FVEL BOOST PUMPS 4 AND 5 
FUEL TReiNSFER PUMPS 7 AND 8 

t- i 
GENERATOR 
DECOUPLER 
BUTTON 

u u 
AIRSPEED-MACH INDICATOR 
ALTITUDE-VERTICAL VELOCITY INDICATOR 
TRUE AIRSPEED INDICATOR 
ENClNE PRESSURE RATIO INDICATORS 
ENGINE NOZZLE POSITION INDICATOR 
A,R ,NLET PROBES HEATER POWER 
RADAR HOMING AND WARNlNG 
RADAR ALTIMETER 
LEAD COMPUTING OPTlCAL SIGHT 
COUNTERMEASURES RECEIVER 
ANGLE-OF.ATTACK PROBE HEATER 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE INDICATOR AND PROBE 

HEATER 
UPPER AN0 LOWER ANTICOLLISION LIGHT 
TACAN 
AUTOMATIC DIRECTtON FlNDER (ADFI 
NO. 2 FUEL BOOST PUMP 
INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT 
COMPUTER DISPLAV UNIT 
BOMB,NA” DISTANCE TIME INDICATOR 
FLUX VALVE AND COMPENSATOR 
TERRAIN FOLLOWING RADAR 
ENG,NE OIL QUANTITY INDICATORS 
ENGlNE MACH LEVER ACTUATORS 
ATTACK RADAR 
INBOARD GUN POWER 
SHRIKE POWER A AND B 
GAR 8 STANDBY A 

LEFT MAIN AC BUS -,-.__- u.“.a*IIL,~La.~I- 

SERIES AND PARALLEL TRlM 
ESSENTIAL TRANSFORMER.RECTIFIER “NlT 
ENGINE FUEL FLOW INDICATORS 
WlNG POSlTlON INDICATOR 
AIR DATA COMPUTER ,ADC, 
FLlGHT CONTROL COMPUTERS A, 8, AND C 
FLIGHT DlRECTOR COMPUTER 
ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATDR (AD,) 
CABIN TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
INSTRVMENT SYSTEM COUPLER 
AIR REFUELING RECEPTACLE LIGHTS 
FEEL *ND TRIM POWER A *ND B 
I FFT GENERATOR POWER TEST 

FROM 
EMERGENCY 
GENERATOR 
SWITCH 

77 
Fi,D AND AFT TANK-FUEL QUANTITY INDlC :ATORS 

- 1 ..j :. 

::::.,.:.:.:,: L ..,. ,, .,.....,... ::.:.: :.. . . . . . . . . . 

GENERATOR 
CONTROL AND 

Wd 

HYDziLIC 
MOTOR AND 
SOLENOID 
OPERATED 
VALVE i 

SYSTEM 

EXTERNAL 
POWER SWITCH POWE 

CONT ACTOR 

n 0 D 
ENCV CONTROL 
R-OF-GRAVITY CONTROL 

EXTERNAL 

--..-.._. -.. 
FUEL BOOST PUMP 
FUEL TRANSFER PI 
MAlN TRANSFORME 
INERTIAL REFEREN ^ ,.*., GENERATOR 
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RADAR HOMING AND W*RN,NG 
TACAN 
AUXILI*RY FLAP CONTROL 
FLAP CONTROL 
EMERGENCY GENERATOR CCNTROL 
BATTERY CHARGER 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE lND,CATOR 
AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FlNDER ,ADF) 
NO I, 2, 3 AND 6 FUEL BOOST PUMPS 
COMPUTER DISPLAY “NlT 
NORMAL SPIKE CONTROL 
RAM AREA EXIT CONTROL 
NO 9 AND NO 1” FUEL TRANSFER PUMP! 
SLAT CONTROL AND POWER 
ANGLE-OF ATTACK INDEXER!; 
SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR CONTROL 
ENGINE EXHAUST NOZZLE OVERRIDE 
CORMAT,ON LIGHT5 
TAIL BUMPER CONTROL 
FLIGHT CONTROL TEST 
INSTRUMENT FELF.TEST 
ATTACK RADAR 
LEAD COMPUTING OPTICAL ‘SIGHT 
COUNTERMEASURES RECEIVER 
/I F 
T-CRRAIN FOLLOWING RADAR 
RADAR ALTIMETER 
FOD DOORS 
COUNTERMEASURFS DISPENSIIR 
EXTERNAL ECM CONTROL 
EXTERNAL ECM STORES i AN0 
ENGINE OIL Q”ANTlTY ,No,CAT 
ENGtNE CERICHMENT CONTROL 
PROHE HEATER CONTROL 
ENTRANCE LADDER 
BOMB ARM CONTROL 
NOSE AND TAIL AR,,, 

CONTROL 

2 
ORS 

INBOARD AND OUTBOARD RACK POWER 
PROGRESSIVE RELEASE A, B C, D 
PROGRESSIVE POWER 
iNBo*RD *ND ouTBoaRD wv CONTROL 
GLIN FlRF 
B/C WEAPON A, B. c, D 
MISSILE CONTROL 
GAM 83 GUIDANCE POWER 
GAM 83 FIRE A AND B 
GAM 83,SHRIKE POWER A AND B 
IHRIKE CONTROL AND FIRE 
LEAD COMPUTING OPTICAL SIGHT 
ROCKET FlRE A AND B 
GAR R FIRE 
iAR 8 STANDBY A B, C D 
ZAR 8 ARM A 

B VDC MAIN BUS 

EMERGENCY 

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
ENGINE START 
HYDRAULIC SHUTOFF VALVES 
ENGINE FUEL SOLENOID VALVES 
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE 

INDICATORS 
UTILITY LIGHTS 
POSITION LIGHTS 
ENGINE FIRE EXTINGUISHER 

RELAY 

BATTERY BUS 

I 
BATTERY CONTROL 
CENTER AND INBOARD STORES OR FUEL 
BATTERY POWER I 

‘BATTERY CHARGER RELAY 
SLAT POWER AND POSITION INDICATOR 
PROBE HEATER CONTROL 
AUTOPILOT CONTROL 
FLIGHT COMPUTER GAIN CONTROL 
PITCH, ROLL AND YAW DAMPERS 
MAXIMUM SAFE AIRSPEED COMPUTER 
AIR DATA COMPUTER POlYER AND CAUTION --...* 
WING SWEEP HVD, 3AULIC LOCK AND OVERRIDE 
SPIKE Et4F-r”” G~.ULI.C, CONTROL 
BARRIER I +OOK DOWN CAUTION LAMP ._...--- 
SPOILER M”NIT”R AND BRAKE 
ANTISKID POWER 
SPEED BRAKE HYDRAULIC VALVE CONTROL 
TRANSLATING COWL CONTROL AND CAUTION 

LAMP 
LANDING GEAR POSITION INDICATOR LAMPS 
ND. 4 AND 5 FllFl Flc-u?CT DI~MDc __- ----. -..,. - 
NO I AND NO 8 FUEL THANSFER PUMPS 
FUEL TANK PRESSURE VALVE 
EXTERNAL STORES FUEL VALVE CONTROLS 
FUEL TANK PRESSURE CAUTION LAMP 
FUEL AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
FUEL LOW QUANTITY CAUTION LAMP 
CABIN LOW PRESS, URE WARNlNG LAMP 
CASlN PRESSURE I 
CANOPY WARNlNG 

4ND TEMPERATURE CONTRO, 
LAMP 

OXYGEN LOW PRESSURE WARNING LAMP 
UHF RADlO 
INTERPHONE SYSTEM 
GENERATOR CONTROL 
BUS SOURCE INDICATOR 
HVDRAVLIC ISOLATION 
HYDRAULIC AIR SHUTOFF VALVE 
ENGINE HYDRAULIC LOW PRESSURE CAUTION 

LAMPS 
ENGINE ANTI-ICE 
RIGHT ENGINE OIL COOLING 
ENGINE OIL HOT CAUTION LAMPS 
HYDRAULIC OIL HOT CAVTlON LAMP 
FUEL MANIFOLD LOW PRESSURE CAUTION -....., 
ENGINE BLEED AIR CONTROLS 
ENGINE OVERSPEED INOlCATORS 
EQUIPMENT LOW PRESSURE CAUTION L 
AIR REFUELING AND NOSE LANDING GE 

STEERING 
LANDING AND REFUELING LIGHTS 
FIRE DETECTOR TEST 
FUEL QUANTITY TEST 
CAUTION LAMP DIM AND TEST 
ELECTRICAL POWER TEST 
INSTRUMENT SYSTEM COUPLER 
WINDSHIELD WASHER 8 RAIN REMOVAL 
WINDSHIELD HOT CAUTION LAMP 
SERIES TRIM CONTROL 
COUNTERMEASURES RECEIVER 
FWD ELECTRONIC FLOW CONTROL 
TURN SENSOR 
AERO SCRFFN 
FEEL AND TRIM POWER A AND B 
NEAPON MONITOR 
SELECT JETTISON A AND El 
GAR 8 JETTISON A AND B 

.AMP 
iAR 
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Description & Operation 

the ac essential bus, the indicator will display 
EMER. When ground power is connected to the air- 
plane and supplying power to the ac buses, the indi- 
cator will display TIE. When there is no ac power 
being applied to the airplane, the indicator will dis- 
play a crosshatched surface. 

Emergency Generator Switch. 

The emergency generator switch (5, figure l-lo), lo- 
cated on the electrical control panel, is a toggle 
switch having positions marked ON, AUTO, and TEST. 
When the switch is in the ON position, the hydrau- 
lically driven emergency generator is operating, but 
not connected to the essential ac bus unless all ac 
power is lost. In the AUTO position, if all ac power 
is lost, the emergency generator hydraulic valve will 
open, the emergency generator will operate, and the 
ac essential bus transfer relay will be energized, 
thereby connecting the emergency generator to the 
essential ac bus. 

I 
Note 

In the event that the emergency generator 
does not come on within 3 seconds, man- 
ually place the switch to the ON position. 

When the switch is in the TEST position, the emer- 
gency generator operates and the emergency genera- 
tor indicator lamp lights. The TEST position will 
not connect the emergency generator to the essential 
ac bus. The TEST position also opens the dc bus tie 
contactor to provide a method of checking operation of 
the two 28 volt dc converters, I f  the main and es- 
sential dc buses remain energized, both converters 
are operating and the electrical power flow mdicator 
will display a crosshatch. If  either converter has 
failed and the battery switch is ON, the power flow 
indicator will cycle or operate erratically. 

External Power Switch. 

The external power switch (4, figure l-lo), located on 
the electrical control panel, is a toggle switch having 
positions marked OFF, ON and OVRD. In the OFF 
position, external power cannot be supplied to the 
airplane ac buses. In the ON position with neither 
engine operating, external power supplies total air- 
plane power. With the left engine operating, the left 
main ac generator will supply total airplane electrical 
load, and external power is disconnected from the ac 
buses. With only the right engine operating, the right 
main ac generator supplies power to the right main 
ac bus, and external power feeds the left main ac and 
essential buses. Associated with the external power 
is a power monitor which measures external power 
voltage, frequency and phase sequence. Should any 
one of these parameters be out of tolerance, the 
monitor prevents closing of the external power con- 
tactor. When the external power switch is in the 
OVRD position, the external power monitor circuit is 
bypassed, thus allowing external power which is out 
of voltage and frequency tolerance to be applied to 
airplane buses. The override position does not over- 
ride external power with improper phase sequence. 

l-24 

AC Meter Selector Switch. 

The ac meter selector switch (31, figure l-4), lo- 
cated on the left console, is a rotary switch having 
positions marked OFF, L GEN, R GEN, ESS BUS, R 
BUS, and EMER GEN. When the switch is rotated 
from OFF to any one of the other positions, the fre- 
quency meter and ac voltmeter display the frequency 
and voltage of the bus or generator selected. 

Emergency Generator Indicator Lamp. 

The green emergency generator indicator lamp (3, 
figure l-lo), located on the electrical control panel, 
lights when the emergency generator is operating. 
The lamp receives power from the emergency gen- 
erator through the emergency generator control unit. 

Generator Caution Lamps. 

Two amber generator caution lamps (figure l-21A), 
are located on the main caution lamp panel. Either 
lamp lights when the respective generator is discon- 
nected from the ac bus. When lighted, the letters L 
GEN are visible in the left lamp and R GEN in the 
right lamp. 

Frequency Meter. 

The frequency meter (29, figure l-4), located on the 
left console, displays frequency in cycles per second 
(cps) of the various buses and generators as selected 

Circuit Breaker Panel 

Figure 1-9. (TJ-+(iJ 
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Control Pan 

1 6 5 
I. GENERATOR SWITCHES 

2. ELECTRICAL POWER FLOW INDICATOR 
3. EMERGENCY GENERATOR INDICATOR LAMP 
4. EXTERNAL POWER SVJITCH 
5. EMERGENCY GENERATOR SWITCH 
6. BATTERY SWITCH 
7. GENERATOR DECOUPLE PUSHBUTTONS 

Figure I - JO. 

dc bus during normal operation. Normally the outputs 
of the two transformer-rectifier units supply the 
total dc load in parallel. 

Battery Switch. 

The battery switch (6, figure l-lo), is located on the 
electrical control panel. The two position switch is 
marked OFF and ON. Positioning the switch to ON 
connects the engine start bus to the airplane 24 volt 
battery, provided the essential dc bus is not ener- 
gized. If  the essential dc bus is energized, the 
battery is connected to the main dr bus through the 
battery charger circuit. When the battery switch is 
positioned to OFF, the engme start bus is connected 
to the essential dr bus, and the battery charger 
circuit is disconnected from the main dc bus. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM OPERATION. 

For normal operation of the (electrical system, refer 
to Section II, Normal Procedures. 

Description & Operation 

HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM. 

Hydraulic power is supplied by two independent, 
parallel hydraulic systems designated as the primary 
and utility systems (figure 1-11). Both systems oper- 
ate simultaneously to supply hydr%i%?power for the 
flight controle and m. If one or the other 
system should fail, either system is capable of sup- 
plying sufficient power for wing sweep and flight con- 
trol operation. In addition to supplying wing sweep 
and flight control hydraulic power, the.utility system 
also supplies power for operation of the landing pea, 

brakes .&a&, air , 
ml buu=x ~g~a;~Qbry 
---“-“.r^^rl , 
trapeze, and-a. Hy- 
draulic pressure for g&cLsystem is supplied by two 
engine-driven, variable delivzpumps. To assui 
hydraulic pressure in the event of single engine fail- 
ure, one pump in each system is driven by the mt 
enPing, and one puma in each system is driven by the 
left engine. Pressurized accumulators are installed 
in the system to supplement engine-driven pump de- 
livery during transient hydraulic power requirements. 
Each system has a piston-type reservog for hydrau- 
lic fluid sm that also acts as am!& damper for 
return line om These Bservoirsare pres- 
surized tuith_nitraeen to insure critical pump inlet 
pressure for all operating conditions. Hydraulic pres- 
sure of each system is displayed on the left console. 
Low pressure caution lights for each of the tour pumps 
are displayed on the caution light panel. An automatic 
isolation valve reserves all utility power output ior 
flight control and wing sweep operation by isolation 
of the other utility functions in the event of a primary 
system failure. Isolation of the utility functions is 
automatic upon loss of primary system pressure. 
Normal isolation, controlled by the aircraft command- 
er, is a manual switch-selected operation to de- 
pressurize those functions of the utility hydraulic 
system used only during takeoff, landing. and ground 
operation. 

HYDRAULIC PUMPS. 

Four variable delivery pumps are employed. Normal 
power for the primary and utility systems is pro- 
vided by two engine-driven pumps in each system. 
One pump in each system is driven \JY each engine. 
The pumps are each rated at 36 prim, 5800 rpm, and 
3100 (*50) psi. 

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS. 

Eie airplanes @+ 0 11 nine accumulators, three in -_ 1 
primary hydraulic system and&in the uUJ.Q 

hydraulic system, are provided. Each system has two 
accumulators for the horizontal stabilizer and one 
for the autopilot damper servos. The whet,1 brake 
system has two ac*cumulators, and, on airplanes 

@-0 , the utility system has one accxniulator 
for the remaining utility system functions. ~\irplanes 

@-+ have eight accumulators, three in the primary 
system and five ill the utility system. Ser figure l-50 I 
for servicing data. 
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Primary Hydraulic Power Supply System 
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Utility Hydraulic Power Supply System 
FUEL AIR 
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HYDRAULIC FLUID RESERVOIRS. 

Both primary and utility hydraulic reservoirs are 
floating piston, air-oil separated type using air pres- 
sure on one side of the piston to maintain hydraulic 
pressure on the other. Pneumatic pressure is sup- 
plied from pneumatic storage reservoirs located on 
the forward end of each hydraulic reservoir, and, as 
an alternate source, from the engine bleed d~r sys- 
tem. A pressure operated hydraulic relief valve 
prevents over pressurization by venting excess fluid 
overboard when reservoir pressure exceeds 135 psi. 
Steady-state fluid flow is passed through the reser- 
voir to maintain reservoir warmth and to remove air 
from the fluid. During high flow rates, the fluid is 
bypassed around the reservoir and cooler loop di- 
rectly to the pumps by means of the suction bypass 
valve. A 15-micron bypass type filter is located up- 
stream of the reservoir. The reservoir also acts as 
a surge damper for return line impulse pressures. 
See figure l-50 for servicing data. 

HYDRAULIC COOLING SYSTEM. 

Cooling is provided by an air-to-hydraulic heat ex- 
changer and a fuel-to-hvdraulic heat exchanger in 
each hydraulic system. ‘I’hc‘ controls are arranged 
so that the cooling mechum IS 911‘ only at low speeds, 
fuel and air at intermecilate speeds, and fuel only at 
high speeds, 

HYDRAULIC ISOLATION VALVE. 

The Isolation valve is a safety feature to protect the 
utility hydraulic flight controls, pumps, and reser- 
voir from fluid loss in the event of a hydraulic rupture 
in the remote parts of the system. This arrangement 
isolates the utility functions not essential for flight 
and thereby provides the protection equivalent to two 
independent primary flight control systems. Two 
modes are provided, automatic Isolation and normal 
isolation. Automatic isolation occurs only during a 
malfunction in the primary system and IS achvated bv 

loss of primary system pressure, without pilot rhoice, 
isolating all utility functions except flight control. 
Normal isolation, controlled by the utility hydraultc 
system isolation switch, is standard procedure during 
flight and depressurizes all utility functions used only 
during takeoff, landing, and ground operation. Both 
modes of operation, automatic and normal, arc’ (‘on- 
trolled by one valve. The group of hydraulic fun&Ions 
isolated by the automatic mode is larger and mcludes 
the group isolated by the normal mode. Isolated func- 
tions may still be operated by emergency pneumatic 
or emergency electric power where provided. No hv- 
draulic interconnection between the primary ;IIKI 
utility system is employed. 

UTIUTY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM ISOLATION SWITCH. 

The utility hydraulic system isolation switch (7, fig- 
ure l-12), with positions marked ISOLATE and ON. 
is located on the landing gear c,ontrol panel. Post- 
tioning the switch to the ISOLATE position isolates 
the landing gear, tail bumper, nose wheel steerlnE, 
and the wheel brakes from the utility hydraulic sys- 

l-28 

tem. Positioning the switch to ON supplies utility 
hydraulic pressure to these systems. The switch 1s 
automatically positioned to ON when the landing gear 
handle is placed in the DN position. 

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INDICATORS. 

Two O-4000 psi pressure indicators (11 and 42, figure 
l-4). one each for the primary and utility systems, 
are located on the left console. Pressure is meas- 
ured mechanically and transmitted electrically !,y 
pressure transmitters in the system pressure lines. 

LOW PRESSURE CAUTION LAMPS. 

Four amber low pressure caution lamps (figure l- 
2lA), energized by pressure switches in each pump 
pressure line, are located on the main caution lamp 
panel. These lamps light when the mdividual pump 
output pressure falls below 500 (*loo) psi. When 
lighted, the following letters will be visible ln the re- 
spective lamp lense: L PRI HYD; L UTIL HYD; 
R PRI HYD; and R UTIL HYD. I 

HYDRAULIC FLUID OVERHEAT CAUTION LAMPS. 

Two hydraulic fluid overheat caution lamps (figure 
I-ZlA), one for each system. are located on the mam 
caution lamp panel. A lamp lights when the hydraulic 
fluid temperature of the associated system exceeds 
240klO”F (110*6”C), When llghted, the following letters 
will be visible in the respective lamp lense: PRI 
HOT; alld ITTIL. HOT. I 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OPERATION. 

For normal operation of the hydraulic system, refer 
to Section II, Normal Procedures. 

PNEUMATIC POWER SUPPLY 
SYSTEMS. 
There arc iour Independent pneumatic power supply 
systems which provide pressure for emergency op- 
rratlon of the landing gear, spike system, weapon 
bay, traprzi,. and for pressurization :li the hydraulic 
reservoirs. Prrssure for rxnlergency extension of the 
landing gear 1s provided 1~; ,I pneumatic reservoir 
located in the main landing gi’ar wheel well. Each 
spike 1s provided with a separate pneumatic reservoir 
lorated 111 the main landing gear wheel ~~11. E:ac11 
trapeze 1s provided with ;I separate pneum:~ti? r?s- 
ervoir located in the weapons bay. Two pneurnatit 
reservoirs, one for each hydraulic system reservoir. 
provide plirumatic pressure for hydraulic system 
operntlon. For 3 functional description ot each pneu- 
matic system, refer to the associated svstem 
d~~scriptlons. this section. For servicing information 
on tlir: 1)ucumatic systems. set’ fi:wre l-50. 

LANQlNG GEAR SYSTEM. 

The landing gear 1s tricycle-type, forward retract- 
ing, and hydraulically operated. The mam landing 
gear consists of a single c‘ommon trunnion upon 

which two wheels are singly mounted. This arrangr- 
ment of the main landing gear provides symmetrical 
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main landing gear operation. Fusible metal, thermal 
pressure relief, plugs are incorporated in the 
main landing gear wheels to relieve tire pres- 
sure in the event of maximum performance braking. 
The nose landing gear has two dual-mounted wheels. 
The landing gear system is normally powered by the 
utility hydraulic system. A pneumatic system is pro- 
vided as an alternate means of extending the gear in 
the event the normal system fails. The nose landing 
gear retracts into the nose wheel well, and the main 
landing gear retracts into ;a fuselage well. Proce- 
dures for normal operation of the landing gear sys- 
tem are contained within the appropriate portion of 
Section II, Normal Proce&.res. 

MAIN GEAR. 

Three hydraulic actuators are provided for opera- 
tion of the main landing gear. A single-acting linear 
actuator retracts the main landing gear. ‘Iwo double- 
acting linear actuators, one for an uplock and one for 
a downlock, are provided to lock the landing gear in 
the retracted or extended position. There are two 
main landing gear doors. The aft door is mechani- 
cally linked to the main landing gear and opens and 
closes with movement of the gear. The forward door, 
which also serves as the speed brake, is hydraul+ 
tally operated. .4 mechanical connection between the 
main landing gear and the speed brake selector valve 
causes the main landing gear door to open and close 
in the proper sequence during landing gear opera- 
tion. A ground safety switch, located on the lateral 
trunnion beam, prevents normal gear retraction 
while the airplane is on the ground. 

NOSE GEAR. 

Three hydraulic actuators are provided for operation 
of the nose landing gear and nose wheel well doors. 
A single-acting actuator retracts the nose landing 
gear. An uplock actuator locks the nose landing gear 
in the retracted position and also, through linkages, 
opens anti closes the two nose wheel well doors. A 
downlock actuator locks the nose landing gear drag 
strut when the nose landing gear is extended. 

LANDING GEAR CONTROLS AND INDICATORS. 

Londing Geor Handle. 

The landing gear handle (3, figure l-12), located on 
the landing gear control panel, has two positions 
marked UP and DIG. The handle has a gear unsafe 
warning lamp in the end. Moving the handle to the 
UP or DN position will cause the following actions 
to occur. 

Gear Up 

When the handle is moved to the UP position, an 
electrical signal actuates a solenoid-powered valve, 
sending hydraulic pressure to the nose gear downlock 
actuator, nose gear retract actuator, nose gear uplock 
door actuator, and the speed brake door actuator. 
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Figure I- 12. 

The nose gear unlocks and retracts. When it is al- 
most retracted, it mechanically triggers the nose 
gear uplatch which then locks the gear up and closes 
and locks the doors. The main gear forward door 
(speed brake) actuator extends the door. When the 
door is sufficiently open to allow the main gear to 
retract, a linkage from the door opens a valve which 
sends hydraulic pressure to the main gear downlock 
actuator, main gear retract actuator, and the uplock 
actuator. The gear then unlocks and retracts. When i 
is almost retracted, it mechanically triggers the up- 
latch which locks the gear up and also actuates a 
valve to close the speed brake door. 

Gear Down 

When the handle is moved to the DN position, an elec- 
trical signal actuates a solenoid-powered valve, send- 
ing hydraulic pressure to the nose gear uplock actu- 
ator, nose gear downlock actuator, and the speed 
brake door actuator. The nose gear uplock actuator 
unlocks and drives the nose gear doors open and 
locked, at which time the nose gear is allowed to free 
fall (extend) against the snubbing of its retract a&a- 
tor. When the gear is almost extended, the downlock 
actuator drives it fully extended and locked. The 
speed brake door actuator opens the ‘door until the 
door clears the main gear. A linkage then actuates a 
valve to pressurize the main gear uplock actuator 
and downlock actuator. The uplock opens, allowing 
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the gear to free fall (extend) against the damping of 
its retract actuator. When the gear is extended, the 
downlock actuates. This causes the speed brake door 
actuator to position the door in the partially retracted 
(trail) position. 

The landing gear handle is locked in the DN position 
by a spring loaded electrical solenoid when the weight 
of the airplane is on the landing gear. A landing gear 
safety switch controls 28 volt dc power to the sole- 
noid. The weight of the airplane compresses the 
shock strut and opens the safety switch which breaks 
the circuit to the solenoid. When the solenoid is de- 
energized, the solenoid extends a mechanical lock 
holding the landing gear handle in the DN position. 
Removing the weight from the landing gear closes 
the safety switch on the landing gear and energizes 
the solenoid. The energized solenoid retracts the 
lock and frees the landing gear handle. 

Londit:y Gear Handle Lock Release Button. The 
landing gear handle lock release button 1s located on 
the landing gear control panel (4, figure l-12). The 
button must be depressed to release the landing gear 
handle from the up position to lower the gear. Nor- 
mally. it is not necessary to depress the button when 
retracting the gear since the gear handle is locked 
in the down position by a solenoid which will release 
the handle as the weight of the airplane comes off the 
gear on takeoff. Should the solenoid malfunction, de- 
pressing the button will release the handle to allow 
gear retractlon. 

Note 

Any time it is necessary to depress the 
landing gear handle lock release button to 
move the handle to the UP position, the 
crew nlcmber should immediately suspect 
a malfunction of the landing gear ground 
safety switch. A failure of this switch, 
which left it in the closed position, would 
render ineffective the AUTO position of 
the fuel tank pressurization switch and 
cause all spoilers to remain armed even 
with the landing gear retracted. If  a mal- 
function of the landing gear safety switch 
is suspected, the fuel tank pressurization 
switch should be placed to PRESSURIZE 
and the spoiler switch to OFF. 

Landing Gear Alternate Release Handle. 

The landing gear alternate release handle (9, figure 
l-21), located on the right main Instrument panel, is 
provided to extend the landing gear in the event the 
normal hydraulic system fails. When the handle is 
pulled pneumatic pressure is directed to simultane- 
ously open the speed brake door and unlock the nose 
and main gear uplocks. The gear will free fall to the 
extended posltion, then pneumatic pressure will act-u- 
ate the nose and main gear downlocks and retract the 
speed brake door to the trail position. Once the gear 
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has been extended by the alternate method it CannOt 
be retracted. On airplanes @- 11 Q the speed 
brake door may fail to retract to t e trail position. 
This will be indicated by the landing gear handle 
warning lamp remaining on after the gear is extended 
and locked. Should this occur, pushing the handle 
back in will relieve the pressure in the system and 
allow the air load to push the speed brake door to the 
trail position. 

o As the airplane slows down after landing, 
the weight of the door and lack of air load 
will cause the door to extend and drag the 
ground. Stopping the airplane as soon as 
possible will prevent extensive damage to 
the door. 

0 Any time this handle is pulled, it must be 
pushed back in before removing electri- 
cal power from the airplane. Otherwise, 
pressure in the speed brake door actu- 
ator will extend the door causing damage 
from ground contact. 

Landing Gear Warning Horn. 

The landing gear warning horn provides an audible 
signal in the crew members’ headsets when an unsafe 
landing gear condition exists. The horn sounds when 
all of the following conditions exist: The nose and 
main landing gear are not down and locked and/or 
speed brake door is not ill trail position, indicated 
airspeed 1s below 160 (I 12) knots, airplane altitude 
is less than 10,000 (1-350) feet, and one or both 
throttles are set below minimum cruise setting. The 
malfunction and indicator lamp test button located on 
the 1ightIng control panel may be used to test the 
landing gear warning horn. The warning horn may be 
silenced by depressing the horn silencer button adja- 
cent to tht> landing gear handle (5, figure I-12). 

Landing Gear Position Indicator Lamps. 

A planform silhouette of the airplane having two 
green indicator lamps 1s located on the left main 
instrument panel (8, figure l-5). The lamps are po- 
sitioned to represent the nose arid main landing gear. 
When the landing gear is down and locked, the lamps 
are lighted. In-transit positions of the landing gear 
and unsafe landing gear conditions are indicated by 
lighting of the red warmng lamp in the landing gear 
handle knob. A safe up-and-locked landing gear con- 
ditlon LS indicated when both the green indicator 
lamps and the red warning lamp are off. 

TAIL BUMPER SYSTEM. 

The tail bumper protects the control surfaces, en- 
gines. and portions of the airframe from damage 
that might occur if the tail inadvertently contacts 
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the ground during ground handling. The tail bumper 
also provides limited protection during overrotation 
on take-off and during landings. In flight, the tail 
bumper is held in the fully retracted position by hy- 
draulic pressure in the tail bumper lift cylinder. The 
hydraulic pressure is ported to the tail bumper l!ft 
cylinder from the speed brake control valve. When 
the landing gear is extended and the speed brake re- 
turns to trail position, the lift cylinder pressure IS 

I 
relieved and the tail bumper is extended by the p*leu- 
matic action of the tail bumper dashpot. The dashpot, 
which functions as the impact shock absorber, has its 
own separate reservoir that is charged with corn- 
pressed nitrogen. Retraction of the landing gear :tl- 
lows hydraulic pressure to ,&gain be ported to the tail 
bumper lift cylinder to retract the bumper and held 
It in this position. 

Note 

On some airplanes, the tail bumper will 
extend when the speed brake is extended. 
This is caused by a slight pressure drop 
in the tail bumper lift cylinder when the 
speed brake is actuated and does not in- 
dicate a malfunction. 

Description 8 Operation 

NOSE WHEEL STEERING SYSTEM. 

The nose wheel steering system provides directional 
control of the airplane for taxiing and during takeoff 
and landing. The system is electrically engaged, hy- 
draulically actuated and controlled h,y the rudder 
pedals. Hydraulic pressure is supplied from the 
utility hydraulic system. When the system is ener- 
gized, movement of the rudder pedais at either crew 
station is mechanically transmitted through a system 
of push-pull rods to a hydraulic steering actuator 
which turns the nose wheels. A mechanical linkage at 
the actuator provides a nonlinear increase in steering 
angle, as the pedals are displaced, to prevent over- 
controlling. Maximum deflection of thle rudder pedals 
steers the nose wheels 30 degrees either side of 
c.znt~; ocanes 0-0 (40 degrees on air- 

12 ). The steering system automatically 
1 

centers the nose gear during retraction. rJose wheel 
shimmy damping is accomplished by :restricting the 
displacement of hydraulic fluid in the steering actu- 
ator. The flight control system switch must be in the 
T.O. & LAND position, or the rudder authority switch 
must be in the FULL position to permit sufficient 

I 

rudder pedal travel for steering. Power for engaging 
the system is furnished from the 28 volt dc essential 
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bus. Procedures for normal operation of the nose 
wheel steering system are contained in the appropri- 
ate portions of Section II. 

Nate 

Nose wheel steering will be inoperative if 
the landing gear is extended using the land- 

I ing gear alternate release handle. 

NOSE WHEEL STEERING/AIR REFUEL BUllIONS. 

.4 nose wheel steering/air refuel button (4, figurfl 
l-15), is located on each control stick grip. The 
buttons are labeled NWS and A/R DISC. With the 
weight of the airplane on the gear, depressing either 
bUtton actuates a holding rcxlay to engage the system. 
The button can then be released and the system will 
remain engaged until the button is again depresscmd 
and released to open the relay and disengage the sys- 
tem. When the system is disengaged, the nose wheels 
will still react in response to rudder pedal displs.ce- 
ment but at a reduced rate and with a reduced steer- 
ing force. With the system disengaged there will not 
be sufficient steering force to hold the nose wheels in 
position with large side loads applied. The button re- 
ceives 28 volt dc power from the essential bus. For 
a description of the A/R DISC function of the buttons, 
refer to “Fuel Supply System”, this section. 

NOSE WHEEL STEERING/AIR REFUELING 
INDICATOR LAMP. 

A green nose wheel steering/air refueling indicator 
lamp labeled NWS/A/R is located on the left warning 
and caution lamp panel (1, figure l-5). The lamp will 
light when the nose wheel steering system is ener- 

I 

gized. On airplanes @(3 the intensity of the 
lamp can be controlled with. the malfunction and i i- 
dicator lamp dimming switch. On airplanes @-+ 
the lamp cannot be dimmed. For a description of the 
A/R DISC function of the lamp, refer to “Fuel Supply 
System”. this section. The lamp receives power from 
the 28 volt dc essential bus. 

BRAKE SYSTEM. 

Each main landing gear wheel is equipped with a hy- 
draulically operated multip1.e disc brake. Pressure 
for operation of the brakes is supplied by the utility 
hydraulic system for normal operation and by twc 
hydraulic accumulators in the event of utility hydrau- 
lic system failure. Anti-skid control, automatic brak- 
ing during landing gear retraction, and an auxiliary 
brake are provided. Normal brake operation is con- 
trolled by conventional brak:e pedals, each mechani- 
cally connected to brake metering valves. The brake 

hydraulic system is a dual-normal type, separated 
into two circuits. Each circuit operates independently 
of the other. One circuit operates one half of the 
pressure pistons on the left brake and one half the 
pressure pistons on the right brake. The other cir- 
cuit operates the other half of the pistons on each 
brake. During normal operation of the brakes, pres- 
sure is metered to the brakes from both hydraulic 
circuits in proportion to applied force on the brake 
pedals. Full braking effectiveness is achieved with 
approximately 60 percent of full brake pedal travel. 
I f  one hydraulic circuit becomes inoperative, the 
brake system can provide sufficient increased pres- 
sure to the operative circuit for 90 percent of normal 
braking effectiveness. This is accomplished by ap- 
plication of greater than normal brake pedal travel 
and slightly higher pedal force. The dual-normal 
type brake hydraulic system provides emergency 
hrake operation automatically; therefore, actuation 
of an emergency brake control handle is not required. 
Two hydraulic accumulators are provided in the sys- 
tem to supply brake system pressure m the event of 
failure of the utility hydraulic system. Each accu- 
mulator is precharged and supplies pressure to only 
one of the individual brake circuits. F’ully charged 
accumulators will provide lo-14 full-pressure brake 
applications or one full-pressure brake application 
with 32 anti-skid cycles. A priority valve, which 
limits the quantity of fluid which can be displaced 
from the brake accumulator through t.he brake meter- 
ing valves by actuating the brake pedals, is included 
in each hydraulic circuit. I f  the brake accumulators 
are not replenished as fluid is displaced by repetitive 
brake applications or by anti-skid cycling, the pri- 
ority valves will close when accumulator pressure 
has been reduced to approximately 1000 psi. 

Do not inadvertently actuate the brake 
pedals inflight. When utility hydraulic 
pressure is isolated from the brake sys- 
tem there is no way to replenish the 
brake accumulators. If  the uti1it.y hy- 
draulic system fails after the hrake ac- 
cumulators are bled off to below 1000 
psi there will be no braking available 
with the brake pedals on landing. 

When accumulator pressure is 1000 psi, sufficient 
fluid volume for 5-10 auxiliary brake applications is 
remaining. After the priority valves close, the re- 
maining fluid can be utilized only by pulling the aux- 
iliary brake handle. No braking action can be achieved 
by actuating the brake pedals. Procedures for normal 
operation of the brake system are contained in the ap- 
propriate portions of Section II. 
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ANTI-SKID SYSTEM. 

Anti-skid control is provided for normal braking. 
Solenoid operated valves in each brake and anti-skid 
control valve assembly function to release brake 
pressure in response to electrical signals received 
from the anti-skid control system as impending 
wheel skids are detected. The solenoid valves will 
reapply brake pressure upon being de-energized 
after the wheel returns to normal speed. 

Anti-Skid Control Switch. 

The anti-skid control switch (2, figure l-5), is lo- 
cated on the aircraft commander’s throttle panel and 
labeled ANTI-SKID. The switch has two positions, 
one marked OFF and an unmarked ON (up) position. 
Placing the switch to ON will provide anti-skid con- 
trol during normal braking. With the switch in OFF. 
anti-skid control will not be available and brake pres- 
sure will be in direct response to pedal pressure. 

Anti-Skid Caution Lamp. 

An amber caution lamp labeled ANTI-SKID is located 
on the main caution lamp panel (14, figure l-5). The 
lamp will light when the anti-skid switch is in ANTI- 
SKID and a malfunction has caused the anti-skid sys- 
tem to become deenergized. When the lamp is lighted, 
anti-skid control is not available and braking will be 
in direct response to pedal pressure. 

AUXILIARY BRAKE HANDLE. 

The auxiliary brake handle (6, figure l-121, labeled 
AUX BRAKE, is located on the landing gear control 
panel, When the handle is pulled out, a mechanical 
linkage opens a selector valve which admits pressure 
from the hydraulic accumulators directly into the 
brake lines downstream of the brake control valve. 
The primary function of the auxiliary brake control 
handle is to apply the brakes while the airplane is 
parked. The auxiliary brake control can be used to 
set the brakes for engine run-up. A secondary func- 
tion of the auxiliary brake control is to serve as a 
supplemental emergency brake in the event that ac- 
cumulator pressure is reduced sufficiently to cause 
the priority valves to close and prevent normal brake 
application by pedal actuation. Brake pressure cannot 
be metered by the auxiliary brake handle. The total 
accumulator pressure is ported directly to the brake 
cylinders? bypassing the metering valves and the anti- 
skid valves. Therefore, the auxiliarv brake handle 
should not be pulled while the airplane is in motion 
except when braking cannot be achieved by pedal ac- 
tuation. 

Fulling the auxiliary brake handle while 
the airplane is moving will cause the 
wheels to lock and result in tire skidding 
or blowout. 
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BRAKE HYDRAULIC HANDPUMP. 

A hydraulic handpump, located in the main landing 
gear wheel well, is provided to replenish brake ac- 
cumulator pressure during ground handling opera- 
tion. 

AIRCRAFT ARRESTING SYSTEM. 

The arresting hook system provides for emergency 
arrestment of the airplane. The system consists of 
an arresting hook, arresting hook dashpot, a dashpot 
air bottle, an uplock latch, arresting hook controls, 
a pressure gage, and an air filler valve. Except for 
the controls the arresting hook components are lo- 
rated in the lower aft end of the fuselage tail cone. 

ARRESTING HOOK HANDLE. 

The arresting hook handle (1, figure l-12), located 
adjacent to the left main instrument panel, is con- 
nected to a low friction push-pull type mechanism 
contained in a flexible metal housing. The handle is 
labeled HOOK on diagonal stripes. The mechanism 
provides a direct mechanical linkage from the handle 
to the arresting hook uplatch mechanism in the tail 
cone. The arresting hook is released by grasping the 
handle and pulling aft. The total travel of the handle 
from retract to extend position is approximately four 
mches. Approximately one second is required for the 
arresting hook to extend. The hook must be raised 
manually to its stowed position. 

ARRESTING HOOK CAUTION LAMP 

The amber arresting hook caution lamp, labeled 
HOOK DOWN, is located on the main caution lamp 
panel (14, figure l-5). The caution lamp lights to in- 
dicate hook down position only. 

AERODYNAMIC DECELERATION 
EQUIPMENT. 
SPEED BRAKE. 

The speed brake, which also serves as the main 
landing gear forward door, is provided as an aid to 
deceleration during flight. The speed brake is hy- 
draulically operated and may be used as a speed 
brake only when the landing gear is up and locked. 
For operation of the speed brake as a landing gear 
door refer to “Landing Gear System” this section. 

Speed Brake Switches. 

A three-position speed brake switch (18, figure l-4 
and 6, figure l-17), marked IN, OFF, and OUT, is 
located on the right throttle at each crew station. The 
switches are thumb actuated and slide forward (IN) 
and aft (OUT). The aircraft commander’s switch is 
detented in all positions. The pilot’s switch is spring 
loaded to OFF from both the IN and OUT positions 
and will override the aircraft commander’s switch. 
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Gun Selector Switch. 

The gun selector switch (4, figure l-5), located on 
the left main instrument panel, is labeled GUNS and 

has three positions marked PYLONS, BAY, and OFF. 
With the switch in the OFIF position the weapon bay 

gun and gun pods cannot be fired. Placing the switch 
to PYLONS enables firing the gun pods mounted on 
the pivot pylons. Placing the switch to BAY enables 
firing the weapons bay gun, 

Rounds Counter. 

The rounds counter (5A, figure l-5), located on the 
left main instrument panel, provides an indication of 
the amount of ammunition remaining in the weapon 
hay gun. The counter is graduated from 0 to 20, 
times 100, in increments of 100. Ammunition co’Jnters 
are not provided for the pylon guns. 

Gun Trigger Switch. 

Two gun trigger switches (5, figure l-15), one located 
on each control stick grip, are provided to fire the 
guns. Depressing either switch will fire either all 
pylon gun pods or the weapon bay gun depending Jn 
the position of the gun selector switch. 

Operation of the Weapon Boy Gun or Pylon Gun Pods. 

Except under actual combat conditions the guns will 
not be 

1. 

2. 

3. 

fired unless over a cleared gunnery range, 

Master power switch - ON, 

Gun selector switch - As required. 

LCOS mode selector knob - GUN-AA or GUN- 
AG. (as applicable) 

4. 

5. 

6. 

LCOS range set knob - Set range. 

LCOS true airspeed knob - Set TAS. 

LCOS aiming reticle brightness knob - Set as 
desired. 

7. Center pipper on the target. 

8. Gun trigger switch - Depress when in range. 

I TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
(AN/ARN-52). 

The tactical air navigation system (TACAN) enables 
the airplane to receive continuous indications of its 
distance and bearing from any selected TACAN 
station located withina line-of-sight distance of 
approximately 300 nautical miles. There are 126 
channels available for selection. The equipment con- 

Tacan Control Panel 

2. 
3. 

Figure 

CHANNEL SELECTOR 
FUNCTION SELECTOR KNOB 
VOLUME CONTROL KNOB 

sists of the TACAN receiver-transmitter and its 
control panel. Two antennas, one on t.op of the fuse- 
lage and the other beneath the fuselage (figure l-40), 
function to keep the TACAN receiver locked on to the 
antenna receiving a usable signal. The TACAN equip- 
ment also has an air-to-air mode and can be used 
between two aircraft having TACAN with air-to-air 
capability for range mformation only, The TACAN I 
works in conlunction with the instrument system 
coupler, the bearing distance heading indicator, the 
lead computing optical sight, the horizontal situation 
indicator, the attitude director mdica.tor, and through 
the interphone control panel for audicl output. The 
system operates on 28 vdc from the main dc bus and 
115 vat from the left main ac bus. The TACAN con- I 
trol panel (figure l-25) is located on the left console. 

TACAN FUNCTION SELECTOR KNOB. I 

The function selector knob (2, figure 1-25 ), located 
on the TACAN control panel, has four positions 
marked OFF, REC, T/R, and A/A. In the OFF posi- 
tion, electrical power to the TACAN system is off. 
In any of the other three positions, electrical power 
is supplied and the TACAN set is on. In the REC posi- 
tion, the set will receive bearing and audio identity 
signals only. In REC position, range information will 
not he displayed because the TACAN transmitter is 
not on. In the T,‘R position, both the receiver and the 
transmitter are operative, the system will receive 
and display both range and bearing of the station 
being interrogated, and audio identity signals are fed 
into the interphone system. In the A/A (air-to-air) 
position the set will transmit and receive to and 
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WING SLATS. @-- 

Each wing is equipped with a leading edge slat. Each 
slat is divided into four sections which are connected 
and operate as one unit. The slats operate in con- 
junction with the main flaps and are connected t0 the 
main flap drive assembly by flexible drive shafts. On 
the extend cycle, the slats will extend to the full down 
position before the main flaps start to extend. On the 
retract cycle, the flaps will fully retract before the 
slats start to retract. Asymmetrical slat travel is 
prevented by an asymmetry device which when sens- 
ing asymmetrical slat travel will close the main 
flap drive control valve. Once the flap drive control 
valve has closed, the flaps and slats cannot be ex- 
tended or retracted by either the normal or the 
emergency mode. 

ROTATING GLOVES. @--- 

The outboard edges of the wing gloves, adjacent to 
the wing inboard leading edges are equipped with 
movable surfaces to allow full forward movement of 
the inboard slats. These surfaces are called rotating 
gloves. A door forms the lower surface of each ro- 
tating glove. Each rotating glove and its associated 
door are operated by a mechanical actuator and link- 
age which is connected to the slat drive flexible 
shaft. When the slats are extended, the rotating 
qloves automatically rotate (leading edge down and 
trailing edge up) and the doors open to allow full 
extension of the slats. 

Flap and Slat Handle. @-+@) 

The flap and slat handle (17, figure l-4), located on 
the left console, has three positions marked UP, 
LOITER, and FULL DOWN. When the handle is posi- 
tioned to FULL DOWN, a mechanical linkage opens 
the flap drive control valve, directing hydraulic 
pressure to the flap drive assembly to extend the 
flaps. Positioning the flap handle to extend the flaps 
more than 15 degrees will also close a contact to 
provide electrical power to the auxiliary flap actu- 
ators and the slat drive actuators. In the FULL 
DOWN position, both main and auxiliary flaps extend 
to 30 degrees down. .4 manually operated gate IS pro- 
vided to stop flap and slat handle travel at a position 
which provides main flap full aft (horiz) travel and 
zero deflection. The gate must be manually released 
to move the handle up or down. During the flap exten- 
sion, the flaps do not extend beyond 15 degrees until 
the slats have extended 70 percent of travel. When 
the handle 1s placed in the UP posltion, the m;un and 
auxiliary flaps fully retract. Normal extension of the. 
flaps and slats takes approximately 15 seconds .md 
retractlon takes approximatelv 12 seconds. 

Flap and Slat Handle. 
c3--+ 

The flap and slat handle (38R, figure 1-43, located on 
the left console, has three positions marked UP, 
SLAT DOWh’, and FLAP DOWN. A manually oper- 
ated gate (38A, figure l-4), located between the SLA’I 
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DOWN and FLAP DOWN areas, must be released be- 
fore the handle can be moved from one area to 
another. When the handle is moved from UP to any 
position in the SLAT DOWN area, a mechanical link- 
age opens the flap drive control valve, directing hy- 
draulic pressure to the flap drive motor. The flap 
drive assembly rotates the flexible shafts connected 
to the slat drive mechanism to position the rotating 
glove and to extend the slats to a position corre- 
sponding to handle position. Moving the handle down 
to the gate will cause the slats to fully extend. When 
the gate is released and the handle is moved into the 
FLAP DOWN area, the flap drive assembly will ro- 
tate the flexible shafts connected to the main flap 
actuators, extending the main flaps to a position 
corresponding to handle position. The flap and slat 
drive assembly is so designed that it will not extend 
the flaps until the slats are fully extended. When the 
handle is moved down to a position corresponding to 
28 degrees or more of flaps, a contact closes pro- 
viding electrical power to the auxiliary flap actuators. 
Full down position of the flap and slat handle will 
provide 37.5 degrees of flap deflection. The retrac- 
tion cycle sequence is just the opposite from the ex- 
tensIon cycle. Moving the handle from the full FLAP 
DOWN position to the full UP position will first cause 
the flaps to retract and then the slats to retract. It 
should be noted that at no time will the flaps extend 
until the slats are fully extended nor will the slats 
retract until the flaps are fully retracted regardless 
of flap and slat handle position. Normal extension or 
retraction of the flaps and slats takes approximately 
12 seconds. 

Flap and Slat Switch. 

The flap and slat switch (24, figure l-17), located 
on the center console, has two positions marked 
EMER and NORM. On aircraft @--co, when the 
switch is in EMER, either the flaps or slats may be 
electrically extended or retracted to the desired 
position by holding the emergency flap or emergency 
slat switch to RETRACT or EXTEND as applicable. 
On aircraft 12 0, when the switch is in EMER, the 
flaps and slats may be extended or retracted elec- 
trically by holding the emergency flap and slat switch 
to EXTEND or RETRACT as applicable. On all air- 
craft, when the switch is in EMER, the flap drive con- 
trol valve is closed, disabling the flap drive motor. 
When the flap and slat switch is in the NORM posi- 
tion, the flaps and slats are actuated normally by 
use of the flap handle. The EMER position is used 
in the event of utiIity hydraulic system failure. 

Emergency Flap Switch. @@ 

The emergency flap switch (13, figure l-17), IS a 
three-position switch located on the center console. 
The switch has two positions marked EXTEND and 
RETRACT and is spring loaded to an unmarked cen- 
ter OFF position. With the flap and slat switch posi- 
tioned to EMER, holding the emergency flap switch 
to either RETRACT or EXTEND applies electrical 
power to the emergency electrical flap motor which 
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drives the main flaps to the selected position. The 
slats must be extended to 70 percent of travel before 
the flaps will extend beyond 15 degrees. An elec- 
trical interlock prevents flap extension when the 
wings are swept past 26-l/2 degrees. It should be 
noted that the emergency fla.p switch does not con 
trol the auxiliary flaps since the auxiliary flap actu- 
ators are energized only wh’en the flap and slat 
handle is positioned to move more than 15 degrees. 
Emergency flap extension takes approximately 150 
seconds and retraction takes approximately 120 sec- 
onds . 

Emergency Slat Switch. @--+a 

The three-position emergency slat switch (12, fig- 
ure I-17) is located on the center console. The 
switch provides an alternate source of 28 volt dc 
power to operate the contactors which apply 115 
volt ac power to the slat drive motors. The switch 
has positions marked RETRACT and EXTEND and 
is spring loaded to an unmarked center OFF posi- 
tion. The switch is used when normal operation of 
the flap handle fails to extend or retract the slats. 
With the flap and slat switch positioned to EMER, 
placing the emergency slat switch to EXTEND will 
extend the slats. The slats must be extended beyond 
76% travel before the flaps will extend beyond 15 
degrees. 
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Emergency Flap and Slat Switch. @-+ 

The emergency flap and slat switch (I2 and 13, figure 
l-17), located on the center console, has positions 
marked EXTEND and RETRACT and is spring loaded 
to the center unmarked OFF position. The switch is 
provided as an emergency method of ‘operating the 
main flaps and slats in the event of a utility hydraulic 
system failure. Operation of the flaps and slats using 
this switch is identical to that when ulsing the flap and 
slat handle except that electric power is used to oper- 
ate the flap drive motor instead of hydraulic power. 
It should be noted that the emergency flap and slat 
switch does not control the auxiliary flaps since the 
auxiliary flap actuators are energized only when the 
flap and slat handle is positioned to more than 28 
degrees. Emergency flap extension or retraction 
takes approximately 60 seconds. 

Flap and Slot Position Indicators. 

The flap and slat position indicators are a part of 
the surface position indicator (22, figure l-5), lo- 
cated on the left main instrument panel. The indi- 
cators display main flap position in degrees and slat 
and auxiliary flap position in a window as either UP 
or DN (down). When the slats or auxiliary flaps are 
in transit or when electrical power is turned off a 
crosshatch is displayed in the indicator window. 
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WING SWEEP SYSTEM. 

The variable sweep wings are moved to and held in 
position by two hydraulic, motor-driven, linear ac- 
tuators. The actuators are mechanically intercon- 
nected to insure positive synchronization (figure 
1-13). The right actuator is furnished power by the 
primary hydraulic system, and the left actuator is 
furnished power by the utility hydraulic system. In 
the event of failure of either hydraulic system, the 
remaining system, by utilizing the load transfer 
capability of the mechanical interconnect will still 
provide wing actuation. However, actuation under 
this condition will be at a reduced rate commensu- 
rate with actuator loading. Wing position is con- 
trolled by a closed loop mechanical servo system in 
response to an input signal from the wing sweep 
handle. The maximum rate at which the wings ex- 
tend or retract is controlled by flow-limiting de- 
vices in the hydraulic lines. Directional reversal, 
due to aerodynamic loads, is prevented by the non- 
reversing (Acme-type) threads in the actuator. The 
wing sweep handle is locked in the 16 degree posi- 
tion by a solenoid operated latch whenever the auxil- 
iary flaps are out of the zero position. Also, a me- 
chanical interlock prevents the wing sweep handle 
from being moved past the 26-l/2 degree position 
when either the flap and slat handle is out of the UP 
position or the main flaps ar out of the fully re- 
tracted position. If  aircraft 1 

Q+ 
0, aye equipped 

with fixed pylons, an interloc solenoid IS de-ener- 
gized, preventing the wing sweep handle from being 
moved past 26-l/2 degrees while the pylons are in- 
stalled. 

WING SWEEP CONTROL HANDLE. 

The wing sweep control handle (5, figure l-13A), is 
shaped like a pistol grip and is spring loaded to a 
stowed position under the canopy sill to the left of 
the crew module. Teeth in the top of the handle lock 
it to serrations in the handle support, when it is 
stowed, to prevent inadvertent movement. To adjust 
wing sweep, the handle must be rotated to the verti- 
cal position to unlock it; then it can be moved for- 
ward or aft as necessary. The handle is mechan- 
ically linked to the wing sweep control valve. On air- 
craft &n. the handle is Dushed forward to 
sweepxe wggs aft and pulled aft to sweep the wings 

0 - 
forward. On aircraft 12 +, the handle is pulled aft 
to sweep the wings aft and pushed forward to sweep 
the wings forward. 

MANUAL OVERRIDE LEVER. (-+@) 

A manual override lever, marked WS OVRD, is pro- 
vided directly aft of the wing sweep handle to permit 
the wings to be swept past 26-11’2 degrees when the 
fixed external pylons are installed. For ground 
maintenance or in case of emergency, the pylon 
interlock can be overridden by depressing the lever. 
When the fixed pylons are jettisoned, the circuit to 
the pylon interlock solenoid is closed, releasing the 
wing sweep handle. 
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WING SWEEP HANDLE LOCKOUT CONTROLS. @+ 

Two wing sweep handle lockout controls (6, figure 
l-13A), one labeled FIXED STORES and the other 
labeled WEAPONS, are located just above and aft of 
the wing sweep control handle. When either control 
is moved forward, the word ON is visible, and a latch 
extends which prevents aft movement of the wing 
sweep handle past the latch. When either control is 
moved aft, the word OFF is visible and the latch re- 
tracts. The fixed stores lockout control, when ON, 
prevents the wing sweep handle from being moved 
aft past the 26 degree position. This is the sweep 
angle at which the fixed pylons and stores are in a 
streamlined configuration. The weapons lockout con- 
trol restricts aft movement of the wing sweep handle 
to 55 drgrees. This is the wing sweep angle past 
whirh, certain weapons on the inboard pivot pylons 
would strike the fuselage. The wing sweep handle 
lockout controls restrict aft movement of the wmg 
sweep handle only. Forward motion is unrestricted. 

WING SWEEP HANDLE 26 DEGREE FORWARD 
GATE. (f&+ 

A wing sweep handle 26 degree forward gate (4, fig- 
ure l-13A), located above the wing sweep handle, is 
provided to stop forward motion of the wing sweep 
handle at 26 degrees. The gate is thumb-actuated and 
is spring loaded to the latched position. Depressing 
the gate will retract a latch, allowing the wing sweep 
handle to be moved forward past the 26 degree posi- 
tion. 

WING SWEEP POSITION INDICATOR. 

The wing sweep position indicator (22, figure l-5), 
is a part of the surface position indicator located on 
the left main instrument panel. The indicator dis- 
plays the wing position in degrees and is graduated 
in 2 degree increments from 16 to 72 degrees. The 
angle of wing sweep is monitored by a transmitter 
which mechanically follows the change in wing posi- 
tion and converts this information to an electrical 
signal which drives the wing sweep indicator. 

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM. 

The flight control system (figure l-14), provides con- 
trol of the airplane by movement of the primary con- 
trol surfaces. The primary control surfaces consist 
of a pair of movable horizontal stabilizers, rudder, 
and spoilers. Movement of the control surfaces is 
controlled by the control stick and rudder pedals. 
Rate gyros and accelerometers, in conjunction with 
electronic computers and damper servoactuators 
provide continuous automatic damping about the three 
axes of the airplane. Separate channels of mechanical 
linkage control hydraulic servo actuators, which pro- 
duce control surface movement. Yaw control of the 
airplane 1s accomplished by deflection of a rudder 
surface located on the trailing edge of the vertical 
stabilizer. Pitch attitude of the airplane is controlled 
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by symmetrical deflection of the horizontal stabilizer 
surfaces. Roll attitude is controlled by asymmetrical 
deflection of the horizontal stabilizer surfaces, When 
the wing sweep angle is less than 45 degrees, roll 
control is aided by action of two spoilers on top of 
each wing. The stability augmentation system employs 
use of triple-redundant sensors, electronic circuitry 
and electro-hydraulic dampers. Automatic failure de- 
tection and correction, as well as self-test features, 
are provided in the system. The flight control system 
functions in conjunction with the terrain followmg 
radar (TFR) to provide the capability of automati: 
terrain following, Signals from the TFR, control ‘:he 
pitch axis of the flight control system through the 
pitch damper to maintain the airplane at a preselected 
altitude above the terrain. When operating in either 
automatic or manual terrain following, a failure in 
the TFR will generate a 2g pull up signal to the pl.tch 
damper. For description of the TFR refer to “Terrain 
Following Radar,” this section. Procedures for 
normal operation of the flight control system are 
contained in the appropriate portions of Section II. 

PITCH CHANNEL. 

Manual control of the aircraft in pitch is achieved by 
fore and aft movement of th’e control stick. This 
movement is transmitted along the pitch channel 
push-pull tubes and bellcranks to the left and right 
horizontal stabilizer actuator control valves, These 
control valves control the fl.ow of hydraulic fluid lo 
the actuators, thus causing the horizontal stabilizers 
to move symmetric.ally. Stick throw is limited by 
mechanical stops to prevent interference with the 
seat and control panel knobs. With the series trim 
actuator at zero, these stops allow the pilot to com- 
mand 25 degrees trailing edge up and 10 degrees 
trailing edge down elevator motion of the horizontal 
stabilizer. The pitch command input limits are set at 
the input to the pitch-roll mixer which limit the sum 
of manual inputs, series tri,m inputs, and damper 
servo inputs to 25 degrees trailing edge up and 10 
degrees trailing edge down motion of the horizontal 
tail. Since nirloads on the surfaces are not trans- 
mitted back to the controls, artificial feel has been 
incorporated into the system to give the pilot the 
desired feel. The artificial Ieel is provided by a 
spring in parallel with the mechanical linkage. With 
the pitch damper off, total stick travel from neutral 
to full aft is 7 inches and from neutral to full for- 
ward is 2.8 inches. The force required to move the 
stick from neutral to full rift, ranges from the initial 
breakout force of 1.7 pounds to a force of 78 pounds. 
The force required to move the stick from neutral to 
full forward, ranges from 1.7 pounds to 34 pounds. 

ROLL CHANNEL. 

Lateral movement of the control stick is transmitt,ed 
along the roll channel push-@1 tubes and bellcranks 
to the horizontal stabilizer actuator control valves. 
This motion operates the horizontal stabilizer actua- 
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tors in opposite directions, causing an asymmetrical 
movement of the horizontal stabilizers. Stick dis- 
placement is limited by stick stops so that stick 
command is limited to *8 degrees of differential 
horizontal stabilizer motion. Stick travel from neutral 
to hardover is 4.8 inches. The stick forces and sur- 
face displacement in the roll channel are nonlinear 
with respect to stick travel. Differential horizontal 
stabilizer command, which consists of damper servo 
commands and stick commands, is limited to *8 de- 
grees of differential motion by mixer stops in the 
pitch-roll mixer. As the stick is moved laterally 
from neutral, the stick forces increase from a 
breakout force of 1.3 pounds to a force of 15 pounds 
at one half the total stick travel (2.4 inches). At this 
point a force detent is encountered and the total 
command of the horizontal stabilizer is 2 degrees of 
differential horizontal stabilizer motion. Force to 
the stick must be increased from 15 pounds to 23 
pounds to pass the force detent. From this point to 
hardover, the stick force increase is linear to the 
maximum of 31 pounds. When the wings are forward 
of 45 degrees, rol! control is aided by action of two 
spoilers on the top of each wing. Each spoiler sur- 
face is actuated by a hydraulic servo actuator. The 
outboard pair of spoiler actuators are supplied pres- 
sure by the utility hydraulic system. The inboard 
pair of spoiler actuators are supplied pressure by 
the primary hydraulic system. The actuators receive 
their command signals from the stick position trans- 
ducers located in the roll channel linkage. Lateral 
movement of the control stick causes the stick posi- 
tion transducers to generate command signals which 
are sent through the wing sweep sensor assembly to 
the spoiler actuators. Both commanded spoilers ex- 
tend to a maximum of 45 degrees in response to one 
half lateral stick displacement. The spoiler extension 
is in non-linear proportion to stick displacement. 
The spoilers are operable only when the wing sweep 
angle is between 16 degrees and 45 degrees. When 
the wing sweep angle is between 45 an.d 47 degrees, 
the spoiler command signals are zeroed and the 
spoilers are locked down. Between 47 and 49 degrees, 
the hydraulic supply to the spoilers is cut off. A 
spoiler monitor is provided in the roll channel to 
deactivate or lock down either pair of spoilers should 
one of that pair of spoilers malfunction. If  a spoiler 
inadvertently extends without being commanded and 
the aircraft starts a roll, the pilot would apply an 
opposite stick command to maintain wings level. 
Simultaneous extension of spoilers on each wing will 
cause the monitor, through a voting process, to cut 
off hydraulic pressure to the malfunctioning spoiler 
and its mate on the opposite wing. This action will 
retract and lock the pair of spoilers in the down po- 
sition and cause the spoiler caution lamp to light. 
Flight is continued using the remaining pair of 
spoilers and asymmetrical horizontal tail operation 
for roll control. The spoiler monitor may be reset 
by depressing a spoiler reset button. This will cause 
the spoiler caution lamp to go out and will restore 
hydraulic pressure to the pair of spoilers that is 
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locked down, If  the malfunction still exists, the faulty 

spoiler will again extend and the previous sequence 
of events will be repeated. One attempt to reset a 
faulty spoiler is sufficient. In the event a spoiler ex- 
tends because of a failure while roll autopilot iS en- 
gaged, the wings must be held level by the pilot. Roll 
autopilot does not move the control stick and the 
pilots control stick corrective motion will be required 
to operate the monitor. When the pilot moves the 
control stick to hold wings level, the monitor will 
vote and the failed spoiler will be locked down as 
previously described. For deceleration during ground 
roll, the flight control spoilers are used in COnjUIlC- 

tion with the ground roll spoilers. In which case, 
they are controlled with the ground roll spoiler 
switch (refer to “Aerodynamic Deceleration Equip- 
ment”, this section). 

YAW CHANNEL. 

Manual control of the aircraft in yaw is achieved by 
using conventional rudder and rudder pedals. Move- 
ment of the rudder pedals is transmitted to the rudder 
actuator control valve by a combination of control 
cables, push-pull tubes, and bellcranks. The control 
valve controls the flow of hydraulic fluid to the rudder 
actuator. The actuator moves the rudder in the di- 
rection commanded by the rudder pedal movement. 
Rudder authority is either of two configurations: 30 
degree authority or 7-l/2 degree authority. In one 
configuration, rudder pedal travel is approximately 
2-l/2 inches, full pedal force is 86 pounds, and full 
rudder command IS 30 degrees. In the other con- 
figuration, full rudder pedal travel is approximately 
one inch, and full rudder command is ‘7-l/2 degrees. 
Rudder authority configuration is determined by the 
position of either the control system switch or the 
rudder authority switch. Rudder breakout force is 
approximately 17 pounds and approximately 86 pounds 
is required to achieve the available pedal travel. 

PITCH-ROLL MIXING. 

Combined roll and pitch movements of the control 
stick are transmitted by the linkage of their respec- 
tive channel to pitch-roll mixer assembly where they 
are combined and converted into left and right hori- 
zontal stabilizer actuator command signals. The 
mixer pitch channel input stops are set at 25 degrees 
up and 10 degrees down symmetrical horizontal 
stabilizer command. The mixer roll channel input 
stops are set at -t8 degrees of differential horizontal 
stabilizer command. Therefore, the combined mixer 
stops limit individual actuator commands to 33 de- 
grees up or 18 degrees down. However, the horizontal 
actuators are limited to 30 degrees trailing edge up 
and 15 degrees trailing edge down. Some of the ex- 
cess horizontal stabilizer actuator command will be 

absorbed as over-travel within the valve spool when 
the pilot is commanding full pitch and roll. Any 
channel input command in excess of the pitch-roll 
mixer input stops will result in limiting of control 
stick motion. 

STABILITY AUGMENTATION. 

The stability augmentation system is triple redundant 
in that each pitch, roll, or yaw command generates 
three redundant signals. Each of the pitch, roll, and 
yaw channel electronics incorporates three signal 
selectors. Whenever a pitch, roll, or yaw command 
is generated, each of the three signal selectors for 
the particular channel, anaylzes each of the three 
redundant signals. Through a process of majority 
logic voting, the signal selectors select the middle 
value signal and send it to the appropriate damper 
servo. Should one of the three redundant signals to 
the selectors be erroneous, each selector will select 
one of the remaining two good signals and send it 
to the damper servo. Of the three signals sent to the 
damper servos, one is used by the damper as a model 
or standard which the other two are compared 
against. Should one of these two signals be erroneous, 
it will he voted out by the damper logic circuitry. A 
self-adaptive gains system continuously varies the 
gain of the signals sent to the pitch and roll damper 
servos as flight conditions change to optimize air- 
plane response. 

Command Augmentation. 

The effectiveness of the control surfaces varies with 
the flight condition. At low speed and high altitude 
several degrees of elevator are required to command 
one g while at high speed and low altitude it may take 
less than a degree. Since stick force and surface 
movement are directly related to stick motion an un- 
augmented system will require heavy stick forces 
at low speed and very light forces during high speed 
low altitude flight. The “feel” would then vary contin- 
uously with flight condition. The command augmenta- 
tion system augments the control stick command 
through the damper. The damper moves directly 
proportional to the stick input (for a particular gain). 
This damper input is then reduced proportional to 
the resulting airplane response. At a flight condition 
where the control surface effectiveness is high the 
aircraft response will be large and the damper 
contribution will be reduced greatly. Likewise, in a 
low response flight condition the damper contribution 
will not be reduced as much. The surface motion 
will then vary with flight condition so that the re- 
sulting airplane response will always be very nearly 
the same for the stick force. The continuously adapting 
gain helps the system to approach the ideal of a con- 
stant stick force and aircraft response relationship. 
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Figure I-f3A. 

TRIM. 

Yaw Trim. 

Yaw trim is accomplished by an electrically driven 
actuator which mechanically positions the rudder 
linkage. Since the yaw trim actuator is in series with 
the rudder linkage, there is no movement of the 
rudder pedals as trim is ap,plied. Yaw trim is con- 
trolled by either of two rudder trim switches, one 
located on the auxiliary flight control panel and one 
located on the flight control test panel. Hardover yaw 
trim that will not respond to either of the rudder 
trim switches will require about 80 pounds of rudder 
pedal force to hold the rudder centered. In event of 
such a malfunction, the rudder authority switch is 
used to increase rudder pedal authority and reduce 
the required force to approximately 30 pounds. 

Roll Trim. 

Roll trim is accomplished through the roll damper 
servo. Roll trim command signals operate roll trim 
relays in the feel and trim assembly. The relays 
supply 26 volts ac to the roll trim integrator motor 
for manual control. The output of the roll trim in- 
tegrator supplies a signal which is summed with the 
roll rate in the roll computer and sent to the roll 
damper servo which positions the horizontal stab:.- 
lizer. Therefore roll trim commands a given roll 
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rate rather than a given amount of control surface 
displacement, Since the output of the roll damper 
servo is in series with the roll channel linkage, the 
control stick does not move as trim is applied. Man- 
ual roll trim is controlled by a trim .outton located on 
either control stick. 

Pitch Trim. 

Pitch Trim Series (Autotrim). Pitch series trim is 
incorporated into the system to automatically return 
the pitch damper to neutral, when operating in sta- 
bility augmentation. This will provide full damper 
authority at all times in the event it is needed and 
prevent damper disengage transients,, Displacement 
of the control stick causes a signal to be sent from 
the stick transducer to the pitch damper causing the 
damper to displace. This damper displacement is 
sensed and causes the pitch series trim to return 
the damper to neutral. In this manner full damper 
authority is always available to the pilot and dis- 
engage transients are eliminated when the damper is 
turned off or fails. 

Manual Pitch Trim. Manual pitch trim is accom- 
plished by either a pitch trim series actuator or a 
pitch trim parallel actuator. Pitch trim command 
signals operate pitch trim relays in the feel and trim 
assembly, thus supplying 115 volts ac: to one of the 
pitch trim actuators. Output of the pitch trim parallel 
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actuator causes the control stick to move as trim is 
applied. Output of the pitch trim series actuator does 
not cause the control stick to move. Manual pitch 
trim is controlled by either a trim button on the con- 
trol stick or by an auxiliary pitch trim switch (series 
trim) on the auxiliary flight control panel. The pitch 
trim configuration changes as a function of positions 
of the pitch damper switch, auxiliary pitch trim 
switch, and the control system switch. The configura- 
tions are as follows: 

1. The pitch parallel trim actuator drives to 
neutral and is locked when: 

a. The pitch damper IS off or: 

h. The auxiliary pitch trim switch is out of 
the STICK position. 

6 

2. The pitch series trim actuator stops at its 
present position and no longer keeps the damp- 
er at neutral when: 

12 3 

TOP VIEW 
a. The pitch damper is turned off or: 

b. The control system switch is in T.O. & 
LAND. 

When using the auxiliary pitch trim switch with the 
pitch damper on, pitch trim is applied by electrically 
positioning the pitch damper. The pitch trim series 
actuator is used for trim when the pitch damper IS 

off by use of the stick trim button. 

1 WLAPON RELEASE BUTlON 
2 TRIM BUTTON 
3 REIERENCE ENGAGE BUTTON 

4 AERIAL REFUEL AND NOSE 
WHEEL STEERING BUiTOK 

5 GUN IRIGGFR 
6 AUl~ii’ltC,I RELEASE LEVER 

Figure I-15. 

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM CONTROLS AND 
INDICATORS. 

Control Sticks. 

‘The two control sticks, one located at each crew- 
members station, are mechanically interconnected. 
Each stick grip (figure l-15), contains a trim button, 
weapon release button, reference engage button, 
aerial refuel and nose wheel steering button, a gun 
tri ger and an autopilot release lever. On airplane 

o- 
12 , the control sticks serve as a means of actu- 

a ing the crew module bilge/flotation bag Inflation 
pump. Refer to “Crew Module Escape System,” this 
section. 

Rudder Pedals. 

Rudder control is provided by two sets of rudder 
pedals, one set located at each crewmembers station. 
The two sets of rudder pedals are mechanically in- 
terconnected and in addition to controlling the rudder, 
each pedal operates the respective wheel brake in the 
conventional manner. 

the button to NOSE UP or NOSE DOWN causes the 
pitch trim actuator to position the horizontal stabi- 
izer surfaces symmetrically with trailing edge either 

4 

up or down as selected. Moving the button t.o LWD 
or RWD causes the roll damper servo to position 
the horizontal stabilizer surfaces asymmetrically 
as selected. The aircraft commander‘s trim button 
can always override the pilot’s trim but.ton control. 

‘Maximum travel of the horizontal stabilizer using 
I,. the trim l:rirtnn is 10 degrees up and 8 degrees down 

through thf- parallel trim with the pitch damper on. 
Maximum command for roll trim using the trim 
t)uttoti is equivalent to 32 degrees roll rate per sec- 
ond. The resultant horizontal stabilizer travel is, 
that travel required at the particular flight condi- 
tions to cause the airplane to roll at 32 degrees per 
seclnnd. 

Auxiliary Pitch Trim Switch 

Trim Button. 

A trim button (2, figure I-151, located on each con- 
trol stick grip, is provided to control trim in the 
pitch and roll axes. The button has positions marked 
LWD, RWD, NOSE UP, XOSE DOWN, and is spring 
loaded to the center unmarked OFF position. Moving 

An auxiliary pitch trim switch (15, figure l-17), with 
positions marked STICK, NOSE DN, NOSE UP, and 
OFF, is located on the center console. The switch is 
provided to control the pitch trim series actuator. 
When the switch is tn the STICK position, pitch trim 
signals can he commanded only by the trim buttons 
on the rontrol sticks. When the switch is held in 
NOSE DN or NOSE UP position, the pitch trim series 
actuator and the pitch damper move the horizontal 
stabilizer symmetrically as selected until the switch 
is released to OFF or the limits are reached. With 
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the switch in the OFF, NOSE DN, or NOSE UP posi- 
tion, the trim buttons on the control sticks are inop- 
erative. When the switch is not in the STICK positior, 
the roll trim command is zero and roll trim car-?@ 
be commms the tiSlifi;ol stick trim button. 

Rudder Trim Switches. 

Two rudder trim switches (37, figure 1-4 and 14, 
figure l-17), located on the left and center consoles 
respectively, are provided for rudder trim control. 
The switches have positions marked L and R and are 
spring loaded to the center unmarked OFF position. 
Holding either switch in L or R causes the rudder 
trim actuator to drive the rudder in the selected di- 
rection until the switch is released to OFF or a msx- 
imum deflection of ‘7-l/2 degrees is reached. 

the switch in either AUTO TF or FLY UP ONLY 
positions a TFR failure provides a signal to the pitch 
damper to perform a 2g pull up maneuver. With the 
switch in the OFF position the pitch. damper cannot 
receive TFR signals and the TF fly up off caution 
lamp will light. For additional information on the 
auto TF switch and TF fly up off caution lamp refer 
to “Terrain Following Radar,” this section. 

I 
Damper Reset Button. 

Tokeoff Trim Button. 

The takeoff trim button (20, figure l-5), is locatf3d on 
the left main instrument panel. When the button is 
depressed, the takeoff trim relay is energized: the 
pitch parallel trim and vaw trim actuators are driven 
to 0 degrees; the roll trim integrator is synchrcnized 
so that the output to the roll damper is zero: the 
auxiliary pitch trim integrator is driven to a null; 
and the pitch trim series actuator is driven to a 
noseup position of 3.8 degrees. 

The damper reset button (35, figure l-4), located on 

the left console, is a momentary pushbutton switch 
labeled DAMPER RESET. When the button is de- 
pressed, the pitch, roll and yaw damper caution 
lamps and their respective channel caution lamps on 
the main caution lamp panel will go out and the 
dampers and their respective electronic channels 
will be simultaneously reset to accept inputs for 
logic voting. If  a malfunction is present at the time 
the reset button is released, the appropriate caution 
lamps will light. 

Rudder Authority Switch. 

Autopilot/Damper Switches. 

@ Three switches (9, figure l-17), one each for the 
pitch, roll, and yaw channels, are located on the 
center console. The pitch and roll damper switches 
are three position switches marked AUTOPILOT, 
DAMPER and OFF and are solenoid held in the 
AUTOPILOT and OFF positions and are spring- 
loaded to the DAMPER position. The yaw damper 
is a two position switch marked DAMPER and OFF. 
It is solenoid held In the OFF position and is spring- 
loaded to the DAMPER position. Placing any of the 
switches to DAMPER turns the respective dampsr 
on. The pitch and roll channels come on with the 
automatic gain at a low value and then begin setting 
the correct gain for that flight condition. Placing: 
either the pitch or roll swatch to AUTOPILOT w:,ll 
engage autopilot attitude stabilization. Placing a 
switch to OFF disengages the damper system of the 
respective channel and causes the respective damper 
caution lamp to light. These switches are also used 
to engage the autopilot, For description of that func- 
tion, refer to “Autopilot System,” this section. 

The rudder authority switch (36, figure l-4), located 
on the left console, has positions marked FULL and 
AUTO. When the switch is in AUTO, full rudder 
authority of 30 degrees either side of center is avail- 
able provided the control system switch is in T.O. 6r 
LAND or rudder authority of 7-l/2 (degrees either 
side of center if the control system switch is in 
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NORM. When the rudder authority switch is in FULL 
position, full rudder authority is available regardless 
of the position of the control system switch. 

Control System Switch. 

Auto Terroin Following Switch. 

The auto terrain following (auto TF) switch (11, 
figure l-17), located on the center console, is a 
three position switch marked AUTO TF, FLY IJF’ 
ONLY and OFF. The switch is solenoid held in AIJTO 
TF and OFF positions and is spring loaded to FLY 
UP ONLY. With the terrain following radar oper:lting, 
the pitch damper can be engaged to maintain a pre- 
selected altitude by placing the switch to AUTO TF 
and depressing either reference engage button. With 

The control system switch (2, figure l-12), located 
on the landing gear control panel, is a two position 
switch marked T.O. & LAND and NORM. When the 
switch is placed in the T.O. & LAND position, the 
following actions occur: the rudder variable authority I 

actuator moves to the 30 degree authority position, 
the TFR fly-up signals to the pitch damper are locked 
out, the pitch and roll computer gains are driven to 
preset values if AUTO gains are selected on the 
pitch and roll gain select panel. Roll gain is driven 
to 100 percent, and pitch gain will be driven to either 
30 percent or 100 percent depending on the computer 
configuration in the airplane. Also when the control 
system switch is in T.O. & LAND, the pitch series 
trim actuator is locked. When the switch is in NORM, 

I 

the rudder authority is 7-l/2 degrees, the pitch and 
roll gains are as determined by the flight control 
computers (if AUTO gains are selected on the pitch 
and roll gain select panel), the series trim actuator 
is operable and the pitch damper will respond to TFR 
fly-up signals. The T.O. & LAND position is used I 
only during takeoff and landing opera.tions. 

Flight Control Master Test Button. 

The flight control master test button (34, figure l-4), 
located on the left console, provides a source of 
power to the flight control test switches and buttons 
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on the ground check panel and to the stability aug- 
mentation test switch on the center console. Depress- 
ing the button closes a switch, thus allowing power to 
be applied to the flight control test switches and 
buttons. When the button is released, these switches 
ana buttons are inoperable. 

Stability Augmentation Test Switch. 

The stability augmentation test switch (23, figure 
l-17), located on the center console, is a three posi- 
tion switch marked SURFACE MOTION, SURFACE 
MOTION & LIGHTS with an unmarked center OFF 
position. This switch, when used in conjunction with 
the control system switch and the flight control mas- 
ter test button, provides a means of ground checking 
the stability augmentation system. With the control 
system switch in NORM and the master test button 
depressed, selecting the following positions of the 
stability augmentation test switch will obtain the re- 
sults as indicated: 

1. SURFACE MOTlON; 

a. Right horizontal stabilizer trailing edge moves 

full down 

b. Left stabilizer trailing edge moves down 
slightly 

c. Rudder trailing edge moves right then left. 

2. SURFACE MOTION & LIGHTS; 

a. Same horizontal stabilizer motion as items 
I (a) and (b) above. 

b. Rudder trailing edge moves right and back 
to neutral. 

C. Three (3) damper and three (3) channel 
caution lamps light 

d. On some airplanes, the roll and pitch gam 
changer caution lamps will light. 

Spoiler Reset Button. 

fi The spoiler reset button (7, figure I-13A), located on 
the crew module left sidewall, is a momentary push- 
button labeled SPOILER RESET. The button 1s pro- 
vided to reset the spoiler monitor in the event that a 
malfunction has caused a pair of spoilers to be voted 
out and locked down. If  a pair of spoilers has been 
locked down and the spoiler caution lamp 1s lighted, 
depressing the spoiler reset button will cause the 
caution lamp to go out and the spoiler circuitry tu be 
reset to accept signals frum the spoiler transducers. 
If  the malfunction still exists the faulty spoiler will 
again extend and the corrective control stick nlotion 
will cause the spoilers to agam lock down and the 
spoiler caution lamp to light. 

Pitch and Roll Gain Selector Switches 

Two gain selector switches, one for pitch and one for 
roll, are located on the pitch and roll gain select 
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panel (8, figure l-21). The switches are labeled GAIN 
and have positions AUTO and MAN. When either 
switch is m AUTO the stability augmentation clannlpm:: 
signal gain of the selected channel will be automat:- 
tally determined by the flight control computer. The 
MAN position is provided to enable the pilot to m311- 
ually adjust the output gain of the selected cclmpritcr 
anti tlius control stability augmentation dampin: rt-- 
sponsc.. 

Pitch and Roll Manual Gain Control Knobs. 

Two manual rain control knobs, one for pitch :lnd onca 
for roll, art? located on the pitch and roll gain select 
panel (8, figuul,e l-21). The knobs are provided to marl- 
ually adjust the gain of the stability augmentating 
damping signal. Each knob consists of an Inner and 
outer sra.le. ‘l’he outer scale is graduated from I) to 
10 representing 100 percent of gam rontrol. The 
inner sc,ale is graduatrd from 0 to 10 reprcsentlnp; 
10 percent of total gain control. One complete rev- 
olution ot t11f~ inner srale will cause the outer scale 
to rotate IO percent. 

Computer Power Switches. 

The computer power switches (16, figure l-16) la- 
beled NO 1, NO 2, and NO 3 are located on the a.ft 
console. t&1:.,11 any one of the switches is placed in 
the IJP position, activating power is applied to the 
selected branch in each pitch, roll, and yaw com- 
puter. ‘I’h~~ switches are held in this position when 
the door to the panel is closed. 

Damper Servo Button 

The damper servo button (15, figure l-161, labeled 
DMPR SERVO, 1s located on the aft console. When the 
damper servo, rate gyro channel B and channel C 
buttons and flight control test master switch are de- 
pressed and held, the electrical power to valve No. 1 
on each damper servo is interrupted, resulting in an 
electrical command signal from each computer, 
causing thi’ damper servos to vote hydraulically. 
This r.aust,s the pitch, roll, and yaw damper and 
channel ~WtlOli lamps to lig%t. 

Rate Gyro Test Buttons 

The rate arc test buttons (CHAN A, CHAN U, and 
CHAN C) (14, rlgure i-16), are lorated on the aft 
console. When two or more of the? buttons are de- 
pressed in conjunction with the flight controi master 
test button, the respective rate L?/ros are torqued, 
resulting in :: prrdeterminetl tilsplacenlt:nt <II ttit’ 
primary Ili[:!it c~,1111.~~1 sllrClcces. The CHAN A hutton. 
when deprc~sse~i, r:)rques the “A” gyros in the ;)itch, 
roll, and yaw channels. The CIIAN B and CHAK C 
buttons, when depressed, torque their respective 
gros I 

Takeoff Trim Indicator Lamp. 

A takeoff trim indicator lamp (19, figure l-51, locateci 
on the left main instrument panel, is provided to m- 
dicate when the horizontal stabilizer and rudder are 
in the proper trim position for takeoff and the aux- 
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iliary pitch trim integrator is zeroed. When the take- 
off trim button is depressed and all affected surfaces 
reach their proper position, the lamp lights. When the 
takeoff trim button is released, the lamp goes out. 

Roll, Pitch, and Yaw Channel Caution Lamps. 

Three amber caution lamps, one each for the roll, 
pitch, and yaw channels, are located on the main 
caution lamp panel (14, figure l-5). Lighting of any 
one of the lamps indicates that a malfunction has 
been sensed in the computer of the respective roll, 
pitch, or yaw channel. Since the electronics in each 
channel is triple redundant, lighting of one of these 
caution lamps indicates that one of the three sets of 
electronics is in error (passive first failure) and does 
not indicate a complete failure. 

Roll, Pitch, and Yaw Damper Caution Lamps. 

Three amber caution lamps, one each for the roll, 
pitch, and yaw dampers, are located on the main 
caution lamp panel (14, figure l-5). Lighting of any 
one of the lamps indicates that a malfunction has 
been sensed in its respective damper. Since each 
damper has two active valves and a model valve, 
lighting of one of the caution lamps does not indicate 
a complete damper failure. 

Flight Control Spoiler Caution Lamp. 

The flight control spoiler caution lamp, located on the 
main caution lamp panel (14, figure l-5), is provided 
to indicate when a malfunction in the spoiler cir- 
cuitry has occurred causing a symmetric pair of 
flight control spoilers to be locked down. 

Roll and Pitch Gain Changer Caution Lamps. 

Two amber gain changer caution lamps, one each for 
the roll and pitch gain changer, are located on the 
main caution lamp panel (14, figure l-5). Lighting 
of either of these lamps indicates that a portion of 
the triple redundant gain setting in the respective 
channel is in error, Depressing the damper reset 
button will reset the lamp for a temporary error. 
Since the gain changer circuitry in each channel is 
triple redundant, lighting of one of these caution lamps 
indicates that one of these three sets of electronics 
is in error and does not indicate a complete failure. 

Pikh ond Roll Gain Indicators. 

Two gain indicators, one for pitch and one for roll, 
are located on the pitch and roll gains select panel 
(8, figure l-21). Each indicator displays, in per- 
centage of total gain available, the gain of the sta- 
bility augmentation damping signal coming from the 
flight control computer. The indicators are graduated 
from 0 to 100 percent and display gain in either 
AUTO or MAN position. 

Gain Selector Switch Indicator Lamps. 

Two gain selector switch indicator lamps, one for 
pitch and one for roll, are located on the pitch and 

roll gains select panel (8, figure 1-21). The lamps 
are push-to-test type and are provided to indicate 
when the gain control is in the manual mode. When 
either the pitch or roll gain selector switch is in 
MAN, the corresponding lamp will light. 

Rudder Authority Caution Lamp. 

An amber rudder authority caution lamp (14, figure 
l-5), is located on the main caution lamp panel. Light- 
ing of the lamp indicates the rudder authority actuator 
is not in the position commanded by the control SYS- 

tern switch. 

AUTOPILOT SYSTEM. 

The autopilot system consists of electronic circuitry 
that, in conjunction with the primary flight control 
system, controls the aircraft during the four modes m 
of autopilot flight. The autopilot system receives in- 
put signals from other systems and computes com- 
mand signals to the pitch and roll dampers to control 
the aircraft. The autopilot modes are attitude sta- 
bilization, math hold, altitude hold, and constant track. B 
Incompatible mode selection is prevented by circuit 
interlocks. Attitude stabilization is normally in effect 
when the autopilot is engaged. Attitude stabilization 
will hold the aircraft at the reference roll and/or 
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pitch attitude until selection of another autopilot 
mode or until pilot initiation of control stick steering. 
The aircraft may be manually maneuvered at any 
time by use of control stick steering without dis- 
engaging the autopilot. During operation of the auto- 
pilot, the control stick will not reflect the position of 
the surfaces. Pitch autopilot disengage transients 
are reduced by the pitch series trim actuator. En- I 
gage transients are prevented by continuous synchro- 
nization of the pitch and roll attitude input signals 
so that their commands to the dampers are zero at 
the time of autopilot engagement. 

ATTITUDE STABILIZATION MODE. 

The attitude stabilization mode is the initial control 
mode established when the autopilot is engaged. Atti- 
tude stabilization can be engaged in either or both the 
roll and pitch channels. Attitude reference signals are 
received by the pitch and/or roll computers from the 
inertial reference unit of the inertial bombing naviga- 
tion system. Resultant signals from the pitch and/or 
roll computer then controls the pitch and/or roll 
damper position, thus holding the aircraft at the ref- 
erence attitude existing at the time of autopilot en- 
gagement; however, roll angles of less than 3 (-tl) 
degrees will result in a wings level attitude com- 
mand upon engagement of this mode. If  the constant 
track mode is selected, the roll damper will control 
the aircraft according to the new reference. However, 
when the constant track mode is discontinued, the 
autopilot will revert back to attitude stabilization and 
will maintain the attitude that existed at the time of 
disengagement. F‘or example, if pitch and roll auto- 
pilot are engaged with the aircraft in a twenty-degree 
bank, this bank angle will be held. If  the constant 
track mode is then selected, the aircraft will respond 
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by rolling to wings level and holding the constant 
ground track. The original pitch attitude will continue 
to be controlled by attitude stabilization and will re- 
main unchanged. If  the constant track mode is subse- 
quently discontinued, the autopilot will revert back to 
attitude stabilization in roll. The pilot may change 
the attitude stabilization pitch and roll references at 
any time by using control stick steering. The mode 
selector switch on the bomb nav control panel must 
be in one of its primary modes and the autopilot 
emergency override switch must be in NORM to en- 
gage the autopilot. 

MACH HOLD MODE. 

The math hold mode maintains constant math. In 
this mode, throttle position is fixed and math is con- 
trolled by aircraft pitch attitude through operation of 
the horizontal stabilizer surfaces. Upon engagement 
of this mode, a math reference is set up in the cen- 
tral air data computer (CADC). Any deviation of math 
from this reference results in an error signal being 
sent to the pitch computer from the CADC. If math 
increases above the reference, the resulting math 
error signal will command a nose up attimde through 
the pitch damper causing the aircraft to return to the 
referenced math number. An opposite command is 
used for a decrease in math. 

ALTITUDE HOLD MODE. 

The altitude hold mode automatically maintains con- 
stant altitude. Upon engagement of this mode, an alti- 
tude reference is established in the central air data 
computer (CADC). Any deviation in altitude by the 
aircraft results in an altitude error being fed to the 
pitch computer from the CADC. If the aircraft alti- 
tude increases above the reference, the resulting al- 
titude error signal will command a nose down attitude 
through the pitch damper until the desired altitude is 
obtained. An opposite command is given for a de- 
crease in altitude. 

CONSTANT TRACK MODE. 

The constant track mode maintains the airplane on a 
constant ground track. When this mode is engaged, 
the existing ground track is sensed in the inertial 
bombing navigation system and is set up as a mode 
reference. Any deviation from this reference by the 
aircraft results in an error signal being sent from the 
inertial bombing navigation system to the roll com- 
puter. The roll computer, in turn, sends a command 
to the roll damper, correcting the deviation. 

CONTROL STICK STEERING. 

When any autopilot mode is engaged, including basic 
attitude stabilization, the reference controlling the 
aircraft can be disengaged bv use of control stick 
steering. Control stick steering is activated in the 
pitch channel by applying a force greater than 1.7 
pounds, in a forward or aft direction, to the top of the 
control stick. This mode is activated in the roll chan- 
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nel by applying a force of 1.3 pounds laterally to the 
control stick. When this force is applied in either or 
both channels, the reference or references are dis- 
engaged, a caution lamp will light, and the pilot 
can maneuver the aircraft to a new reference. When 
the force to the control stick is reduced below 1.7 
pounds in the pitch channel or 1.3 pounds in the roll 
channel, attitude stabilization will automatically re- 
engage in the affected channel or channels provided 
the attitude limits are not exceeded. The reference 
engage button must be depressed to re-engage sub- 
modes. The attitude limits are 230 degrees in pitch I 
and lt60 degrees in roll. Should these limits be ex- 
ceeded in one or both channels, attitude stabilization 
will not re-engage in that channel until its attitude 
angle is reduced to less than its limit. In addition, 
the roll channel can not be engaged if either the pitch 
attitude is greater than +30 degrees or the yaw damp- 
er is turned OFF. 

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS. 

Computer Power Switches. 

Three computer power switches (16, figure l-16), 
located on the aft console, control electrical power 
for autopilot and certain flight control system oper- 
ations. (Refer to “Flight Control System,” this 
section). The autopilot is normally ready to engage 
after the power switches are placed in the ON posi- 
tion and the inertial reference unit of the inertial 
navigation bombing system is properly erected. 

Autopilot/Damper Switches. 

Two autopilot/damper switches (9, figure l-17), one 
each for pitch and roll, are located on the center 
console. The switches have three positions marked 
AUTOPILOT, DAMPER, and OFF and are solenoid 
held by 28 volt dc power in the AUTOPILOT and OFF 
position and are spring-loaded to the DAMPER posi- 
tion. If  while operating in the AUTOPILOT or OFF 
positions, this 28 volt dc holding power is lost, the I 
switches will return to the DAMPER position, The 
switches operate independently of each other, When 
the switches are in the AUTOPILOT position, attitude 
stabilization is engaged and the airplane will main- 
tain constant attitude. When the switches are moved 
to DAMPER or OFF, all other mode switches will 
move to OFF and the airplane will then revert to 
pilot-controlled flight. For additional information on I 
these switches, as related to control of the roll and 
pitch dampers, refer to “Flight Control System,” 
this section. 

Constont Track Switch. 

The constant track switch (10, figure l-17), located 
on the center console, is marked CONSTANT TRACK 
and OFF. The switch is solenoid held by 28 volt dc 
power in CONSTANT TRACK and is spring-loaded to 
OFF. When the switch is placed in the CONSTANT 
TRACK position and the reference engage button is 
depressed, the airplane will be held on a constant 
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ground track. The switch will not latch in CONSTANT 
TRACK if the roll autoplloi!/damper switch is not in 
the AUTOPILOT position. .If while operating in CON- 
STANT TRACK position, 28 volt dc power to the hold- 
ing solenoid is lost. the switch will return to the OFF 
position. The reference not engaged lamp will not 
light for this malfunction, When the switch is pas I- 
tioned to OFF, the autopilot will discontinue con-, 
trolling the airplane in a constant track mode and 
will revert to attitude stabilization in the roll chan- 
nel. 

Autopilot Emergency Override Switch. 

Altitude Hold/Mach Hold Selector Switch. 

The autopilot emergency override switch (33, figure 
l-4), located on the left console, has positions marked 
NORM and OVRD. The switch is guarded to the NORM 
position. If  the switch is positioned to OVRD, certain 
inputs are removed from the roll and pitch damper 
systems. These signals are roll and pitch autopilot 
commands, r&l.t.rim..commands, and p%%?d&p<T 
trim inputs. The switch disconnects these command 
signals from the roil and pitch damper channels and 
causes the reference not engaged caution lamp to 
light. 

The altitude hold/math hold selector switch (25, fig- 
ure I-17)) located on the center console, is a three 
position switch marked ALT HLD, OFF, and MACH 
HLD. The switch is solenoid held by 28 volt dc power 
to ALT HLD or MACH HLD and is spring-loaded to 
OFF. When the switch is in the ALT HLD positioli 
and the reference engage button is depressed, the 
autopilot will control the airplane to maintain the al- 
titude present at the time the mode was engaged. 
When the switch is positioned to MACH HLD and the 
reference engage button is depressed, the autopilot 
will control the airplane to maintain the math num- 
ber present at the time of mode engagement. The 
switch will not latch in either ALT HLD or MACH 
HLD position if the pitch autopilot/damper switch is 
not in AUTOPILOT positior. Selection of the ATF’ 
MODE is incompatible with altitude hold or math 
hold mode and will cause th.e switch to move to the 
OFF position. If  while operating in MACH HLD 01‘ 

ALT HLD positions, 28 volt dc power to the holdilig 
relay is lost, the switch will return to the OFF posi- 
tion. The reference not eng:aged lamp will not light 
for this malfunction. 

Reference Not Engaged Caution Lamp, 

The reference not engaged caution lamp, located on 
the main caution lamp panel (14, figure l-5), will 
light when the selected autopilot reference is not en- 
gaged. When control stick steering is activated while 
attitude stabilization is controlling the airplane, the 
lamp will go out when stick force becomes so low as 
to allow attitude stabilization re-engagement. When 
any mode other than attitude stabilization is engaged 
and control stick steering is activated., the reference 
not engaged caution lamp will remain lighted until the 
reference engage button is depressed. 

AUTOPILOT OPERATION. 

Engaging the Autopilot. 

1. Bomb nav mode selector knob .- Primary 
mode. 

Reference Engage Buttons. 

The bomb nav system must be in a primary 
mode for autopilot operation. 

A reference engage button (3, figure l-15), marked 
REF ENGAGE is located on each control stick gr:.p. 
When any autopilot mode is selected, other than atti- 
tude stabilization, one of the reference engage buttons 
must be depressed before the mode will engage. 
Either button may be used to engage the autopilot. 

2. ADI - Check for normal indications. 

3. Attain a safe altitude and trim the airplane to 
the desired attitude. 

Note 

Autopilot Release Lever. 

The autopilot release lever (6, figure l-15), located 
at the base of the stick grip., permits either pilot to 
disengage certain functions of the autopilot without 
removing his hand from the stick. Depressing the 
lever will return the autopilot/damper switches to 
DAMPER. This disengages all autopilot functions 
and places the airplane under pilot control. When auto 
TF is engaged and the autopilot release lever is de- 

I 

pressed, the auto TF switch will return to the FLY 
UP ONLY position and the terrain following radar will 
no longer control the aircraft. Should the terrain fol- 
lowing radar fail and the 2g climb command be gene- 
rated, this climb command can be interrupted by cie- 
pressing the autopilot release lever. The command 
will reappear, however, when the lever is released 
unless the TFR system is turned off or the auto TF 
switch is turned OFF. 

Autopilot operation cannot be engaged at 

attitudes exceeding i30 degrees in pitch 
and i60 degrees in roll. 

4. Pitch, roll autopilot/damper and yaw damper 
switches - DAMPER. 

Check that all dampers are operating prop- 
erly. 

5. Flight instrument reference select knob - PRI. 

6,Roll and pitch autopilot/damper switches - 
AUTOPILOT. 

7. Reference not engaged caution lamp - Out. 
Check that the reference not engaged caution 
lamp goes out with no force applied to the 
control stick. 
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Right Console (Typical) 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7A 

-3A 

* See Figure l&A 

*I. GAM-83 CONTROL STICK 
*2. ATTACK RAOAR TRACKING CONTROL 

HANDLE 
3 CABIN AIR DISTRIBUTION 

CONTROL LEVER 
3A.AN/URT-21 RADIO BEACON SET 

‘4. ARti REST 
*5. SEAT ADJUSTMENT SWITCHES 
*6. MAP STOWAGE 

7. DATA STOWAGE CASE 
7A. COUNTERMEASURES DISPENSER 

CONTROL PANEL 
8 COUNTERMEASURES RECEIVER 

CONTROL PANEL 
9 HF CONTROL PANEL 

10 INTERPHONE CONTROL PANEL 
1 I. ATTACK RADAR CONTROL PANEL 
12. ARMAMENT SELECT PANEL 

-7 

Figure I- 18. 
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Selecting the Autopilot Control Modes. 

After the autopilot is initially engaged in attitude sta- 
bilization, the pilot may select a single control mode 
or a combination of compatible modes by means nf 
the mode switches on the autopilot/damper panel. A 
mode affecting the pitch channel (math hold or altitude 
hold) may be selected simultaneously with a mode 
affecting the roll c han ne 1 (constant track). HOW- 
ever, two modes in the same channel cannot be sv?- 
lected simultaneously. The following procedures are 
for selecting each control mode after attitude sta- 
bilization has been engaged. 

I Selecting the Mach Hold or Altitude Hold Mode. Man- 
ually maneuver the aircraft to achieve the desired 
math number. 

1. 
I 

Mach hold/altitude hold switch - MACH HLD 
or ALT HLD. (as applicable) 

2. Reference engage button - Depress. 
If  it is desired to increase or decrease the 
reference math number, it will be nece;jsary 
to disengage this mode while the desireIll 

I 

change to airspee’ is made. If  it is desired 
to increase or decrease the reference al- 
titude, use controL stick steering to ma-. 
neuver the aircraft to the new reference, 
and depress the reference engage buttor. 

Selecting the Constant Track Mode. Manually ma- 
neuver the aircraft until it is following the desired 
ground track. 

1. Constant track switch - CONSTANT. 

2. Reference engage button - Depress. 
If  it is desired to change course, use control 
stick steering to maneuver the aircraft until 
the new ground track is established. Release 
the force to the stick and depress the rel’er- 
ence engage button. 

Disengaging the Autopilot. 

To disengage all autopilot functions and place the 
aircraft under pilot control, either depress the auto- 
pilot release lever or place the pitch and roll auto- 
pilotjdamper switches to DAMPER. In either case, 
all the switches will move to OFF. 

CENTRAL AIR DATA COMPUTER 
SYSTEM (CADC). 

Note 

Until flight test data is available from 
which to incorporate correction cams, the 
CADC outputs of static pressure and angle- 
of-attack will be calibrated values rather 
than true values. 

Changed 23 December 1966 

Description & Operotion 

The airplane is equipped with a central air data com- 
puter system which provides aerodynamic intelligence 
to various control systems. The system consists 
basically of an electromechanical computer which 
processes raw data from the angle-of-attack trans- 
ducer, pitot-static probe, and a temperature sensor 
probe located on the right side of the fuselage above 
the nose wheel well. The computer utilizes the follow- 
ing raw data: indicated static pressure, pitot pres- 
sure, total temperature, and indicated angle of attack. 
When this data reaches the computer, it is trans- 
formed into electrical signal outputs through an ar- 
rangement of transducers, mechanical linkage, and 
servo repeaters. The central air data computer is 
equipped with a failure monitoring system which 
continually monitors the computing functions. Should 
a computing function fail, a CADC caution lamp on 
the main caution lamp panel will light. I f  a computing 
function should fail, which affects the pressure alti- 
tude or indicated airspeed displays on the integrated 
flight instrument system, a warning flag will appear 
on the associated instrument. In addition, math, 
angle-of-attack, and pressure altitude data good sig- 
nals are supplied from the CADC monitor system to 
be used as failure monitor interlocks for hydraulic 
cooling, terrain following radar, and the flight direc- 
tor computer system respectively. The computer re- 
quires 115 volt ac and 28 volt dc powler. Listed below 
are the various airplane systems served by the air 
data computer system, followed in parentheses by the 
computer outputs which go to the systems: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Altitude-vertical velocity indicator (pressure 
altitude and vertical velocity).. 

Airspeed math indicator (math number, indi- 
cated airspeed, true angle of iattack). 

Maximum safe math assembly (pressure alti- 
tude, math number, true air temperature). 

Flight control system (angle of attack, indi- 
cated airspeed, incremental math number and 
incremental LOG16 static pressure). 

Translating cowl (math number). 

Engine math lever actuator (math number). 

Engine bleed air ejector (math number). 

Spike caution lamp (math number). 

Bomb nav system (pressure altitude, pressure 
altitude rate, true airspeed). 

True airspeed indicator (true airspeed). 

Lead computing optical sight (pressure alti- 
tude, total pressure, true airspeed). 

Terrain following radar (true angle of attack, 
true airspeed). 
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13. 

14. 

Angle-of-attack indexer (true angle of attack). 

Environmental control (indicated airspeed, 
true air temperature). 

15. 

16. 

Hydraulic system coolers (math number). 

Flight director (incremental pressure altitude 
and pressure altitude). 

17. Landing gear warning (indicated airspeed, 
pressure altitude). 

18. Marker beacon (pressure altitude). 

CADC POWER SWITCH. 

The CADC power switch (9, figure l-16), with posi- 
tions POWER and OFF, is located on the aft console. 
When the switch is in the OFF position, no aircraft 
power is supplied to the CADC or the maximum safe 
math assembly, Also the CADC caution lamp will 
light and the OFF warning flags in the airspeed 
indicator and altimeter will appear, When placed in 
the POWER position 115 volt, 400 cycle, single phase 
ac power is supplied to the CADC and the maximum 
safe math assembly. 

CADC TEST SWITCH. 

The CADC test switch (‘7, figure l-16), with positions 
HIGH, OFF, and LOW, is located on the aft console. 
The test switch activates a self test system in the 
CADC, The normal system inputs are disconnected 
from the CADC, and a set of pre-selected test inputs 
are fed into the CADC. The HIGH position of the 
switch is used in conjunction with the pitot heater 
switch to ground check the total temperature probe 

~ heater. Normally this switch is used by the flight 
crew only during functional or acceptance check 
flights. 

MAXIMUM SAFE MACH ASSEMBLY. 

The maximum safe math assembly (MSMA) receives 
math number, pressure altitude and true air temper- 
ature signals from the central air data computer 
and wing sweep position from the wing sweep sensor 
and provides outputs to the maximum safe math indi- 
cator and to the reduce speed warning lamp. The 
MSMA computes the maximum continuous safe math 
of the airplane regardless of whether the limitation is 
due to structural loading limitation or temperature 
and provides a signal to the maximum safe math 
indicator. It also continuously compares the airplane 
math number to the maximum safe math, computed 
as a function of structural load limit, and provides a 
signal to light the reduce speed warning lamp when 
the airplane reaches maximum allowable speed. The 
MSMA utilizes 115 volt ac power from essential ac 
bus through the central air data computer power 
switch and 28 volt dc power from the essential dc 
bus. 

AUXILIARY FLIGHT 
REFERENCE SYSTEM (AFRS). 

The auxiliary flight reference system (AFRS) pro- 
vides standby or backup attitude and directional in- 
formation. The system consists of a number of elec- 
tronic packages which receive, compute, and trans- 
mit gyroscopic attitude and directional reference 
signals. Basic components of the system include 
vertical and directional gyros, a coupler, a compass 
controller, and a remote compass transmitter (flux 
valve). The vertical gyro is unlimited in roll but is 
limited to i82 degrees m pitch. Any change in air- 
plane attitude with respect to the vertical reference 
is detected by the vertical gyro and electrically 
transmitted to the standby attitude indicator at all 
times and to the attitude director indicator when the 
system is operating in the auxiliary mode. The di- 
rectional gyro and the flux valve operate together as 
the compass set to provide heading signals for the 
BDHI at all times and to the HSI and the AD1 when the 
system is operating in the auxiliary mode. The com- 
pass set operates either as a gyro-stabilized magnetic 
compass (slaved mode) or as a directional gyro (DG 
mode). The two modes, slaved and DG, provide ac- 
curate heading reference for all latitudes. In the 
slaved mode, the system is basically a directional 
gyro slaved to the remote compass transmitter. This 
mode is designed for use at latitudes up to 70 de- 
grees. In the polar regions, the direction of the 
earth’s magnetic field becomes more vertical rather 
than horizontal to such an extent that the slaved mode 
is not reliable and the DG mode should be used. In 
the DG mode, the system is freed from the remote 
compass transmitter and operates as a free gyro in- 
dicating an arbitrary gyro heading. In the DG mode, 
apparent drift due to earth rotation is corrected. The 
random drift (precession rate) of the gyro in the DG 
mode will not exceed kl.5 degrees per hour. This 
mode may be used at all latitudes but is most useful 
when operating in the polar regions or when the mag- 
netic field is weak or distorted. On airplanes 

Q- 
14 

a third mode, the compass (COMP) mode, prove es 
unstabilized compass heading. The purpose of this 
mode is to permit continued operation of the AFRS 
in the event of a malfunction of the gyros. The AFRS 
operates on 115 volt ac power from the ac essential 
bus and 28 volt dc power from the dc essential bus. 

FLIGHT INSTRWMENT REFERENCE SELECT SWITCH. 

The flight instrument reference select switch (41, 
figure l-4), located on the left console, has three 
positions marked PRI, AUX and AUX STBY INST 
ONLY. Placing the switch to the PRI (primary) posi- 
tion supplies pitch, roll and heading information from 
the bomb nav system to the following subsystems, as 
applicable. 
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l Autopilot 

l Attitude Director Indicator 

l Horizontal Situation Indicator 

switch is in the AUX position, the OFF flag on the 
AD1 will come into view. During initial erection or 
whenever the fast erect button is depressed, the 
displacement gyroscope erects at a rate of approxi- 
mately twelve (12) degrees per minute. 

l Flight Director Computer COMPASS MODE SELECTOR KNOB. (>@ 

l Terrain Following Radar 

l Lead Computing Optical Sight 

l Attack Radar 

Placing the switch to the AUX (auxiliary) position 
supplies pitch, roll and heading information from the 
AFRS (auxiliarv flight reference system) to all the 
above subsystems except ;lutopilot. Placing the switch 
to the AUX STBY INST ONLY posltion supplies head- 
mg Information irom the f\FELS to the above sub- 

systems and roll and pitch Information from the 
AFRS to the standby attitude indicator only. This 
position prevents degradation of the standby attftude 
indicator information m the event of a malfuncti~)n 
of any of the various subsystems supplied by the 
AFRS. The AUX STBY INST ONLY position should be 
selected whenever a malfunction occurs III the bomb 

nav system, and when other subsystems that receive 
signals from the AFRS are not required to f ly the air- 
plane. Also this position should be used when masing 
crosschecks or malfunction checks be een the bomb 
nav system and AFRS. On airplanes 14 

t!- 
the 

standby attitude indicator receives iso ated pitch and 
roll signals at all times, therefore the AUX STB7’ 
INST ONLY switch positlon has been deleted. 

The compass mode selector knob, located on the 
compass control panel (2, figure l-19), is used to se- 
lect the mode of operation of the compass set. The 
knob has positions SLAVED, DG-N, and DG-6. Plac- 
ing the knob in the SLAVED position selects the 
magnetic mode of operation. Placing the knob in 
DG-N or DC-S position selects the directional gyro 
mode. Since the direction of drift correction is de- 
termined by DG-N (north) or DG-S (south) position, 
the switch position selected must correspond to the 
hemisphere in which the airplane is operating. 

COMPASS MODE SELECTOR KNOB. @--+ 

AUXILIARY FLIGHT REFERENCE SYSTEM POWER 
SWITCH. 

The compass mode selector knob (5, figure I-19A), I 
located on the compass control panel, is used to se- 
lect the mode of operation of the auxiliary flight ref- 
erence system compass. The knob has, three posi- I 
tions marked SLAVED, COMP, and DG. When the 
SLAVED mode is selected, gyro-stabilized magnetic 
heading from the remote compass transmitter is pro- 
vided. In the DG mode, the remote compass transmit- 
ter information 1s removed from the system and the 
system operates as a free gyro indicating an arbi- 
trary gyro heading. In the COMP mode, the compass 
heading is obtained directly from the remote compass 
transmitter without stabilization by the clirectlonal 
gyro and is used in event of an attitude malfunction 
of the auxiliary flight reference system. 

Note 

The auxiliary flight reference system power switch 
(6, figure l-16), located on the aft console, has posi- 
tions GYROS and OFF. Placing the switch to GYROS 
supplies power to the AFRS gyros, the compass set, 
the BDHI, and the standby attitude indicator. Placmg 
the switch to OFF de-energizes these components. 

AFRS GYRO FAST ERECT BUTTON. 

The auxiliary flight reference system gyro fast erect 
button (40, figure l-4), located on the left console. 
provides a means for fast erection of the AFRS. The 
button is labeled ATT GYRO FAST ERECT. Durmg 
initial turn on of the system (initial erection), the gyro 
will automatically erect at the fast rate. If  re-ere:tion 
is required after initial erection due to the limits of 
the gyro being exceeded, fast erection may be ac- 
complished by depressing and holding the fast erect 
button until the attitude indicators return to normal. 
During initial erection or when the fast erect utton 
is depressed the AUX ATT lamp (airplanes 

%- 
14 ) 

on the main caution, lamp panel will light, the FF 
flag on the standby attitude indicator will come into 
view and, if the flight instrument reference select 

When moving the knob from the SLAVED 
position to COMP the compass clrds on 
the HSI and BDHI and the altitude sphere 
of the AD1 will rotate off the heading and 
immediateiy return. This is normal. When 
moving the knob from COMP back to the 
SLAVED position the compass cards of 
the KS1 and HDHI and the attitude sphere 
of the AD1 will rotate off the heading but 
will not return until the heading iset knob 
is depressed and held to null the synchro- 
nization indicator. 

LATITUDE CORRECTION KNOB, 

The latitude correction knob, located on the compass 
control panel (3, figure l-19) and (4, figure I-19A), 
is marked with latitudes from 0 degrees to 90 degrees. 
Setting the knob to the latitude at which the flight is 
being made determines the rate of gyro drift correc- 

operating in DG mode and on airplanes 
improves accuracy when operating in SLAVED 
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SYNCHRONIZER-SET KNOB. @-+@ 

The synchronizer-set knob, located on the compass 
control panel (4, figure 1-19) provides a means of 
manually synchronizing the AFRO gyro with the re- 
mote compass when the compass mode selector knob 
is in the SLAVED mode, and to set in desired head- 
ing on the BDHI when the knob is in the DG-N or DG- 
S mode. The knob is marked - SYNC +. Rotating the 
knob in a clockwise direction, toward the plus (+) 
position, will increase the heading on the BDHI. The 
opposite will occur if the knob is moved to the minus 
(-) position. When in the DG-N or DG-6 mode of op- 
eration, the direction of movement of the knob is de- 
termined by whether an increased or decreased head- 
ing is desired. When in the SLAVED mode, the direc- 
tion of rotation of the knob is determined by the syn- 
chronization indicator pointer. 

HEADING SET KNOB. @-+ 

The heading set knob (6, figure l-19A), located on the 
compass control panel, provides a means of rapidly 
synchronizing the AFRS gyro with the remote compass 
transmitter when operating in the SLAVED mode, and 
to set in desired heading on the BDHI when operating 
in the DG mode. When the compass is operated in 
the SLAVED mode, fast synchronization is accomplish- 
ed by depressing and holding the knob depressed until 
the synchronization indicator on the compass control 
panel becomes centered. When the compass is oper- 
ated in the DG mode, system heading is changed by 
depressing and turning the knob to the right to increase 
the heading and left to decrease the heading. The rate 
of heading change is determined by the amount the 
knob is turned. When the compass is operated in the 
COMP mode, the system continuously tracks the re- 
mote compass transmitter and it is not necessary to 
use the knob. 

HEMISPHERE SELECTOR SWITCH. @-+ 

The hemisphere selector switch (3, figure l-19A), lo- 
cated on the compass control panel, has two positions 
marked N (North) and S (South). The switch must be 
positioned to the correct hemisphere in which the air- 
plane is operating to provide the proper polarity of 
the earth’s rate correction. 

SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR. 

The synchronization indicator, located on the com- 
pass control panel (1, figure l-19) and (2, figure l- 
19A), indicates whether or not the AFRS gyro and re- 
mote compass are synchronized. During operation in 
the SLAVED mode the pointer will normally fluctuate 
slightly when the compass set is synchronized with the 
gyro. Should the compass get out of synchronization, 
the pointer will deflect toward either the plus or minus 
sign on the face of the mdicator. To synchronize the 
system on airplanes @--+ @ the synchronizer set 
knob must be turned in the opposite direction from 
the pointer indication until the pointer is centered 
(nulled). On airplanes 14 o- the heading set knob 
must be depressed and held until the pointer is cen- 
tered to synchronize the system. I 

Panel 

4 3 
1 SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR 
2 COMPASS MODE SELECTOR KNOB 
3 LATITUDE CORRECTION KNOB 
4 SYNCHRONIZER - SET KNOB 

A5113300216 

Figure l-19. @-+@ 
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Note 

Gn airplanes & @$ the pointer can 
be centered (nulled) 1 0 degrees out of 
phase. 

The indicator is operating in the 
DG mode on airplanes and when operating 
in the DG or COMP es on airplanes @+. 

AUXILIARY ATTITUDE (AUX All) CAUTION LAMP. (& 

The auxiliary attitude caution lamp, (figure l-21 A), 
located on the main caution lamp panel, will light if 
attitude information from the AFRS becomes unreli- 
able. The lamp will also light during initial erection 
and when the fast erect button is depressed. When 
lighted, the amber letters AUX ATT are visible. 
Should the lamp light and remain on, the flight mstru- 
ment reference select switch should be positioned to 
the PRI position. The standby attitude indicator will 
be unreliable when the lamp is lighted. 

HEADING MALFUNCTION CAUTION LAMP. @+ 

An amber heading malfunction caution lamp (1, fig- 
ure l-19A), located on the compass control panel, is 
provided to indicate that the AFRS heading is unre- 
liable. A push-to-test circuit is provided to check 
the lamp. 

Compass Control 

f I I 
6 

1. HEADING MALFUNCTION CL\UTlON LAMP 
2 SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR 
31 HEM~PHERE SELECTOR swITf=H 
4. LATITUDE CORRECTION KN013 
5. COMPASS MODE SELECTOR IKNOB 
6. HEADING SET KNOB 

AUXILIARY FLIGHT REFERENCE SYSTEM OPERATION. 

The AFRS gyro, which provides auxiliary roll and 1 
pitch information, is limited to 82 degrees in pitch. 
Climbing or diving the airplane at angles greater 
than 82 degrees may cause large errors in pitch 
and roll indications. Therefore, after executing such 
maneuvers the fast erect button on the miscellane- 
ous control panel should be depressed and held until 
attitude indications return to normal, I f  this is not 
accomplished, the gyro will erect to a normal posi- 

ous pitch indrcations. After prolonged acceleration 
intervals the fast erect button should be depressed 
to rapidly remove these errors. It sh.ould also be 
noted that prolonged acceleration followed by a 90 
degree turn will transfer any pitch error that may 
have developed into roll indication error. The direc- 
tional gyro is limited to 85 degrees in pitch and roll 
on airplanes @-+ @ and to 85 degrees in pitch 

on airplanes 14 o--- Exceeding these pitch and roll 
limits may induce large heading errors. These er- 
rors are readily detectible by observing the synchro- 
nization meter on the compass control panel when op- 
erating the compass in the slaved mode. Manual re- 
synchronization of the compass can be accomplished 
by depressing and r_otatinglhe synchronization set 
knob on airplanes @-+ @ or by d.epressing the 
heading set knob on airalanes 6&-+ to center the 
synchronization pointer between? and +. If  manual 
synchronization is not accomplished, the directional 
gyro will slave to the synchronized p’osition at a 
rate of 3.5 degrees per minute on airplanes 

Q 
@-+ 

13 or at a rate of 1.5 degrees per minute on air- 
p anes @+ . Procedures for normal operation of 
the AFRO are contained m the appropriate portions 
of Section II. 

PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM. 

The airplane is equipped with a single pitot-static 
system which provides pitot and static pressures 
required for operation of standby instruments and 
the central air data computer (CADC). The system 
consists of the pitot-static tube, mounted on an 
adapter installed on the forward tip of the radome, 
and the tubing required for connection to the operat- 
ing components. The tubing includes two sets of 
drains, and a static system manifold lust forward of 
the instrument panel. Connections of both pitot and 
static pressures are made at the CADC unit and at 
the standby airspeed indicator. The other standby in- 
struments, the altimeter, and the vertical velocity in- 
dicator are connected only to the static: system. The 
pitot-static probe is equipped with a heating element 
for anti-icing. Refer to “Anti-icing and Defog Sys- 
tems” this section. Pitot-static system instrument 
error and difference between primary and standby 
instruments are as follows: 
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Airspeed and Altimeter instrument Errors 

INSTRUMENT 
CHECK POINT 

AIRSPEED (Knots) 

PRIMARY STANDBY MAX DIFFERENCE 
INSTRUMENT SYSTEM INSTRUMENT BETWEEN PRIMARY 

ACCURACY ACCURACY AND STANDBY 

100 
150 
300 
400 
600 

ALTITUDE (Feet) 

*+8 -t3 11 
*6 +3 9 
t7 *lO 17 
+7 t15 22 
17 120 27 

0 
500 
1000 
4000 
10,000 
20,000 
30,000 
40,000 

*+50 
i50 
t50 
t50 
t50 
150 
*70 
t80 

*CADC plus instrument error. 

*50 100 
-1-50 100 
+70 120 
*loo 150 
t130 180 
k-225 275 
1325 395 
t500 580 

NOTE: 1. Instrument accuracies are based upon perfect pitot-static input information. 

2. Maximum differences in altimeter readings are with both altimeters set to 29.92. For 
altimeter settings other than 29.92, add 40 feet to maximum altimeter differences. 

Figure I-20. 

INSTRUMENTS. 

The instruments consists of the total temperature 
indicator (TTI), true airspeed (TAS), standby instru- 
ments and the integrated flight instrument system 
(IFIS). Procedures for normal operation of the stand- 
by instruments and the integrated flight instrument 
system, are contained in the appropriate portions of 
Section II. 

TOTAL TEMPERATURE INDICATOR. 

The total temperature indicator (6, figure 1-5) lo- 
cated on the left main instrument panel, provides 
indications of aerodynamic heating. The indicator is 
an electrical resistance type.instrument that uses a 

“remote temperature sensing probei an amplifier aucl 

I 

a motor to position the indicator pointer. The total 
temperature sensing probe is equipped with a heatmg 
element for anti-icing. Refer to “Anti-Icing and Defog 
System,” this section. The face of the indicator is 
graduated in 10 degree increments from -50 degrees 
to +250 degrees centigrade, with a critical tempera- 
ture index mark of 153.3 degrees and a maximum 
temperature index mark at 214.3 degrees. A digital 
readout counter in the face of the indicator, marked 
SEC TO GO, mdicates the time remaining for opera- 
tion in the critical temperature range between 153.3 
and 214.3 degrees, The counter will start to drive 
down from 300 seconds toward zero and an amber 

total temperature caution lamp will light when the 
critical temperature of 153.3 degrees is reached. The 
counter will continue to drive until one or more of 
the following conditions are met: until it reaches 
zero: until the temperature is reduced below 153.3 
degrees, or until the maximum temperature index of 
214.3 degrees is reached. When the maximum tem- 
perature index is reached or when the counter drives 
to zero. a red reduce speed lamp will light. The 
counter will reverse and drive back to 300 seconds 
any time the temperature falls and remains below I 
153.3 degrees. If the reduce speed warning lamp is 
on, it will go out as the counter starts to drive back. 
The total temperature caution lamp will go out when 
the counter has driven back to 300 seconds. An OFF 
flag will appear in the face of the indicator when 
power is removed from the instrument. The mdicator I 
operates on 115 volt ac power from the essential ac 
bus. 

Total Temperature Caution Lamp. 

The total temperature caution lamp (1, figure l-5), 
located on the left main instrument, will light any 
time the airplane is operated above the critical tem- 
perature of 153.3 degrees centigrade. When lighted, 
the words TOTAL TEMP appear on the lamp face. 
Once lighted the lamp will remain on until the total 
temperature counter has reversed and driven back 
to 300 seconds. 
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Reduce Speed Warning Lamp. 

The reduce speed warning lamp (1, figure l-5), lo- 
cated on the left main instrument panel, functions in 
conjunction with the total temperature indicator to 
indicate that the airplane has flown for at least 300 
seconds in the critical temperature range of from 
153.3 to 214.3 degrees centigrade or that the ma.ui- 
mum temperature index of 214.3 degrees has been 
reached or exceeded. Where lighted the words RE- 
DUCE SPEED are visible in red on the face of the 
lamp. If  the lamp was lighted due to the expiration of 
300 seconds m the critical temperature range it will 
remain on until the temperature is reduced to trelow 
153.3 degrees and the total temperature counter has 
reversed and started to drive back to 300 seconds. If  
the lamp was lighted upon reaching the maximum 
temperature index of 214.3 degrees as the counter 
was driving to zero it will go out as sooil as the, 1em- 
perature 1s reduced below 214.3 degrees. On airplane 

O-0 11 the intensity of the lamp can he eontrclled 
with the malfunction and indicator lamp dimming 
switch. On airplanes 12 o-+ the lamp cannot he crm- 
med. The lamp also functicns in conjunction with the 
maximum safe math :tssemhly; refer to “Maximum 
Safe Mach Assembly” this .sectlon. 

rate of climb and descent information. The instru- 
ment operates on static pressure from the pitot- 
static system. 

Magnetic Compass. 

The magnetic compass (figure l-2), located on the 
windshield center beam, provides magnetic heading 
information. A deviation correction card for the 
compass is located below the center of the glare 
shield. 

Attitude Indicator. 

TRUE AIRSPEED INDICATOR. 

The attitude indicator (11, figure 1-21 ), located on 
the right main instrument panel, provides backup at- 
titude information in the event of malfunction or fail- 
ure of the attitude director indicator. The indicator 
displays pitch and roll information on an attitude 
sphere in relation to a miniature aircraft. Pitch and 
roll signals are received from the auxiliary flight 
reference system (AFRS). The indicator receives 115 
volt ac power from the ac essential bus. In the event 
of power failure or an AFRS malfunction, an OFF 
warning flag will appear on the lower left face of the 
indicator. A pitch trim knob on the lower right side 
of the instrument is provided to adjust the attitude 
sphere to the proper pitch attitude. 

The true airspeed indicator (4. figure l-21), located 
on the right main instrument panel, provides a digital 
readout of true airspeed. The instrument displays 
true airspeed on a servo-driven 4-digit counter with- 
in the range of 40-1750 knots. The indicator is oper- 
ated by electrical signals from the CADC. 

Bearing-Distance-Heading Indicator. 

STANDBY INSTRUMENTS. 

The standby instruments include the airspeed indica- 
tor, altimeter, vertical velocity indicator, magne?ic 
compass, attitude indicator and bearing distance .?ead- 
ing indicator (BDHI). These instruments provide 
backup indications in the event of failure of the inte- 
grated flight instrument system. 

Airspeed Indicator. 

The airspeed indicator (2. figure l-21), located on 
the right main instrument panel, is operated by pl.tot 
and static pressures direct from the pitot-static sys- 
tem. The instrument is graduated from 0.6 to 8 times 
100 knots. 

Altimeter. 

The altimeter (5, figure l-21), located on the right 
main instrument panel, is a barometric type which 
operates on static pressure direct from the pitot- 
static system. A barometric pressure set knob lo- 
cated on the left corner of the instrument provides a 
means of adjusting the barometric scale on the instru- 
ment. 

Vertical Velocity indicator. 

The vertical velocity indicator (12, figure l-21 ). lo- 
cated on the right main instrument panel, provides 

The bearing-distance and heading ind.icator (BDHI) 
(3, figure l-21), is located on the right main instru- 
ment panel. The instrument is a remote type heading 
indicator with a rotating compass card. Automatic 
direction finding (ADF) and TACAN bearing informa- 
tion is displayed by means of pointers. A synchro 
driven range indicator is provided which receives 
signals from the TACAN set. Range of the distance 
display is 0 - 999 nautical miles. A red and black 
striped range warning flag partially obscures 
the range mdicator when distance-to-station signals 
are too weak or there is a loss of lock-on to TACAN 
distance signals. Magnetic, heading of the airplane is 
shown by the index at the top of the in.strument and 
the compass card. A pointer designat’ed as number 
one is servo driven and receives signals from a 
TACAN coupler. Bearing information is read from 
the compass card under the pointer tip. A pointer 
designated as number 2 is also servo driven and, 
when required, receives signals by selection from 
the ADF set. When ADF signals are desired, the 
function selector knob on the UHF radio control 
panel is positioned to ADF. When deenergized, the 
pointer is positioned concurrent with the number one 
pointer and rotates with it. The BDHI receives head- 
ing information from the auxiliary flight reference 
system (AFRS). The set index knob located on the 
lower right side of the indicator is usrd to set the 
heading index to a desired magnetic heading. Once 
set. the index rotates with the compass card. A flag 
marked OFF will appear in the window when the 
BDHI is not energized or when power is not available 
to the compass card. 
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INTEGRATED FLIGHT INSTRUMENT SYSTEM. Angle-of-Attack Indicating System. 

The integrated flight instrument system takes outputs 
from the following systems and integrates them into 
usable displays on the integrated flight instruments. 

Note 

e Central air data computer (CADC) 
l Auxiliary flight reference system (AFRS) 
0 Instrument landing system (ILS) 
l Tactical air navigation system (TACAN) 
l Terrain following radar (TFR) 
0 Radar homing and warning system (RHAWS) 
l Bomb nav system 
l Attack radar system 
0 Radar altimeter 
l Lead computing optical sight system (LCOSS) 
0 ma1 bombing timer (DBT) 
0 Shrike 

Until flight test data is available to in- 
corporate CADC correction cams, the 
angle of attack indicator and indexers 
will display uncalibrated rather than 
true angle-of -attack. 

The primary components of the system are the inte- 
grated flight instruments; consisting of the airspeed- 
math indicator (AMI), altitude-vertical velocity indi- 
cator (AVVI), attitude director indicator (ADI) and 
horizontal situation indicator (HSI), a flight director 
computer (FDC) and an instrument system coupler 
(ISC). The four integrated flight instruments are 
grouped together on the left main instrument panel 
to provide actual and command flight and navigational 
information in a clear concise manner. Altitude, air- 
speed, acceleration math, vertical velocity, and 
angle of attack are displayed on moving tapes on the 
AMI and AVVI. The AD1 and HSI display attitude, 
heading and navigational information from various 
other systems in the airplane. The lead computing 
optical sight (LCOS) command steering bars operate 
in conjunction with the system to provide the same 
pitch and bank steering commands as the ADI. The 
instrument system coupler accepts inputs from other 
airplane systems and channels them through the flight 
director computer for display on the ADI, LCOS and 
HSI. The system incorporates self test features to 
check reliability and isolate malfunctions. The sys- 
tem operates on 115 volt and 26 volt ac pcwer from 
the essential ac bus and 28 volt dc power from the 
essential dc bus. 

The angle-of-attack indicating system provides an 
indication of the angular position of the wing chord 
in relation to the airplane flight path. This indication 
is used for approach speed monitoring and to warn 
of an approaching stall. The system includes a vane 
type transmitter, indicator, and two sets of indexers. 
The indicator and indexers are electrically slaved to 
the sensor vane transmitter. In flight, the vane, which 
is located on the left side of the fuselage, will align 
itself with the airflow. Rotation of the vane generates 
an indicated angle-of-attack signal to the central air 
data computer. The central air data computer con- 
verts the siqal to true angle-of-attack and sends 
this signal to the angle-of-attack indicator and also 
lights the appropriate angle-of-attack indexer. A 
damper assembly prevents rotational overshoot and 
flutter of the vane due to turbulence. Vane anti-icing 
is provided by means of a 115 volt ac heating element 
in the leading edge of the vane. The heating element 
receives power from the left main ac bus and is 
controlled by the pitot heat switch. 

Angle-of-Attack Indicator. The angle-of-attack 
indicator, located on the airspeed-math indicator 
(5, figure l-5), indicates in degrees the angular 
position of the wing chord in relation to the airplane 
flight path. The vertically moving tape displays angle 
of attack from minus 10 degrees to plus 25 degrees. 
The angle-of-attack indicator is operated by means of 
synchro signal received from the central air data 
computer. 

Airspeed Mach Indicator. 

The airspeed math indicator (AMI) (5, figure l-5), 
located on the left main instrument panel, provides 
remote reading vertical presentations of angle of 
attack, “g” acceleration, math and airspeed on verti- 
cal moving scales. Readout windows below each mov- 
ing scale present digital values for “g” acceleration, 
math, and airspeed. Slewing switches for setting ref- 
erence math and airspeed markers are located on 
the bottom of the indicator. Signals for operation of 
the various scales are provided from the central air 
data computer and remote accelerometer. In the 
event of a malfunction or power failure a spring- 
loaded OFF warning flag will appear across the face 
of the math scale. Presentations on the face of the 
indicator are from left to right. 

Angie-of-Attack Indexer. An angle-of-attack in- 
dexer (3, figure 1-5, and 14, figure 1-21) is located 
on either side of the glare shield. Each indexer con- 
sists of 3 red lamps arranged vertically. The low 
speed symbol (top V-shaped lamp) lights when the 
angle of attack exceeds 8 degrees. The on speed 
symbol (center donut-shaped lamp) lights between 8.5 
and 6.5 degrees. The high speed symbol (bottom in- 
verted V-shaped lamp) will light when the angle-of- 
attack is less than 7 degrees. The indexer lamps 
function only when the landing gear is in the down 
position. A dimming rheostat, located on the side of 

the indexer controls the intensity of the lamps which 
receive 28 volt dc power from the main dc bus. 

Accelerometer. The accelerometer located adjacent 
to the angle-of-attack indicator, provides normal G 
(load factor) information. The G forces bemg sus- 
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tained by the aircraft are continuously shown by the 
acceleration scale read against a fixed index line. 
The tape scale is graduated from -4 to +lO Gs. The 
presentation on the digital readout is from 0.0 to 9.9 
G’s, The accelerometer a.nd readout window are ac- 
tuated by electrical signals from the remote ac- 
celerometer. 

Mach Indicator. The math scale in the center of the 
airspeed-math indicator indicates true math number 
which is shown on a moving scale and is read against 
the fixed index. The scale is calibrated in hundredths 
and shows numbers in tenl:hs from 0.4 through 3.5. 
At speeds below math 0.4. the scale will continL;e to 
read 0.4. The moving scale is operated by electrical 
signals from the CADC. A command math marker 
and command math readout window indicate manually 
selected command math. The command math marker 
remains at the top or bottom of the display column 
until the selected commanlci math comes into view on 
the math scale, at which ttme it will synchronize and 
move with the scale. The selected true math is :IU- 
merically displayed in the command math readout 

1 window at all times. Command math setting is con- 
trolled manually by the command math slewing switch 
under the command math .readout window. When se- 
lecting a command math number, slewing speed is 
proportional to the amount the slewing switch is tlis- 
placed from Its normal center position. The maximum 
allowable math is indicate’3 by a diagonally-striped 
maxlmum allowable math marker which normally 
rests at the bottom of the math scale. When maximum 
allowable speed is approached, the marker will climb 
toward the fixed index line. The maximum allowable 
math marker will show on the scale depending 011 the 
airplane configuration, air density, and temperature. 
The maximum allowable math marker is operated by 
electrical signals from the maximum safe math as- 
sembly (MSMA). 

Airspeed indicator. The airspeed scale on the right 
column of the airspeed-math indicator indicates air- 
speed on a moving scale read against a fixed index. 
The scale is calibrated in 110 knot increments and 
displays numerals at each 20 knot interval from 100 
to 200 knots and each 50 knot interval from 200 
through 1000 knots. At speeds below 50 knots, the> 
scale will continue to read 50. The airspeed seal? is 
operated by electrical sign.als from the CADC. If 
there is an airspeed signal failure from the CADC, 
the IAS monitoring flag marked OFF will appear 
across the airspeed scale. A command airspeed 
marker and a command airspeed readout window 
below the scale indicates selected command airspeed. 
Command airspeed setting is controlled by the com- 
mand airspeed slewing switch under the command 
airspeed readout window. When selecting a command 
airspeed, slewing speed 1s proportional to the amount 
the slewing switch is displa.ced up or down from ihe 
center position. Once the command airspeed is set 
into the command airspeed readout window, the cb?rn- 
mand airspeed marker remains at the top or bottom 
of the display column until l:he selected command 
airspeed comes mto view on the moving scale, at 
which time it will synchromze and move with the 
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reading on the scale. This will be the same reading 
a.s shown in the readout window. 

Note 

I f  the slewing switch is moved to the de- 
tented position on the right, the command 
airspeed marker will align with the fixed 
index and continuous digital presentation 
of the airspeed will then be displayed on 
the moving scale and in the readout win- 
dow. 

Altitude-Vertical \felocity Indicator. 

The altitude-vertical velocity indicator (AVVI) (18, 
figure l-5), located on the right main instrument 
panel, provides remote reading presentations of alti- 
tude and vertical velocity on vertical moving scales. 
Readout windows across the bottom of the indicator 
present digital readout of barometric pressure and 
command altitude. A barometric pressure set knob 
and command altitude slewing switch are also located 
on the bottom of the Indicator. Signals for operation 
of the moving scales, markers and readouts are pro- 
vided from the CADC. A spring-1oad:ed OFF warning 
flag will appear across the face of the coarse altitude 
scale in the event of malfunction or power failure to 
the indicator. The barometric pressure reading is 
set by a knob marked BAR0 located on the lower left 
corner of the indicator and is numerically displayed 
in the barometric pressure readout window above the 
knob. 

Note 

A mechanical failure within the altitude- 
vertical velocity indicator may not cause 
the flag to appear even though the indica- 
tor reading will be unreliable. If  a failure 
is suspected, rely on the standby altim- 
eter. 

Presentations on the face of the indicator are from 
left to right as follows: 

Vertical Velocity Indicator. The vertical velocity 
indicator is located on the left side of the altitude- 
vertical velocity indicator. The instrument indicates 
climb or dive velocities from 0 to 1500 feet per min- 
ute by means of a moving index pointer to the right 
of a vertical fixed scale. The scale is graduated in 
increments of one hundred feet from 0 to 1.5 thou- 
sand. When the vertical velocity exceeds 
this scale the pointer index will move to the top or 
bottom of the instrument to a readout window where 
a moving scale, graduated in thousands of feet from 
2 to 40 thousand feet per minute, will indicate the 
rate of climb or descent. The instrument receives 
information from the CADC. 

Vernier Altimeter. The altitude scales in the center 
of the altitude-vertical velocity indicator indicate 
aircraft pressure altitude which is read on the alti- 
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tude scales against a fixed index line. The vernier 
scale is calibrated in 50 foot graduations and ind;.- 
cates each hundred foot level from 0 to 1000 feet 
The coarse scale is calibrated in 500 foot gradua- 
tions and indicates each thousand foot level from 
-1000 through +120,000 feet. Both the vernier and 
coarse scales are operated by electrical signals 
from the CADC. A command altitude marker and the 
command altitude readout window below the scale in- 
dicate manually selected command altitude. The corn- 
mand altitude numerals are controlled manually by 
the command altitude slewing switch under the com- 
mand altitude readout wmdow. When selecting a c om- 
mand altitude, slewing speed of the command marker 
and readout window numerals is proportional to the 
amount the slewing switch is displaced from center. 
The command altitude remains at the top or bottom 
of the display column until the selected commanc 
altitude comes into view or’ the altitude scale, at 
which time it will synchronize and move with the 
scale, The selected command altitude is numerically 
shown in hundreds in the al.titude readout window at 
all times. 

this section, for AD1 indications during various modes 
of operation). An OFF warning flag indicates loss of 
power to the ADI or an AFRS malfunction, other 
warning flags indicate the loss of signal to the bank 
steering bar and loss of signal to the [Slide slope de- 
viation indicator. 

The attitude warning flag will not appear 
with a slight electrical power reduction 
or a failure of other components within 
the system. Failure of certain components 
can result in erroneous or complete loss 
of pitch and bank presentations without 
a visible flag. 

The AD1 operates on 115 volt ac power from the 
essential ac bus. 

Horizontal Situation Indicator. 

Gross Altimeter. The gross altimeter located cn 

the right side of the altitude-vertical velocity indica- 
tor is a thermometer-type altitude index which shows 
aircraft altitude against a gross altitude scale. It is 
operated by electrical signals from the CADC. The 
gross altitude scale is calibrated in thousands of feet 
and numerically indicates 1~0,000 foot levels from 0 
to 120,000 feet. Command altitude is indicated by a 
double line command altitude marker and is simul- 
taneously shown and operated in conjunction with the 
command altitude marker on the vernier altimeter. 

Attitude Director Indicator. 

The attitude director indicator (ADI) (12, figure I -5), 
located on the left main ins:trument panel, is a re- 
mote indicating instrument which displays attitude, 
heading, turn and slip, glide slope deviation, “g” de- 
viation, and bank and pitch steering information. The 
indicator includes an attitude sphere, turn and slip 
indicator, pitch and bank steering bars, miniatur? 
aircraft, glide slope indicator, warning flags and a 
pitch trim knob. The attitude sphere displays pitch, 
bank and heading in relation to the miniature aircraft. 
These signals are received directly from either the 
bomb nav system stabilization platform or the aux- 
iliary flight reference system depending on the posi- 
tion of the flight instrument reference select switch. 
The pitch reference of the attitude sphere to the min- 
iature aircraft may be adjusted with the pitch trim 
knob. The turn and slip indicator, located in the 
bottom of the ADI, receives turn signals directly 
from a remotely located rate-of-turn transmitter and 
is designed for a 4 minute turn. Pitch and bank 
steering commands from other systems are proc- 
essed by the instrument sy.stem coupler and routed 
through the flight director computer to the pitch and 
bank steering bars and glide slope deviation indica- 
tor. (Refer to “Instrument ,System Coupler Mode Se- 
lector Knob” and “Pitch Steering Selector Switch,” 

The horizontal situation indicator (HSI) (13. figure 
l-5), located on the left main instrument panel, is a 
remote indicating instrument which displays course, 
heading, distance and bearing information. The indi- 
cator includes a compass card, course and heading 
set knobs, course arrow, to-from indicator, lubber 
lines, bearing pointer, course deviation indicator and 
scale, range indicator and course selector windows, 
warning flags and an aircraft symbol. The compass 
card is servo driven and receives magnetic heading 
signals directly from either the bomb nnv system or 
auxiliary flight reference system depending on the 
position of the flight instrument reference selert 
switch Airplane heading or its reciprocal are read 
under an upper and lower lubber line. The aircarft 
symbol is fixed and is oriented to the nose of the air- 
plane. A heading set knob is provided to set a heading 
marker to the desired heading. Once it is set the 
marker rotates with the compass card. A course 
set knob is provided to set the course arrow and 
digits in the course selector window to the desired 
course. Once set, the arrow will rotate with the com- 
pass card, The shaft of the course arrow provides 
course deviation indications. The reciprocal course 
may be read off the tail of the arrow. An unreliable 
course signal or loss of the course slqnal to the in- 
dicator will cause a warning flag to appear in the 
upper center of the indicator. The bearing and dis- 
tance to TACAN stations are displayed by the bearing 
pointer and range indicator window. The to-from 
indicator indicates the relative bearing from the air- 
plane to the selected station. Loss of the TACAX 
signal or an unreliable signal will cause a range 
warning flag to appear in the range indicator window. 
Loss of power to the HSI will cause an OFF warning 
flag to appear on the right side of the instrument. 
(Refer to “Instrument System Coupler Mode Selector 
Knob,” this section, for HSI indications during various 
modes of operation). The HSI operates an 115 volt 
ac power from the ac essential bus. 
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Instrument System Coupler Pitch Steering Mode 

Switch. 

The instrument system coupler pitch steering mode 
switch, located on the instrument system coupler 
control panel (8, figure l-5), is a three position 
switch marked ALT REF (altitude reference), OFF 
and TF (terrain following). The switch is solenoid 
held in either the ALT REF or TF position, when 
used with a compatible position of the instrument 
system coupler mode selector knob. When the switch 
is placed in the ALT REF position, pitch steering 
commands, referenced to the pressure altitude at the 
time the switch is engaged, will be displayed on the 
pitch steering bars on the attitude director indicator 
(ADI) and lead computing optical sight (LCOS). The 
ALT REF position is compatible with all positions of 
the instrument system coupler mode selector knob 
except AIR/AIR, however, when making an ILS or 
AILA approach the switch will automatically return 
to OFF when the glide slope is intercepted. When the 
switch is placed to the TF position pitch steering 
commands referenced to the altitude setting of the 
terrain following radar will be displayed on the pitch 
steering bars on the ADI and LCOS. The TF position 
is compatible with all positions of the instrument 
system coupler mode selector knob except ILS, AILA 
and AIR/AIR. However, with the knot, in CRS SEL 
NAV. NAV and SHRIKE position. the switch will re- 
turn to OFF when a pull-up signal is generated by 
the armament system. 

Instrument System Coupler Mode Selector Knob. 

The instrument system coupler mode selector knob, 
located on the instrument system coupler control 
panel (8, figure l-51 has twelve positions. Nine posi- 
tions of the knob are activated and are marked ILS, 
AILA. TACAN. CRS SEL NAV. NAV. MAN CRS, MAN 
HDG. AIR,‘AIR and SHRIKE. Three unmarked positions 
provide space for the installation of new equipment. 
The knob must be depressed to change positions. The 
knob positions provide the following functions: 

l The ILS (instrument landing system) position pro- 
vides the capability of making letdowns and ap- 
proaches to runways equipped with localizer and 
glide slope transmitters. Localizer steering com- 
mands are displayed by the bank steering bars on the 
attitude director indicator (ADI) and lead computing 
optical sight (LCOS) and course deviation information 
is displayed on the course deviation indicator on the 
horizontal situation indicator (HSI). Pitch steering 
commands will be displayed on the pitch steering 
bars on the AD1 and LCOS if the pitch steering mode 
switch is in the ALT REF position. When the glide 
slope beam is intercepted the pitch steering mode 
switch, if on, will return to OFF and glide slope 
steering commands will then be displayed on the 
pitch steering bars on the AD1 and LCOS and glide 
slope deviation will be displayed on the glide slope 
deviation indicator on the ADI. If  the radar altimeter 
is operating and is set for a minimum altitude pen- 
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etration, the pitch steering bars on the AD1 and LCOS 
will indicate a fly-up command when this altitude is 
reached. If  a pull-up is initiated the fly-up command 
can be terminated whenthe airplane is above minimum 
penetration altitude by one of the following methods: 

By momentarily depressing the instrument 
system coupler mode selector knob. 

By placing the instrument system coupler 
mode selector knob to another mode. 

By placing the instrument system coupler 
pitch steering mode switch to ALT REF 
when level off altitude is reached. 

0 The AILA (airborne instrument landing and ap- 
proach) position provides the capability of making 
instrument letdowns and approaches to runways not 
equipped with ground based letdown systems. The 
bomb nav and attack radar systems furnish simulated 
localizer and glide slope information to provide the 
same indications on the ADI, LCOS and HSI as when 
using the ILS position. 

l The TACAN (tactical air navigation) position pro- 
vides the capability of making instrument letdowns 
and flying a selected course to or from a TACAN 
station. Course steering commands are displayed on 
the bank steering bars on the AD1 and LCOS and 
course deviation information is displayed on the 
course deviation indicator and bearing pointer on the 
HSI. Distance from the TACAN station is displayed 
in the range indicator window on the HSI. The bear- 
ing pointer will indicate the direction to the station. 

0 The CRS SEL NAV (course select navigation) po- 
sition provides the capability of approaching a bomb 
nav system computed destination along a manually 
selected course other than the most direct route. 
This may be used to avoid weather, obstacles or 
sensitive enemy areas. The pilot sets the HSI course 
pointer and course selector window to the desired 
course using the course set knob. This establishes a 
course error signal to the bomb nav system to pro- 
vide a steering command to the bank steering bars on 
the AD1 and LCOS and course deviation information 
to the course deviation indicator on the HSI. 

e The NAV (basic navigation) position provides 
course information from the bomb nav system when 
it is used in any one of four modes of operation. When 
the bomb nav mode selector knob is in either the 
GREAT CIRCLE, SHORT RANGE, BOMB TRAIL or 
BOMB RANGE positions, course steering commands 
to a destination set into the bomb nav system are 
displayed by the bank steering bars on the AD1 and 
LCOS and course deviation is displayed on the course 
deviation indicator on the HSI. I f  the bomb nav sys- 
tem is inoperative, course information can be ob- 
tained from the auxiliary flight reference system 
(AFRS) by placing the bomb nav mode selector knob 
to AUX NAV in one of the above positions. Distance 
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to destination or time/distance to target and mode 
position of the bomb nav mode selector knob are dis- 
played on the bomb nav time distance indicator 
(BNTDI). 

0 The MAN CRS (manual course) position provides 
the capability of flying a m,anually selected course 
instead of a bomb nav system computed course. This 
position can be utilized to f ly a constant course while 
taking a fix, changing destination or working a navi- 
gation problem. The compass card is set to the de- 
sired course to be flown, using the course set knob 
and course selector window. The selected course is 
compared with actual course by the bomb nav system 
and an error signal is provided to display course 
steering commands on the bank steering bars on the 
ADI and LCOS and course deviation information on 
the course deviation indicator on the HSI. 

power switch when checking the airspeed-math indi- 
cator (AMI), altitude-vertical velocity indicator 
(AVVI), or the total temperature indicator (TTI). De- 
pressing and holding the button will provide a set of 
predetermined indications on the above instruments. 
(Refer to “CADC Test Switch,” this section, for AMI, 
AVVI and TTI test indications.) Test indications on 
the AD1 and HSI will be compatible with the normal 
indications experted for each mode selected by the 
instrument system coupler mode selector knob. 

WARNING CAUTION AND INDICATOR LAMPS. 

* The MAN HDG (manual heading) position provides 
the capability of flying any desired heading when use 
of the bomb nav system is impractical or inefficient 
or when the system is inoperative. The heading 
marker on the HSI is set to the desired heading on 
the compass card by using the heading set knob and 
then turning the airplane to the desired heading. .4ny 
deviation from this heading will generate a steer:.ng 
command on the bank steering bars on the ADI and 
LCOS. If the bomb nav system is inoperative the 
course set knob should be used to set the desired 
heading in the course selector window. This will 
provide a digital readout of the heading and align the 
course arrow with the heading marker to reduce the 
possibility of heading confusion. 

In order to keep instrument surveillance to a mmi- 
mum, warning, caution, and indicator lamps are lo- 
cated throughout the cockpit. All of these lamps ex- 
cept the master caution lamp are desc.ribed under 
their respective systems. For a grouping of lamps 
located on the main caution lamp panel, and on, or 
adjacent to, the aircraft commanders left main instru- 
ment panel, See figure l-21A. 

MASTER CAUTION LAMP. 

l The AIR/AIR position provides the steering capa- 
bility to a target being tracked by the attack radar 
system. In this mode the HSI heading marker is 
driven by a bearing signal from the attack radar .ind 
provides a signal to indicatfe the necessary steering 
commands on the bank steering bars on the AD1 and 
LCOS to steer the airplane to the target. The pitch 
steering bars on the AD1 and LCOS will be activated 
and indicate the necessary Ipitch steering rorrect:on 
(airplane angle of attack plus radar antenna tilt angle) 
to be on target. 

A shutter type master caution lamp (1’7, figure l-5), 
located on the left main instrument panel, will light 
to alert the crew that a malfunction exists when any of 
the individual caution lamps on the caution lamp panel 
light to indicate a malfunction. The lamp will remain 
lighted as long as an individual caution lamp is on; 
however, it should be reset as soon as possible by 
depressing the face of the lamp so that other caution 
lamps can he monitored should additmlal malfunc- 
tions occur. The intensity of the lamp cannot be ad- 
justed. The lamp can be checked by depressing the 
malfunction and indicator lamp test button. 

Malfunction and Indicator Lamp Dimming Switch. 

l The SHRIKE position provides the steering capa- 
bility for making attacks on ground radar transm..t- 
ters. In this mode the shrike receiver furnishes 
direction finding and pitch deviation information to 
provide target deviation indications on the AD1 and 
LCOS. The pitch steering bars will display “8” cc~m- 
mand steering signals when a pull-up condition IS 
desired. 

Instrument Test Button. 

The maltunction and indicator lamp dimming switch 
(2, figure l-42), located on the lighting control panel, 
is a three position switch marked BRT (bright) and 
DIM and is spring-loaded to an unmark;ed center po- 
sition. The switch controls the light intensity, either 
bright or dim, of all the warning, caution and indica- 
tor lamps in the cockpit except the master caution 
lamp. The lamps are automatically set to bright when: 
the internal lighting control knob (FLT INST) is off: the 

I 
lighting control knob (WHITE FLOOD FLT & ENG 
INST) 1s on: or when aircraft power is turned off. On 
airplanes 12 o-+ the radar a.ltitude 10% warning lamp* 
reduce speed warning lamp, canopy unlock warning 
lamp, cabin pressure warning lamp and the nose 
wheel steering/air refueling indicator lamp are 
shutter type lamps that cannot be dimmeci. 

I 

Malfunction and Indicator Lamp Test Button. 

The instrument test button 15, figure l-16), located 
on the aft console, is provided for ground checking 
and trouble shooting of the integrated flight instru- 
ments, the instrument system coupler, and the total 
temperature indicator. The button must be used in 
conjunction with the central air data computer (CADC) 

The malfunction and indicator lamp test button (3, 
figure l-42), located on the lighting control panel, is 
provided to check all warning, caution .and indicator 
lamps in the cockpit for burned out bulbs and the 
landing gear warning horn. 
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Warning, Caution and indicator Lamps 

LEFT WARNING AND 
CAUTION PANEL 

MAIN CAUTION LAMP IPANEL 

ANGLE 
OF 

. UPPER WARNING ANIJ 

: CAUTION LAMP PANEL 

: 

RADAR 
ALT LOW 

1.0. - ENGINE FIRE WARNING LAMPS 
TRIM r: 

A *wwoo425 

Figure J-2 IA. 

BOMBING-NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
(AN/AJQ-20). 

0 Constant ground track steering signals to auto- 
pilot. 

l Drift Angle. 

The bombing-navigation (bomb nav) system is a self- 
contained dead reckoning analogue inertial system. 
The system consists of a stabilization platform (SP), 
a navigational computer (NC), a remotely 1OcateC 
flux valve and a remotely located bomb nav distance 
time indicator. The systeu provides the followin2: 
functions: 

*Slant range and bearing to a fivpoint for attack 
radar crosshair laying. 

0 Provisions for attacking no-show radar targets 
by off-set radar sighting. 

*Position correction via radar fix-taking. 

*Computed aircraft position in latitude and 
longitude. 

*Determination of the coordinates of unknown 
radar locations detected by the homing and 
warning radar. 

@Range and bearing to target or destination for 
navigation steering and/or bombing. 

l Pushbutton fly over fix-taking capability for 
present position correction. 

l Continuously computed and displayed values 
of ground speed, ground track, true heading, 
wind speed, and wind direction. 

*Aircraft pitch and roll attitude. 

*Altitude calibration by use of atl:ack radar or 
radar altimeter. I 

oUp to three alternate or intermediate destina- 
tion storages. New destinations may be inserted 
into storages at any time by the operator. 

0 A stabilized magnetic heading to the pilot’ s 

flight instruments. 

@Automatic steering signals to the attitude direc- 
tor indicator, the horizontal situation indicator, 
and the lead computing optical sight for naviga- 
tion and homing. 

l The capability of airborne instrument landing 
or dive bombing in conjunction with the hori- 
zontal situation indicator. 

l A backup capability in case of stabilization 
platform failure. 
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av Control Panel 
I. PRESENT POSITION HOLD BUTTON 

2. PRESENT POSITION COUNTERS 12) 
3. PRESENT POSITION CORRECTION 

BUTION 
4 MAGNET!C HEADING SYNCHRONI- 

ZATION INDICATOI! 
5. FlXPOlNl ELEVATION COUNTER 
6. TRUE HEADING COUNTER 
3. MAGNETIC VARIATION COUNTER 
8. TIME-OF-FALI. COUNTER 
9. GROUND TRACK AND GROUNDSPEED 

COUNTERS ‘21 
10. GO LAMP ’ 
1 I. AtTlTUDE/TFST SELECTOR KNOB 

TRAltiRANGE COUNTEIQ 
BOMB NAV MODE SELECTOR KNOB 
DESTINATION DISTANCE/TIME COUNTER 
PLATFORM ALIGNMENT CONTROL KNOB 
BOMB RELEASE LAMP 
GLIDE/DIVE ANGLE COUNTER 
PLATFORM INDICATOR LAMPS (3) 
WIND SPEED AND WIND FROM 
COUNTERS (21 
BOMB NAV FIX MODE SELECTOR 
BUTTONS (9) 
OFFSET RANGE AND OFFSET 
BEARING COUNTERS (2) 
DESTINATION POSITION COUNTERS 

@Simple self-test features to isolate system 
troubles to the stabilization platform or m&vi- 
gational computer while the system is still in- 
stalled in the airplane. 

STABILIZATION PLATFORM. 

The stabilization platform (SP), located in the for- 
ward electronics bay, consists of a four-gimbal, all 
attitude inertially stabilized platform, and its asso- 
ciated electronics. The SP supplies outputs of pitch, 
roll, true heading, and north and east components of 
ground speed. Additionally, signals are provided to 
indicate (1) progress of initial alignment, (2) proper 
range of SP gyroscope temperatures, and (3) relia- 

bility of SP output data. Prior to flight, the SP IS 
initially aligned by one of three methods: (1) Gyro- 
compass alignment (the normal method), (2) Align- 
ment to stored magnetic variations, (3) Rapid align- 
ment to stored gyrocompass heading. In normal 
gyrocompass alignment, the output signals of the 
mertial sensors (two gyroscopes with two degrees of 
freedom and two linear accelerometers) are utilized 
to drive the platform to a true north and plumb-bob 
level orientation. The orientation is such that the 
“East” gyroscope senses no angular rotation input 
(earth-rate) resulting from the earth’s rotation and 
neither accelerometer senses any acceleration effects 
of the earth’s gravity. Both of the other two methods 
of alignment are rapid alignment modes. Either of 
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these two modes may be used when the correct air- 
craft true heading has been stored in the navigational 
computer (NC) from a previous operation or when 
the correct magnetic variation is known. These two 
modes bypass the relatively slow gyrocompass pro- 
cess to determine true north, and brings the SP to 
a ready condition in 90 seconds or less. After align- 
ment, the SP is placed in the appropriate navigation 
mode. In navigational modes, the platform is main- 
tamed in a north-stabilized plumb-bob level orienta- 
tion by signals from the gyroscopes, which are pre- 
cessed by precisely compnted signals to compensate 
for the earth’s spin rate and aircraft movement tel- 
ative to the earth. Accelerometers, mounted in the 
horizontal plane on the platform, are aligned SO that 
one senses only north-south accelerations and the 
other senses only east-west accelerations. Their 
outputs after correction for Coriolis and centripetal 
effects, are then integrated to obtain signals propor- 
tional to mstantaneous north and east velocities, 
These signals are used to develop gyroscope pre- 
cession signals in the SP and also to generate ground 
track data, ground speed data and update aircraft 
position information by the NC. All the critical signal 
loops within the SP are constantly monitored by a 
go-no-go circuit which, m event of SP failure, turns 
the SP off and signals the operator by lighting the 
platform error lamp on the bomb nav control panel. 
In addition, automatic temperature controls signal 
the operator when temperatures in the SP are below 
the required level. When th.is condition exists, tha 
SP is not required to perform to full accuracy. The 
SP requires inputs of 115 volt 3 phase ac power from 
the right main AC bus, 28 volt dc mode control srg- 
nals from the NC, and synchro analogue data from 
the NC corresponding to aircraft latitude. 

NAVIGATIONAL COMPUTER. 

The navigational computer (NC), located in the right 
main instrument panel, is 2. self-contained navigation 
steering, radar sighting and bombing computer. The 
primary inputs to the NC are north and east compo- 
nents of ground speed, true heading and pitch angle 
from the stabilization platform (SP), true air speed 
and pressure altitude from the central air data com- 
puter (CAD0 and magnetic heading from the system 
flux valve. The NC provides all the computing, CCII- 

trol, and display functions for the bomb nav system. 
In event of SP failure the NC will continue to operate 
using computed or handset wind combined with trJe 
airspeed from the CADC and magnetic heading Irsjm 
the auxiliary flight reterence system (AFRS) to slib- 
stitute for SP data. 

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS. 

Bomb Nov Mode Selector Knob. 

The eleven position bomb nav mode selector knob 
(13, figure l-22), located on the bomb nav control 
panel is labeled MODE SEL. The knob controls warm- 
up, power turn on, and system operating modes. By 
rotating the knob clockwise. the 7 and 8 o’clock posi- 
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tions set the system up for operation. The 9 through 
12 o’clock positions provide normal navigation modes 
and the 1 through 4 o’clock positions provide awil- 
iary navigation modes. The knob mu.st be rotated 
counterclockwise to turn the system off. This knob 
has detents at all positions and requires a pull-out to 
rotate from ALIGN to any normal navigation position 
and from the normal navigation range to any auxil- 
iary navigation position, The knob markings and 
functions are as follows: 

1. 

2. 

/_ 3. 

4. 

v’ 5. 

6. 

7. 

OFF - All power off. 

HEAT - All power off except for inertial plat- 
form heater power - provided the platform 
alignment control knob is in any position ex- 
cept PLATFORM OFF. 

ALIGN - All power on and inertial platform 
sequenced through alignment ‘cycle - provided 
the platform alignment control knob is in any 
position except PLATFORM OFF. Computer 
receives power and performs align mode 
functions, I 

GREAT CIRCLE - Normal na.vigation operat- 
ing mode, used for ranges in excess of 200 
nautical miles, in which the range and course 
computers solve for the Great Circle route 
from the geographic position indicated by the 
present position counters to the geographic 
position indicated by the destination position 
counters. In this mode, the radar sighting com- 
puter is inoperative. 

SHORT RANGE - Normal navigation operating 
mode, used only within 200 nautical miles of 
the target, in which the computer assumes a 
flat-earth condition to compute range and 
course from the geographic positions indi- 
cated by the present position cfounters to the 
geographic position indicated by the destina- 
tion position counters. In this mode, the radar 
sighting computer is also operative. 

TRAIL BOMB - This attack mode is primarily 
a high altitude weapon delivery mode which 
utilizes the computer in the short range con- 
figuration to develop the bombing equation. In 
this mode, the radar sighting computer is also 
operative, Trail and time-of-fall parameters 
are handset and the bomb release lamp auto- 
matically lights when the computed time to 
release is zero. Time to release is continu- 
ously displayed on both the des,tination dis- 
tance/time counter and the bomb nav distance/ I 
time indicator. 

RANGE BOMB - This attack mode is a tacti- 
cal mode used primarily for low-altitude 
weapon delivery, The computer operates in 
the basic short range mode anti continuously 
displays the range to the release point, which 
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is the intersection of the course to target line 
with the release circle, which is a circle 
centered on the target with the radius selected 
by the operator for the particular weapons. 
The bomb release lamp lights when the pre- 
selected release range is reached. In this 
mode, the radar sighting computer is also 
operative. 

,/ 8. AUX/NAV - During the auxiliary navigation 
modes, the computer display unit is used as a 
dead reckoning computer and performs essen- 
tially the same functions as during the cor- 
responding normal navigation modes except 
the inputs from the stabilization platform are 
replaced by flux valve compass heading from 
the auxiliary flight reference system (AFRS), 
true airspeed input from the air-data com- 
puter, and handset magnetic variation and wind 
information. Also? during auxiliary navigation 
modes, the bomb nav system attitude ready 
signal is removed, causing other systems to be 
switched to the AFRS for attitude/heading ref- 
erence data, and the primary attitude/heading 
caution lamp is lighted. 

Bomb Nav Fix Mode Selector Buttons. 

Nine bomb nav fix mode selector pushbuttons (20, 
figure l-22) are located on the bomb nav control 
panel. Only one button can be depressed at a time. 

With each new mode selection, the preceding mode 
will disengage. In addition, a bar on the panel below 
the engaged button will become visible, indicating 
that the button has been depressed and the indicated 
mode selected. To disengage an operating mode with- 
out engaging another mode, lightly depress any other 
button. The buttons are labeled and function as fol- 
lows: 

1. PRES POS - Slaves the destination position 
counters to present position, removes attack 
radar cursors from display, and de-activates 
the target bearing, slant range, course angle, 
and distance to destination servos. 

2. TARGET - Selects target set in the destina- 
tion position counters as the radar sighting 
point. The present position counters mav be 
corrected by the attack radar tracking handle 
or hand setting. 

3. OFFSET - Selects offset aimpoint as the sight- 
ing point. The present position counters may 
be corrected by the attack radar trackink 
handle or hand setting. 

4. MAN FIX - Applies energizing voltages to the 
present position hold and present position cor- 
rection buttons. Removes attack radar cursors 
from display and de-activates the target bear- 
ing, slant range, course angle, and distance to 
destination servos. 

5. DEST STORAGE 1, 2, and 3 - Slaves destina- 
tion shafts to the stored 1, 2, or 3 destination. 
Removes attack radar cursors from display 
and de-activates the target bearing, slant 
range, course angle, and distance to destina- 
tion servos. Stored information may be changed 
by hand-setting as desired. 

Note 

The destination position counters will not 
slew more than *18 degrees of latitude or 
longitude from the latitude and longitude 
indicated at the time the fix mode DEST 
STORAGE selector button is depressed. 
The counter(s) will drive to an erroneous 
position should this range limitation not 
be observed during operation. However, 
even though the limitations are exceeded 
the stored information will not be lost, 
unless changed by hand-setting, and will 
drive the counters to the correct stored 
position when the range limitation is ob- 
served. 

6. HOMER SET - Causes position of computer 
destination position relative to present posi- 
tion to be displayed on the radar homing and 
warning scope. This allows the coordinates of 
an Interrogating radar to be determined by 
correcting the destination position counters 
with the attack radar tracking handle until the 
bomb nav system computer cursor on the 
radar homing and warning scope is in coin- 
cidence with the interrogating radar’s indi- 
cated position. 

7. HOMER TRACK - Selected to obtain second 
fix on interrogating radar set making use of 
triangulation to improve accuracy of fixing the 
interrogating radar coordinates. The computer 
cursor on the radar homing and warning scope 
will respond only to cross-track correction 
commands from the attack radar tracking han- 
die . 

Present Position Correction Button. 

The present position correction button (3, figure l-22). 
located on the bomb nav control panel, is labeled 
CORRECT PRES POSITION. This button is used, in 
conjunction with other controls, as a mode of up- 
dating the present position counters at the time of 
overflying a fixpoint. The mode cannot be activated 
until after the fix mode MAN FIX selector button has 
been depressed. Also, the destination position coun- 
ters must first be set to the latitude and longitude of 
the fixpoint to be overflown. With the two preceding 
requirements satisfied, momentarily depressing the 
present position correction button at the instant of 
overflying the fiupoint, will slave the present position 
counters to the destination position counters. During 
this time the destination position counters will be 
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tracking actual aircraft position while the present 
position counters are catching up. The present posi- 
tion up-dating is complete when the readings of >:he 
two counters agree, at which time, the mode may be 
deactivated (deenergized) by depressing any other 
fix mode selector button. 

Present Position Hold Buttoll. 

The present position hold button (1, figure l-22 ), lo- 
cated on the bomb nav con:rol panel, is labeled HOLD 
PRES POSITION. This button is used, in conjunc?on 
with other controls, as a mode of up-dating presl?nt 
position when it is not desired to reset the destina- 
tion position counters from distant destination to 
local fixpoint. The mode cannot be activated unti;. 
after the fix mode MAN FIX selector button has been 
depressrd. With the above requirement satisfied, 
depressing and holding the present position hold 
button while re-setting the present position counters 
to the latitude and longitude of the fixpoint, and then 
releasing the button at the instant of overflymg the 
fixpoint will cause the present position counters to 
start tracking the correc*ted aircraft position. To 
deactivate the mode some other fix mode selector 
button must he depressed. 

Platform Alignment Control Knob. 

The platform alignment control knob (15, figure 1-22 ) 
located on the bomb nav control panel is a three- 
position rotary knob marked RAPID ALIGN, NOR- 
MAL and PLATFORM OFF. The knob must be pulled 
out before it can be rotated from any position. The 
knob c>ontrols the ahgnmeni modes of the inertial 
platform when the bomb nav mode selector knob is 
positioned to ALIGN. In the PLATFORM OFF post- 
tion, the Inertial system is completely de-energiz,ed. 
In the-8 NORMAL position, the platform may be aiilmed 
m either of two wnvs, (1) gyrocompass or (2) align- 
ment to storrd rnaynetic, variation. The gyrocompass 
ahgnment 1s the slower ali:;nment, but is the mclr? 
precise and may be used IrresprJrtive of the accuracy 
to which local magnetic, variation 1s known. Alipn- 
xnent to stored magnetic va:rlation may be use’d when 
ioral magnetic variation IS accurately known anti 1 
rapid alignment 1s desirc!d. In the gyrocompass align- 
ment, thr> stabilization platform goes through two 
modes of azimuth alignm(Jnt: (11 Allpnment to true 
north as tlcfincd by the flux valve magnetic heading 
plus tlantl-.sc>t magnetic variation. and (2) Rcfinemcnt 
of alignment or Kyrrorompassmg to true north as 
precisely tlrf~nctl by the cilrect~on whercl the “Easi” 
gyrosrope senses none’ of ttle earth’s rotation. In the 
alignment to stored magnetic varlatlrni, the operator 
manu;~lly places tht’ platform all~nmi~nt control kntlb 
to RAPID ALIGN as soon as the navlKationa1 conlputer 
(NC) true hrathng has stabilized at thca flux valve 
heading, plus niaqnetic T;ariation. Thrl drcision to use 
this niethclti 1s basctl on thn:f’ ronslderatlons: (1) 
Urgency of ac~conlpllshln~ al~g~unent rapltlly. 12) Ac- 
(uracv to whi(~Il It)c~nl nragnetic~ v;~rl:itlon IS known, 
n1ic1 (3 i Whcttlrr or not c-grocompass L\eading mfonua- 
tioll hits prr,v~ousIy t)rt>n stvi‘ecl 111 tilt‘ svstem for the 
r:q11d ;Illzn to storrtl hr~;Kirn~ matte. 
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Note 

I f  gyrocompass heading information has 
previously been stored in the system and 
the airplane heading has not been changed 
since the information was stored, the 
RAPID ALIGN mode should be used. In 
this mode, the platform will align to the 
stored heading and will be ready for oper- 
ation in 90 seconds or less. 

Altitude/Test Selector Knob. 

The altitude/test selector knob (11, figure l-22), lo- 
cated on the bomb nav control panel, is labeled AL- 
TITUDE TEST. The knob has three positions for 
computer self-testing marked 1, 2 and 3; three posi- 
tions for altitude calibration marked CAL, NORM 
and ALIGN; and an OFF position. The knob must be 
pulled out to go into or out of the Test Sector. The 
altitude positions control a clutch that connects or 
disconnects the altitude calibration (ALT CAL) knob 
to the fixpoint elevation counter and either activates 
the GO lamp circuitry (in ALIGN) or commands the 
attack radar system to the altitude calibration mode 
(in CAL). The CAL position provides for manual 
calibration of pressure altitude above terrain when 
over terrain of known elevation with the attack radar 
system in operation. The ALIGN position works in 
conJunction with the GO lamp and provides for set- 
ting the pressure altitude correction term to zero 
for test purposes, or in lieu of calibration. When set 
to the NORM position, the signals applied in CAL or 
ALIGN positions are removed and the system IS in 
the normal mode. Test 1, 2, and 3 positIons are used 
in conjunction with the GO lamp for system opera- 
tional ground checkout only. 

Note 

Do not set the switch to any of these test 
positions in flight. 

Platform Indicator Lamps. 

Three platform indicator lamps (18, figure l-22), 
located on the bomb nav control panel, are labeled 
HEAT, ALIGN and ERROR. The amber HEAT indica- 
tor lamp provides a monitor of the platform heat 
signal from the stabilization platform (SP). When the 
system is activated, the lamp will light until the 
gyroscope temperature reaches the factory-set level. 
When the lamp is lighted, the SP will not enter the 
LTrocompass cycle. When the lamp goes out, it will 
remain out until the system is recycled. The green 
ALIGN indicator lamp provides for monitormg plat- 
form alignment status during the alignment mode 
(mode selector knob in ALIGN). With the platform 
alignment control knob in NORMAL, the lamp will 
light when the SP switches into the gyrocompass 
phase of alignment. It will remain lighted continuously 
until the g’rocompass process has attained the re- 
quired alignment accuracy, at which time it will be- 
gin flashing, signalling the operator that the gyro- 
compass process is complete to required accuracies. 
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The mode selector knob may then be left in ALIGN to 
allow alignment quality to improve. The knob must be 
advanced to a navigation mode for taxi. With the plat- 
form alignment control knob in RAPID ALIGN, the 
ALIGN indicator lamp will remain out until align- 
ment is complete at which time (within 90 seconds of 
turn-on), the lamp will begin flashing. The amber 
ERROR indicator lamp provides a monitor of the 
platform reliability signal from the stabilization 
platform when the mode selector knob is in ALIGN or 
any of the normal navigation positions. The lamp will 
light when the SP is off level, unless the platform 
alignment control knob is 111 PLATFORM OFF and the 
altitude test selector knob is III any one of the three 
test positions. In either condition, the navigational 
computer is automatically in the auxiliary navigation 
mode, except when in Test 1, 2, or 3. The lamp will 
light, should the platform become unreliable, when 
the bomb nav mode selector knob is in any of the 
normal navigation modes and will go out when an 
auxiliary navigation mode is selected. 

Primory Attitude/Heading Caution Lamp. 

The primary attitude/heading caution lamp, located 
on the main caution lamp panel (14, figure l-5), will 
light when either attitude or heading information 
from the stabilization platform is interrupted or be- 

I comes unreliable due to a platform malfunction. 
Placing the bomb nav mode selector switch to an aw- 
iliary navigation position or placing the flight instru- 
ment reference select switch to AUX or AUX STAND- 
RY INST ONLY will also cause the lamp to light. 
When the lamp lights the letters PRI ATT/HDG will 
be visible. Should the lamp light when operating with 
the flight instrument reference select switch in the 
PRI position the attitude director indicator and 
horizontal situation indicator will be automatically 
switched to the AFRS, however, the AUX position on 
the flight instrument reference select switch should 
be selected so that the proper source of signals 
will be indicated. 

Go Lamp. True Heading Counter. 

The green GO lamp (10, figure l-22 ), located on the 
bomb nav control panel, is labeled GO and provides 
for monitoring the navigational computer self-test 
circuits and fixpoint elevation counter alignment. The 
lamp will light when the altitude/test selector knob is 
placed in ALIGN or Test positions 1, 2, or 3, pro- 
vided the proper settings, as described elsewhere, 
have been set on the panel, and the bomb nav system 
is operational. 

The true heading counter (6, figure l-22), located on 
the bomb nav control panel, is labeled TRUE HEAD- 
ING. The counter continuously displays the computed 
airplane heading relative to true north as derived 
from (1) inputs of true heading from the stabilization 
platform during all normal navigation modes, and 
(2) magnetic heading input from the auxiliarv flight 
reference system and hand-set magnetic variation 
during all auxiliarp navigation modes. 

Present Position Counters Magnetic Variation Counter. 

Two present position counters (2, figure 1-22 ), lo- 
cated on the bomb nav control panel, are labeled 
PRES LATITUDE and PRES LONGITUDE. The coun- 
ters display the geodetic latitude and longitude uti- 
lized as the airplane position coordinates. The coun- 
ters are continuously and automatically up-dated by 
inputs of true north and east velocitv components 
from the stabilization platform during all normal 
navigational modes. During all auxiliary navigational 

The magnetic variation counter (7, figure 1-22 ), lo- 
cated on the bomb nav control panel, is labeled MAC 
VAR. The counter displays manually inserted mag- 
netic variation. The counter is varied by manually 
turning its control knob. In normal navigation modes, 
the counter is adjusted until the magnetic heading 
synchronization indicator indicates a null. At this 
time, the counter will mdicate the local variation. 
In auxiliary navigation modes, the counter must be 
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modes, the counters are similarly up-dated by north 
and east velocities as derived from airspeed, hand- 
set or last computed wind data, and auxiliary flight I 
reference system heading plus hand-set magnetic 
variation. Control knobs provide for handsetting the 
counters to the initial position or to insert manual 
corrections, Rapid adjustment is accomplished elec- 
trically by merely turning the knobs. Fine adjustment 
is accomplished manually by depressing and turning 
the knobs. The counters may also be automatically 
driven with the attack radar tracking handle. 

Fixpoint Elevation Counter. 

The fixpoint elevation counter (5, figure l-22), lo- 
cated on the bomb nav control panel is labeled FM- 
POINT ELEVATION. An adjacent altitude calibration 
knob, labeled ALT CAL, provides control of the coun- 
ter. The counter is handset to the elevation of the 
radar aiming point in use; either (1) the position in- 
dicated by the destination counters, or (2) the offset 
aimpoint when using offset sighting, or (3) elevation 
of terrain below the airplane when calibrating alti- 
tude. 

Destination Position Counters. 

Two destination position counters (22, figure l-22 ), 
located on the bomb nav control panel, are labeled 
DEST LATITUDE and DEST LONGITUDE. The coun- 
ters which display destination position in geodetic 
latitude and longitude, may be handset or automati- 
cally slaved to track the present position counters. 
The counters may also be automatically slaved to 
positions stored in any of three storage channels or 
automatically driven with the attack radar system 
tracking handle. Control knobs are provided to hand- 
set the destination latitude and longitude counters. 
Rapid adjustment is accomplished electrically by 
merely turning the knobs. Fine adjustment is accom- 
plished manually by depressing and turning the knobs. 

Changed 6 May 1966 
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up-dated to settings specified from map data. Thm 
up-dating procedure has no effect on the synchroni- 
zation meter but will simultaneously up-date the 
navigational computer true heading. 

Magnetic Heading Synchronization Indicators. 

The magnetic heading synchronization indicator (2, 
figure l-22 ), located on the bomb nav control panel. 
is marked MAG HEADING SYNC. In normal naviga- 
tion modes, the indicator provides an indication of 
agreement (or disagreement) between computed mag- 
netic heading (which is also being transmitted to the 
flight instruments) and magnetic heading from a flux 
valve input. During the normal navigation modes, the 
indicator is maintained at cull by periodic manua:l 
correction of handset magnetic variation to correct 
computed magnetic heading to agree with flux valve 
data. The indicator should be disregarded when op- 
erating in any of the auxiliary navigation modes. ::n 
platform align modes, the indicator automatically 
provides a status of azimuth alignment independent 
of other parameters. 

Groundtrack and Groundspeed Counters. 

The groundtrack and groundspeed counters (9, figure 
l-22), located on the bomb nav control panel, are 
labeled GROUNDTRACK and GROUNDSPEED. The 
counters continuously display the computed true 
groundtrack and groundspeed as derived from (1) m- 
puts of true north and east velocity from the stabi- 
lized platform during all normal navigation modes, 
and (2) airspeed input from the central air data com- 
puter, magnetic heading input from auxiliary compass 
set, handset magnetic variation, and either stored or 
handset wind information during all auxiliary navi- 
gation modes. 

Wind Speed and Wind From Counters. 

The wind speed and wind from counters (19, figure 
l-22), located on the bomb nav control panel, are 
labeled WIND SPEED and WIND FROM. During all 
normal navigational modes, the counters continuously 
and automatically display the computed value of wmd 
direction and magnitude as derived from inputs of 
true velocity and true heading from the stabilized 
platform and airspeed from the central air data com- 
puter. During auxiliary navigational modes, the coun- 
ter readings are controlled by adjacent control knobs 
for manual up-dating wind information as corrected 
wind information becomes available to the operator. 

Glide/Dive Angle Counter. 

The glidef’dive angle counter (1’7, figure l-22), lo- 
cated on the bomb nav control panel, is labeled 
GLIDE/DIVE ANGLE. The counter displays the pre- 
selected glide or dive angle set into the computer in 
the vertical steering mode. ‘The glide/dive angle is 
used to derive information proportional to the dif- 
ference between the hand-set desired value and the 
computed value of either aircraft dive angle (in dive 
mode) or glide slope (in airborne instrument landmg 

approach mode). The resultant steering information 
is displayed on the attitude director indicator (ADI) 
and lead computing optical sight (LCOS). 

Offset Range and Offset Bearing Counters. 

The offset range and offset bearing counters (21, fig- 
ure l-22), located on the bomb nav control panel, are 
labeled OFFSET RANGE and OFFSET BEARING. The 
counters are hand-set by the operator to values de- 
rived from map data. They represent the range and 
bearing from the position represented by the destina- 
tion counters to the position of a preselected radar 
sighting point. The information entered into these 
counters is provided to the computer only when the 
fix mode OFFSET selector button is depressed. The 
computer utilizes this information to derive radar 
sighting parameters for the selected nffset sighting 
point. Derivation of these parameters will allow the 
offset point to be used as a radar position fix rrfer- 
ence while the bombing computer is solving equations 
for attack of the position indicated by the destination 
counters. This mode is used when the target is a 
poor or no-show radar target with a good radar target 
in the near vicinity. 

Bomb/Nav Distance-Time Indicator. 

The bomb/nav distance-time indicator (BNDTI) (21, 
figure l-5), located on the left main instrument panel, 
is a remote indicating type instrument. The indicator 
displays digital time and distance to target or desti- 
nation. The display elements are (1) a four-digit 
counter display and (2) a legend-type tape display, 
The digital display consists of three synchro drum 
counters which receive signals from the navigational 
computer (NC). The fourth digit is fixed at zero and 
is covered by a shutter except when operating in the 
great circle navigation mode. The operating modes of 
the NC are identified on a servo driven tape, con- 
taining legends positioned m a window., and function- 
ing in synchronization with the digital display. When 
operating in great circle mode, the tape will display 
great circle/miles and the digital display will indi- 
cate distance in nautical miles to destmation. When 
operating in short range mode, the tape will display 
short range/miles and the digital displ.ay will indi- 
cate distance in nautical miles to destination. When 
operating in trail bomb mode, the tape will displa! 
bomb trail/seconds and the digital display will indi- 
cate the time, in seconds, remaining before bomb 
release. When operating in range bomb mode, the 
tape will display bomb range ‘thousands of feet, and 
the digital display will indicate, in feet, the distance 
to the bomb release point. When the bomb nav system 
is off, or when the operator is changmg system 
modes, the digital display is covered by a shutter. 

Master Power Switch. 

The master power switch (9, figure l-23), located on 
the armament select panel, is a iwo position switch 
marked ON and OFF. When the switch is placed to 
the ON position electrical power is applied to the 
armament system. 
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Destination Distance/Time Counter. 

The destination distance/time counter (14, figure 
l-22), is located on the bomb nav control panel. The 
counter is marked MILES TO DEST. SEC TO REL 
and FEET TO REL. Each function of the counter IS 
separately lighted so that only the correct marking 
for the quantity being displayed is visible to the op- 
erator. When the mode selector knob is positioned to 
GREAT CIRCLE or SHORT RANGE, MILES TO DEST 
will light and display continuous computation of the 
distance in nautical miles from present position to 
any destination set into the destination counters (pro- 
vided the destination is within 4000 nautical miles of 
the present position). When the mode selector knob IS 
placed to RANGE BOMB, the words, FEET TO REL, 
and two zeros (00) will light, and display continuous 
computation of the range to the bomb release point 
in feet from zero to 400,000 feet (based on handset 
weapon release range). When the mode selector knob 
is placed to TRAIL BOMB. SEC TO REL will linht. 
and display continuous computation of the second:; 
remaming before bomb release ranging from zero to 
400 seconds ibased on handset weapon trail sari time- 
of-fall), 

Trail/Range Counter. 

The trail/range counter (12, figure l-221, located on 
the bomb nav control panel, is labeled TRAIL/RANGE. 
The counter displays trail or range bombing param- 
eter information manually set into the computer for 
trail bomb or range bomb mode. The trail/range 
knob is mechanically connected to the counter and 
a potentiometer. The output of the potentiometer is a 
voltage representing the trail or range value set into 
the counter for use by the computer during bombing. 
The counter setting has no effect on the great circle 
or short range modes. 

Weapon Mode Selector Knob. 

The weapon mode selector knob (3, figure l-23), lo- 
cated on the armament select panel, is used to select 
the type of store to be released or type of release to 
be accomplished. The knob has 18 positions marked 
rlockwise as follows: 

OFF 

DISP STEP - dispenser step. 

DISP TRAIN - dispenser train. 

BOMB STEP S - bomb step singles. 

BOMB STEP P - bomb step pairs. 

BOMB TRAIN S - bomb train singles. 

BOMB TRAIN P - bomb train pairs. 

RKT - rockets. 
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B/C - biological/chemical. 

NUC WPN - nuclear weapons. 

GAM 83 - GAM-83 (AGM-12B) missiles 

SHRIKE S - shrike missile single. 

SHRIKE P - shrike missile pairs. 

GAR 8 LNCH - GAR-8 (AIM-9B) missile launch. 

GAR 8 JETT - GAR-8 (AIM-9B) missile jettison. 

JETT PYLON 1 & 8 - Jettison pylons 1 and 8. 

JETT PYLON 2 & 7 - jettison pylons 2 and 7. 

JETT SEL STORES - Jettison selected stores. 

Placing the knob to the GAM-83 position selects the 
GAM-83 (AGM-12B) missiles being carried for 
launch. An individual missile station must then be 
selected and a release signal generated to launch a 
missile. For additional information on the weapon 
mode selector knob positions related to missiles and 
pylons, refer to the associated paragraphs under 
“.4rmament System”, this section. 

Delivery Mode Selector Knob. 

The delivery mode selector knob (10. figure 1-23 1, 
lorated on the armament select panel, provides a 
means of selecting the source of signal for weapon 
release The knob has five positions marked OFF, 
NAV. MAN. ANGLE and TIMER to provide the fol- 
lowlns weapon delivrry capabilities: 

Note 

The weapon release button on either con- 
trol stick must be depressed to complete 
a release circuit m any of the followinq 
knob positions. 

OFF - prevents all weapon release capability except 
jettison. 

NAV - provides automatic weapon delivery by uti- 
lizing release signals generated by the bomb nav 
system. 

MAN - provides manual release using the weapon 
release buttons mounted on the aircraft commander’s 
and pilot’s control stick grips. 

ANGLE - provides loft type weapon delivery capa- 
bility at various predetermined angles by utilizing 
release signals generated by the lead computing 
optical sight. 

TIMER - provides loft and straight fly-over timed 
weapon delivery capability by utilizing pull-up and 
release signals generated by the dual bombing timer. 

Changed 29 July 1966 
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Armament Select Pan lel 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 

IO 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

PYLON WEAPON SELECTOR BUTTON (8) 
WEAPONS BAY CONTROL BUTTON (2) 
WEAPON MODE !;ELECTOR KNOB 
MISSILE SELECTOR KNOB 
INTERVALOMETER SET KNOB 
WEAPONS BAY DOOR OPEN LAMP 
TRAPEZE EXTEND LAMPS 
WEAPONS BAY AiJXltlARY CONTROL SU 
MASTER POWER SWITCt-1 
DELIVERY MODE SELECTOR KNOB 
SHRIKE BAND SELECTOR SWITCH 
BOMB ARMING SELECTOR SWITCH 
SHRIKE TARGET REJECI BUTTON 
REIEASE SYSTEM TEST BUTTON 

‘ITCi 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

-1 

-2 

-3 

4 

-6 

F&e 1-23. 

Pylon Weapon Selector Buttons. 

Eight push-pull type buttons (1, figure l-23), located 
on the armament select panel, provide for the selec- 
tion of the external pylon stations. The buttons are 
numbered from 1 to 8. Buttons 1, 2, 7 and 8 are for 
the fixed pylon stations. Buttons 3, 4, 5 and 6 are for 
the pivot pylon stations. Depressing a button selects 
that station for release and a lamp in the button will 
light to indicate the presence of a store at that sta- 
tion. Pulling the button out will dearm the station and 
the lamp will go out. 

Bonib Arming Selector Switch. 

The bomb arming selector switch (12, figure l-23), 
located on the armament select panel has three posi- 
tions marked NOSE & TAIL,, SAFE, and TAIL. The 
switch controls 28 volt dc power from the main dc 
bus to arm or safe the fusing systems of convention- 
al bombs released from the weapons bay or pylons. 
The NOSE & TAIL position is used to arm bombs 
which utilize both a nose and tail fuse. The TAIL 
position is used to arm bombs which utilize only a 
tail fuse. Placing the switch to the NCXIE & TAIL or 
TAIL positions will cause the arming solenoids in 
the bomb racks to retain the arming wires from each 

bomb fuze thereby arming the bomb fuzes as the 
bombs are released. Placing the switch to SAFE will 
allow the arming wires to pullout of the arming 
solenoids and stay in the fuzes as the bombs are re- 
leased thereby rendering the weapons safe. 

Release System Test Button. 

The release system test button (14, figure l-23), lo- 
cated on the armament select panel, provides a means 
of monitoring the presence of stores on the pylon 
and weapon bay stations. Placing the weapon mode 
selector knob to a position corresponding to the type 
of weapons being carried and depressmg the test but- 
ton will cause a lamp to light in each pylon weapon 
selector and weapon bay control button for stations 
that have weapons loaded. 

intervalometer Counter and Set Knob. 

An intervalometer counter and set knob (5, figure l- 
23), located on the armament select panel, are pro- 
vided to set weapon release intervals when releasing 
more than one weapon. The counter is set by turning 
the knob clockwise to increase the time interval and 
vice-versa, The counter has three digits and can be 
set for weapon release intervals from 0.010 second 
to .999 second in increments of 1 millisecond. 

Changed 29 July 1946 1 -&6A 
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Nuclear Consent Switch. 

The nuclear consent switch (12, figure l-4), located 
on the left console has three positions marked ARM 
& REL, OFF, and REL ONLY. Placing the switch to 
the ARM & REL position enables nuclear weapon 
arming and unlocking of the bomb racks at all sta- 
tions. Placing the switch to the REL ONLY position 
enables unlocking of the bomb racks at all stations. 
With the switch in the OFF position all power is re- 
moved from the bomb rack and nuclear weapon arm- 
mg circuits. A red guard must be raised to gain ac- 

cess to the switch. When nuclear weapons are car- 
ried the guard is safetied and sealed in the closed 
position. 

Nuclear Weapons Monitor and Release Knob. 

The nuclear weapons monitor and release knob 
(3, figure l-23A), located on the nuclear weapons 
control panel has seven positions marked OFF, 3, 4, 
L, R, 5, and 6. Placing the knob to OFF opens the 
monitoring and release circuits to all stations. 
Positions 3, 4, L, R, 5. and 6 are for the pivoting 
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pylon and weapon bay stations. Selecting one of t.hese 
positions completes the monitoring and release cir- 
cuits to the station selected. 

Nuclear Weapons Arm Knob. 

The nuclear weapons arm knob (5, figure l-23A), lo- 
cated on the nuclear weapons control panel, has 
seven positions marked OFF, MON (monitor), SAFE, 
GRD RET (ground retard), AIR RET, GRD FF (ground 
freefall), and AIR FF. When the knob is in the OFF, 
all power is removed from all nuclear weapon arm- 
mg and monitoring circuit:;. Placing the knob to the 
MON position allows monit:oring of the condition 
(safe or armed) of the nuchear weapon selected by 
the nuclear weapons monitor and release knob. Plac- 
ing the knob to SAFE provides power to safe all 
nuclear weapons simultaneously. The SAFE position 
also allows the knob lock lever to be moved from the 
OMS position to the S ARM: position and return. The 
GRD RET, AIR RET, GRD FF, and AIR FF positions 
function in conjunction with the nuclear consent switch 
to arm the nuclear weapon selected for release to 
the option desired. The knob controls 28 vdc poser 
from the essential dc bus. 

Nuclear Weapons Arm Knob lock Lever. 

The nuclear weapons arm knob lock lever (4, figure 
l-23A), located on the nuclear weapons control panel, 
has two positions marked OMS (off, monitor, safe) 
and S ARM (safe, arm). The lever is safetied and 
sealed to the OMS position ,when nuclear weapons are 
carried. With the lever in t.he OMS position, the nut- 
lear weapons arm knob can be moved to the OFF, 
MON, and SAFE positions. Placing the nuclear weap- 
ons arm knob to SAFE allows movement of the lever 
to the S ARM position. The arm knob can then be 
moved from SAFE to one of the four fuzing option po- 
sitions and returned. 

Nuclear Weapons Monitor Lamps. 

Seven nuclear weapons monitor lamps (1, figure l- 
23A), located on the nuclear weapons control panel, 
provide monitoring of the bomb racks and nuclear 
weapons being carried. When lighted the lamps mdi- 
cate the following condition exists at the station s?- 
lected by the nuclear weapons monitor and relea@ 
knob: 

ENABLE - This lamp inoperative. 

SAFE - Indicates the nuclear weapons circuits art? 
safe. 

GRD RET (ground retard)’ 

AIR RET (air retard) Indicate the fusing o,p- 
tion setting of the nccle- 

GRD FF (ground freefall) ar weapon selected. 

AIR FF (air freefall) 

UNLOCK - Indicates the bomb rack is unlocked and a 
nuclear weapon is present at that station. 

Changed 23 December 1966 

Nuclear Weapons 
Control Panel 

1. NUCLEAR WEAPONS MONITOR LAMPS (7) 
2. WEAPON BAY DOOR SWITCH 
3. NUCLEAR WEAPONS MONITOR AND RELEASE KNOB 
4. NUCLEAR WEAPONS ARM KNOB LOCK LEVER 
5. NUCLEAR WEAPONS ARM KNOB UYIMDo(6 

Figure I-23A. 

Weapon Release Buttons. 

Two weapon release buttons (1, figure l-15), one on 
each control stick grip, initiate or enable normal 
weapon release from the pylon or weapon bay sta- 
tions. The buttons are labeled WPN REL. The func- 
tion of the button is described under each type of 
store release capability of the airplane. 

External Stores Jettison Button. 

The external stores jettison button (‘7., figure l-5), 
located on the left main instrument panel, is a flush 
mounted push button labeled EXT STORES JETTISON. 
Depressing the button will jettison all external stores 
when the airplane is on the ground or inflight. Nuclear 1 
weapons, if installed, will jettison only if their racks 
are unlocked. 

Time-of-Fall Counter. 

The time-of-fall counter (8, figure l-22), located on 
the bomb nav control panel, is labeled TIME OF 
FALL. The counter displays time-of- fall bombing 
parameter information hand-set into the counter for 
use during the trail bomb mode. The time-of-fall 
control knob is mechanically connected to the time- 
of-fall counter to provide a hand-setting method. In- 
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formation displayed is entered into the computer 
only when the system is operating in the trail bomb 
mode. 

Bomb Release Lamp. 

The green bomb-release lamp (16, figure l-22), lo- 
cated on the bomb nav control panel is labeled BOMB 
RELEASE. The lamp provides monitoring for the 
automatic release signal that is computed and pro- 
vided by the navigational computer to other equipment 
for weapons release. The lamp will light when the 
computer is in the trail or range bomb configuration 
and the seconds or feet to release has driven to zero. 

BOMB NAV SYSTEM OPERATION. 

Normal Mode Operation. 

During normal operation, the bomb nav mode selector 
knob is set to either the GREAT CIRCLE, SHORT 
RANGE, TRAIL BOMB? or RANGE BOMB positions 
as appropriate to phase of mission. The heading 
groundtrack, and ground speed counters are con- 
trolled by outputs from the stabilization platform. 
Wind speed and wind direction are computed and dis- 
played on the wind speed and wind from counters. 
Present position is continuously and automatically 
updated by input velocity signals from the SP, and 
may be corrected, as required. by radar sighting 
and/or manual fix modes. Range and course to target 
or destination are continuously computed and trans- 
mitted to the flight instruments, with range or time 
to target or destination displayed on the destination 
distance/time counter. All other counters and con- 
trols are hand set, as required, by the operator. I f  
the mode selector knob is in a normal navigation 
mode, the platform ERROR indicator light will il- 
luminate if the SP fails, at which time the NC will 
automatically switch into auxiliary navigation. 

Altitude Calibration. Altitude calibration is necces- 
sary prior to position updating, radar bombing and 
AILA letdown. Altitude calibration is not affecteci by 
operations in the auxiliary navigation modes. 

Using Attack Radar. 

This procedure should be accomplished over level ter- 
rain of known elevation when flying at altitudes above 
1000 feet. 

1. Fixpoint elevation counter - Set. 
Set the fixpoint elevation counter to the 
known elevation of the terrain where the 
calibration is to be accomplished. 

2. Bomb nav mode selector knot> - SHORT 
RANGE. 

3. Fix mode target selector button - Depress. 

4. Attack radar mode selector knob - GND AUTO 
or GND VEL. 
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5. Attack radar beta switch - MAN. 

6. Attack radar antenna tilt control knob - Adjust 
tilt full down. 

7. Altitude/test selector knob - CAL. 

8. Altitude calibration knob - Position range cur- 
sor coincident with first ground return. 

Turn altitude calibration knob until the 
range cursor is coincident with the first 
ground return. 

9. Altitude/test selector knob - NORM. 

Using Radar Altimeter. 

This procedure should be accomplished over level 
terrain of known elevation when flying at altitudes 
below 1000 feet. 

1. Fixpomt elevation counter - Set. 
Set the fixpoint elevation counter to the 
known elevation of the terrain where the 
calibration is to be accomplished. 

2. Bomb nav mode selector knob - SHORT 
RANGE. 

3. Fix mode target selector button - Depress. 

4. Attack radar mode selector knob - GND 
AUTO or GND VEL 

5. Altitude/test selector knob - CAL, 

6. Altitude calibration knob - Set attack radar 
cursor range counter to radar altimeter 
reading. 

7. Antenna tilt indicator - Minus 30. Check that 
the antenna tilt indicator reads -30 to assure 
that a positive altitude value was set. 

8. Altitude/test selector knob - NORM. 

Magnetic Variation Updating. In normal navigation 
modes. the need for maglietic variation updating is 
indicated by an off-null condition on the magnetic 
heading synchronization indicator. 

1. Magnetic variation counter control knob - 
Adjust. 

Adjust the knob until the magnetic heading 
synchronization indicator pointer is centered 

Note 

When in auxiliary navigation modes, mag- 
netlc variation control knob adjustments up- 
date true heading and do not affect the mag- 
netic heading synchronization indicator. 

Changed 23 December 196C 
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I 2. Magnetic Variation Counter - Check. 
Check that the magnetic variation counter 
indicates magnetic variation of the present 
airplane position. 

Auxiliary Mode Operation. 

Note 

Arbitrary selection of AUX NAV in flight, 
when the SP is good, should be kept to a 
minimum. The alignment of the platform 
will be unnecessarily subjected to possi- 
bly incorrect earth rate torquing signals 
due to degraded accuracy of present late- 
tude updating in auxiliary navigation (AUX 
NAV) modes. 

The auxiliary navigation (.AUX NAV) modes are iden- 
tical to the normal modes with the exception that the 
wind computation is stopped and the airspeed and 
stored winds are substituted for the stabilization 
platform outputs. Navigational computer true heading 
is derived from the back-up compass system and 
hand set magnetic variations. Magnetic heading for 
the horizontal situation indicator (HSI) and the atti- 
tude director indicator (ADI) is supplied directly 
from auxiliary flight reference system (AFRS). The 
magnetic heading synchronization indicator is not 
operative. The platform ERROR indicator light will 
be at off at all times when the mode selector knob is 
in an auxiliary navigation mode. 

Airplane Position Updating. 

The need for airplane position updating is indicated 
primarily by inaccuracies in attack radar crosshair 
laying. In addition it is indicated by other reference 
navigational accuracy information available from 
other systems. If  the attack radar system is not op- 
eratmg, manual position updating should be accom- 
plished periodically, Airplane position updating will 
be required more often when operating in an auxiliary 
navigation mode since nav system accuracy will be 

I 

slightly degraded. Kormal turn on, gyrocompassing 
platform alignment procedures are contained in this 
section as well as within the appropriate portions of 
Section II. Alignment to stored magnetic variation 
and rapid alignment to stored gyrocompass heading 
are covered as alternate procedures in this section. 
For Airborne Instrument Landing and Approach 
(AILA) procedures, refer to Section VII. 

Radar Fix. The following procedure is applicable 
only if the attack radar is operating. 

1. Altitude calibration - Completed. 

2. Fix mode TARGET selector button - Depress. 
Depress the fix mode TARGET selector but- 
ton then enter longitude and latitude coordi- 
nates of the fixpomt into the destination po- 
sition counters. 

3. Fixpoint elevation counter - Set to fixpoint 
elevation. 

4. Bomb nav mode selector knob - Any position 
other than GREAT CIRCLE. 

5. Attack radar mode selector knob - GND 
AUTO or GND VEL. 

6. Destination/present position selector switch - 
PP. 

7. Attack radar range selector knob - Use lowest 
range setting possible. 

8. Depress the enable switch on the attack radar 
tracking handle and then move the radar cur- 
sors with the attack radar tracking handle w- 

til they are brought into coi!lcidence with the 
fixpoint image. Discontinue t.racking when the 
sighting angle reaches approximately 45 cie- 
grees. 

Note 

At this point, the fix is complete and the 
present position counters are corrected. 

9. Destination/present position selector switch - 
DEST. 

10. Bomb nav mode selector knob - As dcslred. 

Il. Destination position counters - Eliter origin;ll. 
or next destination coordinates into counters. 

Manual Present Position Fix [Correct Present 

Position). Fly toward the fixpoint. 

1. Destination position counters - Set fixpomt 
coordinates. 

2. Fix mode MA?; FIX selector button - Depress. 
Depress the fix mode MAN FIX selector 
button when approaching the f’lxpoint. Conl- 
puted course and miles to d&inntioll ~111 
remain at the computed values CXlStlW 

when the MAN FIX selector i:utton 1s dp- 
pressed. The attack radar curs)1 ~111 
disappear from the scope. 

3. Present position correction i-muttoIl - De~l~~ss- 
Depress the present positmn cc~rr?c’tlc~l~ lo!- 
ton at the instant of overflying the ilxpolllt 
as determined \risually, or with tile dtt:lck 

radar or TFR ground map scope displa!‘s. 
The fix is complete when the prc!Sent POsi- 
tion counters stop slewing :jnd agree with 
the destination position CounterS. H(ltll sets 
of counters will drive at tile same rate. 

4. Present position and destinat:ion pOSitl(jll (‘(lullt- 
ers - Checked. 

5. Fix mode TARGET selector I&toll - l)(‘I)r(‘ss. 
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6. Destination position counters - Reset. 
Course and distance computations will re- 
sume to the new destination and the attack 
radar cursors will fall on the new destina- 
tion if in range. 

Manual Present Position Fix (Hold Present Position). 

Fly toward the fixpoint. 

1. Fix mode MAN FIX selector button - Depress. 
Depress the fix mode MAN FIX selector but- 
ton when approaching the fixpoint. Com- 
puted course and miles to destination will 
remain at the computed values when the 
MAN FIX selector button is depressed. The 
attack radar cursors will disappear from 
the scope. 

2. Present position hold button - Depress, and 
hold. 

3. Present position counters - Set. 
Set the coordinates of the fixpoint in the 
present position counters. 

4. ,Present position hold button - Release, over 
fixpoint. 

Release the present position hold button at 
the instant of overflying the fixpoint as de- 
termined visually, or with the attack radar 
or TFR ground map scope displays. 

Note 

The fix is complete. The present position 
counters will start to drive to track the 
aircraft position. 

5. Fix mode TARGET selector button - Depress. 

6. Destination position counters - Reset. 
Course and distance computations will re- 
sume to the new destination and the attack 
radar cursors will fall on the new destina- 
tion if m range. 

Gyrocompass Alignment Procedure. 

1. Bomb nav mode selector knob - HEAT. 

2. l’latlorm heat indicator lamp - Lighted. 

Note 

The platform heat indicator lamp may not 
light if the SP has been operating within 30 
minutes preceding this alignment. 

3. Altitude/test selector knob - NORM. 

4. Present position latitude - Checked. 
If latitude is incorrect proceed as follows: 

a. Platform alignment control knob - PLAT- 
FORM OFF. 

b. Bomb nav mode selector knob - ALIGN. 

c. Present position latitude counter - Set. 

d. Bomb nav mode selector knob - HEAT. 

e. Platform alignment control knob - NOR- 
MAL. 

5. Magnetic variation counter - Check and set to 
local variation. 

6. Platform heat indicator lamp - Out. 

7. Bomb nav mode selector knob - ALIGN. 

8. Present position longitude counter - Check and 
set if necessary. 

9. Destination latitude and longitude counters - 
Set, as recluired. 

10. Platform align indicator lamp - On steady 

after 1 minute, flashing after additional 4 
minutes. 

The platform align indicator lamp should 
light within approximately one minute, then 
commence flashing within an additional 4 
minutes. However, if the airplane is parked 
in an area where the normal earth’s mag- 
netic lrariation is significantly distorted (i.e. 
nragnetic variation is not accurately known) 
more time may be required. A flashing plat- 
form align indicator lamp indicates the plat- 
form 1s sufficiently aligned to meet specifica- 
tion performance. 

11. Magnetic heading synchronization indicator - 
Nulled and steady. (if tine permits) 

A nulled and steady condition may not occur 
until after the platform align indicator lamp 
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begins flashing. If  the indicator is not nulled, 
and time permits, the best possible alignment 
of the platform can be obtained by allowing 
the magnetic heading synchronization indi- 
cator to null. I f  the airplane is not to be 
moved immediately, the mode selector knob 
may be left in the ALIGN position until just 
before airplane movement. This will pre- 
vent any system error buildup during the 
waiting period. 

Alternote Platform Alignment Procedures. 

Alignment to Stored Magnetic Variation. 

Pre-olignment Procedure 

Position the airplane at the approximate location and 
heading where alignment to stored magnetic var:.ation 
is anticipated. 

1. Gyrocompass alignment - Completed. 

2. Bc)mb nav mode selector knob - GREA’I 
CIRCLE. 

Ropid Alignment to Stored Gyrocompass Heoding. 

Pre-Alignment Procedure, 

1. Gyrocompass alignment - Completed. 

2. Platform alignment control knob - RAPID 
ALIGN. 

3. Bomb nav mode selector knob - OFF. 

Note 

Once pre-alignment is complete the air- 
plane must not be moved. 

Alignment Procedure 

1. Bomb nav mode selector knob .- ALIGN. 

2. Present position counters - Checked. 

3. Platform alignment indicator lamp - Flashing. 
within 3 minutes. 

3. Magnetic heading synchronization indicator - 
Nulled. 

4. Magnetic. variation - Record for future rr>f- 
erence. 

Alignment Procedure 5. Rapid alignment control knob - NORMAL. 

1. Altitude/test selector knob - NORM. 

2. Platform alignment control knob - NORMAL. ARMAMENT SYSTEM. 

3. Magnetic variation counter - Check and sit 
pre-recorded value. 

4. Bomb naV mode selector knob - ALIGN, and 
note time. 

5. Present position counters - Checked. Check 
and set the present position latitude and longi- 
tude if necessary. 

After approximately 110 seconds. 

6. Bomb nav mode selector knob - GREAT 
CIRCLE or SHORT RANGE. 

.It approximately X10 seconds after step 4 
and before movmg the airplane place the 
bomb nav mode selector knob to GREAT 
CIRCLE or SHORT RANGE. 

The armament capability of the airplane includes the 
delivery of conventional and nuclear weapons in various 
configurations and air-to-ground and air -to-air gun- 
nery, The stores are carried in the weapons bay and 
on eight wing pylons. Four of the wing pylons pivot to 
remain streamlined with different positions of the 
wing. The pivoting pylons are utilized for both stores 
and gunnery equipment in various configurations. 
Other gunnery equipment includes a wttapons bay gun. 
Bombing and launching equipment (pylons, stores re- 
lease system, and missile trapeze), weapons bay doors. 
the weapons themselves, and the gunnery equipment 
are herein, considered as the Armament System. 

BOMBING AND LAUNCHING EQUIPMENT. 

Bombing and launching equipment consists of the 
various bomb racks, missile trapeze, missile 
launchers, stationary and pivoting wing pylons, and 
the release systems. Where applicable, the controls 
and indicators and operating procedures for the 
bombing and launching equipment are covered in the 
following paragraphs, under the associ.ated equipment 
headings. For bombing system controls and indica- 
tors and bombing procedures, refer to “Bombing - 
Navigation System,” this section. 

Note 

I 

Any movement of the airplane such as 
that caused by the operation of the flight 
controls may induce a heading error in 
the system when switching from ALIGN 
to GREAT CIRCLE or SHORT RANGE. 

4. Bomb nav mode selector knob -. GREAT CIR- 
CLE or SHORT RANGE, 

Place the bomb nav mode selector knob to 
GREAT CIRCLE or SHORT RANGE after 
the platform align indicator lamp starts 
flashing and before moving the airplane. 
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Pylons. 

The airplane can be equipped with eight detachable 
pylons mounted along the lower surface of the wing. 
The pylons are designed to accommodate the MAU- 
12B/A bomb rack and the AERO-3B missile launcher. 
The pylons are numbered as stations 1 through 8, 
from left to right. Stations 1, 2, 7 and 8 are fixed 
pylon stations. The fixed pylons are streamlined at 
26 degrees wing sweep angle only. A fixed stores 
lockout in the wing sweep handle prevents sweepmg 
the wings more than 26 degrees with fixed pylons 
installed. The fixed pylons can be jettisoned by plac- 

~ ing the weapons mode selector knob to 1 & 8 and 2 & 
7 JETT PYLOIi positions and depressing the external 
stores jettison button to allow sweeping the wings 
niore than 26 degrees. Stations 3, 4, 5 and 6 .ire 
pivoting pylon stations. These pylons are mechani- 
cally linked to keep the pylons streamlined as the 
wings are swept forward or aft. A weapoiis lockout 
in the wing sweep handle prevents sweeping the wings 
more that] 55 degrees with certain weapons loaded on 
the Inboard pivoting pylons to prevent damage to the 
fuselage. Pylon weapon selector buttons, located on 
the armament select panel, are pro~~ided to select 
individual pylon stations for release or launch. Each 
button is numbered corresponding to the station it 
controls. 

Stores Release System 

The various stores carried on the airplane are re- 
leased by electrical signals generated by the bomb 
nav system, lead computing optical sight or dual 
bombing timer. To accomplish a release, except 
jettison, the weapon mode selector knob must be 
positioned to the appropriate store or type release 
desired, the station to be released must be selected 

by depressing the appropriate pylon weapon selector 
button or weapon bay control button and either weapon 
release button on the control stick grips must be held 
depressed to initiate or enable the release. Refer to 
“Bombing - Navigation System” this section, for the 
type of releases that can be made for the various 
stores carried. 

Dual Bombing Timer 
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Dual Bombing Timer. The dual bombing timer (fig- 
ure l-24), mounted on the left main instrument panel, 
provides a manual method of accurately timed weapon 
release for back-up weapon delivery. The timer has 
two digital readout windows marked PULL UP and 
RELEASE. Each may be set by means of thumb- 
actuated knurled wheels on each side of the timer to 
an accuracy of one-tenth of a second. The pull up 
window can be set from 0.2 to 60.0 seconds and the 
release wmdow from 0.2 to 30.0 seconds. The timer 
is used with the delivery mode selector knob (10, fig- 
ure l-23) in either the TIMER or ANGLE mode posi- 
tions when employing loft bombing delivery tactics. 
For a loft bombing delivery in the TIMER mode, pre- 
computed values of time from initial point (IP) to pull 
up point and from pull up point to weapon release 
point are set in the PULL UP and RELEASE windows 
and the weapon is released at the expiration of these 
two times. For a loft bombing delivery in the ANGLE 
mode, a preromputed value of time from IP to pull up 
point IS set in the pull up window, and the weapon is 
released at a predetermined pitch angle during the 
pull up maneuver, A f ly over release is made with 
the de 1 iv e r y  mode selector knob in the TIMER 
mode position only, For a f ly over release the 
precomputed time from IP to target is divided 
and set in both windows in any manner so that the 
time set in the release window is more than 0.2 sec- 
onds and the total of the two is equal to the time from 
IP to target. This is necessary since a release signal 
will not be generated with the release window set at 
zero. When making a bnmb run, either weapon re- 
lease button (1, figure l-15), located on either the 
left or right control stick, must be depressed when 
over the IP to start the timer, and held until after 
weapon release. Altitude, heading and airspeed must 
then be maintained at the predetermined values used 
for computing the times set into the timer. At the 
expiration of the time set in the PULL UP window a 
lamp (11, figure I-5) on the left main instrument 
panel will light displaying the words PULL UP to in- 
dicate the point at which the pull up maneuver should 
commence if a loft bombing delivery is being made. 
At this time the pilot will initiate a manual constant 
4g pull up using the airspeed-math indicator accel- 
erometer for “g” reference and the attitude director 
indicator and lead computing optical sight pitch steer- 
ing bars for pitch steering commands. If  the delivery 
mode selector switch is set to the TIMER position 
the weapon will be released at the expiration of re- 
lease time and a green release lamp (11, figure l-5), 
located on the left main instrument panel. will light 
displaymg the words BOMB RELEASE. If the ANGLE 
position is used, the release portion of the timer is 
not used and the weapon will be released by a signal 
from the lead computing optical sight when a pre- 
determined pitch angle is reached. If  a straight f ly 
over laydown delivery is being accomplished, dis- 
regard the pull up lamp and continue to hold altitude, 
heading, and airspeed through the expiration of re- 
lease time to obtain weapon release. The timer re- 
ceives 28 volt dc power from the 28 volt dc essential 
bus through the master power switch on the arma- 
ment select panel. 
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Missile Trapeze. 

Two trapeze are mounted side by side in the weapons 
bay to carry missiles internally. The trapeze func- 
tions in conjunction with the weapon bay doors. To 
launch a missile the weapons bay doors are opened 
and the trapeze is extended to fire the missile from 
below the airplane. Normal operation of the system 
is accomplished with hydraulic power from the 
utility hydraulic system. Alternate operation, in the 
event of failure of the utility hydraulic system, is 
accomplished by operating: the weapons bay doors 
electrically and operating the trapeze with a self 
contained pneumatic system. Two weapon bay ccntrol 
buttons, located on the armament select panel, marked 
L and R are provided to open the doors and extend 
the respective trapeze. An auxiliary bay door and 
trapeze switch provides for alternate operation s>f 
the doors and trapeze in conjunction with the weapon 
bay control buttons, Electrical interconnects pre - 
vent; (1) Either trapeze from extending if both weapon 
bay control buttons are depressed, (2) Trapeze ex- 
tension when the weapon bay doors are not fully 
open, (3) Closing the weapon bay doors when the tra- 
peze is not fully retracted and (4) Launching a missile 
when the trapeze is not fully extended. 

Missile Trapeze Controls. The missile trapeze is 
controlled by the weapons bay door controls; refer 
to “Weapons Bay Doors” this section. 

Trapeze Extend Lamps. Two trapeze extend lamps 
(7, figure l-23), located on the armament select 
panel, are marked L and R for the left and right 
trapeze. When lighted they indicate the respective 
trapeze is fully extended. 

Missile Trapeze Operation. The missile trapeze 
operates in conjunction wit.h the weapons bay doers. 
Refer to “Weapons Bay Doors” this section. 

WEAPONS BAY DOORS. 

The weapons bay doors enclose the weapons bay area 
located between the nose and main landing gear. The 
doors are constructed in left and right clam shell 
halves which fold outward :as they are opened. Nor- 
mal and alternate systems are provided to operate 
the doors. The normal system utilizes hydraulic 
power from the utility hydraulic system to drive a 
hydraulic motor. The alternate system uses 135 volt 
ac power from the right main a-c bus to power an 
electric motor, Either motor drives a gear reduc- 
tion mechanism, which through a series of drive 
shafts interconnected to hinges on the inside of the 
weapons bay, to open and close the doors. Normal 
time to open or close is 2-l/2 seconds. The alter- 
nate system takes approxirnately 30 seconds to o?en 
or close the doors. The weapon bay doors are con- 
trolled 1)~ either of two weapon bay control buttolls 
which also control the trapeze and weapon stations 

1 in the weapon bay and by a weapons bay door switch. 

Weapon Bay Control Button:;. 

Two weapon bay control buttons (2, figure l-23), lo- 
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cated on the armament select panel, marked L and 
R are provided to open the weapon bay doors and ex- 
tend the respective trapeze. Each button will open 
both weapon bay doors but will extend only its re- 
spective trapeze. If  both buttons are depressed, an 
electrical interconnect prevents either trapeze from 
extending. A lamp in each button indicates the pre- 
sence of a store on that trapeze station. A door open 
lamp and individual trapeze lamps will light when 
the weapon doors are open and respective trapeze is 
extended. 

Weapons Bay Auxiliary Control Switch. 

The weapons bay auxiliary control switch (8, figure 
l-23), located on the armament select panel, is la- 
beled BAY DOOR & TRAPEZE. The switch has two 
positions marked AUX alid OFF, With the switch in 
the OFF position the weapons bay doors and trapeze 
operate on hydraulic pressure from the utility hy- 
draulic system. Placing the switch to AUX provides 
electrical power to operate the weapons bay doors 
and pneumatic pressure from self contained pneu- 
matic reservoirs in the weapons bay to extend and 
retract each trapeze. Refer to “Pneumatic Power 
Supply Systems” this section. 

Weapons Bay Door Switch. 

The weapons bay door switch (2, figure l-24A), lo- 
cated on the nuclear weapons control panel, has two 
positions marked OPEN and CLOSE. The switch is 
used to open or close the weapons bay doors only 
when the weapon mode selector knob is in the NUC 
WPN (nuclear weapons) position. 

Weapons Bay Door Open Lamp. 

The weapon bay door open lamp (6, figure l-23), lo- 
cated on the armament select panel, will light when 
the weapons bay doors are fully open. 

Normal Operation of Weapons Bay Doors ond Trapeze. 

For normal operation of the weapons bay doors and 
trapeze the utility hydraulic system must be functlon- 
ing and electrical power must be on. 

To open doors and extend trapeze: 

1. Master power switch - ON. 

2. L or R weapon bay control button - Depressed. 

3. Weapon bay door open lamp - On, after 2-l/2 
seconds. 

4. L or R trapeze extend lamp - On. 

To retract trapeze and close doors: 

1. L or R weapon bay control button - Pulled. 

2. L or R trapeze extend lamp - Cut. 

3. Weapon bay door open lamp - Out. 
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Alternate Operation of Weapon Boy Doors and Trapeze. 

For alternate operation of the weapons bay doors 
and trapeze electrical power must be on. 

To open doors and extend trapeze: 

1. Master power switch - ON. 

2. Weapons bay auxiliary control switch - AUX. 

3. L or R weapons bay control button - Depressed. 

4. Weapons bay door open lamp - On, after 30 
seconds. 

5. L or R trapeze extend lamp - On. 

To retract trapeze and close doors: 

1. L or R weapons bay control button - Pulled. 

2. L or R trapeze extend lamp - Out. 

3. Weapons bay door open lamp - Out, 

t 1 CAUTION 

Do not use the alternate system to 
operate either the left or right trapeze 
more than one cycle (extend and retract). 
To do so will result in severe structural 
damage since there will be insufficient 
hydraulic fluid left in the trapeze actua- 
tor to dampen a second pneumatic exten- 
sion of the trapeze. 

MISSILES. 

The airplane is equipped to carry AIM-9B (GAR-8), 
AGM-45A (SHRIKE) and AGM-12B (GAM-83) missiles. 

AIM-9B (GAR-8) Missile. 

The AIM-9B missile is a passive infrared-homing 
air-to-air supersonic guided missile. Since the mis- 
sile homes on infrared energy radiated by heated 
parts of the target, it does not need to transmit a 
signal for guidance and is therefore relatively im- 
pervious to jamming. The missile is composed of 
four sections; guidance and control section, warhead, 
influence fuse, and rocket motor. The guidance and 
control section contains the optical tracking system, 
a gas operated control servo with four movable con- 
trol fins to control the flight of the missile to the 
target, electronic components to convert target sig- 
nals into missile control signals, a gas driven gene- 
rator to supply electrical power during missile flight 
and the contact fuse. When the missile control syS- 
tern has acquired a target, an audio tone is trans- 
mitted on the interphone to the crew. The warhead, 
a 25 pound fragmentation type, is detonated by either 
the contact or influence fuse. The influence fuse will 
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detonate the warhead if the missile passes within 30 
feet of the target. The rocket motor is a standard 5 
inch HVAR rocket motor. It will accelerate the mis- 
sile to math 1.7 above the speed of the launching air- 
craft. Four fixed stabilizer fins are mounted around 
the rocket motor section. The missile is carried on 
and launched from the AERO-3B launcher. The air- 
plane is equipped to carry eight AIM-9B missiles as 
follows : Two on each outboard pivot pylon, one on 
each inboard pivot pylon and two on the right weapons 
bay trapeze station. The missiles are launched indi- 
vidually by selecting the desired missile to be fired 
and depressing the weapon release button on either 
control stick. All missiles can be jettisoned simul- 
taneously by depressing the external stores jettison 
button, 

Weapon Mode Selector Knob. The weapon mode se- 
lector knob (3, figure l-23), has 18 positions, two of 
which are used in conjunction with the AIM-9B mis- 
sile. These knob positions are labeled GAR-8 and are 
individually marked LNCH (launch) and JETT (jetti- 
son). Placing the knob to LNCH will allow the mis- 
sile selected by the missile step selector knob to be 
launched when either weapon release button is de- 
pressed. Placing the knob to JETT will allow all 
missiles to be jettisoned when the external stores 
jettison button is depressed. Other positions of the 
weapon mode selector knob are described under their 
associated equipment paragraphs. Refer to “Bombing- 
Navigation System” and “AGM-45A (Shrike) Missile”, 
this section. 

Missile Step Selector Knob. The missile step se- 
lector knob (4, figure l-23), located on the armament 
select panel. controls the launching sequence of 
SHRIKE or GAR-8 missiles. The knob has twelve 
positions. Four position are labeled SHRIKE and are 
marked 3, 6, 4, and 5 for the respective pylon weap- 
ons stations equipped to carry the SHRIKE missile. 
Eight positions of the knob are labeled GAR-8 and 
are marked 3A, 6A, 3B, 6B, 4, 5, RA and RB for the 
respective stations equipped to carry GAR-8 missiles. 
Pylon weapon station 3 and 6 and the right weapon 
bay station have the capability of carrying two GAR-8 
missiles each therefore the A and B designates indi- 
vidual missiles at these stations, Each time a missile 
is launched the knob will step one position clockwise 
to sequence missile launchings from the left station 
to right station then back to left until all missiles are 
expended. When launching SHRIKE missiles in pairs 
the knob will step two positions. 

AGM-4SA [Shrike) Missile. 

The AGM-45A is a supersonic air-to-ground guided 
missile. The missile is composed of four sections; 
guidance, armament, control, and propulsion, The 
guidance section consists of a radome, an RF receiv- 
er, and a computer, to detect targets, and the elec- 
tronic portion of the proximity fuze. The armament 
section contains the warhead and fuze. The control 
section positions the missile wings as directed by the 
guidance system to steer the missile to the target. 
The propulsion section houses the rocket motor and 
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igniter. Four identical wings, mounted on the control 
section provide control of the missile. Four tail fins 
mounted on the propulsion section provide flight sta- 
bility. The missile functions in conjunction with the 
integrated flight instrument system and radar homing 
and warning system prior to launch to provide steer- 
ing signals to the target on attitude director ind:.cator 
and lead computing optical sight. An audio tone is 
provided through the interphone to inform the crew 
when in range of the target prior to launch and that 
the missile is functioning normally after launch, The 
alrplane has the capability of carrying four missiles; 
one on each pivot pylon. The missiles can be lau.nched 
individually or in pairs by placing the weapon made 
selector knob and missile step selector knob to their 
respective positions and depressing either weapon re- 
lease button. All missiles and their launchers can be 
jettisoned simultaneously by depressing the external 
stores jettison button. 

Weapon Mode Selector Knob. The weapon mode se- 
lector knob (3, figure l-23), has 18 positions, two of 
which are used in conJunction with the AGM-45A mis- 
sile. These knob positions are labeled SHRIKE and 
are individually marked S (single) and P (pairs). Plac- 
ing the knob to S will allow the missile selected by 
the missile step selector knob to be launched when 
either weapon release button is depressed. Plac:.ng 
the knob to P will allow a pair of missiles to be 
launched when either weapon release button is depress, 
ed. In this event the first missile of the pair being 
launched will be the one selected by the missile step 
selector knob, The second missile of the pair launched 
will be the symmetrical pa.ir to the first and the mis- 
sile step selector knob will step two positions CloCk- 
wise. The second missile will be launched at the 
time interval set in the intervalometer. Other pcsi- 
Cons of the weapon mode selector knob are described 
under their associated equipment paragraphs. Refer 
to “Bombing-Navigation System” and “AIM-9B (GAR- 
8) Missile”, this section. 

Missile Step Selector Knob. The missile step SIZ- 
lector knob (4, figure l-23), controls the launching 
sequence of both the Shrike and GAR-8 missiles. For 
description of this knob, refer to “AIM-9B (GAR-8) 
Missile”, this section. 

Shrike Bond Selector Switch. The shrike band select- 
or switch (11, figure l-23), located on the armament 
select panel, has three positions marked 1, 2, and 3. 
Each position represents a frequency band for mis- 
sile target acquisition. 

Shrike Target Reject Button. The shrike target re- 
ject button (13, figure l-23), is located on the arma- 
ment select panel. The button can be depressed tt., 
reject a target that the shrike missile has acquired, 
thereby providing a selection and rejection capability 
for the missile. 

GAM-83 iAGM-128) Missile. 

The GAM-83 (AGM-12B) is a supersonic air-to- 
ground guided missile which utilizes radio contrclled 
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guidance signals to intercept a visually acquired 
target. The missile is composed of three sections; 
nose, body and tail. The nose section contains the 
missile guidance and control equipment and the war- 
head triggering device. The body section contains the 
warhead and fuze. The tail section co.ntains the 
rocket motor, tracking flares and the missile wings. 
The tracking flares are ignited after launch to aid in 
visually guiding the missile to the target. The guid- 
ance system provides a means of after launch line- 
of-sight guidance of the missile from airplane to 
target. The system consists of a command guidance 
transmitter, a control stick and the necessary arma- 
ment controls in the airplane to launch the missile 
and a command guidance receiver and a self contained 
guidance control equipment in the missile. The sys- 
tem utilizes the UHF frequency band .with 24 trans- 
mitter channels. When activated the system uses the 
lower UHF antenna to transmit guidance command 
signals to the missile. The airplane is capable of 
carrying a CAM-83 (AGM-12B) on each of the four 
pivot pylons and the two inboard fixed pylons and on 
each trapeze in the weapons bay, Missiles are 
launched individually. After launch the missile is 
visually guided with the control stick. When the stick 
is moved to make corrections a signal is sent to the 
transmitter which codes the signal and transmits it to 
the receiver in the missile. The missile then decodes 
the signal and activates its control vanes in the proper 
proportion and direction in response to the signal. 
The system utilizes 28 volt dc power from the main dc 
bus and 115 volt ac power from the right main ac 
bus. Power is applied to the transmitt.er and to all 
missiles whenever power is on the airplane. Pro- 
cedures for operation of the GAM-83 (AGM-12B) 
missile guidance system are contained within the 
appropriate portion of Section II. 

Control Stick. The control stick (1, figure l-45A) 
located on the right sidewall, is used to control the 
GAM-83 (AGM-12B) missile after launch. Moving 
the control stick in any direction initiates a signal 
proportional to the amount and rate of displacement 
of the control stick. This signal is sent to the 
transmitter which in turn transmits a coded radio 
frequency guidance command to the missile receiver. 

Weapon Mode Selector Knob. The weapon mode se- 
lector knob (3, figure l-23) has 18 positions. one of 
which marked GAM-83 is used in conjunction with 
launching the AGM-12B (GAM-83) missile. Placing 
the knob to the GAM-83 position selects the AGM-12B 
missiles being carried for launch. An individual mis- 
sile station must then be selected and a release sig- 
nal generated to launch a missile. Other positions of 
the weapon mode selector knob are described under 
their associated equipment paragraphs. 

GUNNERY EQUIPMENT. 

The airplane is equipped to carry a SUU-16/A gun 

pod on each pivoting pylon station and a weapons bay 
gun in the right side of the weapons bay. 
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SUU-16/A Gun Pod. Weapon Bay Gun Module. 

The SUU-16/A gun pod is provided primarily for air- 
to-ground gunnery. The pod contains the M-61 gun, a 
ram air turbine (RAT) drive assembly, and a linkless 
ammunition feed system. The M-61A1 is a 20 MM 
gun which has a rotating cluster of six barrels, The 
gun fires electrically primed ammunition at a nomi- 
nal rate of 6000 rounds per minute. Hydraulic power 
to operate the gun and ammunition feed mechanism 
is furnished by the self contained RAT. A minimum 
of 300 KIAS (math 0.5) is required to drive the RAT 
at a speed of 12,000 RPM for gun pod operation. Elec- 
trical power from the airplane system is used to ex- 
tend the RAT into the slipstream prior to firing the 
gun. The RAT will free-wheel while the gun is held 
fixed by a brake. Then, when either gun trigger switch 
is depressed, the brake is released, the RAT is 
clutched into the gun mechanism, and electrical power 
is furnished to fire the gun. The gun pod carries 1200 
rounds of ammunition of which approximately 1150 
rounds can be expended. Expended ammunition cases 
are discharged overboard. A switch is provided for 
selecting pylon guns or weapon bay gun for firing. 
All pods will fire simultaneously each time the trig- 
ger is depressed. A safety switch on the main land- 
ing gear prevents firing the gun pods on the ground. 
The gun pods receive 28 vdc power from the main 
dc power panel to fire the guns. 

The weapon bay gun module provides both air-to-air 
and air-to-ground gunnery capability. The module is 
packaged to facilitate installation and removal of com- 
ponents, When installed it supplants all other stores 
carrying capability in the right side of the weapons 
bay but does not alter the stores carrying capability 
in the left side of the bay. The module contains the 
M61Al gun, a linkless ammunition feed system and 
an expended ammunition storage bin. The M61Al is 
a 20 MM gun which has a rotating cluster of six 
barrels. The gun fires electrically primed ammuni- 
tion at a nominal rate of 6,000 rounds per minute. 
Hydraulic power from the utility hydraulic system is 
used to operate the feed mechanism and the gun. The 
ammunition drum holds 2,050 rounds of which ap- 
proximately 2000 rounds can be expended. Expended 
ammunition cases are retained in the storage bin 
which must be emptied on the ground. A switch is 
provided for selecting the weapon bay gun or pylon 
guns for firing. Depressing either gun trigger switch 
will fire the gun or guns as selected. A safety switch 
on the main landing gear prevents firing the gun on 
the ground. The guns are fired by 26 vdc power from 
the main dc power panel. A round counter provides 
an indication of remaining ammunition. 
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Gun Selector Switch. 

The gun selector switch (4, figure l-5), located on 
the left main instrument panel, is labeled GUNS and 

has three positions marked PYLONS, BAY, and OFF. 
With the switch in the OFIF position the weapon bay 

gun and gun pods cannot be fired. Placing the switch 
to PYLONS enables firing the gun pods mounted on 
the pivot pylons. Placing the switch to BAY enables 
firing the weapons bay gun, 

Rounds Counter. 

The rounds counter (5A, figure l-5), located on the 
left main instrument panel, provides an indication of 
the amount of ammunition remaining in the weapon 
hay gun. The counter is graduated from 0 to 20, 
times 100, in increments of 100. Ammunition co’Jnters 
are not provided for the pylon guns. 

Gun Trigger Switch. 

Two gun trigger switches (5, figure l-15), one located 
on each control stick grip, are provided to fire the 
guns. Depressing either switch will fire either all 
pylon gun pods or the weapon bay gun depending Jn 
the position of the gun selector switch. 

Operation of the Weapon Boy Gun or Pylon Gun Pods. 

Except under actual combat conditions the guns will 
not be 

1. 

2. 

3. 

fired unless over a cleared gunnery range, 

Master power switch - ON, 

Gun selector switch - As required. 

LCOS mode selector knob - GUN-AA or GUN- 
AG. (as applicable) 

4. 

5. 

6. 

LCOS range set knob - Set range. 

LCOS true airspeed knob - Set TAS. 

LCOS aiming reticle brightness knob - Set as 
desired. 

7. Center pipper on the target. 

8. Gun trigger switch - Depress when in range. 

I TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
(AN/ARN-52). 

The tactical air navigation system (TACAN) enables 
the airplane to receive continuous indications of its 
distance and bearing from any selected TACAN 
station located withina line-of-sight distance of 
approximately 300 nautical miles. There are 126 
channels available for selection. The equipment con- 

Tacan Control Panel 

2. 
3. 

Figure 

CHANNEL SELECTOR 
FUNCTION SELECTOR KNOB 
VOLUME CONTROL KNOB 

sists of the TACAN receiver-transmitter and its 
control panel. Two antennas, one on t.op of the fuse- 
lage and the other beneath the fuselage (figure l-40), 
function to keep the TACAN receiver locked on to the 
antenna receiving a usable signal. The TACAN equip- 
ment also has an air-to-air mode and can be used 
between two aircraft having TACAN with air-to-air 
capability for range mformation only, The TACAN I 
works in conlunction with the instrument system 
coupler, the bearing distance heading indicator, the 
lead computing optical sight, the horizontal situation 
indicator, the attitude director mdica.tor, and through 
the interphone control panel for audicl output. The 
system operates on 28 vdc from the main dc bus and 
115 vat from the left main ac bus. The TACAN con- I 
trol panel (figure l-25) is located on the left console. 

TACAN FUNCTION SELECTOR KNOB. I 

The function selector knob (2, figure 1-25 ), located 
on the TACAN control panel, has four positions 
marked OFF, REC, T/R, and A/A. In the OFF posi- 
tion, electrical power to the TACAN system is off. 
In any of the other three positions, electrical power 
is supplied and the TACAN set is on. In the REC posi- 
tion, the set will receive bearing and audio identity 
signals only. In REC position, range information will 
not he displayed because the TACAN transmitter is 
not on. In the T,‘R position, both the receiver and the 
transmitter are operative, the system will receive 
and display both range and bearing of the station 
being interrogated, and audio identity signals are fed 
into the interphone system. In the A/A (air-to-air) 
position the set will transmit and receive to and 
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from another aircraft having air-to-air capabflity. To 
operate in this mode, the air-to-air mode in both air- 
craft must be selected and the channels selected must 
be 63 channels apart. As an example, if the TACAN in 
one aircraft is on channel 10. the TACAN in the other 
aircraft must he selected to channel 73. In the A/‘A 
mode, the TACAN will provide range between aircraft 
informatfon only (no identity or bearing). 

TACAN CHANNEL SELECTOR. 

The channel selector (1, figurel-25 ), located on the 
TACAN control panel, consists of inner and outer ad- 
justment controls for selecting any one of the avail- 
able 126 TACAN channels. The selected channel is 
digitally displayed on the selector. The outer control 
is used to select the first two digits of the desired 
channel and the inner control to select the last digit. 

TACAN VOLUME CONTROL KNOB. 

A volume control knob (3, figure 1-25 ), located on the 
TACAN control panel, provides a means for control- 
ling the volume of the audio identity code. 

TACAN ANTENNA SELECTOR SWITCH. 

The three position TACAN antenna selector switch 
(2, figure l-30 ), located on the antenna select panel, 
controls the selection of the upper and lower TACAN 
antennas. The switch is marked UPPER, AUTO and 
LOWER. Placing the switch to AUTO causes the 
antenna selector to control the antenna switching re- 
lay to select the correct antenna. Placing the switch 
to UPPER or LOWER controls the antenna relay 
directly to allow manual selection of either the upper 
or lower antenna. 

TACAN OPERATION. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Function selector knob - As required (REC. 
T,‘R, and A/A). 

Antenna selector switch - AUTO. 

Channel selector - As required, 

Volume control knob - Adjust for desired vol- 
ume level. 

Horizontal situation indicator (HSI) course se- 
lector window - Set. 

Set the desired TACAN course in the HSI 
course selector window. 

Instrument system coupler mode selector 
knob - TACAIi. 

Monitor ADI, LCOS and HSI for proper indi- 
cations. 

I INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM. 

The instrument landing system (ILS) provides the 
capability of making instrument letdowns and ap- 
proaches to runways equipped with localizer, glide 
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slope and marker beacon equipment. The system 
consists of three receivers, one each for localizer, 
glide slope and marker beacon; four antennas, two 
for localizer and one each for glide slope and marker 
beacon, a control panel and a marker beacon light. 
The localizer and glide slope receivers operate on 
20 fixed frequency channels which may be selected 
on the control panel. Glide slope frequencies are 
paired with localizer frequencies so that selection 
of a localizer channel automatically provides for 
glide slope reception. Localizer identification sig- 
nals are supplied to the headset for station identifi- 
cation. Localizer and glide slope steering and devia- 
tion signals are provided to the instrument system 
coupler for display on the attitude director indicator 
(ADI), horizontal situation indicator (HSI) and lead 
computing optical sight (LCOS). Warning flags on the 
AD1 become visible whenever the signal level on the 
selected frequency is too weak to be usable or is un- 
reliable. Refer to “Instruments,” this section, for the 
tie-in of the ILS and Integrated Flight Instruments. 
The marker beacon receiver operates on a fixed fre- 
quency of 75 megacycles and when over a beacon 
facility will provide a coded station signal to the 
headset and to the marker beacon lamp. Power is 
applied to the marker beacon receiver whenever 
power is on the airplane. The ILS operates on 28 volt 
dc power from the 28 volt dc main bus. 

ILS FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOB. 1 

The frequency selector knob (2, figure 1-26 !, located 
on the ILS control panel, allows individual selection 

/LS Control Panel 

I 
2. 

3. 
4. 

FREQUENCY WINDOW 
FREQUENCY SELECTOR 

KNOB 
POWER SWITCH 
VOLUME CONTROL 
KNOB 

Figure 1-26. 
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of 20 ILS channels ranging in localizer frequencies 
from 108.1 to 111.9 mc in 0.2 mc increments. There 
is a detent position of the k:nob for each channel. One 
complete rotation of the knob covers the full range 
of frequencies. Each localizer frequency selected is 
paired with a glide slope frequency between 329.3 and 
335.0 mc. The frequency of each channel selected is 
displayed in a digital windcsw to the left of the knob. 

a ILS POWER SWITCH. 

The power switch (3, figure 1-26 ), located on the ILS 
control panel, is a two position switch marked 
POWER and OFF. In the OFF position power is re- 
moved from the localizer and glide slope receivers. 
When the switch is placed to POWER 28 volt dc 
power is applied to the localizer and glide slope re- 
ceivers. 

u ILS VOLUME CONTROL KNOB. 

The volume control knob (4, figure l-26 ), located on 
the ILS control panel, adjusts the volume of the lo- 
calizer station identificatiosn signal. Clockwise rota- 
tion increases volume. 

H MARKER BEACON LAMP. 

The marker beacon lamp (1.1, figure l-5), located on 
the left main instrument panel, provides a visual 
coded station signal when the airplane is over a 
marker beacon facility. When lighted the words 
MARKER BEACON are displayed in green. 

1. Power switch - POWER. 

2. Frequency selector knob - Set. 
Set the frequency <selector knob to the fre- 
quency of the 1ocaIizer facility to be used. 

3. Volume control - Adjusted, 
Adjust the volume to a comfortable leve.. 
while identifying t!ne station. 

4. Instrument system coupler mode selector 
knob - ILS. 

5. HSI course selector window - Set. 
Set the inbound localizer course in the HSI 
course selector window. 

6. Monitor ADI, LCOS, and HSI for proper indi- 
cations. 

RADAR ALTIMETER SYSTEM 
(AN/APN-167). 

The radar altimeter system is a dual channel low al- 
titude radar system which provides precise absolute 
altitude, rate of altitude change and minimum alti- 
tude penetration information. Absolute altitude from 
0 to 5000 feet is read on the radar altimeter. Rate of 
altitude change from 0 to 500 feet per second is fur- 
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nished to the terrain following radar. Minimum alti- 
tude penetration fly-up signals are provided to the 
integrated flight instruments. The system is com- 
posed of &vo receiver-transmitter (RT) units; two 
antennas, one for transmitting and one for receiving; 
a distribution box; a radar altimeter and the neces- 
sary controls. The RT units are located in the for- 
ward electronic equipment bay. When the system is 
placed in operation, one RT unit is activated and the 
other is in standby for use in event the operating unit 
malfunctions. In the event of a malfunction the stand- 
by RT unit must be manually selected. The RT unit in 
operation is connected to the antennas and its out- 
puts are distributed to other airplane systems hy 
circuits in the distribution box. The system will 
break lock when 5000 feet above the terrain or when 
the bank or pitch limits are exceeded. A pressure 
operated switch in each RT unit will place the oper- 
ating unit to standby when above 38.000 feet pres- 
sure altitude. The system incorporates a self-test 
feature for checking reliahility. The Isystem operates 
on I15 volt ac power from the main ac bus and 28 
volt dc power from the main dc hus. Refer to figure 
I-40 for antenna location. 

RADAR ALTIMETER CHANNEL SELECTOR SWITCH. I 

The radar altimeter channel selector switch (15, 
figure l-4), located on the left console, is labeled 
RADAR ALTM and has two positions marked CHAN 1 
and CHAN 2. Placing the switch in either position will 
allow the RT unit in the respective channel to trans- 
mit and receive. 

RADAR ALTIMETER BYPASS SWITCH. a 

The radar altimeter bypass switch (1.4, figure l-4), 
located on the left console, is a two position switch 
marked NORMAL and BYPASS. Placing the switch to 
BYPASS when above 5000 feet over the terrain pro- 
vides a signal to the TFR to permit automatic blind 
letdowns. As 5000 feet is passed during descent, the 
switch will go to NORMAL. When the switch is in the 
NORMAL position, automatic blind letdowns from 
below 5000 feet above terrain only, may be accom- 
plished. 

RADAR ALTIMETER. 

The radar altimeter (15, figure l-5), located on the 
left main instrument panel, provides absolute altitude 
indications from 0 to 5000 feet. Indications are pro- 
vided by a pointer on a dial graduatecl in increments 
of 10 feet from 0 to 500, 50 feet from 500 to 1000, 
and 500 feet from 1000 to 5000. An OFF warning flag 
in a window on the right side of the dial will appear 
whenpower is removed from the system or any time 
the system breaks lock. The radar altimeter control I 
knob on the lower right of the altimeter serves three 
functions; as an on-off control, to set a minimum al- 
titude index pointer on the dial and as a test button trl 
check the system. Initially turning thl? knob ClOCkwiSe 

applies power to the system, further rotation of the 
knob rotates the index pointer from zero,to any de- 
sired minimum altitude setting. Depressing and hold- 
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ing the knob activates the self-test feature of the 
system and provides an indication of 100 (&lo) feet 
if the RT unit is operating properly, The self-test 
feature may be used at any time and at any altitude 
below 38,000 feet. 

RADAR ALTITUDE LOW WARNING LAMP. 

The radar altitude low warning lamp (16, figure l-5), 
located on the right main instrument panel will light 
when one of the foIlowing conditions occur: 

When the airplane descends below the minimum 
altitude index setting. 

When the airplane descends through 5000 feet 
the lamp will light momentarily as the radar 
altimeter gains lock on and the pointer drives 
up through the minimum altitude index setting. 

When lighted the letters RADAR ALT LOW are dis- 
played on the face of the lamp in red. On airplanes 

O-0 11 the intensity of the lamp can be adjusted 
with the malfunction lamp dimming 
switch. On airplanes the lamp cannot be dim- 
med. 

RADAR ALTIMETER OPERATION. 

I. Radar altimeter control knob - On. 
The altitude pointer on the radar altimeter 
will deflect clockwise and then return to 
zero. 

2. Minimum altitude index pointer - Set, 
Set the minimum altitude index pointer at 
50 feet. 

3. Channel selector switch - CHAN 1. 

4. Power off warning flag - Out of view. 
After approximately 120 seconds warm-up 
time, the power off warning flag should 
disappear from view. The altitude pointer 
should read zero and the radar altitude low 
warning lamp should light. 

5. Radar altimeter control knob - Depressed. 
Depress the radar altimeter control knob 
and observe that the altitude pointer drives 
to 100 (*lo) feet and the radar altitude low 
warning lamp goes out. 

6. Radar altimeter control knob - Release. 
Observe the altitude pointer returns to 
zero and the warning lamp lights. 

7. Channel selector switch - CHAN 2 
Repeat steps 5 and 6. 

8. Set the minimum altitude index pointer to 
the minimum altitude to be flown. 
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TERRAIN FOLLOWING RADAR 
(AN/APQ-110). I 

The terrain following radar (TFR) provides low alti- 
tude terrain following, obstacle avoidance and blind 
letdown capability. The TFR consists of left and right 
antenna receivers, synchronizer transmitters, power 
supplies and computers in a dual channel configura- 
tion: a radar scope panel and a control panel. Each 
channel may be operated independently of the other in 
any one of three modes; terrain following (TF), sima- 
tion display (SIT), or ground mapping (GM). The TFR 
receives inputs from the radar altimeter, attack 
radar, bomb-nav system or auxiliary flight reference 
system and central air data computer. The TFR op- 

erates on 115 volt ac power from the main ac bus and 
28 volt dc power from the main dc bus. 

TERRAIN FOLLOWING (TFI MODE. I 

The TF mode allows the airplane to be flown man- 
ually or automatically at a preselected terrain clear- 
ance. Climb and dive signals generated in this mode 
are furnished to the attitude director indicator (ADI), 
lead computing optical sight (LCOS) and to the flight 
control system. The set terrain clearance can be 
manually maintained by flying pitch steering com- 
mands on the ADI and LCOS. In auto TF operation 
the set terrain clearance will be automatically held. 
The TF mode can also be used to make blind let- 
downs to a preselected terrain clearance. When 
using this capability, descent can be made manually 
using the pitch steering commands on the ADI and 
LCOS, or automatically by placing the auto TF 
switch to the AUTO TF position. The descent is 
limited to a 12 degree dive. Only one channel at a 
time can be operated in TF mode. If  both channels 
are placed to TF the second channel placed to TF will 
go to a standby condition as a backup and will auto- 
matically take over should the operating channel fail. 
A failure in the operating TF channel will provide a 
fly-up signal to either the pitch damper or ADI as 
follows: If  the airplane is being flown with the auto 
TF switch in the AUTO TF position or FLY-UP 
ONLY position the pitch damper will initiate a “2g” 
pull up. If  the airplane is being flown manually with 
the auto TF switch in the OFF position and with the 
instrument system coupler pitch steering mode switch 
in the TF position, a “2g” (incremental) referenced m 
fly-up steering command will be displayed on AD1 and 
LCOS pitch steering bars. 

Note 

.The fly up signal can be interrupted 
by holding the autopilot release lever 
depressed. To get rid of the fly-up 
signal the auto TF switch or the oper- 
ating TFR channel must be turned OFF. 

.The fly-up signal is locked out to prevent 
automatic fly-up when the landing gear is 
in the down position or when the flight 
control system switch is in the T.O. & 
LAND position. 
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Refer to “Flight Control System” this section, for 
information pertaining to operation of the TFR with 
the flight control system. In the TF mode, antenna 
scan is vertical and the scope display is in the form 
of a non-linear E type presentation. A cursor, dis- 
played on the scope, provides a terrain clearance 
reference. The slope of the cursor will vary with the 
speed of the airplane, terrain clearance setting, the 
type of ride selected, pitch and angle of attack. F:ange 
displays on the scope are from left to right on ;I non- 
linear scale so that ranges up to two miles are dls- 
played over three-fourths of the scope and the re- 
maining one-fourth of the scope displays returns 
up to ten miles. Elevation of returns along the 
ground track are displayed vertically on the scope. 
In this manner the close returns are displayed in 
clearer definition than those at greater range. 

p&NG 1 

The TFR does not provide terrain avoid- 
ance information on either side of the 
flight path when operating in the TF mode. 
If  coordinated turns are made while fly- 
ing TF mode, do not ,zxceed 10 degree of 
bank angle. 

4 SITUATION ‘SITI MODE. 

This mode of operation is used UI conjunction with 
TF mode for obstacle avoidance. Antenna scan is in 
azimuth, 30 degrees either side of ground track. .An- 
tenna tilt cannot be adjusted. Returns of the terrain 
that is higher than the airplane altitude are displayed 
on the radar scope in a one radius offset PPI pre,sen- 
tation. Ground track is stabilized vertically along the 
center of the scope. Range !;raduations in this mode 
‘ire linear, 

NGROUND MAPPING [GM) MODE. 

The GM mode provides a scope presentation of the 
terrain that is ahead of the airplane below the altitude 
bemg flown. Antenna tilt can be adjusted for best 
picture. This mode is used primarily for navigati?n. 
The antenna scan and the type of scope display are 
the same as when operating m SIT mode. 

a TFR CHANNEL MODE SELECTOR KNOBS. 

Two, five position rotary channel mode selector 
knobs, (2, figure l-27), located on the TFR control 
panel, permit selection of the desired operating mode 
in each of the two c,hannels. The knobs are labeled 
L and R for the respective channel and are indivitl- 
ually marked OFF, STBY, TF, SIT and GM. In the 
OFF position, power is removed from the channel. 
In the STBY position, power is applied to the channel 
for warm-up. The TF, SIT and GM positions provide 
terraln following, situation (display or ground map- 
pmg modes of operation respectively. Each channel 
may be operated in a different mode; however, onl? 
channel should always be m TF mode or a fail llgilt 
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and fly up signal will be generated. If  both knobs are 
positioned to TF the second channel will automati- 
cally go to a standby condition, then, should the op- 
erating channel fail the one in standby will automatl- 
tally take over. 

AUTO TERRAIN FOLLOWING SWITCH. I 

The auto terrain following ( auto TF) switch (11, 
figure l-17), located on the center console, 1s a 
three position switch marked AUTO TF, FLY UP 
ONLY, and OFF, The switch 1s solenoid held in 
AUTO TF and OFF positions and spring-loaded to 
FLY UP ONLY. When the switch is in AUTO TF 
posltion and the reference engage button 1s de- 
pressed, the airplane will automatically maintain a 
preselected altitude above the terrain. With the switch 
in FLY UP ONLY, the pilot must f ly the airplane 
manually but should the TFR malfunction. a signal 
~111 be sent to the pitch damper causing a “2g” (in- 
cremental) pull-up. When the switch is placed to 1 
OFF the pitch damper cannot receive TFR signals 
and the TF fly-up off caution lamp wi.11 light. The 
switch will nnt latch m AUTO TF or OFF positions 
unless the TFR is operating. If  power to the holding 
solenoid is lost while operating in AUTO TF or OFF, 
the switch will return to the FLY Up ONLY position. 
The reference not engaged caution lamp will not light 
for this malfunrtion. 

TERRAIN CLEARANCE KNOB. I 

The terrain clearance knob (3, figure l-27), located 
on the TFR control panel, has six positions for set- 
ting terrain clearance altitudes. The marked posi- 
tions of the knob is classified information. Rotating 
the knob clockwise increases the altitude clearance 
setting and vice versa. 

RIDE CONTROL KNOB. I 

The ride control knob (4, figure 1-27 ), located on the 
TFR control panel is a three position rotary knob 
marked SOFT, MED and HARD. The knob controls 
the magnitude of the negative “g” forces imposed on 
the airplane by the flight control system as it main- 
tains a set altitude clearance above the terrain. 
Negative “g” (incremental) forces of -1.0. -0.5, and 1 
-0.25 will be experienced in the HARD, MED and 
SOFT positions respectively. The system will auto- 
matically provide a “2g” (incremental) pull up if I 
necessary to avoid an obstacle regardless of the 
ride selected. 

ANTENNA TILT CONTROL KNOB. 
I 

The antenna tilt control knob (5, figure l-27), located 
on the TFR control panel is used to position antenna 
tilt between zero and -15 degrees for the best ground 
return when operating in the GM mode. The knob will 
continuously vary the antenna position between zero 
and -15 degrees. The knob has antenna tilt angles of 
0, -5, -10 and -15 marked for reference. 
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Terrain Folio wing 
Radar Control Pane/ 

5 4 
I. TFR CHANNEL FAILURE CAUTION LAMPS :2; 

2. TFR CHANNEL MODE SELECTOR KNOBS i2 
3 TERRAIN CLEARANCE KNOB 
4. RIDE CONTROL KNOB 
5. ANTENNA TILT CONTROL KNOB ~.‘id!4i”OO,d 

m RANGE SELECTOR KN:::= J-27 

The range selector knob (5> figure l-28), located on 
the TFR scope panel, has four positions marked 5, 
10, 15 and E. The first three positions change range 
of the scope presentation when using SIT or GM 
modes. The E position is used with the TF mode only. 

1 RADAR SCOPE CONTROL KNOBS. 

Four radar scope control knobs (4, figure 1-28 1, lo- 
cated on the TFR scope panel provide a means of 
adjusting the scope to obtain the best display. The 
knobs are labeled CURSOR, MEMORY, CONTRAST 
and VIDEO from top to bottom. The cursor knob ad- 
justs the brilliance of the range cursors. The mem- 
ory knob increases or decreases scope storage re- 
tention time. The contrast knob adjusts scope con- 
trast for optimum viewing. The video control adjusts 
the video return brightness to desired level. 

1 RADAR SCOPE. 

The radar scope (1. figure l-28 J, located on the TFR 
scope panel, provides a direct viewing presentation 
of either an E (vertical scan) display when in TF 
mode or a sector PPI (azimuth scan) display when 
operating in SIT or GM modes. The scope overlays 
provide a rectangular grid with a 0 to 10 nautical 
mile scale at the bottom of the scope for TF modr 

and a ‘IV’ shaped grid for sector PPI presentations 
in SIT or GM modes. The Polaroid filter controls 
around the face of the scope can be rotated to adjust 
polarization of light for the best display under various 
degrees of light. A red scope presentation for night 
vision adaptation can be obtained with the filter con- 
trols. The ear type handles on each side of the scope 
are provided to facilitate removal or installation of 
the utnt. 

Note 

WheIi the LCOS mode select knob is 
placed to the DIV BOMB, RKT AG or 
GUIi AG positloll, the attack radar and 
TFR are used in coIljunction w,ith the 
LCOS fur air-to-ground ranging. Under 
this c~l!i:lition the attack radar and TFEi 
grouiiLi Iiiapping or situation scope pres- 
enta.tlons will i)e unusable and should he 
lgnorecl. 

TFR CHANNEL FAIL CAUTION LAMPS. I 

Two amber channel failure caution lamps (1, figure 
l-271. located on the TFR control panel. are individ- 
ually marked FAIL and are labeled L and R for the 
respective lelt and right channels. When the channel 

Terrain Folio wing 
Radar Scope Pane/ 

1. RADAR SCOPE 

3. SCOPE REMOVAL HANDLE 121 
4. RADAR SCOPE TUNING CONTROL KNOBS (4) 
5. RANGE SELECTOR KNOB 
6. SCOPE OVERLAY 41341300001 

Figure J-28 
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mode selector knob is placed from OFF to STBY the 
fail lamp will light to indicate that channel is not yet. 
ready to operate. The lamp will go out after approxi- 
mately 3 minutes indicating the channel is ready. 
After the channel is ready, a fail light with the mode 
selector switch in TF, SIT or GM position, indicates 
a malfunction in that channel. A press-to-test feature 
allows each lamp to be checked. 

m TF FLY-UP OFF CAUTION LAMP. 

The TF fly-up off caution lamp, located on the main 
caution lamp panel (14, figure l-5), will light when 
the auto TF switch is in the OFF position. The letters 
TF FLY-UP OFF are visible on the face of the lamp 
when it is lighted. 

1 TFR FAILURE WARNING LAMP. 

T.O. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 Section I 
Description & Operotion 

A TFR failure warning lamp (11, figure l-5), located 
on the left main instrument panel, provides a mere 
apparent indication of TFR channel malfunctions. If  
each channel is being operated in a different mode 
the lamp will light when the channel in TF mode mal- 
functions. If  both channels are in TF mode, the limp 
will momentarily light when the channel in operation 
fails and the backup channel takes over. Should the 
backup channel in turn fail, the lamp will light and 
remain on. 

TERRAIN FOLLOWING RADAR OPERATION. 

1. Left and right channel mode stslector knobs - 
STBY. 

2. Radar altimeter control knob - ON and set. 
Rotate the altimeter control knob clockwise 
to turn the altimeter on and to set altitude 
index pointer to minimum desired altitude. 

3. Drift angle accuracy - Check, (AC-P) 
The following checks should be made prior to 
and during terrain following operation to 
determine if drift angle information is ac- 
curate. 

Before beginning terrain following and dur- 
ing terrain following operation it is essen- 
tial that the TFR receive accurate drift 
angle information. Inaccurate drift angle 
informatlon to the TFR could result in the 
airplane flying into the ground since the 
antenna search pattern will not be along 
the ground track being flown. 
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Description & Operation 

a. Left channel mode selector knob - SlT or 
GM. 

b. TFR scope display - Check, 
Check that the radar returns move 
straight down the scope with no ap- 
parent drift to either side. 

c. Left channel mode selector knob - TF. 

d. Right channel mode selector knob - SIT or 
GM. 

e. TFR scope display - Check. 
Check that the radar returns move 
straight down the scope with no ap- 
parent drift to either side. 

f.  ISC mode select knob - NAV. 

g. HSI - Check 
Check that course arrow indicates a 
realistic drift angle as compared with the 
lubber line. 

h. Attack radar scope display - Check. (P) 
Check the display with the attack radar 
mode selector knob in one :f the follow- 
ing position: 

(1) GND MAN .. With the antenna un- 
caged, check that the radar return 
moves straight down the scope wil:h 
no apparent drift to either side. 

(2) GND VEL - Check that rate of cursor 
drift is not excessive. 

(3) GND AUTO - Check that radar return 
moves straight down the scope with no 
apparent dri.ft to either side and that 
rate of cursor drift is not excessive. 

i. Bomb nav system - Check. (P) 

(1) Check for realistic computed drift angle 
by comparing groundtrack and tru,? 
heading. 

(2) Check wind :speed counter for realistic 
value. 

(3) Compare groundspeed counter with true 
airspeed for reasonable difference. 

(4) Check for absence of gross error m 
present position by observing the 
position counters or the attack radar 
scope display. 

4. Drift angle accuracy check - Complete. (AC-P) 

5. Right channel mode selector knob - As d’ssired. 
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6. Terrain clearance knob - Desired altitude. 

7. Ride control knob - As desi.red. 

8. Antenna tilt control knob - Adjust as required. 
(For ground map mode only) 

9. Range selector knob - As desired. 
For a scope presentation in TF mode, rotate 
the knob to the E position. 

10. Radar scope tuning control knobs - Adjust for 
best scope presentation, 

11. Polaroid filter - Adjust as required. 

12. ISC pitch steering mode switch - TF. 

13. Auto TF mode switch - As desired. 
Place the auto TF mode switch to auto TF 
or FLY UP ONLY for the type operation 
desired. 

14. Reference engage button - Depress, 

i,,,,,J 

.The TFR does not provide terrain avoidance 
information on either side of the flight path 
when operating in the TF mode. If  coordi- 
nated turns are made while flying TF mode, 
do not exceed 10 degrees of bank angle. 

mover calm water or flat terrain such as dry 
lake beds, dry wheat fields, or smooth sand, 
there will be little energy ret.urned back to 
the radar. When forward video is lost while 
flying over smooth water or certain terrain, 
terrain following will be commanded by the 
radar altimeter. The radar altimeter looks 
only below the airplane and has no forward 
looking capability; therefore, :lt will provide 
safe flight oniy if the ground does not rise 
rapidly, Thus if forward video is lost on the 
scope from inadequate returns over certain 
terrain, the terrain following radar cannot 
be expected to provide safe flight. 

The back scatter from drizzle or rain 
and other forms of precipitation will often 
be visible on the scope. The operator 
should recogmze that if the precipitation 
is so heavy that he cannot determine 
visually where the terrain ends and the 
precipitation begins, the automatic sig- 
nal detection circuitry will also be in- 
capable of the discrimination and a climb 
command will result. 
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I IFF-SIF SYSTEM (AN/APX-46). 

The air-to-ground IFF-SIF system provides the air- 
plane with an automatic means of selective identifi- 
cation to ground, or shipboard recognition installa- 
tions operating in the L-band frequency range. The 
system replies to proper interrogations from Mark X 
IFF systems and SIF (selective identification feature) 
stations. Operation is possible in any one of three 
modes, with the capabilities of I/P (identification of 
position) and emergency identification. The modes of 
operation have the following significance: Mode 1 - 
Security Identity, Mode 2 - Personal Identity and 
Mode 3 - Traffic Identity. The equipment consists of 
an IFF-SIF control panel, a transmitter-receiver, a 
decoder-coder, an antenna lobing switch, and two 
radiator-type antenna. The IFF-SIF control panel 
(figure l-29) is located on the pilot’s right pedestal. 
l’he ret,eiver-transmitter is located in the electronic 
equipment bay. The equipment does not perform in- 
terrogation but only transmits coded replies to cor- 
rectly coded interrogations. Two blade type antennas, 
an upper and lower, are provided. See figure l-40 for 
antenna locations. The lobing switch rapidly transfers 
contact of the transmitter-receiver from one antenna 
to the other. This constant alternation eliminates 
tjlank spots in the antenna pattern caused by airplane 
structure. The receiver is sensitive to all signals 
withIn its frequency range; however, only those sig- 
nals meeting the complete predetermined require- 
ments of the code being used will be recognized and 
answered. This is a function of the decoder-coder, as 

directed and modified by switch settings within the 
decoder-coder and on the control panel. Mode 2 code 
settings are set into the receiver-transmitter on the 
ground and thus are fixed for any one flight. All other 
codes are set up at the control panel. Mode 1 is on 
whenever the equipment is operating. All other modes 
can be turned on or off at the control panel. Replies 
to modes 1, 2, and 3 interrogations, as well as to I/P 
md emergency replies, are shown on the ground sta- 
tion radar scope. In the case of the more complicated 
SIF codes, ground stations will use a plan position 
indicator (PPI) and letter symbol indicator to decode 
and indicate supplementary information, such as 
specific identification and location, and flight or air- 
plane conditions. Mode 1 has 32 possible code com- 
binations. Mode 2 has 4,096 combinations, though only 
a portion of these are usable with existing ground 
facilities. Mode 3 has 64 combinations. An optional 
low-power settmg provision restricts sensitivity so 
that replies are made only to local interrogations. 
Airplane electrical power is supplied to the IFF sys- 
tem from the 115 volts ac essential bus and the 28 
Lrolts dc essential bus. See figure 1-37 for a list- 
ing of ~ommrlnicatiolis and avionics equipment. 

IFF MASTER CONTROL KNOB. I 

The five-position master control knob (4, figure 
l-29), on the IFF-SIF control panel, controls opera- 
tion of the IFF equipment. The knob positions are 
marked OFF, STDBY, LOW, NORM and EMER- 
GENCY. When positioned to STDBY, the equipment 
1s turned on and warmed up but will not transmit. 
When positioned to LOW, only local (strong) inter- 
rogations are recognized and answered. When po- 

sitioned to NORM, full range recognition and replies 
occur. Transmitted power from the IFF system is 
the samt’ for both the LOW and NORM positions. 
When the knob is positioned to EMERGENCY, an 
emergency-indicating pulse group is transmitted 
each time a Mode 1 or Mode 3 interrogation is rec- 
ognized. The knob is prevented from being inad- 
vertently moved to the EMERGENCY position by an 
internal lock. A lock release button, when depressed 
and held, allows the knob to be positioned to EMER- 
GENCY. The knob can be moved out of the EMER- 
GENCY position without pressing the lock release 
button. 

ij 43 2 

I. CODE SELECTOR KNOBS 
2. IDENTIFICATION-OF-POSITION (l/P! SWITCH 
3. MODE SWITCHES (2) 
4. MASTER CONTROL KNOB 
5 MASTER CONTROL KNOB LOCK RELEASE BUTTON cb51oooo-o~!~ 

Figure J-29. 
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IFF MODE SWITCHES. I 

The two-position mode switches (3, figure l-29), 
marked MODE 2 and MODE 3 and OUT, are located 
on the IFF-SIF control panel. With either mode 
switch in the up (MODE 2 or MODE 3) position, the 
corresponding selected code will be transmitted to 
answer correctly coded interrogating reception. 
When either mode switch is positioned to OUT, its 
corresponding code is not transmitted. 

IDENTIFICATION-OF-POSITION (l/P) SWITCH. I 

The identification-of-position (I/P) switch (2, figure 
l-29), located on the IFF-SIF control panel, is used 
to control transmission of I/P pulse groups. The 
switch has three positions marked MIC, OUT, and 
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I/P. When the switch is momentarily held m the 
spring loaded I/P position, the I/P timer is ener- 
gized for 30 seconds. If  a mode 1 or mode 3 interro- 
gation is recognized within this 30 second period, I/P 
replies will be made. When the switch is placed in 
the MIC position, the I/P pulse group will be trans- 
mitted in reply to a mode 1 or 3 interrogation as long 
as the microphone switch on either throttle is heid to 

I 

the TRANS position and for 30 seconds after the mi- 
crophone switch is released. The transmitter selector 
knob, at the crew station being used, must be in the 
UHF position to allow transmission of I/P groups 
with the microphone switch. When the microphone 
switch 1s open, transmission of the I/P pulse groups 
will he withheld. Placing tne switch to the OUT posi- 
tion prflvents transmission of I/P groups. 

Antenna Select Panel 
1 2 3 

I’ 1. UHF ANTENNA SELECTOR SWITCH 
I i; 2. TACAN ANTENNA SELECTOR SWITCH 

D 3. IFF ANTENNA SELECTOR SWITCH 

m SIF CODE SELECTOR CONTROL KNOBS. 

Two code selector control knobs (1, figure 1-29)~ one 
for mode 1 and one for mode 3, are located on the 
IFF-SIF control panel. Each knob consists of an mner 
and outer selector ring each numbered counterclock- 
wise. The inner selector ring of the mode 1 knob is 
marked 0, 1, 2, 3: the outer selector ring is marked 
0, 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. E.ach selector ring of the 
mode 3 selector knob is m:lrked 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 
and 7. Code numbers are read counterclockwise. For 
example, code 63 is selected by setting the 3 on the 
inner selector ring and the 6 on the outer selector 
ring to the index marker. 

Figure I-30. 

u IFF ANTENNA SELECTOR SWITCH. 

A two-position antenna selector switch (3, figure 
l-30), located on the antenna select panel, is marked 
AUTO and LOWER. When the switch is placed in 
AUTO, the antenna lobing switch rapidly cycles con- 
tact of the receiver-transmitter between the upper 
and lower antenna to provide thorough antenna pat- 
tern coverage. If  the lobing switch malfunctions or 
when the antenna selector switch is placed to LOWER 
only, the lower antenna will be used to receive and 
reply to Interrogation signals. 

1 IFF OPERATION. 

1. Antenna selector switch - AUTO. 

2. Code selector control knobs - As require,^l. 

3. Mode switches - As required. 

4. I/P switch - OUT or MIC. 

5. Master control knob - STDBY for approxi- 
mately one minute then to LOW or NORM. 

IATTACK RADAR (AW/AP~I-113). 

The attack radar provides all weather navigation, 
air-to-ground and air-to-air attack capability. The 
system may be operated independently or in con- 
junction with the bomb nav system in an air mode 
and three ground modes. Basic components of the 

system consists of an antenna, an antenna roll unit 
and antenna control, located in the ra.dome and a 
modulator-receiver-transmitter (MRT) and synchro- 
nizer, located in the forward electronic bay. The 
radar scope and the controls, including the tracking 
control handle, are located at the pilot’s station. A 
recording camera is provided to take radar scope 
photographs. The antenna is automatically stabilized 
in pitch and roll by signals from the bomb nav sys- 
tem or AFRS. Should the attitude signal fail the 
antenna can be caged in alignment with the airplane 
longitudinal and lateral axes. For location of the 
antenna, see figure l-40. The MRT operates in the 
KU frequency band and has the capabi.lity of auto- 
matic frequency control (AFC) for normal operation 
and manual frequency control (MFC) for backup. 
When operating in AFC the transmitter is swept 
through the frequency band with random reversal. 
This provides a measure of immunity to many types 
of jamming and improves stability and legibility of 
returns. The synchronizer provides system timing, 
target declaration and range tracking. The radar 
scope panel contains the radar scope, recording 
camera and the necessary operating and tuning con- 
trols for the scope and camera. The recording cam- 
era is mounted behind the radar scopes. A small win- 
dow in the side of the cathode ray tube allows the 
camera to take exposures of the back of the radar 
scope. The image on the scope is reversed by optics 
so that the film exposure will represent the scope 
presentation as seen by the operator. A film exposure 
is taken automatically at weapon release on a signal 
from the bomb nav system or manually when desired. 
A lamp on the radar scope panel will blink each time 
an exposure is taken. A film magazine in the face of 
the radar scope panel provides a minimum of 500 
exposures of 35 millimeter film. A readout window 
on the magazine shows film remaining. The magazine 
is installed or removed by means of a handle re- 
cessed in the front of the magazine. Simultaneous 
film exposure of a clock, data slate and 12 code lamps 
is made with each scope exposure to identify each 
frame of the film. The clock and slate provide time 
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of exposure and operators name, date, mission etc. 
The code lamps are identified on the film and indi- 
cate the following: 

1 - 5/l 5 miles diameter/range 

2 - lo/30 miles diameter/range 

3 - 30/90 miles diameter/range 

4 - 80/160 miles diameter/range 

5 - 160/160 miles diameter 

6 - spare 

7 - air mode 

8 - ground manual mode 

9 - ground auto mode 

10 - ground velocity mode 

11 - spare 

12 - weapon release 

The tracking control handle is used to position the 
azimuth and range cursors for fix taking, bombing 
and target tracking. Self test features incorporated 
into the system are used for preflight and mainte- 
nance malfunction analysis and troubleshooting. The 
system operates on 115 volt ac power from the left 
main ac bus and 28 volt dc power from the main dc 
bus. The system operates in two basic modes. air 
and ground. 

ATTACK RADAR GROUND MODES. I 

Three ground modes of operation are provided for 
radar navigation, fix-taking and fixed angle or auto- 
matic bombing. The ground modes are: ground 
manual (GND MAN), ground auto (GND AUTO) and 
ground velocity (GND VEL). In all three ground modes 
the antenna scans with a fan beam 45 degrees either 
side of the longitudinal axis. A drift stabilized map 
of the terrain is displayed on the scope at the range 
selected. Drift signals are provided from the bomb 
nav system. The ground manual mode operates in- 
dependently of the bomb nav system and is used as 
the primary mode for radar navigation and as a back 
up method for fixed angle bombing in the event of a 
failure of the bomb nav system. Antenna tilt adjust- 
ment and azimuth and range cursor positioning is 
accomplished manually for navigation and fix-taking. 
If  the antenna is caged the scope display is not ground 
track stabilized. The ground auto and velocity modes 
are used as primary modes of operation for fix tak- 
ing and synchronous bombing. The system operates 
the same in either mode except that in the ground 
velocity mode the target or fix-point and the cursors 
are automatically maintained in the center of the 
scope. Antenna tilt is automatically adjusted by in- 
puts from the bomb nav system, however corrections 
for scope display refinement can he made with the 
antenna tilt knob. The tracking control handle is used 
to drive the destination or present position counters 
In the bomb nav system for positioning the azimuth 
and range cursors. 

1 ATTACK RADAR AIR MODE. 

The air mode is used to search for, detect, acquire 
and track airborne targets until within missile range. 
In this mode, the antenna forms a pencil radar beam 
and scan is 90 degrees in azimuth (wide scan) for 
search and 20 degrees in azimuth (narrow scan) for 
tracking. Antenna elevation is controlled 130 degrees 
by the tracking control handle. Once a target is cie- 
tected the azimuth cursor is positioned with the 
tracking control handle to intercept the target and 
narrow scan is selected. In narrow scan a range 
cursor sweeps out in range automatically until the 
target is acquired, then range tracking is automatic. 
Both azimuth and elevation tracking must be man- 

I 

ually performed with the tracking handle. On air- 
planes @ @ --t both range and azimuth tracking 
are automatic when a target is acquired. A target 
may be acquired more rapidly by overriding the 
automatic range sweep and positioning the range 
cursor on the target with the tracking control handle, 

ATTACK RADAR FUNCTION SELECTOR KNOB. I 

The attack radar function selector knob (3, figure 
l-31/, located on the attack radar control panel, has 
five positions marked OFF, STBY, ON, XMIT and 
TEST. In the OFF position the entire system is de- 
energized. Placing the switch to STBY supplies power 
to all system filaments for warm-up and energizes 
a 40 second warmup delay and a 5 minute transmitter 
high voltage delay. Also the antenna is caged in pitch 
and stowed full up in tilt and full left in azimuth. 
Placing the switch to ON energizes the entire sys- 
tem, except for the transmitter, after the 40 second 
warmup delay has expired. The XMIT position places 
the system in operation after the 5 minute high volt- 
age delay has expired. The TEST position allows self 
test of the system for malfunction trouble shooting 
and ground maintenance. 

I 
A lock indicator lamp will light when the target is 
acquired. On airplanes @-+a @ elevation track- 
ing arrows indicate the direction the antenna must be 
adjusted in tilt to track the target in elevation. 

ATTACK RADAR MODE SELECTOR KNOB. I 

The attack radar mode selector knob (1, figure l-31), 
located on the attack radar control panel, has four 
positions marked GND MAN (ground manual), GND 
AUTO (ground auto), GND VEL (ground velocity) and 
AIR. In the GND MAN position the range and azimuth 
cursors are positioned with the tracking control han- 
dle independently of the navigational computer. In the 
GND AUTO position the cursors are automatically 
positioned by the navigational computer. The tracking 
control handle is used to correct the bomb nav system 
destination and present position counters. Operation 
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in the GND VEL position is the same as in the GND 
AUTO position except the scope display is a ground 
velocity stabilized magnified picture and the intcr- 
section of the cursors remain in the center of the 
scope. In the AIR position the range and azimuth 
cursors are controlled by the tracking control handle 
for air-to-air search. 

ATTACK RADAR FREQUENC:Y CONTROL KNOB. 

The frequency control knob (2, figure l-31), located 
on the attack radar control panel, has three positions 
marked AFC 1 (automatic frequency control), AFC 2, 
and MFC (manual frequency control). In the AFC’ 1 
position the receiver operates in automatic frequency 
control and the transmitte.r operates in a frequency 
agility mode in which the transmitter sweeps through 
the frequency band with random reversal. The chang- 
ing frequency and rapid scanning rate provided in this 
position provides immunity to many types of jamming 
and improves stability and legibility of the PPI clis- 
play. In the AFC 2 position the receiver operate:; in 
automatic frequency control and the transmitter is 
manually tuned using the transmitter tuning control 
knob. The MFC position of the knob is variable over 
a range between the 12 ant1 6 o’clock positions. In this 
position the transmitter operates in a mid-band fixed 
frequency and receiver is manually tunable by adjust- 
mg the knob over the MFC range. 

ATTACK RADAR ANTI-JAMfv\ING SWITCH. 0-G) 0 

The anti-jamming switch (4, figure l-31), locatecl on 
the attack radar control panel, has three positions 
marked FTC (fast time constant), NORM and CCM 
(counter-countermeasures). The switch provides a 
means of selecting the desired receiver time re- 
sponse characteristics. The FTC and CCM positions 
are used to minimize the effects of jamming in any 
mode of operation; however, the CCM position has no 
effect when operating in the 160 or 160/80 nautical 
mile ranges. In the NORM position anti-jamming; 
capabilities are inooerative. 

ATTACK ADAR FAST TIME CONSTANT SWITCH. 
@4Q 

The fast time constant switch (4, figure l-31), lo- 
cated on the attack radar control panel, has two posi- 
tions marked FTC (fast time constant) and NORM. 
The switch provides a means of selecting the desired 
receiver time response characteristics. The FTC 
position is used to minimize the effects of jamming 
in any mode of operation. tn the NORM position .Inti- 
jamming capabilities are inoperative. 

ATTACK RADAR SIDE LOBE CANCELLATION SWITCH. 

The side lobe cancellation (SLC) switch (5, figure 
l-31), located on the attack radar control panel, is a 
two position switch marked SLC and OFF. Placing 
the switch to the SLC posit.ion will cancel the enf?rgy 
received from the side lob’es of the radar beam to 
reduce ground clutter. The SLC position may be se- 
lected in any mode of operation, however, it is most 

effective when operating in the AIR mode at low .alti- 
tudes. 
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Figure l-3 7. 

ANTENNA POLARIZATION SWITCH. I 

The antenna polarization switch (7, figure l-31), lo- 
cated on the attack radar control panel is a two posi- 
tion switch marked CIR (circular) and NORM. With 
the switch in the NORM position antenna polarization 
is horizontal when operating in the ground modes and 
vertical when operating in the air mode. Placing the 
switch to CIR changes antenna polarization to circu- 
lar when operating in either ground or air modes. 
The CIR position may be used to reduce rain clutter 
interference on the scope. 

DESTINATION/PRESENT POSITION SELECTOR SWITCH. u 

The destination/present position selector switch (8, 
figure l-31), located on the attack r,adar control 
panel, is a two position switch marked DEST (desti- 
nation) and PP (present position). The switch is used 
in the ground auto and ground velocity modes of op- 
eration when correcting the bomb nav system desti- 
nation or present position counters. 

I 

ATTACK RADAR TRACKING CONTROL HANDLE. 

The tracking control handle (figure l-32) is mounted 
on a pivot pedestal on the right side of the pilot’s 
station. The pedestal is stowed out of the way under 
the right canopy sill when not in use. To gain access 
to the tracking handle the pedestal is rotated outward. 
A blade type enable switch (3, figure l-32), recessed 
in the front of handle must be depressed and held to 
activate the handle. When operating in the air mode 
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Attack Radar 
Tracking 
Control Handle 

‘I I I 

I. SECTOR SWITCH 
2. RS AIR BUTTON 
3. ENABLE SWITCH 

Figure 1-32. 

with the range search button depressed or any of the 
three ground modes, fore and aft movement of the 
handle will slew the range cursor out or in respec- 
tively. Moving the handle fore and aft in the air mode 
without depressing the range search button will ad- 
just antenna elevation down and up respectively. When 
operating in any mode left or right movement of the 
handle will slew the azimuth cursor left or right. 
Slewing speed is proportional to the amount of handle 
deflection. 

1 ATTACK RADAR RANGE SEARCH BUTTON. 

The range search button (2, figure 1-32 ), located on 
the right top of the tracking control handle, is used 
in the air mode of operation only. The button is la- 
beled RS AIR and must be depressed and held to 
break lock then the tracking control handle will over- 
ride automatic range search when the range cursor 
is slewed fore and aft. When operating with the sec- 
tor switch in the narrow sector position, range 
searching will resume from the point at which the 
range cursor was positioned by slewing. When oper- 
ating with the sector switch in the wide sector posi- 
tion the range cursor will remain stationary after 
slew ing. 

a AllACK RADAR SECTOR SWITCH. 

The sector switch (1, figure l-32), located on the left 
top of the tracking control handle, is labeled SECTOR 

l-80 

and is a two position, thumb actuated, sliding switch. 
The switch is used in either the ground or air modes 
of operation to change the sector of antenna sweep. 
In the aft position (wide scan) antenna sweep is 45 
degrees either side of the longitudinal axis of the air- 
plane. In the forward position (narrow scan) antenna 
sweep is 10 degrees either side of the azimuth cursor. 
When operating in the air mode and in narrow scan, 
automatic range searching is initiated. 

ATTACK RADAR MANUAL PHOTO BUT-TON. I 

The manual photo button (7, figure l-33 ), located on 
the attack radar scope panel, provides a manual 
means of taking a film exposure of the radar scope 
display whenever desired. The button must be de- 
pressed each time a photo is desired. 

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY GAIN KNOB. I 

The intermediate frequency gain knob (9, figure l-33 ), 
located on the attack radar scope panel, is labeled IF 
GAIN and permits adjustment of receiver gain when 
operating in the ground modes. 

ANTENNA TILT CONTROL KNOB. II 

The antenna tilt control knob (9, figure l-331, located 
on the attack radar scope panel, provides a means of 
manually adjusting antenna tilt position when operat- 
ing in the ground modes. The knob is labeled ANT 
TILT. In the ground manual mode the knob is the 
only means of adjusting antenna tilt. In the ground 
auto and ground velocity modes antenna tilt is auto- 
matically positioned by signals from the bomb nav 
system and the knob is used to refine this position. 
The knob has a detent corresponding to zero antenna 
tilt position for reference. Rotating the knob clock- 
wise adjusts the tilt up to 30 degrees and vice versa. 
However, with the terrain following radar (TFR) op- 
erating the antenna can only be physically adjusted to 
-10 degrees to prevent interference with the TFR. 
Antenna positmn 1s lndlcated on the antenna tilt indi- 
cator (17. figure l-33). located on the attack radar 
scope panel. The mdicator 1s graduated m 5 degree 
increments lrom zero to +30 degrees. The knob has 
no control over :cntenna tilt when operating ~1 the 
AIR mode. I 

ATTACK RADAR SCOPE INTENSITY CONTROL KNOB. 1 

The attack radar scope intensity control knob (14, 
figure 1-33 ), located on the attack radar scope panel, 
provides an adjustment of scope baseline intensity 
from zero to full brightness. Turning the knob clock- 
wise increases brightness and vice versa. The knob 
is labeled CRT INT. 

BEZEL/RANGE MARKS INTENSITY CONTROL KNOBS. B 

Two coaxial knobs (15, figure l-33), located on the 
attack radar scope panel, provide an adjustment of 
bezel and range marks intensity. The knobs are la- 
beled INT. The outer knob is marked BEZEL, and the 
inner knob is marked RANGE MK. Turning either 
knob clockwise increases intensity from zero to full 
brightness. 
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Attack Radar Scope Panel 8 PHOTO MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LAMP 
9. INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY GAIN/ANTENNA 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

SYSTEM MALFUNCTION LAMP TILT CONTROL KNOBS 

AZIMUTH BEZEL IO. CURSOR RANGE COUNTER 

RADAR SCOPE il. SENSITIVITY TIME CONTROL KNOBS 

GROUND ADJUSTMENT ACCESS DOOR 12. VIDEO ADJUSTMENT/TRANSMITTEI;I TUNING 

FILM MAGAZINE REMOVAL HANDLE CONTROL KNOBS 

UNlJSED FILM INDICATOR 13. RANGE SELECTOR KNOB 

MANUAL PHOTO BUTTON 14. SCOPE INTENSITY CONTROL KNOB 
15. 

3 4 5 67 0 
BEZEL/RANGE MARKS INTENSITY CONTROL KNOBS 

16. RANGE/AZIMUTH CURSOR INTENSITY CONTROL 
MS 

1 20. 17. ANTENNA BETA SWITCH TILT INDICATOR 

‘tk. 

18. TEST SWITCH 
19. SWEEP CONTROL SWITCH 

21. RANGE LOCK INDICATOR LAMP 

Figure 1-33 

I RANGE AND AZIMUTH CURSOR INTENSITY 
CONTROL KNOBS. 

Two cursor intensity control knobs (16, figure l-:13), 
located on the attack radar scope panel, provide an 
adjustment of range and azimuth cursor intensity 
The knobs are labeled CURSOR INT and are individ- 
ually marked RANGE and AZIMUTH. Turning either 
knob clockwise increases intensity of the respective 
cursor from zero to full brightness. 

w ATTACK RADAR TEST SWITCH. 

The test switch (18, figure I-331, located on the at- 
tack radar scope panel, is a three position switch 
marked LAMP, CKT (circuit) and OFF. The switch 
is used when performing preflight confidence and 
ground maintenance checks and is normally left in 
the OFF position. 

fi ATTACK RADAR SWEEP CONTROL SWITCH. 

The sweep control switch (19, figure l-33 1, located 
on the attack radar scope panel, is a two position 
switch marked SLANT and NORM. The switch is used 
in the ground modes of operation to provide ground 
range in the NORM position and slant range in the 
SLANT position. The switch is inoperative in the air 
mode. 

ATTACK RADAR BETA SWITCH. I 

The beta switch (20, figure l-33 1, located on the at- 
tack radar scope panel, is a two position switch 
marked MAN (manual) and NORM. The switch func- 
tions in the ground auto and ground velocity modes to 
select automatic sighting angle in the NORM position 
and manual sighting angle in the MAX position. In the 
normal position sighting angle is autclmatically ad- 
justed by signals from the bomb nav system. In the 
manual position sighting angle is adjusted with the 
antenna tilt knob. The switch is inoperative in the 
ground manual and air modes of oper:xtion. 

I 

SENSIVITY TIME CONTROL KNOBS. I 

Two coaxial rotary sensitivity time control (STC) 
knobs (11, figure l-33), located on the attack radar 
scope panel, provide a means of equalizing radar in- 
tensity over the entire scope display when operating 
in the ground modes at low altitude. The outer knob 
labeled AMPL/OFF, has an OFF position at nine 
o’clock, and is used to obtain an initia.1 adjustment of 
display intensity or to turn the STC function OFF in 
the event of a malfunction in the STC ‘circuit. The 
inner knob, labeled SLOPE, is used to balance the 
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display intensity throughout the sweep. The STC slope 
function is inoperative in the AIR mode. 

VIDEO/TRANSMIllER TUNING CONTROL KNOBS. 

Two coaxial rotary control knobs (12, figure 1-33 ), 
located on the attack radar scope panel, provide a 
means of adjusting video and tuning the transmitter. 
The outer knob, labeled VIDEO, is used to increase 
the amplitude of the video signal supplied to the at- 
tack radar scope when it is turned clockwise. The 
inner knob, labeled XMTR TUNE, allows continuous 
tuning of the transmitter over its entire frequency 
range when operating with the frequency control knob 
in the AFC-2 position. 

ATTACK RADAR RANGE SELECTOR KNOB. 

The range selector knob (13, figure l-33), located on 
the attack radar scope panel, allows selection of var- 
ious scope display ranges. The knob is marked 
RANGE with 15, 30, 90, 160, and 160 mile positions 
on an outer scale and miles/diameter (MI,/DIA) with 
5, 10, 30, 80 and 160 mile positions on an inner scale. 
The inner scale numbers and range are lighted when 
operating in air, ground manual and ground auto 
modes. When operating in the ground velocity mode 
both inner and outer scales and MI/DIA are lighted. 
This indicates that the scope presentation is the inner 
scale diameter of the outer scale range; for example 
with the knob in the 5/15 position the scope display is 
a 5 mile diameter portion of the 15 mile range. 

ATTACK RADAR SCOPE. 

The radar scope (3, figure l-33) provides a sector 
scan plan position indicator (PPI) display with a fixed 
one radius offset sweep in all modes of operation 
except ground velocity mode. In ground velocity mode 
the sweep is a variable offset with a maximum dis- 
placement of six radii. The airplane position on the 
scope is at the bottom in vertical alignment with the 
center of the scope. The scope is 7 inches in diam- 
eter. The sector displayed is a 90 degree area ahead 
of the airplane when in wide scan and a 20 degree 
area centered on the azimuth cursor when in narrow 
scan. An azimuth bezel (2, figure l-33), around the 
top of the scope, is graduated in one degree incre- 
ments with each 10 degrees marked to show azimuth 
displacement up to 50 degrees either side of the air- 
plane heading or ground track. When operating in the 
air mode, or when the antenna is caged in any mode, 
zero degrees on the scale represents airplane head- 
ing. In any of the ground modes the scan is displaced 
in azimuth to compensate for drift, and zero degrees 
represents ground track. In the air mode of operation 
two arrows in the bottom of the bezel indicate target 
position relative to antenna scan. When both arrows 
are lighted the target is in the center of the scan. 
Range and azimuth cursors are displayed on the scope 
for fix taking and target tracking. The cursors are 
positioned with the tracking control handle. Fixed 
range markers are provided for various ranges of 
operations. For 5, 10, 30, 80 and 160 ranges each 
range mark represents 1, 2, 5, 20 and 40 mile range 
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increments respectively, except there are no range 
marks displayed in ground auto mode when in 5 and 
10 mile range. Scope brilliancy and intensity of the 
bezel, cursors and range marks are controlled by 
knobs on the scope panel. 

Note 

When the LCOS mode select knob is placed 
to the DIV BOMB, RKT AG or GUN AG po- 
sition, the attack radar and TFR are used 
in conjunction with the LCOS for air-to- 
ground ranging. Under this condition the 
attack radar and TFR ground mapping or 
situation scope presentations will be un- 
usable and should be ignored. 

ATTACK RADAR CURSOR RANGE COUNTER. 

The cursor range counter (10, figure l-33), located 
on the attack radar scope panel automatically indi- 
cates slant range in all modes of operation. The 
counter has four digital readout windows which read 
distances up to 999,900 feet in increments of 100 feet. 

Al-TACK RADAR SYSTEM MALFUNCTION LAMP. I 

An amber system malfunction lamp (1, figure l-33), 
located on the attack radar scope panel, provides the 
operator with an indication of a failure in the system. 
When lighted, SYS MAL is displayed on the face of 
the lamp. 

Note 

I f  the system is not useable the function 
selector knob should be placed to STBY 
to stow the antenna. 

ATTACK RADAR RANGE LOCK INDICATOR LAMP. P 

An amber range lock indicator lamp (21, figure l-33), 
located on the attack radar scope panel, will light 
when a range lock is acquired on a target when oper- 
ating in the air mode. When lighted, the word LOCK 
is visible on the face of the lamp. 

PHOTO MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LAMP. I 

The photo malfunction indicator lamp (8, figure l-33), 
located on the attack radar scope panel, provides an 
indication of camera operation or malfunctions. The 
lamp will blink each time a film exposure is made. 
The lack of a light indicates a camera shutter mal- 
function. A steady light indicates film breakage or 
failure of the film feed mechanism. 

UNUSED FILM INDICATOR. II 

The unused film indicator (6, figure l-33), located on 
the attack radar scope panel, is a digital readout indi- 
cator that displays the percent of film remaining in 
the magazine. 
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g ANTENNA CAGE PUSHBUTTON INDICATOR LAMIP. 16. Test switch - OFF. 

The antenna cage pushbutton indicator lamp (6, figure 
l-311, located on the attack radar control panel, pro- 
vides a means of caging the antenna in the event of a 
failure in pitch or roll stabilization. The button is 
labeled ANT-CAGE. Depressing the button will cage 
the antenna pitch and roll axes and align the antenna 
with the longitudinal and lateral axes of the airplane, 
however, the antenna will continue to sector in azi- 
muth, and tilt can be adjusted. When operating in the 
ground manual mode with the antenna caged the radar 
scope will display airplane heading at zero degrees 
azimuth and range sweep will be slant range instead 
of ground range. When the antenna is caged or when 
the function selector knob is in STBY position a lamp 
in the button will light displaying the word CAGE. 
Depressing the button aga-m after the antenna has 
been caged will uncage the antenna and the lamp will 
go out. Should the bomb nav system stabilization plat- 
form fail the lamp will light and remain on until the 
flight instrument reference select switch is placed to 
AUX position. 

17. Sweep control switch - NORM. 

18. Beta switch - NORM. 

Power On. 

1. Function selector knob - STBY. 
The function selector knob should remain in 
the STBY position for a minimum of 40 sec- 
onds for filament warmup. 

2. Antenna cage pushbutton indicator lamp - 
Lighted. 

3. Antenna tilt indicator - +30. 

4. Function selector knob - ON. 
The function selector knob :should remain in 
the ON position for a minimum of 5 minutes 
for system warmup. 

ATTACK RADAR OPERATIOIN. 

Preflight. 

Power Off. 

1. Function selector knob - OFF. 

2. ,\nti-jamming or fast time constant switch - 
NORM. 

3. Side lobe cancellation switch - OFF. 

4. Antenna polarization switch - NORM. 

5. Destination/present position selector switch - 
DEST. 

6. Mode selector knob - GKD MAN. 

7. Frequency control knob - AFC 1. 

8. IF gain control knob - Full CCW. 

9. Antenna tilt control knob - Detent. 

10. Sensitivity time control knobs - Ful 
OFF. 

.1 CCW and 

11. Video adjustment knob - Full CCW. 

12. Range selector knoll - 5/15 range. 

13. Scope intensity control knob - Full CCW. 

14. Bezel/range marks intensity control knobs - 
Full CCW. 

15. Range/azimuth cursor intensity control k:lobs 
Full CCW. 

Description 8 Operation 

5. Antenna cage pushbutton indicator lamp - OUT. 
If the antenna cage pushbutton indicator lamp 
remains on, depress the button to uncage the 
antenna. If  the lamp still remains on check 
that the bomb nav mode selector knob is in a 
normal mode and that the flight instrument 
reference select switch is in the PRI posi- 
tion. 

6. Antenna tilt indicator - Zero. 

7. Scope intensity control knob - Desired intensi- 
ty. 

8. Bezel/range marks - Checked and set. 

9. Range/azimuth cursors - Checked and set. 

10. Function selector knob - XMIT. 

11. Video adjustment knob - Tulle for best picture, 

12. IF gain knob - Tune for best picture. 

13. Antenna tilt control knob - Adjust for best 
antenna coverage. 

14. Range selector k ,ob - Desired range. 

LEAD COMPUTING OPTICAL SIGHT 
SYSTEM (AN/ASG-23). I 
The lead computing optical sight system (LCOS) pro- 
vides the aircraft commander withinformation required 
to accurately deliver gun fire or missiles against 
aerial or ground targets and to deliver bombs or 
rockets against ground targets. The LCOS also pro- 
vides homing, navigation, and landing information. 
The LCOS consists of a lead and launch computing 
amplifier, a lead computing gyro, and an optical sight 
and control panel. Information is displayed on the 
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optical sight in the form of two presentations: an 
aiming reticle presentation and a command steering 
bar presentation. The LCOS utilizes 28 volt dc power 
from the main dc bus and 115 volt, three-phase, 400 
cycle, ac power from the left main ac bus. 

LCOS AIMING RETICLE. 

The aiming reticle, (figure l-34), which is a lighted 
image projected on the optical sight, consists of a 2 
milliradian center pipper, a 30 milliradian circle, 
roll reference tabs, a 50 milliradian circle, fixed 
index reference tabs and range scale, an analog bar 
presentation, and two deviation indicators. All ele- 
ments of the aiming reticle are lighted red and are 
fixed with respect to one another as the aiming reti- 
cle display moves about on the optical sight. Pitch 
limrts of the aiming reticle are +2” to -11”. Azimuth 
limits are k5.5”. The analog bar appears as a bar of 
light on the lower half of the 50 milliradian circle. 
The bar represents radar range deviation in gun, 
rocket, dive bomb, and GAR-8 modes and pitch angle 
deviation in loft bomb mode. When a target has been 
acquired by the attack radar system, the analog bar 
will appear. In the gun, rocket, and dive bomb modes, 
the 3 o’clock position of the analog bar represents the 
maximum range in feet as set on the controlpanel plus 
3000 feet. The 6 o’clock position represents maximum 
range, and the 9 o’clock position represents maximum 
range minus 3000 feet. In the GAR-8 mode, the analog 
bar represents the range envelope of the GAR-8 
missile. The 3 o’clock position represents the maxi- 
mum missile firing range plus a fixed value. The 
6 o’clock position represents the maximum range, 
and the 9 o’clock position represents minimum launch 
and breakaway range. In loft bomb mode, the analog 
bar represents deviation from a pitch angle preset 
into the glide/dive angle counter on the bomb nav 
control panel. During pull-up for a loft bomb delivery, 
the analog bar will recede from the 3 o’clock position 
(set angle minus 15”) toward the 9 o’clock position 
(set angle plus 15”). When the analog bar passes 
through the 6 o’clock position, the airplane pitch 
angle equals the preset angle and the LCOS will 
generate a weapon release signal. The three movable 
indices of the reticle display are the roll tabs. The 
roll tabs indicate airplane roll attitude. Roll tab ref- 
erence indices are located at nine, twelve, and three 
o’clock positions on the 30 milliradian circle. The 
deviation indicators to the left and right of the reticle 
rings indicate aircraft performance and attitude 
deviations from preset conditions. The left hand 
deviation indicator displays deviation from G, pitch, 
or glide slope, depending on selected mode of opera- 
tion. In the COM, GUN-AG, RKT-AG, DIVE BOMB, 
and HOM modes, the indicator displays deviation 
from the pitch angle set into the glide/dive angle 
counter on the bomb nav control panel. In the L,OF 
BOMB mode, the indicator displays deviation from a 
fixed value of 4 G’s. In the GAR-8, GUN-AA, and 
LEV BOMB modes, the indicator is zeroed. When 
the instrument system coupler mode selector switch 
is in ILS or AILA, the left deviation indicator will 
always present glide slope deviation regardless of 
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Figure l-34 

the position of the LCOS mode select switch, The 
right hand indicator displays deviation from the air- 
speed preset into the true airspeed indicator on the 
LCOS control panel. In the GAR-8 and GUN-AA 
modes, the indicator 1s zeroed. In GAR-8 mode, a G 
limit indication is provided. The 6 o’clock index area 
of the 50 milliradian circle will be blanked out when 
the G limit of the GAR-8 missile is exceeded, 

COMMAND STEERING BARS. I 

The command steering bars (figure l-34) are pre- 
sented as a vertical bank steering bar and a hori- 
zontal pitch steering bar. The steering bars are 
lighted green and are m parallel with the AD1 steer- 
ing bars. The aiming reticle pipper is used as the 
zero reference point for the steering bars. During a 
loft bomb delivery, at point of pull-up, the pitch 
steering bar will command a fly-up signal. The pitch 
steering bar mdrcates a deviation from 4 g’s. Full 
deflectloll of the bar indicates a 3g deviation from the 
fixed 4g ~~nlue. When operating the attack radar in 
the air mode. placing the instrument system coupler 
niode selector knot) tcl the AIF2jAIR position will pro- 
vide both bank and pitch steering commands to the 
target. Tl~e c’trnimniid steering bars function independ- 
ently of the LC’OS mode select knob. The operator lins I 
the optioii [of tia!.ing the 1)ars displaved by use 01 the 
comm~~nti lxlr brightness klioi,. 
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2. PRESET TRUE AIR.SPEED INDICATOR 
3. TRUE AIRSPEED SET KNOB 
4. RETICLE DEPRESSION INDICATOR 
5. RETICLE DEPRESSION SET KNOB 
6. AIMING RETICLE CAGE SWITCH 
7. COMMAND BAR BRIGHTNESS KNOB 
8. MODE SELECT SWITCH 
9. AIMING RETICLE BRIGHTNESS KNOB 

IO. TEST SWITCH 
11. RANGE SET KNOB 
12. PRESET RANGE INDICATOR 

Nr(l ,1,,0-WZA 

Figure l-35. 
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LCOS RANGE SET KNOB. I 

The range set knob (11, figure l-35), located on the 
optical sight and control panel, is used to set in the 
six o’clock range index. A preset range indicator 
(12, figure l-35 ), located directly above the knob will 
display the range in feet set in by t.he range set knob. 

LCOS RETICLE DEPRESSION SET KNOB. I 
The reticle depression set knob (5, figure l-35), lo- 
cated on the optical sight and control panel, is used 
to set in desired depression angles of the aiming 
reticle. A reticle depression indicator (4, figure 1-35 ), 
located directly above the set knob, indicates in 
milliradians the reticle depression set by the de- 
pression set knob. 

I TRUE AIRSPEED SET KNOB. 

A true airspeed set knob (3, figure l-35), located on 
the optical sight and control panel, is used to set in a 
desired true airspeed. A preset true airspeed indi- 
cator (2, figure 1-35 ), located directly above the set 
knob, indicates true airspeed in knots set in by the 
true airspeed set knob. 

LCOS TEST SWITCH. I 

The LCOS test switch (10, figure 1-35 ), located on the 
optical sight and control panel, is provided to allow an 
operational check and a fault isolation check to be 
performed on the LCOS while installed in the air- 
plane without the aid of test equipment. The switch 
has positions 1 and 2 and is spring-loaded to the 
center OFF position. Position 1 is used for perform- 
ing in-flight and ground self tests. Position 2 is used 
for performing ground fault isolation tests. 

AIMING RETICLE CAGE SWITCH. I 

The aiming reticle cage switch (6, figure l-35), lo- 
cated on the optical sight and control panel, has po- 
sitions AZ CAGE, CAGE, and UNCAGE. In the AZ 
CAGE position, the aiming reticle is mechanically 
caged in azimuth only, In the CAGE position the aim- 
ing reticle is mechanically caged to the armament 
datum line. In the UNCAGE position, the aiming 
reticle is free to move in azimuth and in elevation. 

AIMING RETICLE CAGE BUTTON. 

The aiming reticle cage button (38, figure l-4), lo- 
cated under the forward contour of the aircraft com- 
mander’s left throttle, is a push button marked CAGE. 
Depressing and holding the button will cage the aim- 
ing reticle to the armament datum line. 

AIMING RETICLE BRIGHTNESS KNOB. 5 
The aiming reticle brightness knob (9, figure l-35 ), 
located on the optical sight and control panel, is pro- 
vided to adjust the brilliance of the aiming reticle. 
Rotating the knob full clockwise will provide full 
brilliancy. Rotating the knob full counterclockwise 
will turn off the aiming reticle. 
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LCOS Mode Select Knob Positions Versus 
Indications 

PITCH, G, AND GLIDE AIRSPEED 
MODE SELECT SLOPE DEVIATION DEVIATION 

KNOB POSITIONS AIMING RETICLE ANALOG BAR INDICATOR INDICATOR 

OFF LCOS deenergized 

COMM Positioned to preset Not displayed Deviation from preset Deviation from 
depression angle. Caged pitch angle preset airspeed 
in azimuth 

GAR-8 Caged, with pipper on 
armament datum line 

Range envelope 
of GAR-8 
missile 

Zero (Inoperative) Zero 
(Inoperative) 

GUN-AA Positioned to computed Deviation from Zero (Inoperative) Zero 
lead angle preset maximum (Inoperative) 

gun range 

GUN-AG Positioned to preset Deviation from Deviation from preset Deviation from 
depression angle. Caged preset range pitch angle preset airspeed 
in azimuth 

RKT-AG Positioned to preset Deviation from Deviation from preset Deviation from 
depression angle. Caged preset range pitch angle preset airspeed 
in azimuth 

DIV BOMB Positioned in elevation Deviation from Deviation from preset Deviation from 
by manual depression preset range pitch angle preset airspeed 
and in azimuth by drift 
angle 

LOF-BOMB Positioned in elevation Deviation from Deviation from 4G Deviation from 
by manual depression preset pitch preset airspeed 
and in azimuth by drift angle 
angle 

LEV-BOMB Positioned in elevation Not displayed Zero (Inoperative) Deviation from 
by manual depression preset airspeed 
and in azimuth by drift 
angle 

HOM Positioned by radar 
homing and warning 
signals 

Not displayed Deviation from preset Deviation from 
pitch angle preset airspeed 

Figure 1-36 

I COMMAND BAR BRIGHTNESS KNOB. 

The command bar brightness knob (7, figure 1-35 ), 
located on the optical sight and control panel, is pro- 
vided to adjust brilliance of the command steering 
bars. Rotating the knob full clockwise will provide 
full brilliancy. Rotating the knob full counterclock- 
wise will turn off the command steering bars. 

I LCOS MODE SELECT KNOB. 

The LCOS mode select knob (8, figure l-35), located 
on the optical sight and control panel, is used to se- 
lect the various modes of LCOS operation. 

Note 

When the LCOS mode select knob is placed 
to the DIV BOMB, RKT AG or GUN AG, the 
attack radar and TFR are used in conjunc- 
tion with the LCOS for air-to-ground rang- 
ing. Under this condition the attack radar 
and TFR ground mapping or situation scope 
presentations will be unusable and should 
be ignored. 

Reler to figure 1-36 for LCOS indication in the var- 
ious knob positions. 
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Refer to classified Supplement, lF-lll(Y)A-lB, for 

OPERATION. 

LCOS mode select knob - Set to mode cc’m- 
patible with weapon (s) being carried. 

Aiming reticle and command bar brightness 
knobs - Adjust for desired brilliance. 

Aiming reticle cage switch - UNCAGE. 

Range set knob - Set to required range i: 
operating in GAR-8, Gun, RKT AG, or dive 
bomb modes. 

Keticle depression set knob - Set to desired 
value if operating in GUN-AG, RKT-AG, dive 
hontb. level bomb, or loft bomb modes. 

tors the guard frequency of 243.0 mc when guard 
function is selected. The control panel allows selec- 
tion of 20 preset channels and manual selection of 
any frequency in the frequency range of the radio. 
The upper and lower antenna compliment each other 
to provide omni-directional antenna coverage. An 
automatic feature allows the receiver to select the 
antenna which receives the first usable signal; how- 
ever, either the upper or lower antenna may be man- 
ually selected. The upper antenna also serves as the 
TACAN antenna. When the ADF function is selected 
the receiver is connected to the ADF loop antenna. 
The UHF radio operates on 115 volt ac power from 
the ac essential bus and 28 volt dc p’ower from the 
essential dc bus. The ADF operates on 115 volt ac 
power from the right main ac bus an.d 28 volt dc 
power from the main dc bus. 

True airspeed set knob - Set to desired airspeed. UHF Radio Function Selector Knob. 

Glide/dive angle counter - Set to desired angle 
if operating in GUN-AG, RKT-AG. dive bomb. 
or loft bomb modes. 

The UHF radio function selector knob (4, figure l-38 ), 
located on the UHF radio control panel, has four po- 
sitions marked OFF, T/R, T/R + G and ADF. Rotating 
the knob to the T/R position activates the RT unit for 
normal transmission and reception on the channel 
selected; the guard receiver is inoperative. Rotating 
the knob to the T/R + G position also activates the RT 
unit for normal use and in addition activates the guard 
receiver to allow monitoring guard frequency. In the 
ADF position the receiver is switched to the ADF 
loop antenna and bearing information and audio are 
supplied to the BDHI and interphone respectively. I f  
the microphone switch is held to TRANS while in the 
ADF position the UHF antennas are switched back 
into the circuit and the ADF is disabled until the 
microphone switch is released. The ADF position of 
the switch is inoperative when operating on emer- 
gency electrical power. 

information pertaining to the following systems: 

RADAR HOMING AND WARNING 
SYSTEM (AN/APS,-109). 

INFRARED COUNTERMEASURES 
RECEIVER (AN/ALR-23). 

COUNTERMEASURES DISPENSER 
(AN/ALE-28). 

TRACK BREAKER. 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. 

For a listing and function of communications equip- 
ment see figure 1-37. 

UHF COMMAND RADIO (AN/ARC-5 1 j. 

The UHF command radio provides air-to-air and air- 
to-ground communications and automatic direction 
finding JADF) in conjunction with the AN/ARA-50. 
The radio equipment consists of a receiver-trans- 
mitter (RT) unit, a guard receiver, a control panel, 
an antenna selector, a blade type upper antenna, a 
conical type lower antenna and a loop ADF antenna. 
See figure I-40 for antenna. locations. There are 3500 
channels available in 50 kilocycle increments in the 
frequency range from 225.0 to 399.9 mc (megac*yrles). 
The RT unit and guard receiver are located in th? 
right forward equipment bay. The receiver section of 
the RT unit provides ADF bearing signals to th6, num- 
ber two pointer of the bearing distance heading indi- 
cator (BDHI) and audio to tlne interphone when thcl 
ADF function is selected. The guard receiver moni- 
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UHF Rodio Mode Selector Knob. 

A three position UHF radio mode selector knob (7, 
figure l-38), located on the UHF radio control panel, 
permits selection of the desired operating mode. The 
knob is marked PRESET CHAN, MAN, and GD XMIT. 
The PRESET CHAN position is used when selecting 
one of the 20 preset frequencies. The MAN position 
is used when utilizing frequencies that are selected 
by the manual frequency selector knobs. The GD 
XMIT position tunes the main RT unit to the guard 
frequency of 243 .O megacycles. 

UHF Radio Preset Chonnel Selector Knob. 

The preset channel selector knob (8, figure l-38 ), 
located on the UHF radio control panel, permits se- 
lection of one of twenty preset frequencies. With the 
mode selector switch at PRESET, movement of the 
preset channel selector knob changes the frequency 
to that of the channel selected. There are 20 chan- 
nels, numbered 1 through 20, that may be individually 
selected. Frequencies for each channel are written 
on a channel frequency log on the face of the control 
panel. Frequencies of the preset channels can be 
changed during flight. 
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Communications and Avionics Equipment 

LOCATION 

Instrument 

Instrument 

FUNCTION RANGE IPERATOR 

AC 

Pilot 

Air-to-air and air-to- 
ground voice communication 

Line-of-Sight 

Provides bearing tnforma- 
tion to selected UHF sta- 
tions 

4c 

Pilot 

Line-of-Sight UHF ADF AN/ARA- 50 

HF RADIO AN/ARC-112 

INTERPHONE AN/AIC-18 

AN/&25 

IDENTIFICA- 
TION RADAR 
(IFF-SIF) 

APX 46 A/G 

TACAN AN/ARN-52 

Air-to-air and air-to- 
ground long range voice 
communications 

AC 

Pilot 

5000 miles 

Interphone between crew 
members and monitoring 
of all communications 
facilities 

AC 

Pilot 

Left & Right I 
Console 

Provides coded IFF replies 
to an interrogating ground 
radar station 

Pilot Line-of-Sight Right I 
Pedestal ; 

- 
Line-of-Sight 
up to 300 NM 

Right Main i 
Instrument j 
Panel 

Provides bearing and dis- 
tance information to TACAN 
stations 

Provides visual indications 
for ILS letdowns 

AC 

Pilot 

Pilot 

AC 

Localizer 
45 NM 

Glide Slope 
25 NM 

O-5000 feet 

Pilot Line-of-Sight 
up to 15 
miles 

Pilot Line-of-Sight 
up to 160 
miles 

AC Line-of-Sight 

Right 
Pedestal 

ILS AN/ARN- 58 

RADAR 
ALTIMETER 

AN/APN-67 Provides precise altitude 
measurements from 0 to 
5,000 feet 

Left Main 
Instrument i 
Panel 

Right Main : 
Instrument j 
Panel 

I 

Provides all weather, low 
altitude terrain following, 
obstacle avoidance and blind 
letdown capability 

ATTACK RADAR AN/APQ-113 All weather navigation, fix- 
taking, bombing, and air-to- 
air attack 

Right Main 1 
Instrument / 
Panel and I 
Right 
Console 

Left Main 
Instrument ’ 
Panel 

Provides air-to-air and 
air-to-ground attack cap- 
ability and duplicate infor- 
mation as displayed on AD1 
for instrument flying 

Figure 1-37. 
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UHF Radio Control 
Panel 

6 

I. CHANNEL FREQUENCY LOG 
2. SQUELCH DISABLE SWITCli 
3. VOLUME CONTROL KNOB 
4. FUNCTION SELECTOR KNOB 
5. FREQUENCY INDICATOR ‘WINDOW 
6. MANUAL FREQUENCY SEI.ECTOR KNOBS (3~ 
7. MODE SELECTOR KNOB 
8. PRESENT CHANNEL SELECTOR KNOB 
9. PRESENT CHANNEL INDICATOR WINDOW 

Figure 1-38. 

The three position UHF radio antenna selector switch 
(1, figure l-30), located on the antenna select panel, 
controls the selection of the upper and lower UHF 
antennas. The switch is marked UPPER, AUTO, and 
LOWER. Placing the switch to AUTO causes the an- 
tenna selector to control the antenna switching relay 
to select the correct antenna. Placing the switch in 
the LOWER or UPPER position controls the antenna 
relay directly to allow manual selection of either the 
upper or lower antenna. 

UHF Radio Manual Frequency Selector Knobs. 
UHF Radio Frequency Indicator Window. 

Three UHF radio manual frequency selector knobs 
(6, figure 1-38 ), located on the UHF radio control 
panel, are provided for manually selecting frequen- 
cies. Manual frequency selection can be made in 
steps of 50 kilocycles from 225 through 399.95 meg- 
acycles. The first selector knobwill select the first 
two digits of the desired frequency with a range of 22 
through 39 in multiples of 10. The second knob se- 
lects the third digit and ha.s a range of 0 through 9. 
The third knob selects the last two digits in multiples 
of 0.05 and has a range of 0.00 through 0.95. The se- 
lected frequency is displayed in a window on the face 
of the UHF radio control panel. 

The UHF radio frequency indicator window (5, figure 
l-38), located on the UHF radio control panel, indi- 
cates the frequency selected for transmission or re- 
ceiving. The window has five digits, the first two 
digits and last two digits are set by frequency selec- 
tor knobs to the left and right of window. The third 
or center digit is set by a knob directly below the 
window. 

UHF Radio Operation. 

1. Transmitter selector knob - 1JHF. 

UHF Radio Volume Control Knob. 2. Antenna selector switch - AUTO, 

The volume control knob (3, figure l-38), located on 
the UHF radio control panlel, increases the volume of 
the receiver when turned clockwise and decreas,es it 
when turned counterclockurise. 

Squelch Disable Switch. 

The squelch disable switch (2, figure l-38), located 
on the UHF radio control panel, is a two-position 
switch marked ON and OFF. The switch is provided 

so that the squelch can be selected for compatibility 
with the strength of the signal being received. Placing 
the switch to ON disables (turns off) the squelch. 
Placing the switch to OFF turns the squelch on. 

Transmitter Selector Knobs. 

Two transmitter selector knobs (3, figure l-41), 
marked HF, UHF, and INT, are located on the left 
and right interphone control panels to select either 
the HF or UHF radio or interphone as desired for 
transmission. 

Microphone Switches. 

A three position spring loaded, sliding type micro- 
phone switch, marked TRANS and INPH with an un- 
marked off center position, is located on each right 
throttle (19, figure 1-4 and 7, figure l-17). The 
switch is moved up to the TRANS position for radio 
transmissions or down to INPH for interphone oper- 
ation. It is spring loaded to the center off position. 

UHF Radio Antenna Selector Switch. 

3. Function selector knob - As required (T/R 
or T/R + G). 

4. Mode selector knob - PRESET or MAN. 
If MAN position is used, the desired frequency 
must be set with the manual frequency se- 
lector knobs. 

5. Preset channel selector knob ‘- Desired chan- 
nel. 
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6. Volume control knob - Desirable level. HF RADIO IAN/ARC-l 12). 

‘7. Squelch disable switch - As required. 

8. Microphone switch - TRANS. 

Automatic Direction Finder Operation. 

Homing. 

1. Function selector knob - ADF. 

2. Mode selector knob - PRESET or MAN. 
Select the desired frequency with the preset 
channel selector knob or with the manual 
frequency selector knobs. 

3. Turn the airplane until the No. 2 pointer of the 
BDHI points to the fixed index mark at the top 
of the instrument. 

4. To turn off, move the function selector switch 
from the 4DF position. 

Direction Finding. 

1. Function selector knob - ADF. 

The HF radio provides long range high frequency 
single side band air-to-air and air-to-ground com- 

munications. The radio operates in three modes: 
USB, upper side band; LSB, lower side band; and AM: 
upper side band with amplitude-modulated carried 
for receivers without single side band reception 
capability. There are 28,000 channels available in 1 
kilocycle increments in the frequency range of 2,000 
through 29,999 kilocycles. Components of the radio 
include a receiver-transmitter (RT) unit, amplifier 
power supply, antenna, antenna coupler, antenna 
coupler control and control panel. The RT unit, am- 
plifier power supply and antenna coupler control are 
located in the right forward electronic bay. The an- 
tenna coupler is located in the aft fuselage below the 
antenna which is a part of the vertical stabilizer and 
dorsal fin. The antenna is impedance matched to the 
receiver-transmitter. The system incorporates self 
test features for maintenance troubleshooting. The 
control panel IS located at the pilot’s station on the 
right console. Once the system is placed in operation 
either crew member can use the equipment. The 
radio operates on 115 volt ac power from the right 
main ac bus. Procedures for normal operation of the 
HF radio are contained within the appropriate portion 
of Section II. 

2. Mode selector knob - PRESET or MAN. 
Select the desired frequency with the preset 
channel selector knob or with the manual 
frequency selector knobs. 

HF Radio Mode Selector Knob. 

3. Observe the heading of the No. 2 pointer on the 
BDHI. 

4. To turn off, move the function selector switch 
from the ADF position. 

The HF radio mode selector knob (5, figure l-39), 
located on the HF radio control panel, has six posi- 
tions marked OFF, USB, LSB and AM with two TEST 
positions marked RCVR EXC and XMIT. In the OFF 
position the system is deenergized. Moving the knob 
from OFF to any other position applies power to the 
system. Placing the knob to USB or LSB provides 
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upper or lower side band transmission and reception 
respectively. The AM position provides upper side 
band transmission with an amplitude-modulated 
carrier for reception by receivers without single side 
hand capability. The TEST positions provide self test 
features used for maintenance troubleshooting. 

HF Radio Frequency Selector Knobs. 

Four HF radio frequency selector knobs (1, figure 
l-39), located on the HF radio control panel, provide 
a means of setting desired frequencies. Each knob has 
an indicator line drawn to the window(s) it controls 
on the frequency indicator. 

HF Radio Frequency Indicator Window. 

The HF radio frequency indicator window (2, figure 
l-39), located on the HF radio control panel, has five 
digits indicating the frequency selected for trans. 
mission or receiving. Each window has an indicator 
line drawn to its corresponding frequency selector 
knob. 

Radio Frequency Sensitivity Knob. 

The radio frequency sensitivity knob (3, figure l-39), 
located on the HF radio control panel, is labeled .RF 
SENS. The knob provides an adjustment for recei-ver 
sensitivity. 

I 

TFR--I L-AllACK 
RADAR 

Section I 
Description 8 Operation 

HF Radio 
Control Pane/ 

I. FREQUENCY SELECTOR KNOBS (4) 
2. FREQUENCY INDICATOR WINDOW 
3. RADIO FREQUENCY SENSITIVITY KNOB 
4. TEST INDICATOR LAMP 
5. MODE SELECTOR KNOB 

Figure l-39. 

RADAR / 
\ \,-- 

Antenna Locations 

TACAN UPPER/ 
UHF COMM UPPER 

UHF COMM LOWER 

MARKER BEACON 

a”“onn”” nn, 

Figure IdO. 
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I-IF Radio Test Indicator Lamp. 

The green test indicator lamp (4, figure l-39 ), lo- 
cated on the HF radio control panel, provides both 
self test and malfunction indications. The lamp is used 
in conjunction with the mode selector knob test posi- 
tions for system self test during maintenance trouble 
shooting. When the mode selector knob is in a normal 
operating position a flashing lamp will indicate a sys- 
tem malfunction. 

HF Communication System Operation. 

1. Transmitter selector knob - HF. 

2. HF monitor knob - On. 

3. Mode selector knob - Desired mode. 

4. Desired frequency - Set. 
A mute period will indicate the RT unit is 
settmg to the new frequency. The system 
should not be keyed during this period. If  
the frequency was already set when the 
system was turned on, rotate the l-kc knoll 
one digit aft frequency and then back to the 
desired frequency. This will allow the R-T 
unit to properly tune to the desired Ire- 
quency. 

5. RF sensitivity knob - Adjusted. 
Adjust the RF sensitivity knob to receive 
signals just above the noise level of the re- 
ceiver, then adjust the interphone monitor 
knob for a comfortable listening level. Pro- 
per balance is indicated when background 
noise is just audible and a weak signal ts 
raised to comfortable level. 

6. Microphone switch - TRANS. 
After a frequency change, a 1000 cycle tone 
will be heard when the “mike” switch is first 
placed to TRANS. This indicates that the RT 
umt and antenna coupler are tuning. When the 
tone ceases. the tuning cycle is complete and 
a side tone will be heard when transmitting. 
Lack of a side tone indicates the pressure in 
the amplifier power supply or antenna 
coupler is below 15.7 PSL4. 

NTERPHONE {AN/AK-18 OR AN/AK-251. 

The interphone provides the following functions: 
Communications between crew members and between 
crew members and ground crew; monitoring and 
volume control of UHF radio, HF radio, TACAN, ILS, 
marker beacon, RHAW and missile tone reception: 
and hot mic and call capability. Two identical inter- 
phone control panels (figure l-41) located on the left 
and right consoles are provided for the aircraft com- 
mander and pilot. Interphone stations for ground crew 
operation are located in the nose wheel well and main 
landing gear well. The interphone operates on 28 volt 
dc power from the essential dc bus. Power is applied 
to the interphone whenever power is on the airplane. 

l-90 

Communications Monitor Knobs. 

Eight push-pull communications monitor knobs (1, 
figure l-41), located on each interphone control panel, 
are marked and monitor the functions as follows: 

INT - Interphone 
UHF - UHF Command Radio 
HF - HF Radio 
ILS - ILS and Localizer 
MB - Marker Beacon 
TACAN - TACAN Identification 
RHAWS - Radar Homing and Warning System 
MISSILE - Missile Tones 

Other signals fed to the interphone panel are a land- 
ing gear warning tone and a reduce speed warning 
tone. The monitor knobs are pulled out to turn on and 
pushed in to turn off. When pulled out, each knob may 
be rotated for volume control. 

Master Volume Control Knob. 

A master volume control knob (4, figure l-41), lo- 
cated on each interphone control panel, controls the 
volume of all of inputs to the panel. I f  a change to an 
individual input volume is desired, it can be accom- 
plished by rotating the appropriate monitor knob. 

Hot Microphone Button. 

A push-pull (HOT MIC) hot microphone button (5, fig- 
ure l-41). located on each interphone control panel, 
provides a continually operating microphone when it 

lnterphone Control 

I. MONITOR KNOBS i8j 
2. INTERPHONE CALL BUTTON 
3 TRANSMITTER SELECTOR KNOB 
4. MASTER VOLUME CONTROL KNOB 
5. HOT MICROPHONE BUTTON 

Figure 141 
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is pulled. When this switch is pulled, the crew mem- 
ber can talk on the intercommunication system with- 
out using the microphone switch. 

Note 

The use of HOT MIC when there is a high 
background noise level in the cockpit will 
interfere with UHF c:ommunications. 

Interphone Call Button. 

The interphone call button (2, figure l-411, located on 
the interphone control panel, enables the crew mem- 
ber to call the other crew members or the ground 
crew regardless of the positions of the monitor knobs 
or master volume control knob. When depressed, the 
button boosts the interphone volume, reduces the op- 
erator’s own sidetone level, and allows other sta- 
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Cons to receive the call signal regardless of the po- 
sition of the other stations’ monitor knobs or trans- 
mitter selector knob. The position of the button does 
not affect other selected audio signals. 

Transmitter Selector Knobs. 

Two three position transmitter selector knobs (3, 
figure l-41), located on each interphone control 
panel, are provided to select either UHF or HF radio 
or interphone as desired for transmission. The knobs 
are marked UHF, HF and INT. In either the HF or 
UHF positions only the radio transmitter selected 
will be keyed when the microphone switch is moved 
up to TRANS position. Regardless of the position of 
the transmitter selector switch, the interphone may 
be used by moving the microphone switch on the 
throttle down to the INPH position. The INT position 
of the switch has no function other than enabling use 
of the interphone system by moving the microphone 
switch either up or down. 

Microphone Switch. 

A three position sliding type microphone switch, 
marked TRANS and INPH with an unmarked OFF 
position, is located on each right throttle (19, figure 
1-4 and 7, figure l-17). The switch is moved up trio 
TRANS position for radio transmissions or down to 
INPH position for interphone transmission. The push- 
button is spring loaded to the center OFF position. 
When the transmitter selector switch is in the INT 
position, moving the switch to either position allows 
interphone use. 

Exterior Interphone Stations. 

Exterior interphone stations in the nose wheel well 
and the main landing gear wheel well have a volume 
control knob, a call pushbutton, and a receptacle .[or 
ground cord plug in. The call pushbutton and volu:me 
control knob function the same as these controls on 
the interphone control panel. 

I 

Interphone Operation. 

1. Aircraft electrical power - On. 

2. Monitor knobs - Pulled as required. 

3. Master volume control knob - Adjusted for 
desired volume. 

LIGHTING SYSTEM. 

The lighting system is divided into external and in- 
ternal lights. 

EXTERIOR LIGHTING. 

The exterior lights include; position lights, forma- 
tion lights, anti-collision/fuselage lights, air refuel - 
ing lights, landing lights and a taxi light. The posi- 

tion lights consist of a red l.eft wing tip light, a green 
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right win tip light, and a white tail light, On air- 
planes Q- an additional position light is mounted 
in each wing glove. The light in the right glove is 
red and the light in the left glove is green to corre- 
spond to the lights in the right and left wing tip. On 
these airplanes the wing tip position lights will light 
when the wing sweep angle is between 16 and 30 
degrees. When the wings are swept aft of 30 degrees 
the wing tip light will go out and the glove light will 
light. The reverse will occur as the wings are swept 
forward. The formation lights consist of a set of three 
lights, located on the upper and lower surfaces of 
each wing tip (green on the right wing and red on the 
left wing), and four yellow lights located forward and 
aft on each side of the fuselage. Two anti-collision/ 
fuselage lights, one located on top and one located on 
the bottom of the fuselage, serve as white fuselage 
lights when retracted and flashing red anti-collision 
lights when extended. Two air refueling lights mounted 
in the air refueling receptacle are provided for night 
refueling operations. A limit switch on the air re- 
fueling receptacle door provides power to the re- 
ceptacle light control knob when the door is open. 
Two landing lights and a taxi light are located on the 
nose landing gear. A limit switch on the nose gear 
doors will turn the lights off if they are on when the 
gear is retracted. 

Position Light Switches. 

Three position light switches (4, figure l-42), are 
located on the lighting control panel. Two switches, 
labeled WING and TAIL, have three positions, marked 
BRT (bright), OFF and DIM, for selecting the de- 

sired intensity of the position lights. The third switch 
is a two position switch marked FLASH and STEADY 
to control the operation of the position lights. Placing 
the switch to FLASH causes the position lights to 
flash at a rate of 80 cycles per minute. The switches 
control 28 volt dc power from the engine start bus. 

Position Lights/Stores Refuel Battery Power 

Switch. a- 

The position lights/stores refuel battery power switch 
(4, figure l-16), located on the ground check panel, 
has three positions marked POS LIGHTS, NORM and 
STORES REFUEL. Placing the switch to the POS 
LIGHTS position will supply battery power to the 
position lights for added safety during ground handling 
Placing the switch to NORM deenergizes the cir- 
cuit. The switch is held in the NORM position when 
the ground check panel door is closed. For a descrip- 
tion of the STORES REFUEL position of the switch 
refer to the Fuel Supply System this section. 

Formation Lights Switch. 

The formation lights switch (5, figure l-42), located 
on the lighting control panel, provides selection of 
the desired intensity of the lights. The switch is 
marked BRT (bright), OFF and DIM and controls 28 
volt dc power from the main dc bus. 
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Lighting Control 
Panel (Typical) 

-1 

4 

1. INTERNAL LIGHTING CONTROL KNOBS 19) 
2. MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LAMP DIMMING SWITCH 
3. MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LAMP TEST BUTTON 
4. POSITION LIGHT SWITCHES 
5. FORMATION LIGHT SWITCH 
6. FUSELAGE LIGHT SWITCH 
7. ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT SWITCH 

A4*3110”0,8 

Figure 142. 

Anti-Collision lights Switch. 

The anti-collision lights switch (7, figure l-42), is 
located on the lighting control panel. The switch is 
labeled ANTI-COLLISION and has one position market 
OFF and an unmarked ON position, Placing the 
switch to ON causes the anti-collision lights to light, 
extend and rotate. Placing the switch to OFF causes 
the lights to retract, go out and stop rotating. The 
switch controls 115 volt ac power from the main ac 
bus. 

Fuselage Lights Switch. 

The fuselage lights switch (6, figure l-42), is located 
on the lighting control panel. The switch is labeled 
FUSELAGE and has a position marked OFF and an 
unmarked ON position. Placing the switch to ON, 
lights a white light in the top and bottom of the fuse- 
lage. 
Air Refueling Recep cle lights Control 
Knob. @ @ & 

The air refueling receptacle lights control knob (36, 
figure l-21), is located on the right main instrument 
panel. The knob is labeled A/R RECP LT. The full 
counterclockwise position of the knob turns the lights 
off. As the knob is turned clockwise detent positions 
at spaced intervals vary the intensity of the lights 
from off to full brightness. The knob controls 28 volt 
ac power from the main ac bus. 

Landing and Taxi lights Switch. 

The landing and taxi lights switch (13, figure 1-4) is 
located on the miscellaneous control panel. The 
switch is marked LANDING, OFF and TAXI. The 
switch controls 115 volt ac power from the ac essen- 
tial bus which in turn controls relays to provide 28 
volt dc power to the filaments in the lights. 

INTERNAL LIGHTING. 

The internal lights include; red instrument panel and 
console lights, red and white flood lights and utility 
lights. The instrument panel and console lights con- 
sist of five circuits, each with an individual control 
knob, for the flight instruments, engine instruments, 
left and center console, right console and right main 
instrument panel. They are powered by 115 volt ac 
power from the right main ac bus. The flood lights 
consist of left, center and right red flood lights and 
high intensity white flood lights at various locations 
around the cockpit. The red flood lights provide cock- 
pit lighting in the event the instrument panel and con- 
sole lights fail. Each red flood light has an individual 
control knob. The white flood lights provide high 
intensity lighting to prevent temporary blindness from 
lightning when flying in weather. One control knob 
adjusts the intensity of all the white flood lights. Both 
the red and white flood lights receive 115 volt ac 
power from the ac essential bus. Two utility lights, 
(1X, figure 1-16 and 8, figure l-45A) one for each 
side of the cockpit, are provided for individual work 
lights. They are normally stowed on the left side of 
the aft console and on the right side wall but can be 
moved to ;,arious locations about. the crew station. 
The front of each utllitv light can be rotated to change 
color from white to red and vice versa. A rheostat - 
on the aft end of each light must be turned clockwise 
to turn the light on and set the desired intensity. The 
utility lights are powered by 28 volt dc from the 
engine start bus. 

Internal Lighting Control Knobs. 

Nine internal lighting control knobs (1, figure l-42), 
located on the lighting control panel, control the 
various internal lighting circuits. The full counter- 
clockwise position of each knob turns the lights off. 
As the knobs are turned clockwise, detent positions 
at spaced intervals vary the intensity of the lights 
from off to full brightness. Five of the knobs control 
the red instrument panel and console lighting. Knobs 
are labeled and control the respective circuits as 
follows: 

FLT INST - Left main instrument panel. 

ENG INST - Engine instruments. 

L&C CONSOLE - Left and center consoles. 

R CONSOLE - Right console. 

R FWD - Right main instrument panel. 
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The red flood lights are controlled by individual 
knobs marked R FLOOD, C FLOOD and L FLOOD 
for the right, center and left flood lights respectively. 
A single knob marked WHITE FLOOD FLT & EKG 
INST controls all the white flood lights. This knob is 
similar to the other knobs except it is marked OFF 
at the full counterclockwise position and HIGH INT 
(high intensity) near the full clockwise position. Turn- 
ing the knob past HIGH INT turns all the white flood 
lights to maximum intensity. 

CANOPY EXTERNAL LATCH HANDLES. 

CANOPY. 

Two flush mounted canopy external latch handles are 
located on the lower horizontal frame member of 
each canopy hatch. Each handle is mechanically linkec 
to its respective internal handle, Pressing in on the 
forward part of the handle will extend the rear por- 
tion of the handle so that it may be grasped to un- 
latch and raise the hatch. If  the internal handle is 
locked in the closed position the hatch cannot be 
opened from the outside except by actuation of the 
canopy external emergency release handle. 

The canopy consists of left and right clam shell 
hatches hinged to a center beam assembly. The 
hatches open to a maximum of 65’. Each hatch has 
an external and internal canopy latch handle for 
opening or closing. When the hatches are closed and 
latched, the internal handle locks in place to prevent 
inadvertent unlatching of the hatch inflight. Each hatch 
is manually raised or lowered with the aid of an air/ 
oil counterpoise. The count.erpoise will also hold the 
h tch in any position selected. On airplanes @ 

b 11 , the canopy center beam, aft canopy extension, 
and both canopy hatches are jettisoned as a singl,e 
unit. During the ejection cycle, the canopy is auto- 
matically jettisoned by actuating either the face 
screen ejection handles or the secondary ejection 
handle. If  the canopy fails to jettison during the ejec- 
tion cycle it is impossible to eject through the canopy. 
In this el-ent an internal canopy jettison handle, lo- 
cated on the center beam, permits jettison of the 
canopy from the inside. On all airplanes, an external 
emergency canopy release handle, located outside on 
the rrght side of the fuselage, provides a means 
of explosively releasing the canopy hatches for emer- 

I 

gency entrance to the crew module. On airplanes 

0 
8 

and 18 the left canopy hatch can be explosively de- 
tached along the canopy center beam to allow crew 
rescue from above by helicopter 

CANOPY JETTISON HANDLE. @+) 

A yellow T-shaped canopy jettison handle located 
forward on the center windshield beam (figure l-2), 
provides a means of jettisoning both canopy hatches 
simultaneously. A button is located on each side of 
the “T” and either one may be depressed to release 
the handle. Pulling the handle will cause the center 
beam to explosively unlatch. The canopy jettison ac- 
tuator will push the leading edge of the unlatched 
canopy up. After the leading edge is open 85”, the 
canopy will leave the aircraft. The two hatches lock 
together prior to leaving the aircraft to prevent the 
hatches from folding in and hitting the crew. The 
hatches cannot be jettisoned individually. A ball lock 
safety pin assembly is installed in the canopy jettison 
handle during ground operation to prevent inadvert- 
ent jettisoning of the canopy. 

WARNING 
I 

Do not jettison the canopy unless both 
hatches are closed and latched. To do so 
could result in fatal injury from flying 
debris from the canopy sill. 

INTERNAL CANOPY LATCH HANDLES. 
LEFT CANOPY DETACH HANDLE. @I @ 

Two canopy latch handles are located on the inside 
lower horizontal frame member of each canopy hatch 
(figure l-2). An over-center spring-loaded canopy 
latch handle lock tab, in the face of each canopy 
latch handle, locks the handle in the latched position 
to prevent inadvertent openmg inflight. When the lock 
tab is flush the canopy latch handle is locked. Press- 
ing in on the forward part of the lock tab will cause 
the rear part of the tab to snap out, unlocking the 
canopy latch handle. The handle must then be pulled 
out and aft to a detent position to unlatch the hatch. 
Once the hatch is unlatched, pulling the handle further 
aft past detent engages the counterpoise to aid in 
opening. When the desired hatch position is attained, 
the handle will return to detent when released and 
lock the counterpoise to hold the hatch, Each handle 
is mechanically linked to a flush external canopy 
latch handle located outside of each hatch. Inflation 
of the canopy pressurization seal is automatically 
operated by closure of the canopy hatch. The actuator 
mounted on the hatch lower surface depresses a 
plunger in the canopy sill to inflate the seals and 
turn off the canopy unlock warning lamp. 

The left canopy hatch can be detached along the center 
canopy beam by pulling the left canopy detach handle 
(figure l-47A), located on the aft bulkhead above the 
aircraft commander’s seat. Pulling the handle fires 
an initiator which in turn fires an explosive charge to 
separate the left canopy hatch along the center beam. 
The handle is marked CANOPY DETACH. A safety 
pin is inserted in the handle to prevent inadvertent 
actuation. 

CANOPY EXTERNAL EMERGENCY RELEASE HANDLE. 

A flush mounted round spring-loaded external emer- 
gency canopy release handle on the right side of the 
fuselage provides a means of gaining access to the 
crew module in event of an emergency on the ground 
when the latches are locked from the inside. Pressing 
in on the center of the handle will release a latch and 
allow the handle to spring out. This will expose 
enoughof the handleso that it can be grasped. Pulling 
the handle after approximately six feet. of cable un- 
coils, will fire the external canopy release initiator 
which in turn fires an explosive strip along the 
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canopy sills. Detonation of the explosive strip will 
remove the canopy latch hooks to release the hatches. 
The canopy hatches must then be manually raised to 
gain access to the cockpit. 

WARNING I 

DO not pull the canopy external emergen- 
cy release handle unless both hatches are 
closed and latched. To do so could result 
in fatal injury to the occupants from flying 
debris from the canopy sill. 

I 

A ball lock safety pin assembly (7, figure 1-45A) is 
installed in the canopy emergency release initiator, 
located on the right side wall, to prevent inadvertent 
actuation. 

CANOPY INTERNAL EMERGENCY RELEASE 
HANDLE. @-+ 

The T-shaped canopy internal emergency release 
handle (figure I-47A), located on the canopy center 
beam assembly, is provided to release the canopy 
hatches in the event that the normal canopy latch 
handles fail. Depressing a release button on either 
side of the handle and pulling the handle out, will fire 
an initiator which in turn fires an explosive strip 
along the canopy sills. Detonation of the explosive 
strip will remove the canopy latch hooks to release 
the hatches. The canopy hatches may then be raised 
manually. 

WARNING I 

Do not pull the canopy internal emer- 
gency release handle unless both hatches 
are closed and latched. To do so could 
result in fatal injury to the occupants 
from debris from the canopy sill. 

I 

A ball lock safety pin assembly is installed in the 
canopy internal emergency release handle during 
ground operation to prevent inadvertent actuation. 

CANOPY UNLOCK WARNING LAMP. 

A red canopy unlock warning lamp located on the left 
warning and caution lamp panel (1, figure l-5), will 
light when either hatch is not locked. When lighted 
the word CANOPY is visible on the face of the lamp. 

AIR CONDITIONING AND 
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM. 

The air conditioning and pressurization systems (fig- 
ure l-43), combine to provide temperature-controlled, 
pressure-regulated air for heating, ventilating, pres- 
surizing the cockpit and inflating the canopy seals. 
The system also provides air to the forward and aft 
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electronic equipment bays, anti-icing and defog sys - 
terns, windshield rain removal system and anti-G 
and pressure suits. 

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM. 

The air conditioning system provides temperature 
controlled air for the cockpit. The system also pro- 
vides a temperature controlled flow of cooling air 
to the electronic equipment that requires a controlled 
environment for efficient operation. See figure 1-43. 
High pressure hot air is bled from the sixteenth 
stage compressor of each engine. This bleed air is 
directed through a tee fitting to a common duct and 
is routed through an air-to-air heat exchanger, where 
it is cooled by ram air that is circulated through the 
heat exchanger. The air is then routed through an 
air-to-water heat exchanger where it is further cooled 
and then enters the cooling turbine. The cooling tur- 
bine further cools the air to a temperature suitable 
for cooling the cockpit and electronic equipment bays. 
The cold air leaving the turbine passes through a 
water separator to remove most of the free moisture. 
A cabin temperature controller is fed signals from 
temperature sensors and from a pilot operated con- 
trol panel. The temperature controller controls the 
setting of the cold air modulating valves. It also con- 
trols the setting of the cockpit hot air modulating 
and shutoff valve which allows hot air to mix with 
the refrigerated air stream, obtaining air at the 
selected temperature. This air then enters the cockpit 
through diffusers. An air connection is located on 
the lower right side of the fuselage aft of the cockpit 
and can be connected to a ground cooling cart to pro- 
vide cooling air to the cockpit and all equipment. 
In the event the air conditioning system malfunctions, 
emergency ram air operation is available for ventila- 
tion and cooling. 

Cabin Air Distribution Control Lever. 

A cabin air distribution control lever (3. figure l-18), 
located on the right side wall: controls distribution of a 
air flow in the cockpit. The lever 1s labeled CABIN 
AIR DISTR and has two positions marked FWD DE- 
FOG and AFT. The normal position of the lever is in 
the .4FT position. In this position air flow into the 
cockpit is separated between the air diffusers on the II 
rear bulkhead oi the rockpit and the windshield defog 
system with approximately 85 percent directed to I 
the diffusers. Moving the lever toward the FWD DE- 
FOG position will decrease airflow through the air 
diffusers anti Increase airflow through the defog sys- 
tern. Whell the lever is in the full forward position all 
the airflow will be directed through the defog system. 
Although the AFT position is considered normal to 
obtain maximum airflow, desired crew comfort is 
accomplished by selecting any intermediate position 
between FWD DEFOG and AFT. 

Air Source Selector Knob. 

The air source selector knob (2, figure l-44). located 
on the air conditioning control panel, has five posi- 
tions marked OFF, L ENG, BOTH, R ENG, and RAM. 
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The knob controls bleed air source or allows selec- 
tion of emergency ram air operation when the normal 
system is not operating. In the OFF position, both the 
left and right bleed air check and shutoff valves are 
closed. In the L ENG position, the left engine is the 
source of bleed air and the right bleed air check and 
shutoff valve is closed. In the BOTH position, both the 
left and the right bleed air check and shutoff valves 
are open and supplying bleed air to the air condition- 
ing system. In the R ENG position, the right engine is 
the source of the bleed air and the left bleed air 
check and shutoff valve is closed. In the RAM posi- 
tion, the normal pressurization system pressure 
regulating and shut off valve is closed, the ram air 
door IS open, and the cockpit pressure regulating 
and relief valves are open. This will dump cabin 
pressure and allow combined ram air flow and reg- 
ulated engine bleed air to ventilate the cabin. Tem- 
perature control of this air is available by using the 
temperature control knob to control the amount of 
engine bleed air mixed with ram air. 

WARNING 
I 

I 
To prevent excessive temperatures when 
pressure suits are being worn, the air 
conditioning system mode selector switch 
must not be placed to the OFF position 
prior to or while operating in the RAM 

I position. 

Air Conditioning System Mode Selector Switch. 

The mode selector switch (5, figure l-44), located on 
the air conditioning control panel, is a three position 
switch marked AUTO. OFF, and MAN. In the AUTO 
position, the cockpit temperature is automatically 
controlled at the temperature selected by the tea.- 
perature control knob. A signal goes to the controller 
which opens or closes the rnodulating valves to 
maintain the selected temperature. In the MAN 
position3 the cockpit temperature controller is 
bypassed and control of the modulating temperature 
control valves is directly from the termperature con- 

1 trol knob. In the OFF positi.on all power is removed 

I from the system and the valves in the system, wl.ich 

I 
control cabin temoerature, will declutch and go to 
the full cool position. The valve controlling pressure 
suit ventilation temperature will remain in the pcsi- 
tion it was in when power was removed. 

Temperuture Control Knob. 

The temperature control knob (1, figure l-44), lo- 
cated on the air conditioninlg control panel, is pro- 
vided to select cockpit temperature. The knob can be 
rotated through a 300” arc and has mechanical stops 
at each end. The extreme counterclockwise end is 
marked COOL and the clockwise end is marked 
WARM. With the mode selector switch in AUTO, 
rotating the knob in either direction sends a signa. to 
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the cockpit temperature controller which constantly 
positions the modulating temperature control valves 
to maintain the selected temperature. When the 
temperature control knob is positioned at the mid- 
point between COOL and WARM, the cockpit tem- 
perature is maintained at approximately 19°C (67°F). 

Note 

Operation with the temperature control 
knob at full COOL in warm weather or 
full WARM in cool weather with the 
mode selector knob in AUTO may re- 
sult in an objectionable noise with the 
high flow in the cockpit. The arnount 
of airflow can be reduced by backing 
the knob off the full COOL or WARM 
position. 

With the mode selector switch in MANUAL, the sig- 
nal goes directly to the modulating temperature con- 
trol valves, opening or closing them as directed 
by the signal generated from the temperature con- 
trol knob. During manual operation the valves will 
respond only when the knob is held against one of the 
extreme positions, COOL or WARM. Maximum valve 
travel time from maximum cold to maximum warm 
is approximately 45 seconds. 
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Figure l-45. 

Ram Area Control Switch. 

The ram area control switch (3, figure l-44), located 
on the air conditioning control panel, is a two posi- 
tion switch marked NORM and OVRD. The switch 
provides a means of controlling the amount of ram 
airflow through the air-to-air heat exchanger by 
opening or closing an exit door in the ram air dis- 
charge exit. In the NORM position, the central air 
data computer automatically controls the position of 
the door. When the outside air temperature is below 
75°F and airspeed is above 225 knots the door will be 
closed to reduce drag. All other combinations of out- 
side temperature and airspeed will result in auto- 
matic door opening, Placing the switch to OVRD will 
override the automatic functions of the central air 
data computer and open the door to its full travel. 

n On some airplanes the ram air discharge exit door 
has been removed, therefore the switch in inoperative. 

Equipment Hot Caution Lamp. 

The amber equipment hot caution lamp, marked FWD 
EQUIP HOT, is located on the main caution light 
panel (14, figure l-5). The lamp will light if the cool- 
ing air flow is insufficient. 

Air Conditioning System Operation. 

I Automatic Mode. 

1. Air source selector knob - BOTH. 

2. Mode selector switch - AUTO. I 

4. Ram area control switch - NORM. 
I 

3. Temperature control knob - Set for desired 
temperature. 

Manual Mode. In the event of a malfunction of the 
cabin temperature controller, cabin temperature 
may be manually controlled as follows: 

1. Air source selector knob - BOTH. 

2. Mode selector switch - MAN. 

3. Temperature control knob - Set for desired 
temperature. 

The temperature control knob must be held 
to either full COOL or full WARM position 
to adjust for desired temperature, 

equipment cooling. Refer to “Ram Air Mode Limit 
Speed,” Section V. During ram air mode operation, 
cockpit temperature can be controlled as foIlows: 

Ram Air Mode. In the event the air conditioning sys. 
tern fails. ram air mode can be used for cockpit and 

I 

Air source selector knob - RAM. 

F[ 

To prevent excessive temperatures when 
pressure suits are being worn, the air 
conditioning system mode selector switch 
must not be placed to the OFF position 
prior to or while operating in the RAM 
position. 

Mode selector switch - AUTO or MAN. 

Temperature control knob - Set for desired 
temperature. 

If  the mode selector switch is positioned to 
MAN, the temperature control knob must be 
heid to either full COOL or WARM position 
to adjust for desired temperature. 

PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM. 

Pressurization of the cockpit, canopy seals, anti-g 
suits, pressure suits, attack radar, terrain following 
radar and track breaker is provided by the pressuri- 
zation system. Pressure in the cockpit is controlled 
by a pressure regulating valve located in the front of 
the cockpit. When the airplane is below 8000 feet, 
the pressure regulating valve automatically main- 
tams an unpressurized condition in the cockpit re- 
gardless of the schedule selected. Cockpit ventilation 
is provided by the regulating valve continually mod- 
ulating, depending on the volume of input air. A cabin 
pressure safety valve located at the rear of the cock- 

I 

pit will relieve pressure any time the cockpit pres- 
sure exceeds outside pressure by 11.2 psi. An emer- 
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gency ram air scoop, which can be opened into the 
airstream, will admit air into the crew and electronic 
equipment compartments in the event of loss of COOl- 
ing and pressurization air from the cooling turbine. 
When combat cabin pressure schedule is selected, the 
system maintains a maximum pressure differential 
of 5 psi above ambient pressure at altitudes above 
23,000 feet. See figure l-45 for cockpit pressure 
schedule for normal and combat conditions. 

Pressurization Selector Switch. 

The pressurization selector switch (4, figure l-44), 
located on the air conditioning control panel, is a 
three position lever lock s:witch with positions FORM, 
CBT, and DUMP. In the NORM position, the cockpit 
pressure is selected to a schedule that will maintain 
an 8000 foot cabin altitude from 8000 feet up to the 
operational ceiling of the airplane. In the CBT (com- 
bat) posrtion, the cockpit maintains an 8000 foot cabin 
altitude from 8000 feet up to 22,500 foot altitude and 
then maintains a constant 5 psi differential above 8000 
feet up to the operational ceiling of the airplane. In 
DUMP position, the cabin pressure regulator and the 
cabin pressure safety valve are open and the cockpit 
is not pressurized. 

Cabin Altitude Indicator. 

A cabm altitude indicator (6, figure l-4), located on 
the left console, is provided to monitor cabin altitude. 

Description & Operation 

Pressurization Caution Lamp. 

An amber pressurization caution lamp marked CABIN 
PRESS is located on the main caution light panel (14, 
figure l-5). The lamp will light when the cabin alti- 
tude is above 10,000 feet. 

Pressurization Warning Lamp. 

A red pressurization warning lamp (1, figure 1-5) 
marked CABIN PRESS is located on the left main 
instrument panel. The lamp will light when the cabin 
pressure is above 38,000 feet, 

Equipment Low Pressure Caution Lamp. 

An amber low equipment pressure caution lamp 
marked LOW EQUIP PRESS is located on the main 
caution light panel (14, figure l-5). The lamp will 
light when the supply pressure to the pressurized 
electronic equipment requiring one atmosphere pres- 
sure drops below 12.5 (k.5) psia. 

Emergency Pressurization System. @- 

The crew module escape system incorporates an 
emergency pressurization system. The system oper- 
ates automatically during ejection to maintain pres- 
surization of the module and canopy hatch seals, or 
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in event of failure of the automatic feature, the sys- 
t em is manually activated with a ring-shaped handle. 
Also, during other phases of flight, this system pro- 
vides an alternate pneumatic supply source for pres- 
surization of the crew module and canopy hatch seals 
in event of failure of the normal pressurization sys- 
tem, Pressure for the system is contained in a 650 
cubic inch storage bottle located behind the seat bulk- 
head, When activated, an aneroid-operated absolute 
pressure regulator which senses cabin altitude, will 
open if cabin altitude is above 24,000 feet. Volume 
of the storage bottle is sufficient to maintain this 
cabin altitude for approximately 4 minutes at maxi- 
mum ejection altitude even with high leakage. 

Emergency Pressurization Handle. o- The emer- 
gency pressurization handle (20, figure l-16), located 
on the upper right corner of the aft console, is pro- 
vided to manually activate the emergency pressuri- 
zation system. Pulling the handle out will open the 
aneroid-operated absolute pressure regulator. 

Emergency Pressurization System Gage. @ An 

emergency pressurization system gage, located on 
the cockpit aft bulkhead, is provided to indicate the 
pressure within the emergency pressurization sys - 
tern storage bottle. The gage is calibrated from 0 to 
4000 psi in 500 psi increments. 

ANTI-ICING AND DEFOG SYSTEMS. 

Pitot Static Probe Anti-king. 

The pitot static probe is equipped with a heating ele- 
ment powered by the 115 volt ac essential bus. When 
energized, the element will heat the probe. thus pre- 
venting the formation of ice. 

Pitot Heater Switch. The pitot heater switch (4, fig- 
ure l-46), labeled PITOT HEATERS, is a two posi- 
tion switch marked OFF with an unmarked ON posi- 

I 

tion and is located on the windshield wash/anti-icing 
control panel, When the switch is placed to OK, 115 
volt ac power is furnished to heating elements in the 
pitot-static tube, the angle of attack and. when the 

landing gear IS retracted, to the total temperature 
probe. To ground check the heater in the total tem- 
perature probe, the CADC test switch must be held 
to the HIGH position in addition to placing the pitot 
heater switch to ON, When the switch is OFF, the I 
heaters are deenergized. The switch controls 28 volt 
dc power from the main and essential buses. 

Engine Anti-Icing Systems. 

The engine anti-icing system prevents formation of 
ice on the engine inlet guide vanes, and the engine 
nose cone. The engine anti-icing system uses regu- 
lated compressor bleed air. The engine inlet anti- 
icing system prevents formation of ice on the spike 
tip, the leading edge of the auxiliary cowl and inside 
the main engine air duct of the auxiliary cowl. The 
engine inlet anti-icing system uses air from the air 
conditioning system hot air manifold in the main land- 
ing gear wheel. Idle rpm will provide sufficient hot 
air for anti-icing. The spike sensing probe anti-icing 
system prevents formation of ice on the spike local 
math probe and spike lip shock probe. The probes 
are heated by 115 volt ac electrical heaters. Although 
the engine anti-icing, engme inlet anti-icing, and 
spike sensm!: probe anti-icing are three separate sys- 
tems, they are controlled by a single, three position 
switch. Both automatic and manual modes of opera- 
tion are provided. An electronic ice detector is lo- 
cated in the left engine air inlet. When icing condi- 
tions exist. a signal is transmitted to the icing cau- 
tion lamp regardless of the position of the engine/ 
inlet anti-icing switch. 

Engine/Inlet Anti-icing Switch. The engine/inlet 
anti-icing switch (3, figure l-46). located on the wind- 
shield wash;‘anti-icing control panel, is a three posi- 
tion switch marked AUTO, MAN and OFF. The lever 
lock-type switch locks in all three positions. In the 
AUTO position. the anti-icing circuitry is armed, 
rind when the electronic ice detector senses an icing 
condition a signal is transmitted to the icing caution 
lamp. The signal also energizes a relay which turns 
on the elements in the spike sensing probe heaters 
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and opens the engine anti-icing and engine inlet anti- 
icmg control valves allowing the circulation of hot 
air through the anti-iced components, Approximately 
60 seconds after the icing condition ceases, the hot 
air valves will close, the spike probe heating ele- 
ments will be deenergized and the engine icing cau- 
tion lamp will go out. When the switch is placed co 
MAN. the engme anti-icmg and engine inlet anti-icing 
valves open and the spike probe heating elements are 
energized whether or not the ice detector senses an 
icing condirlon. Placing the switch to OFF shuts off 
air to the engine anti-icing and engine inlet antl-icing 
systems, and turns off the spike probe heating ele- 
ments: however, the icing icaution lamp ~111 still lbe 
operational. 

Engine icing Caution Lamp. The engine Icing caution 
lamp, located on the main caution lamp panel (14, 
figure l-5), will light when the electronic ice detector 
senses an icing condition. While the lcmg conditit,n 
exists. the caution lamp will remain lighted regard- 
less of the position of the engine1mlet ant]-icing 
switch. The lamp will go out 60 seconds after the 
icing condition ceases. 

Inlet Hot Caution Lamp. The Inlet hot caution lamp, 
located on the main caution lamp panel (14, figure’ 
l-5), provides an indication that the temperature of 
anti-icing bleed air to the translating cowls has ex- 
ceeded 450 (&lo) degrees fahrenheit. When the lamp 
lights the words INLET HOT are visible and anti.- 
icing air to the translating cowls is automatically 
shutoff, then the lamp will go out, 

Windshield Defog System. 

Air for windshield defogging and cabin air distribu- 
tion share the same control lever. For description, 
refer to “Cabin Air Distribution Control Lever”, 
this section. 

WINDSHIELD WASH AND RAIN REMOVAL SYSTEM. 

The windshield wash and rain removal system is pro- 
vided to keep both the windshields clear of impinging 
rain and insects. Compressor bleed air at a temper- 
ature of 390°F and a pressure of 45 psi is directed 
over the outside of the windshields by a fixed ares. 
nozzle. This hot air blast ~111 evaporate impingm; 
rain and prevent further accumulation of rain on the 
windshield. Windshield wash is accomplished by in- 
jecting a liquid wash solution into the rain remova. 
nozzle. This serves as a wetting and scrubbing action 
to remove insects from the windshields. The wind- 
shield wash solution is contained in a one gallon trmk 
located on the right side of the nose wheel well. T.ne 
tank is pressurized to 15 psi by compressor bleed 
air. 

Windshield Wash/Rain Removal Selector Switch. 

The windshield wash/rain removal selector switck. 
(1, figure l-46), located on windshield wash/anti- 
icing control panel, has three positions marked RAIN 

I 

REMOVE, WASH, and OFF. The switch is spring 
loaded from the WASH to the OFF position, and is 
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locked out of the RAIX REMOVE position. The switch 
must be pulled out to move from OFF to RAIN RE- 
MOVE. On those airplanes modified by T.O. 
lF-lllA-5’75 the switch is locked out of the RAIN 
REMOVE position. On these airplanes the switch 
must be pulled out to move from OFF to RAIN RE- 
MOVE. Placing the switch to RAIN REMOVE will 
open the rain remove shutoff valves, allowing tem- 
perature and pressure regulated compressor bleed 
air to be directed to the wi!ldshield(s) selected by the 
windshield selector switch. When the switch 1s placed 
to WASH a time delay relay is energized to open the 

I 

rain remol’e shutoff valve and the windshield wash 
shutoff valve selected by the windshield wash selector 
switch. While these valves are open, compressor 
bleed air and liquid windshield wash solution will be 
directed to the selected windshield(s). Positionmg the 
switch from WASH to OFF will close the valves after 
a s-second delay. shutting off the air and windshield 
wash solution. When the switch 1s in the OFF posi- 
tion the windshield wash and rain removal system 1s 

deenergized. 

Windshield Selector Switch. 

The windshield selector switch (2. figure l-46). lo- 
cated on the windshield wash/anti-icing control panel. 
has three positions marked L (left), R (right). and 
BOTH. Selection of any of the positions will determine 
the windshield(s) to IX? washed or receive rain re- 
move as a function of the position of the windshield 
wash/rain removal selector switch. 

Windshield Wash / 
Anti-king Control 

I. WINDSHIELD WASH/RAIN REMOVAL SELECTOR SWITCH 
2. WINDSHIELD WASH SELECTOR SWITCH 
3. ENGINE/INLET ANTI-ICING SWITCH 
4. PITOT HEATERS SWITCH c 4 I0000”.0 t 0 

Figure l-46 
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Windshield Hot Caution Lomp. NORMAL OXYGEN SYSTEM. 

The windshield hot caution lamp, located on the main 
caution lamp panel (14, figure 1-5) is provided to 
indicate when the windshield temperature is above 
limits. An overheat switch, installed in the rain re- 
moval air supply duct upstream of the shutoff valve, 
will close whenever the air temperature is above 
450°F. When the overheat switch closes, a circuit is 
completed to close the rain remove shutoff valves 
and light the windshield hot caution lamp. After the 
switch closes the caution lamp will normally go out 
within 15 seconds. 

OXYGEN SYSTEM. 
The oxygen system consists of a normal (liquid) sys- 
tem located in the forward fuselage and cockpit and 
nn emergency (gaseous) system 
pan of the ejection seat, airplanes 

The normal oxygen system is designed for use with a 
pressure demand type oxygen regulator and mask to 
provide pressure regulated 100 percent oxygen to the 
crew members. See figure l-47 for oxygen duration. 
A converter, located on the left side of the aircraft 
below the crew module changes the liquid oxygen to 
gaseous oxygen that is pressure regulated at 70 to 80 
psi during normal usage. From the converter, the 
gaseous oxygen passes through a heat exchanger that 
warms it for breathing. The oxygen is then directed 
through a manually operated control valve, a regula- 
tor? and into the face mask. Oxygen regulation is ac- 
complished by a demand type mini-regulator mounted 
on the right side of the torso harness. Maximum dur- 
ation of the normal oxygen supply is 31.2 hours when 
both crew members are on oxygen at a cabin altitude 
greater than 35,000 feet, Maximum normal oxygen 
duration for two crew members at a cabin altitude of 
8000 feet is 7.8 hours. Evaporation loss will com- behind the cockpit aft bulkhead on 12 o+- . 

Oxygen Duration 
*2 crew members (double duration for 1 crew member) 

, i 
18,000 25.24 12.1 10.9 9.7 8.5 7.3 6.1 4.8 3.6 2.4 1.2 E 

16,000 27.48 11.1 10.0 8.9 7.8 6.7 5.6 4.4 3.3 2.2 1.1 k2 

E 
14,000 30.0 10.2 9.2 8.2 7.1 6.1 5.1 4.1 3.1 2.0 1.0 ; 

a 
12,000 32.8 9.3 8.4 7.5 6.5 5.6 4.7 3.7 2.8 1.9 0.9 

10,000 35.6 8.6 7.7 6.9 6.0 5.1 4.3 3.4 2.6 1.7 0.8 

8,000 39.4 7.8 7.0 6.2 5.4 4.7 3.9 3.1 2.3 1.5 0.7 

0 55.6 5.5 4.9 4.4 3.8 3.3 2.7 2.2 1.6 1.1 0.5 

LITERS 10 / 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 LESS 
AVAILABLE THAN 1 

OXYGEN 
Cu Ft GAS 306.0 275.4 244.8 214.2 183.6 1’53.0 122.4 91.8 61.2 30.6 

Figure I-47. 
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pletely empty the fully serviced system in approxi- 
mately 10 days. The system has a ten liter capacity 
and is serviced through a single point filler valve 
located within an access door on the left side of the 
fuselage (figure l-50 ). Procedures for normal opera- 
tion of the normal oxygen system are contained within 
the appropriate portion of Section II. 

Oxygen Control Levers. 

Two oxygen control levers are provided to control 
flow of oxygen from the supply system to the oxygen 
regulator. Each lever has positions ON and OFF. 
When in the ON position, oxygen is supplied fron, the 
converter to the regulator; when in OFF, oxygen flow 
is shut off at the control valve in the suit-mask l,anel. 
The levers are located on the left and center consoles 
(28, figure l-4 and 22, figure l-l?). 

Oxygen Quantity Indicator. 

An oxygen quantity indicator is located on the left 
console (7, figure l-4). The indicator indicates the 
total quantity of liquid oxygen in the converter. The 
indicator dial is graduated from zero to 20 liters in 
increments of one liter. The indicator operates on 
115 voit ac power from the essential bus. In the event 
of power failure, the indicator pointer will drive be- 
low zero, a fail safe indication. 

Oxygen Quantity lndicotor Test Button. 

A test button used for checking the oxygen quantily 
indicator is located on the left console (8, figure l-4). 
When the button is held depressed, the indicator 
pointer will move to the zero liter indication if the 
indicating system is operating properly. When the 
button is released, the pointer will move back to the 
original reading. The oxygen caution light will illJmi- 
nate during an indicator check when the pointer indi- 
cates 3 quantity of 2 liters or less. 

Oxygen Caution Lamp. 

An amber caution lamp on the main caution light ,panel 
(14, figure l-5) will light when oxygen quantity indi- 
cator indicates 2 liters or less or when oxygen sg’s- 

tern pressure is less than 42 (i2) psi. When the cau- 
tion lamp lights, inspection of the oxygen quantity 
gauge will determine whether the lamp came on be- 
cause of low quantity or low pressure. When the lamp 
is lighted, the letters OXY will be visible on the cau- 
tion light panel, and the master caution lamp will 
light. The oxygen caution lamp operates on 28 volt dc 
power from the 28 volt dc essential bus. 

EMERGENCY OXYGEN SYSTEM. @@) 

The emergency oxygen system is located in the sc?at 
pan of the ejection seat (figure l-49). The system 
consists of two high pressure containers, a single 
point refill valve, a pressure gage, a pressure re- 
ducer val,ve and an emergency oxygen deployment 
handle (green ring). The oxygen containers COnSiSt Jf a 
“U” shaped tube which forms the contour of the seat 
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pan and a bottle located under the forward edge of the 
seat. The two are interconnected to provide a total of 
63 cubic inches of oxygen which will last approxi- 
mately 10 minutes under emergency conditions. The 
system is refilled through the single point refill 
valve located on the left side of the seat pan. Sys- 
tem pressure is indicated on a gage on the right side 
of the seat pan. The pressure reducer valve is con- 
nected to a lanyard anchored to the floor of the cock- 
pit to turn the system on and regulate oxygen flow 
when the seat is ejected. Also, during other phases 
of flight, this system provides an emergency oxygen 
supply in event of failure of the normal oxygen sys- 
tem. 

Emergency Oxygen Gage. @-+@ 

The emergency oxygen gage (figure l-49), is located 
on the forward right side of the seat pan. The gage is 
marked REFILL in the red region and FULL in the 
black region with index marks at 1800 and 2500 psi. I 
Minimum pressure is 1800 psi at 70°F. 

Emergency Oxygen Handle (Green Ring). @--@ 

The emergency oxygen handle (green ring) is located 
in the seat pan cutout (figure 1-49). F’ulling the handle 
will actuate the pressure reducer valve to turn the 
system on and regulate oxygen flow to the crew 
member’s mask. 

EMERGENCY OXYGEN SYSTEM. @- 

The crew module is equipped with an emergency oxy- 
gen system consisting of two oxygen bottles, a pres- 
sure reducer, a pressure gage, and a manual handle. 
The system is activated automatically during ejection 
or in event of failure of the automatic feature, it is 
manually activated by a handle, Also, during other 
phases of flight, this system provides an emergency 
oxygen supply in event of failure of the normal oxy- 
gen system. When activated either manually or auto- 
matically, gaseous oxygen at 1800 to 2100 psi flows 
to a pressure reducer where it is reduced to 50 to 
90 psi. It is then routed into the normal oxygen I 
system upstream of the oxygen control valves. 
Sufficient emergency oxygen is available for 10 
minutes duration at 2‘7,000 feet. 

Emergency Oxygen Handle. @- 

The green emergency oxygen handle (1 lB, figure 
l-16), is located on the aft console. During ejection, 
this handle is used to manually activate the emer- 
gency oxygen system in the event automatic activation 
fails. Also, in event of failure of the normal oxygen 
system during other phases of flight this handle is 
used to provide an emergency oxygen supply. Raising 
the handle will open the emergency oxygen pressure 
reducer allowing oxygen to flow to each oxygen con- 
trol valve. 
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Emergency Oxygen Pressure Gage. 
@-+ 

The emergency oxygen pressure gage (IlC. figure 
l-16), located on the aft console, indicates the pres- 
sure in the emergency oxygen bottles. The gage is 
marked REFILL in the red region and FULL in the 
black region with index marks at 1800 and 2500 psi. 

I 
OXYGEN SYSTEM NORMAL OPERATION. 

I 
Operation of the oxygen system for either crew mem- 
ber is as follows: 

1. Oxygen hose connections - Checked. 

I 2. Oxygen control valve toggle - ON. 

OXYGEN SYSTEM ALTERNATE OPERATION. 

Lf the normal oxygen system fails or is depleted, pro- 
ceed as follows: (See figure l-47.) 

1. Emergency oxygen bottle green ring or T- 
handle - Pulled. 

Note 

The emergency oxygen system will pro- 
vide oxygen for approximately 10 minutes. 

CREW MODULE ESCAPE SYSTEM. @ 

The crew module (figure l-47A), forms an integral 
portion of the forward fuselage and encompasses the 
pressurized cabin and forward portion of the wing 
glove.Crew entrance to the module is provided 
through left and right canopy hatches. Refer to Can- 
opies this section. The system provides maximum 
protection for both crew members throughout the 
airplane performance envelope including zero altitude 
and zero speed ejection capability. The system protects 
the occupants from environmental hazards on either 
land or water and provides underwater escape cap- 
abilities. Also provided, are an emergency oxygen 
supply system and a self-contained emergency pres- 
surization system. Both of these systems are pro- 
vided, primarily, for use during ejection. However, 
either system can be manually activated during nor- 
mal phases of flight, as a backup to the associated 
normal system. 

I 
The removal or addition of components in 
the crew module or the absence of a crew 
member will change the center of gravity 
of the module and adversely affect its 
stability on ejection. 

For additional information, refer to “Oxygen System”. 
and “Air Conditioning and Pressurization System”, 
this section. 

CREW MODULE SEATS. (+ 

The crew module seats (figure l-47B), are elec- 
trically adjustable vertically and manually adjust- 
able forward and aft. The seat headrest structure, 
which is attached to the aft bulkhead, and the seat 
pan are manually adjustable forward and aft. The 
forward adjustment of the headrest requires the in- 
ertial reel to be unlocked. The seat back is attached by 
pivot pins to the back of the seat pan and is attached 
through telescopic structures to pivot pins on the 
headrest. Each seat is equipped with an upper and 
a lower torso harness. The upper torso harness con- 
sists of adjustable shoulder straps, chest straps, and 
trunk straps. These straps attach at the center of 
the crewmember’s chest.by means of a quick-re- 
lease buckle. The chest straps and trunk straps 
are attached to the seat structure and the shoulder 
straps are attached to the inertia reel. Wedge shaped 
plastic blocks are attached on the rrght chest strap 
and right trunk strap on each seat harness. to at- 
tach the oxygen regulator in either position as con- 
venient for the crew member. The lower torso har- 
ness consmts of an adjustable lap belt which is at- 
tached to each side of the aft seat pan structure. The 
lower torso harness attaches on both sides by means 
of quick release buckles. Each seat is equipped with 
an Inertia reel located behind the head rest. When 
unlocked. the inertia reel will allow the shoulder 
straps to extend or retract automatically to allow 
freedom of movement of the crew member. When an 
excessive g-force IS encountered or when manually 
locked. the inertia reel will prevent further shoulder 
strap extension and will take up shoulder strap slack 
as the crew member returns to a normal position. 
The mertia reel 1s also equipped with an explosive 
cartridge in a power retraction device which, during 
ejection, will retract the shoulder straps and lock 
the reel. The right seat must be removed to gain ac- 
cess to the survival equipment compartment. 

EJECTION EQUIPMENT. @- 

The ejection equipment consists of the necessary 
initiators, severance components and the rocket 
motor. Actuation of either ejection handle initiator 
provides an explosive impulse sequenced to lock the 
shoulder harness inertia reels in the retracted posi- 
tion, activate the emergency oxygen and cockpit pres- 
surizatron system, release the chaff dispenser, 
activate guillotine cutters, and to ignite the rocket 
motor. Two pressure initiators which are activated 
by rocket motor pressure build-up after ignition are 
provided to activate the severance components and to 
deploy the stabilization-brake and recovery parachutes 
and impact attenuation bag. The severance compo- 
nents consist of the flexible linear shaped charges 
(FLSC) and explosive guillotine cutters. The FLSC 
is located around the crew module so that detonation 
will cut the splice plate joining the crew module to 
the airplane. FLSC is also used to remove the covers 
over the parachutes and the flotation, self righting, 
and Impact attenuation bags. The explosive guillotine 
cutters are provided to sever antenna leads, second- 
ary control cables, and an oxygen line. Quick dis- 
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connects located in the crew module floor are used for 
separation of the normal air conditioning and pres- 
surization system ducts, the flight controls, and the 
electrical wiring, The rocket motor, located between 
the crew members and behind the seat bulkhead, pro- 
vides the thrust to propel the crew module up and 
away from the aircraft. 

RECOVERY AND LANDING EQUIPMENT. @- 

The recovery and landing equipment consists of 
stabilization components, the recovery parachute, 

1.0. 1 F-l 1 I (V)A-1 Section I 
Description & Operation 

landing and flotation components, and underwater 
escape components. The stabilization components 
consist of the stabilization glove, stabilization-brake 
parachute, and the pitch flaps, The stabilization 
glove which forms the forward portion of the wing 
glove is an integral part of the crew module. This 
glove section serves to stabilize the flight of the 
crew module until deployment of the recovery para- 
chute. The pitch flaps, in the under surface of the 
glove section, assist in maintaining crew module 
horizontal stability. The stabilization-brake para- 
chute, which 1s contained in a compa.rtment in the 
center of the top aft section of the glove, is used 
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Crew Module General Arrangement 
(Typical) 

r 
PITCH FLAP 
(AFT SURFACE) 

AFT FIOTATION BAG _ _ _ -. - 
(LOWER SURFACE) 

EMERGENCY PRESSURIZATION 

EMERGENCY OXYGEN BOTTLE 

ROCKET CATAPULT 

CANOPY 
CENTER BEAM 
ASSEMBLY - 

2N\\/ LA/ \’ AFT FLOTATION BAG 
(LOWER SURFACE) 

SELF RIGHTING BAG EJECTION HANDLE 

AUXILIARY FLOTATION 
SYSTEM PRESSURE 

PITCH FLA .P 
(AFT SURF ACE) 

,.----,.- -- .._- 

CHAFF DISPENSER 

AUXILIARY FLOTATION BAG- -l - IMPACT ATTENUATION BAG 

CANOPY CENTER BEAM ASSEMBLY 

- CANOPY 
CENTER BE 
ASSEMBLY 

- AUXILIARY 
FLOTATION 

RECOVERY PARACHUTE 
DEPLOY YANDLE 

RECOVERY PARAC 
RELEASE HANDLE 

SEVERANCE AND 
FLOTATION HANDLE 

\-- CANOPY INTERNAL 
EMERGENCY RELEASE 
HANDLE 
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Crew Module Seats 

UPPER TORSO 
RESTRAINT HARNESS-., 

INBOARD ARM REST- 

QUICK RELEASE yl&4j& 
BUCKLE (2) ~‘a 

LOWER TORSO 
RESTRAINT HARNESS - 

HEADREST 
ADJUSTMENT 
LEVER (2) 

- INERTIA REEI 
LOCK LEVER 

SEAT 
D---k+-- ~~ ADJUSTMENT 

ACTUATOR 

CHEST 
STRAP 

QUICK RELEASE 
BUCKLE 

SEAT FORE AND 
AFT ADJUSTMENT 

STRAPS 

LEVER - 

Figure I-47A. 
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to decelerate the crew module and assist in main- 
taining stable flight prior to recovery parachute de- 
ployment, The stabilization-brake parachute is a six 
foot diameter ribbon type parachute attached by two 
bridles to the outboard aft sections of the glove .sec- 
tion. The recovery parachute has a ringsail canopy 
with a 49 foot deployed diameter. The parachute is 
attached by two bridles to 1:he crew module so that 
the module will maintain an upright and level attitude 
during descent. The parachute is housed in a container 
located between the seat bulkhead and the aft pre.s- 
sure bulkhead. This container rests on the parac.hute 
catapult pan. The catapult forcibly deploys the para- 
chute at a velocity sufficient to ensure proper bag 
strip-off. A q operated selector monitors airplane 
speed to select one of three possible time delays in 
unlocking a barostat initiat’or. When below 15,000 
feet, the barostat initiator, if unlocked will fire and 
in turn fire the catapult to <deploy the recovery para- 
chute. The parachute is initially deployed in a reefed 
configuration. The parachute is disreefed by three 
cutters which sever the reefing line shortly after 
line stretch is reached. The landing and flotation 
components consist of an inflatable landing impact 
attenuation bag, flotation bags and self-righting bags. 
The impact attenuation bag, located in the crew mod- 
ule floor, inflates automatically during descent and 
serves to cushion the landing impact. Regulated pneu- 
matic pressure for inflation of the bag is contained 
in two storage bottles in the crew module. Pressure 
within the bag is maintained at 2 psi. Although the 
crew module is watertight and will float, additional 
bouyancy is provided by a flotation bag at each aft 
corner of the glove section and by an auxiliary flota- 
tion bag at the front of the crew module. Inflation of 
the aft flotation bags is accomplished either manually 
by use of a T-handle initiator in the cockpit or auto- 
matically by action of the underwater severance init- 
iator. Inflation of the auxiliary flotation bag is ac- 
complished manually by a T-handle initiator in the 
cockpit. The pressure source for inflation of the 
flotation bags is contained in two storage bottles .lo- 
cated in the crew module. The underwater escape 
components provide either manual or automatic crew 
module severance, inflation of the aft flotation and 
self-righting bags, and actuation of the emergency 
oxygen system. This system is used in the event that 
an airplane has ditched with the crew module stil:. 
attached. Manual actuation is accomplished by pu:.ling 
a T-handle initiator in the cockpit. Automatic actua- 
tion is accomplished by an Iunderwater severance 
initiator. This initiator when submerged in water 
and sensing a depth of between 10 and 20 feet will 
actuate to perform the same functions as the T- 
handle initiator. 

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT. @-+ 

The survival equipment consists of locating aids, 
special equipment, and standard survival equipment. 
The locating aids consist of a chaff dispenser, an 
AN/URT-21 radio beacon set, an AN/URC-10 radio 
set, and a portable distress beacon light. The chaff 
dispenser, when armed, will activate to dispense 
chaff automatically during the ejection sequence. A 

control lever in the cockpit is provided to either 
arm or disarm the dispenser prior to ejection. The 
AN/URT-21 radio beacon set (3A, figure l-18), lo- 
cated in the right console, will emit .an intermittent, 
modulated tone to aid in rescue operations. The 
manually operated set is connected to the crew mod- 
ule mounted emergency III-IF antenna which erects 
upon ejection. The set may also be used with its 
own retractable antenna. The AN/URC-10 radio, lo- 
cated in the survival equipment stowage compart- 
ment, provides a means of voice communication. The 
portable distress beacon light, also located in the 
survival equipment stowage compartment, produces a 
powerful flashing light to aid in night rescue opera- 
tions. The special survival equipment consists of two 
air ventilation masks and a combination bilge/flota- 
tion bag inflation pump. The air ventilation masks 
located in the survival equipment stowage compart- 
ment, are provided for use when the canopy hatches 
must remain closed because of rough seas or inclem- 
ent weather. The mask hoses may be connected to air 
mask connector valves located adjacent to the crew 
seats. An air supply tube lead8 from each connector 
valve to an outside opening well above the water 
line. The combination bilge/flotation bag inflation 
pump is operated by fore and aft motion of the con- 
trol stick. This will cause simultaneous pumping 
of water overboard and inflation of the flotation bags. 
Over-inflation of the bags is prevented by relief 
valves. Standard survival equipment !is provided for 
all climatic conditions. This equipment is stored in 
the survival equipment stowage compartment be- 
hind the pilot’s seat. Access to the compartment is 
obtained by rotating the pilot’s seat forward and 
down and disconnecting the seat actuator. The con- 
tents of the survival equipment stowage compartment 
will be determined by the applicable using command. 

CREW MODULE EJECTION SEQUENCE. @- 

When either ejection handle is pulled, the following 
ejection sequence (figure l-47C) occurs automatical- 
ly. Pulling either handle fires an initiator that simul- 
taneously retracts both inertia lock reels, actuates 
the emergency oxygen and cabin pressurization sys - 
terns, actuates the chaff dispenser, if armed, fires 
the explosive guillotines, ignite8 the rocket motor, 
and unlocks the manual recovery chute deployment 
handle. Pressure buildup of the rocket motor fires 
two additional initiators. The first initiator acts as 
a backup to actuate the emergency oxygen and cabin 
pressurization system, the chaff dispenser, and 
guillotines, and also activates the cre’w module sever- 
ance system. The FLSC detonates and severs the 
crew module from the airplane. The second initiator 
actuates the stabilization-brake paracthute, the thrust 
reducer, and unlocks the barostat initiator. When the 
barostat initiator is unlocked and senses an altitude 
below 15,000 feet, it will fire and ignite the SMDC 
train to remove the recovery parachute severable 
cover and fire the parachute catapult. This barostat 
initiator, will also remove the impact attenuation 
bag severable cover and fire the explosive valves 
in the impact attenuation bag air bottles causing the 
bag to inflate. A third function of the barostat initiator 
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is, to erect the emergency UHF antenna and to fire 
the explosive pin retractor, releasing the repbsition- 
ing bridle cable which allows the crew module to 
assume the correct touchdown attitude. 

DITCHING ESCAPE SEQUENCE. @- 

I f  the airplane is ditched, crew module severance 
and flotation bag deployment may be initiated either 
manually or automatically. I f  the severance and 
flotation handle is pulled or the automatic under- 
water severance initiator is actuated, the following 
sequence of events occurs: An initiator is fired to 
(1) fire the FLSC to separate the crew module from 
the airplane, (2) remove the severable covers over 
the aft flotation bags and the self-righting bags, 
(3) fire the explosive valve in an air storage bottle 
to inflate the aft flotation bags and the left self- 
righting bag and (4) fire the explosive valve in an air 
storage bottle to inflate the right self-righting bag. 

Seat Forward and Aft Adjustment Lever. 
@-- 

The seat forward and aft adjustment lever (figure 
l-47B), located in front of the seat pan between the 
crewmember’s legs, is provided to unlock the seat 
from the carriage to allow forward and aft adjust - 
ment. When the handle is pulled up, the seat will un- 
lock to allow a maximum of 3 inches travel from full 
aft to full forward. Since this lever does not provide 
headrest adjustment, forwa.rd and aft adjustment of 
the seat will result in a tilting of the seat back, 

Seat Adjustment Switches. 12 C- 

Vertical adjustment of each seat is provided by a 
switch located on each left and right sidewall (2, 
figure l-13A and 4, figure l-45A) adjacent to the 
seat. Each switch has positions marked UP and 
DOWN and is spring-loaded to the center unmarked 
OFF position. Positioning a switch to either UP or 
DOWN energizes an electrical actuator to raise or 
lower the seat as selected. The seat has a maxirn.im 
vertical travel of 5 inches. 

Headrest Adjustment Lever. @-- 

A headrest adjustment lever (figure l-47B), located 
on either side of each seat headrest is provided fcr 
fore and aft adjustment of the headrest. Depressing 
either lever will unlock the headrest allowing it to 
be moved either forward or aft. Releasing the lever 
will lock the headrest in place. Since the seat back 
is attached to the headrest, fore and aft movement 
af the headrest will cause the seat back to tilt. 

Inertia Reel Control Handle. a--+ 

The inertia reel control handle (figure l-47B), lo- 
sated on the left side of each seat headrest is pro- 
iided to lock or unlock the inertia reel. 

Ihanged 6 Moy 1966 
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Eiection Hondles. 8-L 

TWO ejection handles (2A, figure l-l?), one located 
on either side of the center console adjacent to the 
crewmember’s seat, are provided to initiate the 
ejection cycle. When the lock release on the top of 
handle is depressed the handle is released and may 
be pulled out. Pulling the handle out approximately 
l/2 inch will fire the initiator to start the ejection 
sequence. 

Recovery Parachute Deploy Handle. I@- 

The ring-shaped recovery parachute ‘deploy handle 
(figure l-4’7A), located on canopy center beam assem- 
bly, is provided as an emergency means of deploying 
the recovery parachute should the normal method 
fail, Pulling the handle will fire an imtiator to unlock 
the barostat and will also fire the stabilization brake 
parachute catapult. The chute deploy handle cannot be 
pulled until an ejection initiator has been fired. 

Recovery Parachute Release Handle. I@- 

The ring-shaped recovery parachute release handle 
(figure l-47A), located on the canopy center beam 
assembly, is provided to release the recovery para- 
chute from the crew module after landing. Pulling 
the handle fires the parachute release retractors at 
the bridle attaching points releasing the bridles from 
the crew module. The recovery parachute release 
handle cannot be pulled until the severance and flota- 
tion handle has been pulled. 

Auxiliary Flotation Handle. @- 

The T-shaped auxiliary flotation handle (figure l-47-4) 
located on the canopy center beam assembly, is pro- 
vided to inflate the auxiliary flotation bag on the 
front of the crew module. Pressing a release button 
on either side of the handle and pulling the handle 
out fires an initiator which in turn removes the 
severable cover over the auxiliary flotation bag and 
fires an explosive valve in an air storage bottle to 
inflate the bag. 

Severance and Flotation Handle. @- 

The T-shaped severance and flotation handle (figure 
l-47A), located on the canopy center bmeam assembly, 
is provided for escape in the event the airplane has 
ditched. Pressing a release button on {either side of 
the handle and pulling the handle out will fire the 
FLSC and guillotines, separating the crew module 
from the airplane, and will inflate the aft flotation 
bags and the self righting bags. Pulling the handle 
will also activate the emergency oxygen system, 

Control Sticks. @--- 

The control sticks are used after a water landing as 
a combination bilge/flotation bag inflation pump. After 
landing, the bilge pump drive connector pin is re- 
moved from the pin stowage hole and inserted in the 
operating hole. This connects the pump to the control 
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stick. A plunger. adjacent to the pin stowage hole. 
must be pushed in to open the pump air and water 
outlet valves. Fore and aft motion of the stick will 
then operate the pump, For description of the control 
sticks, refer to “Flight Control System,” this section. 

EJECTION SEATS. CD-@ 

Each crew station is equipped with a rocket catapult 
open ejection seat (figure l-49). The ballistically 
initiated rocket catapult operates independently of 
other airplane systems to permit emergency escape 
during flight. The seat is electrically adjustable 
vertically and horizontally. The seat headrest is a 
recessed V-type, covered with foam rubber. A safety 
latch handle, located in the center of the headrest, 
rotates downward to safety the seat ejection controls 
while on the ground. The latch must be stowed to the 
flush (armed) position before the crew member’s 
head will fit in the head rest. The seat incorporates 
personnel restraint equipment composed of an Inertia 
reel, shoulder harness and lap belt, a parachute 
with an automatic barometric time delay actuator, a 
survival kit, a seat pan cushion contauung m emer- 
gency oxygen system, two pneumatic seat man sep- 
arators, and two sets of ejection handles, Ejection is 
accomplished by either pulling the face screen ejec- 
tion handles down or by pulling the secondary ejection 
handle up. (See figure 1-48 for ejection sequence.) 
The first few inches of travel of either handle will 
jettison the canopy. As the canopy leaves the airplane 
a canopy/‘ejection handle interlock release cam is 
actuated allowing additional travel of the handles to 
release the rocket catapult firmg pin. 

Note 

I f  the canopy will not jettison with the 
ejection handles the seat cannot be ejected 
until the canopy is jettisoned with the can- 
opy jettison T-handle, located on the can- 
opy center beam. 

During ejection the crew member is held firmly in 
the seat by the inertia reel shoulder harness which is 
attached to the crew member’s torso harness across 
the shoulders and by the lap belt which is attached 
to the torso harness on each side. As the seat starts 
to move up the seat rails, the oxygen and communi- 
cations lines pull free of the airplane systems and 
the emergency oxygen supply located under the seat 
pan is activated by a lanyard. As the seat continues 
to move up the rails, a trip mechanism fires a 3!4 
second delay initiator which supplies gas pressure to 
release the restraints, disconnects the ejection han- 
dles, and opens a nitrogen bottle to inflate the seat- 
man separator bladders and forcibly separate the 
crew member from the seat at the height of seat 
tralectory. As the crew member is separated from 
the seat, the automatic parachute time delay actuator 
is armed by a lanyard attached to the seat. In the 
event the seat-man separator fails, a harness release 
handle located on the right side of the seat must be 
pulled to disconnect the restraints; then the crew 
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member must manually push free of the seat. Separa- 
tion in this manner will not arm the automatic para- 
chute opener and the crew member must pull the 
manual D-ring on the left shoulder strap of the para- 
chute harness to deploy the parachute. For a descrip- 
tion of the seat pan and survival kit, refer to “Emer- 
gencv Equipment”, this section. 

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT. 

The survival equipment consists of a seat pan and a 
survival kit which contains survival gear and a one 
man life raft. The seat pan and survival kit fit into 
the bottom recessed area of the ejection seat. The 
seat pan is attached nlong its rear edge to the bottom 
of the parachute. The seat pan serves as a seat 
cushion and contains the emergency oxygen system. 
An oxygen and communication lead from the airplane 
systems enters the seat pan at the left rear corner, 
goes through an attachment point, and exits to pro- 
vide a point for the crew member to plug in his com- 
munications lead and oxygen regulator. The survival 
kit is attached to the bottom of the seat pan and to the 
safety belt on each side. A lanyard is provided on the 
right rear of the kit to attach the kit and life raft to 
the crew members’ torso harness after bailout. The 
kit is divided into two compartments. These items 
are contained in ai) iliner c.ontainer that is con- 
nected to the life raft by a lanyard. The rear com- 
partment o! the kit contains a one man life raft. 
A D-ring on 3 cable extendiiig from the right rear 
of the kit must be pulled to open the rear of the 
c’ompartment to allow a?ccss to the life raft. A 
CO3 bottle rclense line attached to the raft must be 
manually pulled to inflate the raft, 

PERSONNEL RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT. 

Each ejection seat is equipped with personnel equip- 
ment restraints consisting of an inertia reel, a shoul- 
der harness, and lap belt. The inertia reel is located I 
in the head rest area of the seat and in controlled by 
a handle on the left arm of the seat. When unlocked, 
the inertia reel will allow the shoulder harness to 
extend and retract automatically to allow freedom of 
movement of the crew member. When an excessive 
G force IS encountered or when manually locked, the 
inertia reel will prevent further harness extension 
and will take up as the crew member returns to a 
normal sitting position, Fittings on one end of each 
shoulder harness strap are attached into the inertia 
reel at the head rest. The other end of each strap 
is sewn on to each parachute riser line strap and is 
equipped with a quick release hook fastener which 
attaches the shoulder harness and parachute risers 
to buckles on the chest of the torso harness worn I 
by the crew member. The manual parachute deploy- 
ment D-ring is mounted on the left shoulder harness 
strap. The lap belt consists of two short straps at- I 
tached at one end on each side of the seat. The 
other end of each strap is equipped with quick re- 
lease hook fasteners which attach to buckles on the q 
leg straps of the torso harness worn by the crew 
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member, Each lap belt strap is adjustable. During 
the ejection cycle, the lap belt straps are detached 
from the seat and the shoulder harness straps are 
released from the inertia reel to allow separation of 
the crew member from the seat. 

SEAT-MAN SEPARATOR. @+ 0 

The seat-man separator proT,ides positive separation 
of the occupant and survival kit from the seat at the 
optimum point in the ejection cycle. Separation 1s 
accomplished by the rapid inflation of rubber bladders 
under the survival kit and behind the parachute. Op- 
eration of the seat-man separator IS imtiated by the 
firing of a 3/4 second delay initiator as the seat IS 
ejected from the airplane. Gas pressure from the 
initiator releases the lap belt straps. shoulder har- 
ness straps, and ejection handles from the sent. 
and pierces the diaphragm on a nitrogen bottle to pro- 
vide pressure to inflate the bladders and force rhe 
crew member out of the seat. 

AUTOMATIC OPENING PARACHUTE. O-0 

The ejection seat is equipped with an NB-9 automatic 
opening parachute. The parachute is recessed into 
the back of the ejection seat and normally serves as 
a back rest for the crew member. The parachute is 
equipped for use with a torso harness. The Tispr llnfl 
straps from the chute canopv are sewn to one rnd of 
the shoulder harness straps. The combined reset 
Ime:‘shoulder harness end of each strap is equipped 
with a quick release hook fastener and latches into 
D-rings on the chest of the torso harness. The man- 
ual parachute D-ring is mounted on the left shoulder 
harness strap. The parachute is equipped wlth an 
automatic barometric titne delay actuator whirh is 
armed by a lanyard when the seat-man srparator 
separates the crew member from the seat during the 
ejection cycle. If  the crew member ejects belnw 
15,000 feet. the parachute will automatically deploy 
after a 2 second delay. If  above 15,000 feet the para- 
chute will deploy as the crew member free falls 
through 15,000 (1500) feet. Should the crew member 
have to manually separate from the seat after ejec- 
tion, the automatic parachute time delay actuator will 
not be armed and the manual D-ring will have to be 
used to deploy the chute. After landing, the crow 
member can detach himself from the parachute riser 
lines by depressing the quick disconnect fasteners on 
his torso harness. 

EJECTION SEAT CONTROLS. (-i+o 

Face Screen Ejection Handles. GO 

A pair of flexible loop face screen ejection handles, 
located directly above the ejection seat on each side 
of the headrest (figure l-49), are the primary ejec- 
tion control for the seat. The handles are grasped by 
each hand and pulled down in front of the face to ini- 
tiate the ejection cycle. In this position, thr nylon 
screen between the handles covers the crew mem- 
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ber’s faces to afford wind blast protection during 
ejection. Travel of a cable pulled by the handles is in 
two distinct steps. Initial travel of the handles jetti- 
sons the canopy. As the canopy leaves the airplane, 
a canopy:ejection handle interlock release cam is 
pulled releasing the ejection handle for additional 
travel. Continuing to pull the handles initiates seat 
rjection. 

Note 

I f  the canopy will not jettison with the 
ejection handles, the seat cannot be ejected 
until the canopy is jettisoned with the can- 
opy jettison T-handle located on the can- 
opv Center beam. 

Fulling {-Ither face screen elec,tion handle will eject 
the sent. 

Secondary Ejection Handle. G-43 

A single flexible loop secondary ejection handle is 
located on the front of the seat pan between the crew 
member’s legs (figure l-49). This handle provides 
an alternate method for ejection m case emergency 
conditions make reaching the face screen ejection 
handles Impossible or impractical. The function of 
the ejection cycle is the same for the secondary ejec- 
tion Ilandle as for the face screen ejectlon handle ex- 
cept. it does not afford face protection. I 

Elecimn Safety Latch Handle. 0-0 

Tllr ?jectlon mechanism of the seat IS safetied by tlie 
~~je~t~on safety latch handle located vertically 111 the 
center of the headrest ifistre l-49). The lxu~tllt~ IS 
l~~r~~cd at the bottom and spring loaded to the stowi-d 
or alnlrcl posItion. To safety the seat. the handle 
must bc rotated down from the top to the horlzont:il 
pnsltlon. where a spring loaded safety lever h:lr locks 
it 111 place. When in this position. thf Plectlon mccli- 
anism is me?hamcall>~ locked and neither of the cljec- 
tion handles can be actuated. The handle extends out- 

ward approximately 6 inches so that rrew member’s 
head cannot fit mto the headrest while the bar 1s ex- 
tended. To arm the s?at, the sprins loaded safetv 
lever bar must bc clcpressed to its stop and the cjer- 
tion safety lairh handle allowed to move upward into 
the stowed or :1rmeti position. The handle IS paintrXti 
in cross hatc~llc~d hlac,l; and vpllow. 

Inertia Reel Control Handle. O-0 

The inertia reel control handle, located on the left 
side of the ejection seat (fimre l-49), is marked 
LOCKED and UNLOCKED. A flexible control cable 
couples the lever to the inertia reel, permittmg man- 
ual lo&m; and release of the inertia reel. Kormally 
the inertia reel control handle is in the USLOCKED 
(aft) position. When the inertia reel locks due to G 
forces, it IS necessary to cycle the control handle to 
LOCKED Iforward). then to UNLOCKED (aft). 
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Seat Adjustment Switches. GO 

Two toggle-type seat adjustment switches, located on 
each sidewall (2, figure l-13A) and (4, figure l-45A) 
are provided for each ejection seat. One is for verti- 
cal adjustment, the other for horizontal adjustment. 
The seat adjustment switches are three position 
switches spring loaded to the center unmarked OFF 
position. By positioning either switch to one of its 
momentary positions (UP, DOWN, FWD, or AFT), the 
seat may be adjusted for personnel comfort, The air- 
craft commander’s seat adjustment switches are lo- 
cated on the left side wall. The pilot’s seat adjustment 
switches are located on the right side wall. 

Harness Release Handle. @--+a 

The harness release handle, located on the right side 
of the seat (figure l-49)) provides a means of me - 
chanically disconnecting the shoulder harness and 
lap belt from the seat. Squeezing and pulling the 
handle actuates a cable which releases the lap belts 
and shoulder harness, The handle serves a dual 
purpose, to provide a backup means of separating the 
crew member from the seat in the event the seat- 
man separator fails during ejection and/or for rapid 
evacuation from the airplane in the event of an emer- 
gency on the ground. 

Separation from the seat after ejection by 
use of the handle will render the automatic 
parachute time delay actuator inoperative; 
therefore, the crew member will have to 
pull the manual D-ring to deploy the chute. 

The handle may also be used to release the survxal 
kit for removal from the seat for inspection. Once 
the handle has been actuated, the inertia reel straps 

I and lap belt will be released from their attaching 
points and must be re-attached. The harness attach- 
ment points are reset by pulling a harness reset 
button on the right rear of the seat. 

Ejection Seat Ground Safety Pins. a-43 

Safety pins with red identification streamers are in- 
stalled in both rocket catapult firing pins. The pins 
are installed to prevent inadvertent actuation or fir- 
ing of these devices and must be removed before 
flight. 

The absence of a red streamer does not 
necessarily mean the safety pin has been 
removed. 
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MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT. 

THERMAL RADIATION PROTECTION. @- 

Thermal radiation protection for the crew is provided 
by side curtains on the canopy hatches and a hinged 
forward panel located between the glare shield and 
windshield. 

Side Curtains. @- 

Each curtain 1s mounted along the upper edge of each 
canopy hatch on either side of the center canopy 
beam. When stowed the curtain is folded as an ac- 
cordion in the shape of a fan with the hinge forward. 
As the curtain is extended it unfolds to form an arc 
from the top rear to the bottom forward edge of the 
hatch. The rim of the arc rides in a track to form 
a light seal. When fully extended the forward edge 
of the curtain lorms a light seal against the forward 
hatch structure, thus completely covering the canopy 
hatch glass. The curtain is retained in the stowed 
position by a spring tension latch. A handle labeled 
RADIATION CURTAIN is provided on the forward 
edge of the curtam to extend or retract the curtain. 
A positive latch on the forward seal locks the curtain 
111 the extended posltion. A push button labeled CUR- 
TAIN RELEASE must be depressed to release the 
curtam for retraction. A decal located adjacent 
to the curtam release button contains instructions for 
extending or stowmg the curtain. 

Forward Panel. @-- 

The forward panel 1s constructed in two sections to 
form a thermal radiation shield across the front of 
the cockpit between the top of the glare shield and 
the windshield, The panel is hinged along the aft edge 
of the glare shield and folds forward to lie on top of 
the glare shield when not needed. A slide catch on 
each section secures the panel against the glare 
shield. A cable lanyard attached to the slide catch 
is provided to unlatch the catch and erect each sec- 
tion. The right section must be raised first. When 
erected a friction catch retains the upper edge of 
each section against the windshield arch to provide 
a light seal. To stow the panel each crew member 
disengages the friction catch by pushing forward on 
his section adjacent to the catch. When disengaged 
the panel will fall forward on the glare shield. The 
slide catches on each section should be engaged to 
retain the panel in the stowed position. A decal lo- 
cated on the forward canopy hatch structure con- 
tams instructions for erecting and stowing the panel, 

CREW ENTRANCE LADDERS AND STEPS. 

Crew entrance ladders and steps, located on each 
side of the fuselage, provide crew access to the cock- 
pit without the aid of ground support equipment. When 
not in use both sets of ladders and steps are re- 
tracted Into the sides of the fuselage. Each left or 
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right ladder and step can be electrically extended 
from inside the cockpit. Push-button releases are 
provided on the outside of the fuselage to manually 
extend the ladders and steps from the ground. The 
ladders and steps must be manually stowed from the 
ground. 

Entrance Ladder Switch. 

right compartment is labeled LETDOWN CHART 
HOLDER, the left compartment is labeled LETDOWN 
CHARTS. Each compartment is provided with a strap 
and fastene to s cure the charts and holder. On 
airplanes $)-+b 11 the compartments are located 
below the ground check panel on the aft console. I 

SAFETY PIN STOWAGE. 

The entrance ladder switch (3, figure l-16), located 
on the aft console, has three positions marked L 
(left), R (right) and OFF, Placing the switch to L or 
R will provide 28 volt d-c power to a solenoid in the 
respective ladder and step to release the ladder and 
step for extension. The switch is spring-loaded to 
the center OFF position. 

ANTI-G SUIT. 

Each anti-G suit is connected to the airplane pressure 
source by an anti-G suit hose located on the left con- 

I 

sole (26, figure l-4) and aft console (llD, figure l-16). 
(On airplanes @-+a the pilot’s anti-G suit con- 
nections are located on the center console. Pressure 
for the anti-G suit is sup;plied from the engine corn- 
pressor section. A test button marked ANTI-G PUSH- 
TO-TEST, located on the left console (24, figure l-4) 
and aft console (llF, figure l-16), is provided to 
check operation of the anti-G suit valve. When the 
button is depressed, the a&i-G suit bladders will 
inflate. When the button is released, the bladders will 
deflate, 

The safety pins are stowed in a nylon bag (figure l-2) 
located on the aft wall above the aircraft commander’s 
air conditioning vent. The metal zipper is placed 
diagonally across the bag. The bag is labeled EJEC- 
T ON SYSTEM SAFETY PIN STOWAGE, On airplanes 

o- 12 the safety pin stowage compartment: is located 
on the left sidewall (10, figure l-13A). I 

SPARE LAMP AND FUSE HOLDER SKOWAGE. 1 

A nylon bag (figure l-2) with a metal zipper is pro- 
vided on the aft wall for spare lamps and fuses. The m 
bag is the same as that provided for the escape sys- 
tem safety pins and is located opposite the escape 
system stowage bag. The bag is labeled SPARE 
LAMPS & FUSES HOLDER STOWAl%. On airplanes 

G%+ the spare lamp and fuse holder 1s located 
outboard of the pilot’s relief contamer compartment 
(6, figure l-45A). 

CHECKLIST STOWAGE. @- 

MIRRORS. 

A space for stowing the checklist IS provided on the 
lefl sidewall (1, figure l-13A). A nylon strap retains 
the checklist in place. 

I 

Four rear view mirrors, two on each side of the cock- 
pit canopy frame (figure l-2) are installed to permit 
the crew rearward vision without moving from their 
normal sitting position. The mirrors are adjustable 
in tilt only. 

FOOD STOWAGE COMPARTMENT. @- 

A food stowage compartment is provided for the crew 
on the aft bulkhead at the left of the aircraft com- 
mander’s seat. The door of the compartment is held 
closed by a sprmgloaded latch. 

MAP STOWAGE. 

I 

The cockpit is furnished with two map cases, located 
on the left and right sidewalls (9, figure l-13A) and 
(5, figure l-45A). Each map case is installed in an 
upright position. The aircraft commander’s map case 
is labeled MAPS & ENROlJTE SUPPL. The pilot’s 
map case IS labeled MAPS. A nylon retaining strap, 
attached to each map case, extends upward, and 
attaches to the cockpit sidewall fairing. 

CHART BOARD STOWAGE. @- 

Space is provided for stowage of a chart board on the 
right side of the pilot’s seat. A fabric strap snaps 
over the chart board when it is stowed to hold it 
securely in place. 

RELIEF CONTAINER STOWAGE. @I- 

DATA STOWAGE CASE. 

I The cockpit contains a black nylon vinyl coated data 
case located in the outboard aft end of the right con- 
sole (7, figure l-18). The data case consists of the 
case and a flap with a metal snap fastener to prevent 
data from inadvertently falling from the case. Tne 
case is labeled DATA STOWAGE. 

Relief containers for each crew member are located 
in small compartments on the aft bulkhead, outboard 
of each seat. Each compartment is enclosed by a 
fabric cover with a zipper opening. The relief con- 
tainers are plastic bottles with screw caps to pre- 
vent leakage. Each bottle holds approximately 3 
pints. 

LET DOWN CHART STOWAGE. 

I 
Two letdown chart stowage compartments are located 
on each side of the aft console (12, figure l-16). The 

HOOD STOWAGE COMPARTMENT. @- 

A hood stowage compartment, located on the right 
side of the aft bulkhead just above the pilot’s relief 
container, is provided to store the attack radar 
scope hood. 
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CORRECTION CARD HOLDERS. 

The cockpit is provided with three correction card 
holders. One four inch holder is attached under- 
neath the left-aft section of the glare shield, The card 
holder is labeled EPR SETTING. One four mch and 
one two inch card holders are attached underneath the 
right-aft section of the glare shield on the approxi- 
mate centerline of the airplane. The four inch holder 
is labeled UHF FREQUENCY CARD. The two inch 
holder is labeled COMPASS CORRECTION CARD and 
is to the right of the four inch holder. Each card 
holder is attached by sprmg tensioned hinges rrveted 
to the glare shield. The springs allow the card holders 
to be pulled into position for reading purposes and 
held secure against lower side of glare shn?ld when 
released. 

LET DOWN CHART HOLDER. 

A let down chart holder (figure 1-2) is provided to 
clearly display letdown charts where they can be 
easily followed during instrument letdowns. The holder 
is a rectangular transparent pane the s12e of a let- 
down chart and is attached in a swivel socket on the 
canopy center beam. It can be swivelled to the left or 
right and latched in place for use by either crew- 
member. The holder has both red and white llghtrng 
which can be nnxed as tlesrred by control knobs lo- 

cated on the top of holder. The holder is stowed in a 
receptacle in the aft console when not in use. 

ARM RESTS. @- 

Arm rests (3, figure 1-13.~ and figure I-145A) are 
provided on each sidewall. When not in use they 
are folded upwards under the canopy sell. 

LIQUID CONTAINERS. @- 

Two insulated liquid containers provide the crew 
with hot or cold liquids during flight. The containers 
are stowed in recessed receptacles in the seat bulk- 
head, outboard of each head rest. A spring loaded 
latch on the front of each receptacle holds the re- 
spective contamer firmly in place against a coil 
spring in the bottom of the receptacle when the con- 
tamer is stowed. Each container holds approximately 
1 quart. 

STARTER CARTRIDGE STOWAGE CONTAINER. 

;i starter cartridge stowage container, located on 
the left forward side of the main landing gear wheel 
well, is provided to carry two spare starter car- 
tridges. The container is made of plastic and has a 
d~tnchahk cover to allow servicing or access to the 
spare cartridges when needed, I 
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As indirated in Section I, various systems are de- 
signed for automatic operation. However, for differ- 
ent intervals of time durin; the Flight Test prog.ram, 
it is necessary to limit some systems to manual op- 
eration within certain flight envelopes. The procl’- 
dures in this section reflect the currently recom- 
mended ntL)des of operattotl and will be up-dated m 
future changes to the manual. 

TAKEOFF AND LANDING DATA CARDS. 

Refer to Appendix I for information necessary to com- 
plete the Takeoff and Landing Data Card in the Flight 
Crew Checklist. Recheck data just prior to flight to 
determine the effect of atmospheric, runway, or air- 
plane configuration changes. If  required, revise Take- 
off and Landing Data Card to reflect latest information. 

WEIGHT AND BALANCE. 

Refer to Section V for weight limitations and to the 
Manual of Weight and Balance Data, T.O. l-lB-40, for 
airplane and crew module loading information. 

Note 

Q-+ 
12 The crew module should not be con- 

si ered flyable without its full crew and 
complement of survival equipment, or the 
equivalent ballast to maintain renter-of- 
gravity. To assure stability of the module 
in event of ejection, it must be loaded in 
accordance with T.O. 1 -lB-40. 

Note 

e Items coded (AC-P) are applicable to both 
the aircraft commander and the pilot. Items 
coded (P) are applicable to the pilot only, 
LLNI itetns not coded are applicable to the 
aircraft commander 3ttly. 

CHECKLISTS 

This Flight Manual contains only amplified procedures. 
Abbreviated flight rrew checklist T.O.‘s lF-lll(Y)A- 
ICL-1 and -2 are issued as separate documents. 

ENTRANCE. 

0 Dtiferences between :tirplanes are designated 
b ’ number symbols such as @, @ , @- 

b 16 , etc. For an explanation of airplane code 
numbers, refer to “Airplane Designation 
Cc~tles,” itI tlte front of the manual. 

To extend either entrance ladder, proclsed as follows: 

1. Entrance step - Extend. (AC-P) 
Rotate screw in center of step until step ex- 
tends. I 
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Section II T.O. lF.lll(YiA-1 
Normal Procedures 

I 
2. Entrance ladder - Extend. (AC-P) 

Support the entrance ladder door by hand and 
depress the unlock button on the door. Allow 
the door to extend. 

Note 

After entering the airplane, the entrance 
ladder and step must be manually stowed 
by the ground crew. 

I PREFLIGHT CHECK. 

BEFORE EXTERIOR INSPECTION. 

I 

1. Form 781 - Check for airplane status and re- 
lease. (AC-P) 

EXTERIOR INSPECTION. 

The exterior inspection is based upon the fact that 
maintenance personnel have completed all of the re- 
quirements of the Scheduled Inspection and Mainte- 
nance Requirements Manual for preflight and post 
flight: therefore, duplicate inspections and operational 
checks of systems have been eliminated except for 

I 

those needed in the interest of flight safety: Following 
the route shown in figure 2-1, check all surfaces for 
any type of damage: signs of fuel, oil, hydraulic or 
other fluid leaks that may have developed since the 
preflight inspection. Check all access doors and 
covers for security. 

Note 

With the airplane parked at a certain an- 
gle to the prevailing wind, it is not unusu- 
al for the engine fan and compressor to 
windmill. This rotation will cause no 
damage. 

BEFORE ENTERING COCKPIT. 

1. Windshield and canopy glass - Check. (AC-P) 
Check all enclosure glass for condition and 
cleanliness. 

2. Canopy hatches - Check. (AC-P) 
Check the hatch for proper operation, condi- 
tion and condition of seal. 

3. Canopy external emergency release handle - 
Check. (P) 

Check that plunger of the release handle is 
sealed and flush with fuselage surface. 

4. @-+@ Parachute - Check. (AC-P) 
Check for proper installation of the parachute 
in the seat and condition of parachute pack and 
harness. Check that the parachute part number 
is 12KO90-3 ( containing a 15,000 foot auto- 
matic opener). 

INTERIOR INSPECTION. 

Power Off. 

l.@@C anopy jettison handle safety pin - 
Removed. (P) 

2. 0-0 Ejection seat - Check. (AC-P) 

a. Emergency oxygen green ring - Checked 
(AC-P) 

Check that the green ring is properly 
stowed in the pocket on the left forward 
face of the seat pan. 

b. Emergency oxygen bottle pressure - Check- 
ed. (AC-P) 

Check the emergency oxygen bottle gage 
on the forward right side of the seat pan 
for minimum pressure of 1800 psi. 

r. Harness release actuator cartridge - 
Checked. (AC-P) 

Check that the harness release actuator 
cartridge on the right side of the seat pan 
is installed. A protruding red pin indi- 
rates that a cartridge is not installed. 
Check the firing pin sear for proper in- 
stallation. 

d. Rocket catapult safety pin (1) and canopy 
jettison initiator safety pin (1) - Check re- 
moved. (AC-P) 

e. Parachute arming cable - Checked. (AC-P) 
Check that the swdged ball on the end of 
the parachute automatic opener arming 
cable is properly retained in the harness 
release handle. 

f. Harness release handle - Checked. (AC-P) 
Check that the harness release handle on 
the right arm of the seat is down and se- 
cure. 

g. Shoulder harness, lap belt, and inertia reel- 
Connected and checked. (AC-P) 

Attach the parachute riser-shoulder har- 
ness release fittings to the torso harness 
upper buckles and the lap belt fittings to 
the lower torso harness fittings. Check 
operation of the inertia reel in the locked 
and unlocked positions. 

3. @-+ Crew 7 module - Check. (AC-P) 

a. Ejection handle safety pins (2) - Installed. 
Before entering the cockpit, check that a 
safety pin is installed in each ejection 
handle. 
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Exterior inspection 

Section II 

Normal Procedures 

A Nose Wheel Ar,su. 
B. Right Side 
C Rtyht Engine. 
D Wcopons Boy Area 
F Whee! Well Area. 
F Rtght Wlirg 
G To11 Area. 
H Left Wing. 
I Left Engine. 
J Left Side. 

START m 
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Section II 
Normal Procedures 

T.O. 1 F-l 11 (WA-1 

I 

b. Severance and flotation, recovery parachute 
release, auxiliary flotation and canopy in- 
ternal emergency release handle safety pins 
(3) - Removed. 

13. Utility hydraulic system isolation switch - ON. 

14. Instrument coupler mode selector knob - NAV. 

Upon entering the cockpit, check that the 15. AFRS compass and latitude knobs - SLAVED 
above safety pins are removed. aud set. 

c. Emergency pressurization bottle pressure - 
3000 psi minimum at 70°F. 

16. Engine inlet anti-icing switch - AUTO. (if 
installed) 

d. Emergency oxygen bottle pressure - 1800 
psi minimum at 70°F. 

17. 0-0 E ngine fire pull handles - IN. 

e. Survival equipment compartment - Checked. 
Check the survival equipment compartment 
for security, seals intact. 

f. Upper and lower torso restraint harness and 
inertia reel - Checked. (AC-P) 

Check the condition of the restraint har- 
ness, Check operation of the inertia reel 
in the locked and unlocked position. 

If either fire pull handle has been pulled, 
do not attempt to start that engine. Check 
with crew chief to insure that the hydrau- 
lic shutoff valve has been reset prior to 
starting the engine. Starting an engine with 
the hydraulic shutoff valve closed could 
cause damage to the hydraulic system. 

g. Oxygen regulator - Inserted in torso harness 
receptacle. (AC-P) 18. Landing gear alternate release handle - In. 

(1) Oxygen mask and communication cord - 
Connected. (AC-P) 

19. Fuel tank pressurization selector switch - 
AUTO. 

(2) Oxygen lever - ON, flow check. (AC-P) 
Check that there is a normal flow of 
oxygen. 21. Generator switches - OK. 

h. Anti-G suit hose - Connect and check. (AC-P) 
Check for proper routing and make sure 
that the hose is not restricted by personal 
harnesses. 

22. Emergency generator switch - AUTO. 

23. Air source selector knob - BOTH. 

24. Pressurization selector switch - CBT. 
i. Pressure suit vent knob - Full CCW. 

25. Air conditioning mode selector switch - AUTO. 
4. Canopy external emergency release initiator 

safety pin (1) - Check removed. (P) 

5. All switches, knobs and controls - Off, normal 
or safe. (AC-P) 

6. @ Forei gn object damage prevention door 
switch - RETRACT. 

26. Aft console - checked. 
Check all circuit breakers in and all switches 
on the ground check panel in proper positions. 

27. Publications and flight data - Checked. (AC-P) 
Check that all applicable current flight infor- 
mation publications are aboard. 

7. Flap and slat handle - Corresponds with surface 
position. 

Power On. (Aircraft Commander] 

8. Anti-skid switch - ON. 

9. 0 Flight instrument reference select switch - 
AUX. 

1. Battery switch - ON. 
Check the engine turbine inlet temperature 
indicators. The power-off flag in the indi- 
cators will go out of view when the battery 
is on. 

10. @-+ Flight instrument reference select 
switch - PRI. 

Note 

11. Landing gear handle - DK. 

12. Auxiliary brake handle - Pulled. 

If the engines are to be started using bat- 
tery power, the following “Power On” 
c‘hecks must be delayed until the engines 
are running. 
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T.O. lF-llIjY]A-1 Section II 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

External power switch - ON (if applicable). 
I f  external power is to be used, place the ex- 
ternal power switch ON and check that the 
electrical power !:low indicator displays TIE. 

Air ronditloning - Check. 
Check that air conditioning IS connected and 
furtctionlng prope::.ly tn provide equipment 
coolmg. 

TACAN, radar altimeter, and UHF radio - 011. 

L.lghtmg control pare1 - Checked. (AC-P) 
Check operation of the interior light rheostats 
and set for desired intensity. Check operation 
of bright and dim switch and select desired 
intensit?. Check external lights if night flight 
is anticipated. 

Malfunction and iildicator lamps - Checkecl. 
(AC-P) 

Pilot depresses the malfunction and indicator 
lamps test button, and aircraft commander 
and pilot check that all malfunction and indi- 
cator lamps light. 

Note 

With power on the airplane but without en.- 
gmes running the following lamps wil! nor- 

mally be lighted: 

L and R PRI HYD 
L and R UTIL EIYD 
L and R FUEL PRESS 
PITCH, ROLL :tnd YAW DAMPER 
PRI ATT/HDG 
AUX:‘ATT 
ANTI-SKID 
CANOPY 
L and R ENG OVERSPEED 

If the damper channel caution lamps are 
lighted, depress damper reset button. If  
lamps remain lighted, a malfunction is 
indicated. 

Interphone panel - Set and checked. (AC-P) 
Pull mixer knobs 1.0 ON and adjust volume 
on those functions that are to be used. 

Seat and rudder pedals - Adlusted. (AC-I’) 
Check operation of the seat and adjust sc,at 
and rudder pedals as desired. 

Wing sweep handle - Corresponds with wing 
position. 

69, 011 quantity indicators - Checked. 
Check that indicators show 8 to 16 quarts. 
depress the oil quantity indicator test button, 
and check that indicators show decrease. 
Then, release test button and check that lndi- 
(:ators return to original readings. 

11. Oxygen quantity - Checked. 
Check that oxygen quantity is adequate for 
mission. Depress oxygen quantity test button; 
oxygen quantity indicator should decrease to 
zero. Note that the oxygen quantity caution 
lamp lights when indication is 2 liters. Re- 
lease the test button and note that the caution 
lamp goes out and that the qua.nttty inciica- 
tion returns to original value. 

12. Landing gear position indicator lamps - 
Checked. 

13. Lead computing optical sight - Set as required. 

a. LCOS mode select knob - Sel: to weapon de- 
livery mode. 

b. Aiming reticle and command bar brightness 
knobs - Adjust for desired brilliance. 

c. Aiming reticle cage switch - As required. 

d. Range set knob - Set in accordance with 
weapon. 

e. Reticlr depression set knob - Set to desirec’ 
value. 

f.  True airspeed set knob - Set to desired air- 
speed. 

14. Radar altimeter - Checked and set. 

Note 

This check (‘annot be accura’:ely perform- 
ed 111 an enclosure such as a maintenance’ 
dock or hangar. 

a. Minimum altitude index poinrer - 50 feet. 

b. Channel selector switch - CHAN 1. 

c. Power off Wi*rtliug flag - Out of view. 
After approximately 120 seconds warmup 
time, the power-off warning flag should 
disappear from view. The altitude pointer 
should read zero and the radar altitude low 
warning lamp should light. 

d. Radar altimeter c,ontrol knob - Depressed. 
Observe that the altitude pointer drives tc 
100 (:-lo) feet and the ract‘ir ,IltitudF low 
wdrl:ing lamp Roes out. 

e. Radar altimeter c,ontrol knob - Rcle.lse. 
Observe the altitude pointer retur!ls to 
zero atid the radar altitude low w,irliilrl: 
lamp lights. 

f .  Chaiu~el selector switch - (‘HAS 2. 
Repe:it steps cl .111d c. I 
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Section II 

Normal Procedures 
T.O. IF-lllfYIA-1 

g. Set the minimum altitude index pointer 
compatible with mission to be flown. 

I 

15. Fire detect circuit - Checked. 
Check that both fire warning lamps light 
while holding the agent discharge/fire detect 
test switch to the FIRE DETECT TEST posi- 
tion. 

16. AFRS synchronization indicator - Nulled. 

17. Fuel quantity indicators - Checked. 
Check fuel quantity, momentarily depress the 
fuel quantitv indicator test button and check 
tllat the indicators show decrease. Release test 
button and check that indicators return to 
original readillg;s. 

18. Engine fuel feed selector knob - AUTO. 
Place the engine feed selector knob to AUTO 
and check that fuel pump low pressure indi- 
cator lamps number 1 through 6 blink. 

19. Engme feed selector knob - AUTO, or BOTH. 
.4UTO if forward and aft tanks are within 
normal 8200 (-~300) pound differential. 
BOTH if tanks are not within this differen- 
tial. 

20. Fuel transfer knob - WING (If fuel IS in wing 
tanks). 

Fuel pump low pressure indicator lamp 7, 8, 
9, and 10 should blink. 

21. Fuel transfer knob - OFF. 

22. Translating cowl switches - EXTEND. 

23. Translating cowl indicators - OPEN. 

24. Ground check panel - Check switches m correct 
positions and close the access door. 

25. Request ground crew to prepare to start engines. 

Power On. (Pilot) 

Refer to figure 2-2, Danger Areas for the extent of 
electronic equipment radiation hazard areas. 

1. @ TACAN - On. 

2, Bomb nav mode selector knob - HEAT. 

3. Platform heat indicator lamp - Lighted. 

Note 

The platform heat indicator lamp may not 
light if the stabilization platform has been 
operating within 30 minutes preceding this 
alignment. 

4. Altitude/test selector knob - NORM. 

5. Present position latitude counter - Checked. 
If latitude is incorrect proceed as follows: 

a. Platform alignment control knob - PLAT- 
FORM OFF. 

b. Bomb nav mode selector knob - ALIGN. 

c’. Present position latitude counter - Set. 

d. Bomb nav mode selector knob - HEAT. 

e. Platform alignment control knob - NOR- 
MAL. 

6. Magnetic variation counter - Check and set to 
loc,al variation. 

7. Platform heat indicator lamp - Out. 

8. Bomb nav mode selector knob - ALIGN. 

9. Present position longitude counter - Check and 
set if neressarv. 

10. Attack radar function selector knob - STBY. 
Check that the antenna cage pushbutton indi- 
cator lamp 1s lighted and that the antenna tilt 
indicator indicates +30. A minimum of 40 
spc,onds is required for warmup. 

11. UHF radio - Checked. 

12. Platform align indicator lamp - On steady after 
1 minute, flashing after additional 4 minutes. 

The platform align indicator lamp should 
light within approximately one minute, then 
rommenc‘e flashing within an additional 4 
minutes. However, if the airplane 1s parked 
in an area where the normal earth’s magnetic 
variation is significantly distorted (i.e. mag- 
neti? variation 1s not accurately known) more 
time may be required. .4 flashing platform 
align indicator lamp indicates the platform is 
sufficiently aligned to meet specification per- 
formance. 

13. Magnetic heading svnchronization indicator - 
Nulled and steady (if time permits). 

A nulled and steady condition may not occur 
until after the platform align indicator lamp 
begins flashing. If the indicator is not nulled 
and time permits, the best possible alignment 
of the platform can be obtained by allowing 
the magnetic heading synchronization indica- 
tor to a null. If the airplane is not to be moved 
immediately, the mode selector knob may be 
left in the ALIGN position until just before 
airplane movement. This will prevent any 
system error buildup during the waiting 
period. 
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Normal Procedures 

14. Altitude alignment - Perform. 19. Attack radar - Set. 

a. Fixpoint elevation counter - Set to 3090. a. Antenna tilt indicator - Zero. 

b. Altitude/test selector knob - ALIGN. b. Scope intensity control knob - As desired. 

c. Go lamp - Lighted. 
Rotate the altitude calibration knob until 
the go lamp lights. 

c. Bezel/range marks - Checked and set. 

d. Range azimuth cursors - Checked and set. 

d. Altitude/test selector knob - NORM. e. Function selector knob - XMIT. 

e. Go lamp - Out, 1. IF gain knob - Tune for best picture. 

15. Fixpoint elevation counter - Set. 
Set the fixpoint elevation counter to the ole- 
vation of the antic:.pnted fixpoint. 

g. Video adjustment knob - Tune for best pic- 
ture. 

h. Antenna tilt control knob - Detent. 

16. Attack radar function selector knob - ON. 

The function selector knob should remain in 
the ON position for a minimum of 5 minutes. 
Check that the antenna cage pushbutton iadi- 
cator lamp is lighted. If  the lamp is out, de- 
press the button to cage the antenna. 

i. Range selector knob - Desired range. 

20. Countermeasures receiver function selector 
knob - As required, 

BEFORE STARTING ENGINES. 

17. Bomb nav destination storage - Set. 

a. Fix mode DEST STORAGE 1 button - De?- 
press. 

Computed course and miles to destination 
will remain at l&e computed values exist- 
ing at the time the storage button is c:e- 
pressed. The attack radar cursor will be 
absent if the attack radar mode selector 
knob is in the G-ND AUTO or GND VEI.. 
position. 
When counters stop driving, enter number 
one destination storage coordinates into 
the destination position counters. 

Refer to figure 2-2, Danger Areas for the extent of 
personnel hazard areas. I 

1. Ground crew report - Ready for engine start, 
Fire guard posted, engine and run area clear, 
chocks in place, translating cowls open, ex- 
ternal starter air available, ready for engine 
start. 

2. @& Fore’ ~gn object damage prevention door 
switch - EXTEND. 

STARTING ENGINES. 

b. Fix mode DEST STORAGE 2 button - De- 
press. 

W’hen counters .stop driving, enter nun1- 
ber two destination storage coordinatls 
into the destina;:ion position counters. 

c. Fix mode DEST STORAGE 3 buttoil - De,- 
press. 

The engines can be started by using air pressure from 
a ground source or by a pyrotechnic cartridge. Elec- 
trical power required for engine starting may be sup- 
plied either by the airplane battery or by an external 
source. The initial start may be the left or right en- 
gine. With either engine operating, the remaining en- 
gine may be started by pneumatic crossbleed. Starting 
is normally accomplished by use of external elec- 
trical power and external pneumatic pressure source. 

When counters stop driving, enter number 
three destination storage coordinates into 
the destination position counters. 

d. Fix mode TARGET selector button - De- 
press 

/WARNING) 

Course and distance computations resume 
to the new destination. The attack rad.rr 
cursors will be on the new destination if 
in range when the attack radar mode se- 
lector knob is ill the GND AIJTO or GND 
VEL position. 

0 If  battery power only is used during start, 
a check of the fire detection system can- 
not be made until one engine driven gener- 
ator is supplying power to the ac buses. 

18. Destination counters .- Set to coordinates of des- 
tination or first steering point. 

l Do not attempt a pneumatic start or f ly the 
airplane with an unfired cartridge in the 
breech. To do so could result in ‘damage to 
the cartridge causing it to explode if used 
for subsequent starts. 
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Danger Areas 

T.O. 1 F-l 1 l(Y)A-1 

1 410 600' 

400“ 200 

300" 125 

200 200 

220 220 
200- 200- 55 55 

240 240 ’ ’ 

260 260 

280 280 

300 300 : : 

320 320 1 1 

I I 

'-87 FT 

DANGER -- RADAR EMISSION n 

ROTATING PLANES TIRE AVOIDANCE 
OF ENGINE TURBINES Avotd lbrt CIIC~ for 45 10 60 

nllnules oiler alrplolle IhO5 
~toppecl Ii necesiory, OPT 
prouct! from the Iron1 or rear 
O”l) 

Figure 2-2. 
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Normal Procedures 

l Do not initiate a cartridge start with any 
nacelle door open on the engine being 
started. To do so ccmuld result in possible 
overheating of adjacent structure and/o] 
ignition of accumulated fuel and oil. 

f .  Idle oil pressure - 30 to 50 psi. 

g. Nozzle position - Open. 

5. 

1. Engine ground start switch - PNEU or CAR- 
TRIDGE. (As applicable.) 

Place the engine ground start switch to PNEU 
when starting the <engines with external 
starter air or to CARTRIDGE for a cartridge 
start. 

Generator caution lamp - Out. 
The operating generator cauti’on lamp will go 
out before the engine reaches idle rpm. 

Note 

I 
2. Applicable engine throttle - Start position. 

a. Hydraulic low pr’essure caution lamps - Out. 
Check that hydraulic low pressure caution 
lamps go out b,elow 16.5 percent and be- 
iorc 1100 psi. 

piiq 

If  battery power is being utilize’? for 
engine start the emergency generator 
may come on the line momentarily. 

6. 

7. 

Engine overspeed caution lamp -. Out. 

Hydraulic pressure indicators - 2950 to 3250 
psi. 

a. External air conditioning - Disconnected. 

During a cartridge start. if there is 110 in-- 
dication of engine rpm rise and no smoke 
is visible at the starter exhaust port, a 
misfire has occurred. It will not be pos- 
sible to start the engine until the starter 
is reloaded. If  there is a delay in obtain- 
tllg engine rotatioll, but smoke is visible 
at the starter exhaust port, a hangfirr has 
occ,urred. In the event of aborted start due 
to misfire, hangfire or slow burnmg car- 
tridge, a mJndatory 30 minute waiting pe- 
riod must be observed before opening the 
breech for rartridge removal. 

I f  a period of 3 minutes or more will 
lapse prior to starting the other engine. 
the engine ground start switch must be 
positioned to OFF, This will allow the air 
conditioning system to provide ~cooling air 
for the equipment bays and hydraulic fluid 
thus preventing equipment damatge due to 
overheating. This procedure wi:ll also pro- 
vide cooling air to the crew compartment. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Engine starter air - Disconnected. (If applica- 
ble.) 

I 3. Engine throttle - IDLE. 
On a pneumatic start advance the throttle to 
IDLE after the engine rpm reaches 16.5 per- 
c’ettt. On a cartridge start advance the throttle 
to IDLE after the ::irst indication of rpm. 

If a pneumatic start is being made, disconnect 
the engine start air source. 

4. Engine mstruments .- Check. 

il. Fuel flow - 1100 pph max. 

-- 

L 
CAWTION 3 -U-w 

Remaining engine - Started. 
Repeat steps 1 thru 7. If  crossbleed is being 
used for starting second engine, advance the 
throttle to 85 percent on the operating engine, 
until second engine reaches 40 percent, then 
retard throttle to IDLE. 

Engine ground start switch - OFF, 

a. After a pneumatic start chec‘k that the engine 
ground start switch returns t.o OFF when the 
second engine reaches 36 to 39 percent. 

I f  fuel flow exceeds 1100 pph during ac- 
celeratiolt to idle, shut down the engine to 
prevent a hot start. 

b. After a cartridge start place the ground start 
switch to OFF when the second engine reaches 
40 percent. 

b. TIT indicator - 705°C max. 

c. Engine oil pressure - Check for indication. 

tl. Idle rpm - 58.0 to 64.0 percent. 

t’. Idle fuel flow - 800 (+50) pph min. 

Generator caution lamp - Out, power flow indi- 
cator ISOL. 

The second generator caution lamp will go 
out and the power flow indicator will go from 
TIE to ISOL before the engine reaches idle 
rpm. 
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Normal Procedures 

13. Oil quantity indicators - 16 quarts. i. Stability augmentation test switch - SUR- 
FACE MOTION. 

14. External power switch - OFF, power unit re- 
moved, (If applicable.) 

If external power was used for engine start 
turn the external power switch OFF and re- 
move the ground power unit from the air- 
plane. 

j. Flight control master test button - Depress 
and hold. 

15. Emergency generator switch - TEST, then 
AUTO. 

Place the emergency generator switch to 
TEST. The emergency generator indicator 
lamp will light after 3 seconds indicating 
that the emergency generator is operating 
within limits. The power flow indicator 
should display a crosshatch, Check voltages 
at 115 (45) volts and frequency at 400 (+8) 
cps. Place the emergency generator switch to 
AUTO, Check that indicator lamp goes out and 
that the power flow indicator displays NORM. k. Stability augmentation test switch - SUR- 

FACE MOTION & LIGHTS, 
16. Air source selector knob - L.ENG, R.ENG then 

BOTH. 
Check for air conditioning air flow in L.ENG 
and R.ENG positions, then place the knob to 
BOTH. 

Note 

If battery power was utilized for engine 
start complete the “power on” checks 
prior to proceeding to the next checklist. 

3EFORE TAXIING. 

1. Flight controls - Clear. 

2. Flight control check - Airplanes @@@: 

a. Pitch and roll gain selector switches - AUTO. 

1. Stability augmentation test switch - OFF. 
Check that the control surfaces return 
to tlic neutral position. 

nl. Flight control master test button - Release. 

n. Damper reset button - Depress and release. 
Check that all channel and damper caution 
1‘~Illps _ “0 out. b. Auxiliary pitch trim switch - Checked and 

STICK. 
Move the auxiliary pitch trim switch to 
NOSE DN, NOSE UP, and then to the 
STICK position. Control surface travel 
should correspond to switch positioil. 

c. Takeoff trim - Set. 

d. Pitch and roll autopilot/damper and yaw 
damper switches - OFF. 

e. Flight controls - Free. 

f. Pitch and roll autopilot/damper and yaw 
damper switches - ON. 

g. Damper reset button - Momentarily de- 
press. 

h. Flight control system switch - NORM. 

With the master test button depressed 
check the following: 

Rudder moves to right and then to the 
left. 

Left horizontal stabilizer trailing 
edge moves slightly down. 

Right horizontal stabilizer trailing 
edge moves full down. 

(4) Control system caution lamps do not 
lipht. 

(1) Ihidder initially drives right then re- 
turns to neutral. 

(2) Left horizontal stabilizer trailing edge 
moves slightly down. 

(3) Right horizontal stabilizer trailing edge 
moves full down. 

14) Ctieck pitch, roll and yaw damper and 
channel caution lamps light (6). 

o. Flight control system switch - T.O. i;: 
LAND. 

1~. Trim - Checked and set for takeoff. 
Martially trim nose down, left wiilg down, 
:111cl left rudder. Check that control sur- 
faces and stick move to appropriate posi- 
tious to correspond to trim command. De- 
press the takeoff trim button alid hold 

until the greeli takeoff trim lanip lights. 

q. Pitcli $ain switch and control knob - Set 
manual, 30 (tl0) percent and lock. 

Flight control clieck - Airplaries @@: 

a. Pitch and roll autol)ilot,‘ciamper :III~ y‘lw 
damper switches - OFF. 

Place the pitch .iiki roll autopilot: daniper 
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‘1.0. lF-111: YIA-I 

and yaw damper switches to OFF and 
check that the pitch, roll and yaw damper 
caution lamps light. 

b. Flight controls - Checked. 
Check the flight controls for freedom of 
movement. 

c. Pitch and roll autopilot/damper and y‘lw 
damper switches - DAMPER. 

d. Damper reset button - Momentarilp ctt,- 
pressed. 

Check that the pitch, roll and yaw d.lr!iper 
caution lamps go out. 

d-l. Auxiliary pitch trim switch - Checked and 
STICK-: 

Move the auxiliary pitch trim switch to 
NOSE DN, NOSE UP, and then to th? 
STICK position. Control surface tr:tvel 
should (*orrespond to switch positicn. 

d-2. Takeoff trim - set. 

e. Control system switch - NORM. 
Check that the c&ontrol system switch is in 
the NORM posit ion. 

1. 1:‘itc.h gain selector switch - MANUAL. 

g. Pitch gain control knob - Set 100% and lock. 
Set lor an indic.ltor reading of 100 per- 
cent and lock. 

h. Roll gain selector switch - AUTO. 
Check that the roll aail? indicator reads 
100 percent. 

i. Stability augmentation test switch - X!F!- 
FACE MOTION. 

j. Master test huttoll - Depress and hold. 
With the master test button depressed 
check the following: 

(1) Rudder moves to right and then to 
the left. 

(2) Left horizontal stabilizer trailing edge 
moves slightly clown. 

(3) Right horizontal stabilizer trailing edge 
moves full down. 

(4) Control system caution lamps do not 
light. 

r). 

P. 

L’CI. 

i, .S. 

!  u. 

: v. 

w. 

X. 

5’. 

Z. 

Section II 
Normal Procedures 

Master test button - Depress and hold. 
With the master test button depressed 
check the following: 

0) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Rudder initially drives right then re- 
turns to neutral. 

Left horizontal stabilizer trailing edge 
moves slightly down. 

Right horizontal stabilizer trailing 
edge moves full down. 

Check pitch, roll and yaw damper 
and channel caution lamps and pitch 
and roll gain changer caution lamps 
light (8). 

Master test button and stability augmenta- 
tion test switch - Release. 

Pitch and roll gain selector switches - 
MANUAL. 

and lock. 

@-’ Pitch and roll gain control knobs - 
Set pitch lOil,, roll 2Og and lock. 

%Tv 
11 Pitch gain selector switch - 

-%,. 
Pitch and roll gain selector switches 

Control system switch - T<O. $ LAND. 

Damper reset button - Depress momentarily. 

All caution lamps (8) - Out in 20 
seconds. I 

50 (t5) percent. 

a-+ Manual gains indicators - Check 
l&h gain 30 (ilO) percent, roll gain 100 
(15) percent. 

Take off trim button - Depress and hold 
until the takeoff trim lamp lights. 

4. Autopilot - Checked. 
k. Master test button and stability augmenta- 

tion test switch - Release. a. Pitch and roll autopilot/damper switches - 
AUTOPILOT. 

1. Pitch gain selector switch - AUTO. 

m. Stability augmentation test switch - SUR- 
FACE MOTION & LIGHTS. 

With yaw damper switch OFF, roll auto- 
pilot will not engage. Reference not en- 
gaged caution lamp will be lighted. 
Switch will stay engaged. 
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Section II 
Normal Procedures 

T.O. lF-lll(YiA-1 

b. Yaw damper switch - DAMPER. 
Reference not engaged caution lamp will 
go out. 

c. Autopilot release lever - Depressed. 
Check that pitch and roll autopilot/ 
damper switches go to the DAMPER posi- 
tion. 

d. Pitch and roll autopilot/damper switches - 
AUTOPILOT. 

e. Control stick steering - Checked. 
Move control stick and check that refer- 
ence not engaged caution lamp lights. 
Lamp will go out when stick is returned 
to neutral. 

f .  Altitude hold and constant track switches - 
Engaged. 

Reference not engaged caution lamp 
lights. 

g. Reference engage button - Depressed. 
Reference not engaged caution lamp goes 
out. 

h. Move stick, then release. 
Reference not engaged caution lamp lights. 

i. Reference engage button - Depressed. 
Reference not engaged caution lamp goes 
out. 

j. Autopilot release lever - Depressed. 
Check that the roll and pitch autopilot/ 
damper switches go to DAMPER and 
that the altitude hold and constant track 
switches go to OFF. 

5. Flaps - Checked. 
Position the flan and slat handle to FLAP 
DOWN. Check that slats and flaps move to 
the extended positions. Check flap and slat 
indicators for proper indication. 

TAXIING. 

1. Canopy hatches - As desired. (AC-P) 
6. Ground roll spoilers - Checked. 

a. Left and right throttles - Advance approxi- 
mately 3”. 

b. Ground roll spoiler switch - BRAKE. Do llot exceed 60 knots with the hatches 
Check that all spoilers remain down. open to prevent damage to the hatches, 

c. Left throttle - IDLE. 
Check that all spoilers remain down. 

d. Right throttle - IDLE, 
Check that all spoilers extend. 

e. Left throttle - Advance approximately 3”. 
Check that all spoilers go down. 

Taxi speed shall be controlled by throttle 
adjustments so that dragging the brakes 
will not be necessary. This will prevent 
overheating and excessive wear of the 
brakes. I 

2. Auxiliary brake handle - In. 

f .  Right throttle - Advance approximately 3”. 
Check that all spoilers remain down. 

3. Brakes - Checked. 
Depress brake pedals and check for proper 
braking action. 

2- 12 

8 ,I 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

5. 

16. 

17. 

g. Ground roll spoiler switch - OFF. 

Heading indicators - Crosschecked. (AC-P) 
All heading information should agree within 
3 degrees. 

TACAT - Checked. (AC-P) 

Altimeters - Set. (AC-P) 

EPR - Set. 

Clock - Set. (P) 

IFF-STBY, code set. (P) 

Bomb nav mode selector knob - As required. (P) 

Magnetic heading synchronization indicator - 
Nulled. (P) 

Rotate the magnetic variation counter control 
knob until a null is obtained on the indicator. 

Attack radar mode selector knob - GND MAN. 
(P) 

Weapon bay doors - Closed. (P) 

@+ Crew module ejection handle safety 
pins (2) - Removed and stowed. 

18. (&+o Ejection seat safety latch handle - 
ARMED. (AC-P) 

19. Ground crew and pilot report - Ready to taxi. 
The ground crew will report all ground ser- 
vice disconnected and removed from the air- 
plane, slats and flaps configuration, all ground 
locks removed and in sight, disconnect ground 
interphone and remove chocks. 
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7.0. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 Section II 
Normal Procedures 

Turning Radius and Ground Clearance 
WING - 16O SWEEP 

97.66” Without External Stores 
37” W~nyi at 72.112’ Sweep- 94.18” W,th Extrrnol Stores 

Max Deqn Gross Wt. - AOOOOWO WBC 

Figure 2-3. 

4. Nose wheel steering - Engaged. knob one digit aft frequency and then back 
Check that the nose wheel steering indicator to the desired frequency. This will allow 
lamp is on. Check engagement of nose wheel the RT unit to properly tune to the desired 
steering by slight movement of rudder pedals. frequency. 

5. Flight instruments - Checked. (AC-P) 
Check the flight instruments for proper oper- 
ation during taxi. 

6. Navigation equipment .- Set and checked. 
(AC-P’ 

e. RF sensitivity knob - Adjusted. 
Adjust the RF sensitivity knob to receive 
signals just above the noise level of the 
receiver, then adjust the interphone moni- 
tor knob for a comfortable listening level. 
Proper balance is indicated when back- 
ground noise is just audible and a weak 
signal is raised to comfortable level. 7. @sp- radio - Checked and set. 

a. Transmitter selector knob - HF. 

b. HF monitor knob - Pulled. 

c. Mode selector knob - Desired mode. 

d. Desired frequency - Set. 
A mute period will indicate the RT unit is 
setting to the new frequency. The system 
should not be keyed during this period. If  
the frequency was already set when the 
system was turned on, rotate the l-kc 

f. Microphone switch - TRANS. 
After a frequency change, a 1000 cycle 
tone will be heard when the “mike” switch 
is first placed to TRANS. This indicates 
that the RT unit and antenna coupler are 
tuning. When the tone ceases, the tuning 
cycle is complete and a side tone will be 
heard when transmitting. Lack of a side 
tone indicates the pressure in the ampli- 
fier power supply or antenna coupler is 
below 15.7 PSIA. 

g. Transmitter selector knob - UHF. 
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Section II T.O. lF-1 1 l!YIA-1 
Normal Procedures 

8. TFR control panel - Set as required. (if m- 
stalled) 

9. Hydraulic pressure - Checked. 
Check for 2950 to 3250 psi indication. 

10. External fuel tanks - Checked (if installed). 
Momentarily position the fuel transfer knob 
to OUTBD, CENTER and INBD to purge the 
tanks transfer valves. Return the fuel transfe 
knob to AUTO. 

14. IFF master control knob - NORM. (P) 
I 

15. @@Attack radar antenna - Uncage. (P) 
Depress the antenna cage pushbutton indica- 
tor lamp to uncage the antenna. 

16. Oxygen - Checked. (AC-P) 

17. @ Foreign object damage prevention door 
switch - RETRACT. I 

18. Takeoff data - Checked. (AC-P) 
Note 

If mission requirements are such that all 
external fuel is required, the fuel transfer 
knob should be left in the OUTBD, CENTER, 
and INBD positions long enough to insure 
that fuel is being transferred to the fuselage 
tanks. 

BEFORE TAKEOFF. 4. Go-no-go speed - Checked. 

1. Canopy hatches - Closed and latched. (AC-P) 

2. Canopy latch handle lock tab - Flush. (AC-P) 
Snap the spring-loaded latch handle lock tab 
into the locked (flush) position and pull on 
the latch handle to check that it is locked. 

3. Anti-collision light - ON. 

4. Wings, flaps, and slats - Set for takeoff. 
Check the surface position indicator for se- 
lected wing, flap, and slat settings. 

5. Speed brake switch - IN. 

6. Control system switch - T.O. Sr LAND. 

7. Takeoff trim - Checked. 
Depress the takeoff trim button and hold until 
the takeoff trim indicator lamp lights. Re- 
lease the button and the lamp should go out. 

8. Pitch and roll manual gain switches and con- 
trol knobs - Check per placard. (AC-P) 

9. Pitch and roll autopilot/damper and yaw 
damper switches - DAMPER. 

10. Warning and caution lamps - Checked. (AC-P) 
Check that all warning lamps are out and that 
caution lamps are compatible with mission. 

11. @@- Pitot heater and engine/inlet anti- 
icing switches - Climatic. 

12. Fuel quantity and fuel distribution - Checked. 

13. Engine feed selector knob - As desired. 

TAKEOFF. 

1. Nose wheel steering button - Disengaged, lamp 
out. 

2. Engines - Set for takeoff and checked. 

3. Brakes - Release. 

AFTER TAKEOFF. 

1. Landing gear handle - UP. 
When the airplane is definitely airborne, re- 
tract the landing gear. Check that the landing 
gear position indicator lights and the warn- 
ing light in the landing gear handle go out. 
The landing gear and landing gear doors 
should be up and locked before reaching 295 
KIAS. 

pii- 

Any time it is necessary to depress the 
landing gear handle lock release button 
to move the handle to the UP position, 
the crew member should immediately 
suspect a malfunction of the landing 
gear ground safety switch. .4 failure of 
this switch, which left it in the closed 
position, would render ineffective the 
AUTO position of the fuel tank pressuriza- 
tion switch and cause all spoilers to re- 
main armed even with the landing gear 
retracted. If a malfunction of the landing 
gear safetv switch is suspected, the fuel 
tank pressurization switch should be 
plac’ed to PRESSURIZE and the spoiler 
swritch to OFF. 

Note 

The fuel tank pressurization caution lamp 
will momentarily light when the landin? 
gear handle is moved to the up positioil. 
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1.0. 1 F-l 11 IYIA-1 Section II 

Normal Procedures 

Takeoff (Typical) 

Nose wheel steering - Disengaged, 
lamp out. 

Engines - Set for takeoff and 
checked. 

Brakes - Release. - 

Wing sweep handle - As required. 

Flap and slat handle - UP. 
(Before flap limit speed). - 

Landing gear handle - UP. 

7 i 

7 

7 4 

Figure 2-4. 

2. Flap arld slat handle - UP. 9. Fuel transfer knob - AS required. 
Raise the flaps prior to reaching flap limit if wiirg or external fuel is carried, transfer to 
speed (hirplailes (w 190 KIAS: Air- the mail1 tanks should be initiated. 

3. WIII~ sweep handle - As required. 

4. Utility hydraulic, system isolation switch - 
ISOLATE. 

5. Control system switch - NORM. 

Note 

s6.8 - .6 math). 
‘0. Translating cowl switches - REITRACT (.5 to 

11. Translating cowl indicators - CLOSED. 

12. Altimeters - Reset. (AC-P) 

13. IFF:SIF - Checked. (P) 

Tl~e rudder authority caution lamp will 
light momentarily when the control 
systein switch is placed to NORM. 

6. (i-J-+ 11 
? 

Pitc’h aild roll gain selector switches 

I a~lti con rol knobs - 61et per placard. (AC) 

7. Erqine instrumelrts - Checked. 

ii. Fuel quantity; indicators - Checked. 
Chcc‘k the fuel quantity indicators for no::,mal 
luel usage. 

CLIMB. 

The recommended climb speed, as shown in Appendix 
I, should be followed. 

CRUISE. 

Refer to Appeildix I for cruise operating data. Refer 
to Section I for fuel system operation. 
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Section II T.O. 1 F-l 1 1 jY)A-1 
Normal Procedures 

I 

!  
7 CAUTION 

Brake pedal actuation in flight should be 
avoided to prevent depletion of the brake 
accumulator. 

For airspeeds below math 1.2, leave the engine in- 
let spike control switches in the OFF position. At 
airspeeds of math 1.2 and above, position these 
switches to AUTO. 

pz--1 

If an engine inlet spike control switch is 
un-intentionally moved to OVERRIDE, 
leave it in that position. If  a spike con- 
trol switch is moved to OVERRIDE mo- 
mentarily, then back to AUTO, return it 
to the OVERRIDE position immediately 
to prevent possible loss of the utility hy- 
draulic system. 

I 

At airspeeds below 400 KIAS, use AUTO gains. For 
airspeeds of 400 to 640 KIAS, set manual gains for 
pitch 30 percent and roll 50 percent. At airspeeds 
above 640 KIAS, set manual gains for pitch 10 per- 
cent and roll 20 percent. 

AIR REFUELING. 

NORMAL OPERATION. 

1. Engine feed selector knob - AUTO or BOTH. 

2. Air refueling switch - OPEN. 

3. Air refueling receptacle light control knob - 
Bright. 

4. Nose wheel steering/air refueling indicator 
lamp - Checked. 

Check that the nose wheel steering/air refuel- 
ing indicator lamp lights indicating that the 
refueling receptacle is extended. 

5. Tanker aircraft boom - Engaged. 
Check that the nose wheel steering/air re- 
fueling indicator lamp goes out indicating 
that the boom is latched in place. 

6. Fuel quantity indicators - Checked. 
Check the fuel quantity indicators to insure 
that fuel is being transferred. 

‘7. Refueling - Completed. 
Check that the nose wheel steering/air re- 
fueling indicator lamp lights when all tanks 
are full, indicating that the boom has discon- 
nected. 

2-16 

8. Air refueling switch - CLOSE. 
Check that the nose wheel steering/air re- 
fueling indicator lamp goes out. 

9. Engine feed selector knob - As required. 

ALTERNATE OPERATION. 

I f  the automatic latching mechanism fails to latch the 
boom in place, as indicated by the nose wheel steer- 
mgjair refueling indicator lamp remaining on after 
boom engagement, proceed as follows: 

1. Air refueling switch - EBL. 

2. Tanker aircraft boom - Engaged. 
Check that the nose wheel steering/air re- 
fueling indicator lamp goes out indicating 
that the boom is latched in place. 

3. Fuel quantity indicators - Checked. 
Check the fuel quantity indicators to insure 
that fuel is being transferred. 

4. Nose wheel steeringjair refueling button - De- 
pressed (at completion of refueling). 

When the tanks are full, depress the nose 
wheel steering/air refueling button to disen- 
gage the refueling boom. Check that the nose 
wheel steering/air refueling indicator lamp 
lights indicating boom disconnection. 

5. Air refueling switch - CLOSE. 
Check that the nose wheel steering/air re- 
fueling indicator lamp goes out. 

6. Engine feed selector knob - As required. 

FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS. 

Refer to Section VI for flight characteristics. 

DESCENT. 

1. @@ Pitot h ea er switches and engine/in- t 
let anti-icing switches - Climatic. 

2. Cabin air distribution control lever - DEFOG. 
(P) 

3. Fuel quantity and fuel panel - Checked. 

4. Hydraulic pressure - Checked. 
Check for 2950 to 3250 psi indication. 

5. Wing sweep handle - As required. 

6. IFF - As required. (P) 

7. Altimeter - Set. (AC-P) 
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T.O. lF-11 I(YIA-1 Section II 
Normal Procedures 

I 

BEFORE LANDING. 

\ I 
To prevent engine compressor stall and 
subsequent loss of power during the crit- 
ical phases of landing, or m event of a 
go-around, the translating cowls tnust be 

s 

OPEN. 
0. Loxitx?oi System switch : T.0; :i L-XXIII. 

When below 300 K;:AS, place the control sys- 
tem switch to T.O. RL LAYD. The rudder au- 
thority caution lamp will light momentat~ily 
when this switch position is selected. 

7. Fuel quantity and feed - Checked. 

8. Landing data - Checked. (AC-P) 

9. speed brake switch - As required. 

10. Landing gear handle - DN. 

I 

Extend the landing gear after airspeed iz be- 
low 295 KIAS. Check that warning light in 
laiiding gear handle is out and landing ge.ir 
position indicators lights are lighted. 

At speeds above 250 KIAS the nose gear 
may not lock in the down position. Should 
this occur, decelerate to below 250 KIAS 
md check for nose gear down and locked 
indication. If  a down .Iiid loc.ked indicatioil 
is not obtaiiied, recycle the landing gear 

,’ 
k up and down. 

I 
$1. Translating cowl indicators - OPEIi. 

12. Utility hydraulic system isolation switch - ON, 

or 297 KIAS 

14. Flap and slat handle - DOW%. 
W&elow.l,90 KIAS p@ or 225 KlAS 

, posrtion handle o DOWii anti check 
flap and slat positio.1 indicator to assures that 
surfac,es have niovetl to the selected posit:.oii. 

LANDING. 

Note 

See figure 2-5 for :lor:nal landing patter11 
and .iirspeeds. 
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1. Throttles - As required. 

2. Touchdow - As computed. 

3. Nose wheel - Lower to runway. 

4. Ground roll spoiler switch - BRAKE. 

5. Brakes - As required. 

6. Nose wheel steering - As required. 
I 

LANDING ON SLIPPERY RUNWAYS 
AND/OR 
MINIMUM RUN LANDINGS. 

The technique for a wet runway landing is essentially 
the same as for a normal landing. Particular attentior8 
should be paid to maintaining final approach speed 
and touching down as close to the end Iof the runway 
as safety permits. The ground roll spoiler switch 
should be ON prior to landing. As with the normal 
landing technique, power should be reduced to IDLE 
immediately upon touchdown. If  maxin-.um deceleratioli 
is desired, maxinium Ltntiskid braking should be 
initiated immediately upon touchdown anti held through- 
out the ground roll. For this purpose, any amount of 
excess pedal displacement is satisfactory, up to and 
including full deflection. Full aft stick should be 
applied at approxunateiy 90 KIAS and held throughout 
the remainder of the ground roll. Full aft stick at this 
speed should not lift the nose gear from the runway, 
under normal landing gross weight and cg conficgira- 
tions. Full aft stick provides additional aerodynamic: 
drag and transfers aircraft weight to the main gear 
to provide maxinium wheel braking potential. Be pre- 
pared to lower the arrestins hook to eligage the run- 
way barrier ii the airplane cannot be s,:oppeti prior 
to reaching the rlld of the runway. 

TOUCH AND GO LANDING. 

Prior to accomplishing a touch and go landing, per- 
form the normal before landing cockpit check a11d 
position the ground roll spoiler switch to OFF. After 
touchdown, smoothly advance the throttles to MIL 
power and check engine instruments for 1~orma1 iii- 
dication. When airborne. proceed with the nor~nal 
after takeoff-climb checklist if required. Return. the 
i>round roll spoilc)r switch to BRAKE prior to Cillal .- 
I.indin~~ -,. 

GO-AROUND. 



Section II 
Normal Procedures 

T.O. 1 F-l 1 1 (Y)A-1 

Landing Pattern (Typii%i~ 
BASED ON LANDING GROSS 
WEIGHT OF 50.000 POUNDS. 

Figure 2-5. 
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T.O. IF-1 1 l(Y)A-1 Section II 

Normal Procedures 

Flap and slat handle - UP 

Landing gear handle - UP. 
Raise landing gear only 
after adequate flying 
speed is attained as 
touchdown may be 
necessary during 
Go-around. 

-----. .‘.-~,-.~.. 

Power As Requked. 

Figure 2-6. 
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Section II 
Normal Procedures 

T.O. lF-11 ljY)A-1 

AFTER LANDING. 

1. @-+ Forei gn object damage prevention door 
switch - EXTEND. 

2. Ground roll spoiler switch - OFF, 

3. Flap and slat handle - As required (normally 
extended). 

4. IFF master control knob - OFF. (P) 

5. @@-+ Pitot heater and engine/inlet anti-icing 
switches - OFF. 

6. Air refuel switch - OPEN (if required). 
If air refueling operations were accomplished 
during the flight, position the air refuel switch 
to OPEN. 

ENGINE SHUTDOWN. 

To prevent possible damage to the brakes 
from overheating, do not pull the auxiliary 
brake handle. 

5. @-+ Crew module severance and flotation, 
recovery parachute release, auxiliary flotation 
and canopy internal emergency release handle 
safety pins (3) - Installed. 

1. Wheels - Chocked. STRANGE FIELD. 

2. Wing sweep handle - As required. 

3. Flap and slat handle - As required (normally 
extended). 

4. Bomb nav mode selector knob - OFF. (P) 

If it is necessary to land at an airfield where normal 
ground support equipment or personnel is not avail- 
able, the air crew will be responsible for performing 
or closely supervisirlg the required airplane servic- 
ing. There are several items which must be per- 
formed after engine shutdown, and additional items 
of servicing and inspection are required prior to take- 
off. It is recommended that the air crew become 
familiar with the servicing procedures for all items 
listed on the Servicing Diagram, Section I. Engine 
starting is normally accomplished with gas turbine 
generator set A/M32A-60. The unit supplies engine 
starting air and ac power for the airplane electrical 
svstems. Alternate engine starting equipment con- 

sists of an MA-1A gas turbine as a source of air 
pressure with MD-3A, or MD-4, or the airplane 
battery as a source of electrical power for ignition. 
Electrical power requirement for ground refueling, 
if power is deemed necessary consists of an A/M32A- 
60, or either MD-3A or MD-4 as a substitute. The 
following check list supplements the normal operating 
procedures and includes items that would normally be 
accomplished by the ground crew. 

5. @@-+ Attack radar function selector knob - 
OFF. (P) 

I 6. Applicable throttle - OFF. 
Place throttle of the first 
engine started to OFF. 

7. Hydraulic pressure - Checked. 
Check for 2950 to 3250 psi indication. 

I 
8. Remaining throttle - OFF. 

To prevent possible engine damage due to 
overtemperature, do not attempt to restart 
the engine for at least five minutes after 
shutdown. 

9. Emergency generator - Checked. 
Check that the emergency generator indicator 
lamp lights when the generators disconnect 
from the ac buses. 
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10. @-+ Foreign object damage prevention door 
switch - RETRACT. 

BEFORE LEAVING AIRPLANE. 

1. All switches and controls - Off, normal or safe. 
(AC-P) 

Starting on the left side of the crew compart- 
ment, position all switches and controls off, 
normal or safe. 

2.~@C anopy jettison handle safety pin (1) - 
Installed. (P) 

3. @-+@ Ejection seat safety latch handle - 
SAFE. (AC-P) 

Move the ejection seat safety latch handle from 
the armed position to the safe position on both 
seat,s. 

4. 12 
o- 

Crew module ejection handle safety pins 
(2 - Installed. 

AFTER LANDING 

1. Engine oil level - Checked. 
Check oil level indication on dipstick and de- 
termine quantity required to bring oil level 
to the 20 quart level or FULL MARK. Service 
with oil MIL,-L-7808. 
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1.0. lF-11 IIYIA-1 Section II 

Normal Procedures 

Note 

The engine oil systeln must be checked and 
serviced within 15 mi:lutes after shutdown 
in order to determine accurate consumption 
as variable amounts of oil can leak from 
tank into the gearbox over longer periods. 

2. Hydraulic reservoirs - Checked. 
Check the utility and primary hydraulic i’es- 
tsrvoirs for specified accumulator preloatl and 
Iluid level in accordance with placard. 

3. Reiueling - Acc~omplish. (as required) 

Note 

External electrical power may be connected 
during reiuelmg of desired tor monitoring, 
lnstrumeiits: cltherwise, exteriiA1 power is 
not nec’essary. 

(1) Airplane .tnd refueling equipment - 
Grounded. 

Insure that the airplane a11cl all rc+fuel- 
lnq equiprn~~nt ‘ire statically grounded. 

(2J Nose gear choc%ks - Removed. 
Remove ,111 work st.i!rds and ?qllll,- 
nlt,nt under the a1rCraft whic,h ml~,ht 
rause damage whell the lallcting ecxar 
shock struts compress due to ila- 
c,rc>ased iuc- 1 load. 

(3) Precheck selector valves - REFUEL. 

(4, Position lights stores reluel battf:r\ 
power switch - STORES KEFUE:L. 

If cixternal tanks arc illstalli~cl, ~)l.ice 
the position lights ‘stores refuei I)at- 
tery power switch to STORES RE- 
FI;EL. 

(5) FuelintA hose ground csablc - Co~lnct ted. 
Connect the grounding cable from the 
fuelilig~ Ilose to tlie airplane. 

(6) Ground reiueling receptacle cap - Ile- 
movfd. 

(7) Fuel nozzle - Counecteci to refuelin re- 
ceptar’le. 

(8) Start fuel servicmE unit and open fuel 
Ilf~~zle. 

Precllec,k sel<xc,tor valves - PRI 01’ ZK. 
(as ;~pplicable 1 

Do not allow fuel flow to the aft tank or 
wing tanks for more than a few seconds 
when the forward tank quantity is below 
7500 pounds. To do so may cause a longi- 
tudinal unbalance and cause the airplane 
to tip up. 

Note 

If fuel flow drops to 5 gpm or less, proceed 
to step 10. If fuel flow does not drop, deter- 
mine which refuel valve has malfunctioned as 
folloa~s. Select the aft tank valve to SEC and 
observe the flowmeter for 30 .seconds, then 
select PHI. If flow did not drop below 5 Kprn 
when SEC positIon was selected, repeat the 
test ior the forward tank. If flow is not 
stopped when SEC position is .selected for the 
forward tank, repeat the test for each wing 
hy changing positions for the wing precheck 
selector valve located on the lower surface 
of each wing. The defective vnlvta will be indi- 
cated by .i drop of flow. 

(10) Fuselage tallk precheck selector valves 
- REFUEL then SEC. 

Individually rotate the fuselage tank 
precheck selector valves to REFUEL 
and then to SEC while observing the 
flowmeter. Flow sl~ould rise at least. 
100 gpm while in the REFUEL posi- 
tion, iildicating that Ithe selected re- 
fuel valve has openA. The valve 
should then close when the SEC posi- 
tion is selected. 

(11 j Precheck selector valves - REFUEL. 
rontinur refueling operations. 

(12) Tank pressure gage - Monitor. 
If pressure exceeds 3 psi, discontinue 
refueling operation and determine the 
cause. The tanks should be depres- 
surized and air should flow from the 
vent during fueling. 

Note 

Fuel tanks are full and valves are closed 
when the flowmeter on the fue! truck falls 
to zero. 

(13) Fuel nozzle - Closed. 
At completion of refueling, close the 
fuel nozzle and stop the refueling 
truck pump. 

(14) Fuel nozzle and grounding cable - Dis- 
c~ollrlected. 

(15) Refueling receptacle rap - Installed. 
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Normal Procedures 

(16) Single point refueling control access 
doors - Closed and latched. 

(17) Position lights, stores refuel battery 
power switch - KORM (if external tanks 
were fueled). 

Note 

Failure to return position lights /stores refuel 
battery power switch to NORM will product 
drain on the battery when external electrical 
power is not connected. 

b. Gravity Refueling. 

(1) Connect external power. 

Note 

External power is not required: however, a 
full reservoir tank will not be assured until 
after engine start unless engine feed is se- 
lected and fuel pumps operated for approxi- 
mately 2 minutes with the forward tank at 
4000 pounds or more. 

(2) Airplane and refueling equipment - 
Grounded. 

Insure that the airplane and all retuel- 
ing equipment are statically grounded. 

(3) Sose gear chocks - Removed. 
R.emove all work stands and equipment 
under the aircraft which might cause 
damage when the landing gear shock 
struts compress due to the increased 
fuel load. 

(4) Fuel Tank Pressurization. 
If tanks are pressurized. place the tank 
pressurization switch to AUTO to re- 
lieve pressure. 

The vent tank is within the vertical stabilizer 
and extends near the top: therefore, if fuel 
has entered the vent tank a head pressure 
will exist. Extreme care must be exercised 
when removing the gravity refuel caps from 
any fuel tank. Loosen the cap slightly watch- 
ing for signs of fuel flow prior to removing 
the cap. 

(3) If the forward tank quantity is 4000 
pounds or greater, place forward tank 
selection switch to ENG FEED and .rl- 
low fuel pumps to operate for approxi- 
mately 2 minutes to assure a full rrser- 
voir tank. 

(6) Bay F-l and F-2 - Refueled. 

2-22 

Note 

Remove filler cap from bay F-l and then 
bay F-2. If fuel seeps out as bay F-2 
filler cap is loosened, do not continue 
removing cap as bay F-2 is full. Fill bay 
F-l only. Otherwise, fill bay F-2 and 
then bay F-l. 

If forward tank initially had less then 
4000 pounds, perform step 4 after the 
forward tank has been filled above 4000 
pounds. and then continue filling. 

(7) Gr‘ivity refuel the remaining tanks in 
thfl following order: 

(a) Bay A-l 

(b) Bay A-2 

(c) Wing Tanks 

Note 

If a partial fuel load is required, the lor- 
ward tank should contain 8200 pounds more 
fuel than the aft tank. Any fuel added to the 
wings shall be distributed equally between 
the wing tanks. 

(8) Fuel Filler Caps - Secure. 

POSTFLIGHT. 

1. Exterior inspection - Complete. 
Follow route shown in figure 2-1. Make neces- 
sary entries in the Form 781. 

Note 

While perlorming the strange field postflight, 
and preflight, exterior ii:spections check for 
the following: 

Cuts, sc-ratrIles. loose rivets and fuel 
leaks. 

All itrain plugs for leakage. 

That all d(‘c’ess doors alid panels ;lre 
se(‘nre. 

Reservoirs and ,~cc:untulators lor propel 
servic’ing. Refer to figure 2-7. 

Airplaiie is now ready for relauiich; however, 
if flight is terniinated or takeoff substantially 
delayed, ac*c~omplish the following: 
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Normal Procedures 

b. Groulld locks - I!istalled (if available). 

c. Pitot c.over - Installed (if available). 

DELAYED TAKEOFF. 

If takeoff has beer: delayed for an extended timt, ,over 
12 hours), a normal exterior preflight should be AC- 
:~ompllshed lollowing route shown in figure 2-I , The 
tollowing systems should he checked .111tl servllaed as 
reclulred. Upon completion, follow normal proc*~~tlures 
3ectlon II. Ci,mplete required Form 781 entries llrior 
tn takeolf. 

1. Liquid oxygen - Checked. 
Service with liquid oxygen MIL-O-27210, 
Grade A, Type II. 

2. Pneumatic pressure -’ Checked. 
The following accumulators or reservoir pneu- 
tllatlr, pressures should be checked for rt’- 
clulred pressure ra’qe specified for the am- 
blellt temperature. Service with Air: MIL-P- 
5518 or Sitrogen: E‘S BB-X-411, Type’ I, 
Grade B. 

Pneumatic Servicing 
Requirements Table 

System or Componelit 
Pressure i(PSIG) 
(At 70”F, 21°C) 

Landing gear pneumatic reservoir 3000 
Alternate trapeze system (2) 3000 
FOD door system 3000 
Alternate spike (air inlet) 

control (2) 3000 
Primary/utility hydraulic 

accumulator 500 
Primary and utility damper servos 1400 
Wheel brake accumulators (2) 800 
Horizontal stabilizer arc,umulators, 

utility (2) 1400 
Horizontal stabilizer accumulators, 

primJ ry (2) 1400 
Overwing fairing 1800 
Canopy Counterpoise (2) 860 

(Hatch Open) 
1063 

(Hatch Closed) 

Figure 2-7. b. Prose landing gear tire - 170 t10 psi. 
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3. Constant speed drive - Checked. 
Check outboard sight gage on both left and 
right drive units. I f  oil is in the green band, 
no servicing is required. If  servicing is re- 
quired, proceed as follows. Service with oil 
MIL-L-7808. 

a. Refill very slowly until oil level reaches the 
bottom of the green band. Shut off oil sup- 
ply to avoid overfilling, and allow oil level 
to equalize. As much as 5 minutes may be 
required. 

b. Repeat preceding step until oil level is sta- 
bilized in the green band. 

4. Utlllty and primary hydraulic reservoirs - 
Checked. 

Check the utility and primary hydraulic res- 
ervoirs for specified accumulator preload alld 
fluid level in accordance with instruction 
placard. If  servicing is required, proceed as 
tollows. Service with oil: MIL-H-5606. 

a. Check the hydraulic reservoir pneumatic 
pressurization system for proper service. 

b. Position aircraft hydraulic hand pump se- 
lector valve to BRAKE and pump brake ac- 
cumulators to 3100 psi pressure prior to 
servicing the utility reservoi.r. 

c, Fill reservoir slowly until quantity gage in- 
dicates proper fluid level as shown on reser- 
voir service placard. 

d. Open reservoir air bleed valve (lower aft end 
of reservoir) sufficiently to bleed trapped air 
from the reservoir fluid chamber. 

e. Check the reservoir quantity indicator for 
proper fluid level. 

f .  Repeat steps 4 through 5 until the reservoir 
is fully serviced and free of iair. 

5. Landing gear shock struts - Checked. 
Check nose landing gear shock strut and main 
landing gear shock struts inflated in accord- 
ance with strut instruction placard. Service 
with .4ir: MIL,-P-5518 or Nitrogen: FS BB- 
N-41 1, Type I, Grade B. 

6. Tires - Checked. 

a. Main landing gear tires - 140 *lO psi. 

This is the last page of Section II. 

Pages 2-25 thru 2-26 deleted. 2-2312-24 
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Emergency Procedures 
I 
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Engine Fire During Takeoff 
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This section contains procedures to be followed to 
correct an emergency condition. These procedurts 
will insure maximum safety for the crew and/or air- 
craft until a safe landing or other appropriate action 
is accomplished. Multiple emergencies, adverse 
weather, and other peculiar conditions may require 
modification of these procedures. The CRITICAL items 
(ALL CAPITAL BOLD FACE LETTERS) contaitred in 
the various emergency procedures are those step,5 
which must be performed immediately without refer- 
ence to written checklists. These critical steps shall 
be committed to memory. All other steps, wherei:i 
there is time available to consult a checklist, are 
considered NON-CRITICAL. The nature and severity 
of the encountered emergency will dictate the neces- 
sity for complying with all or part of the steps in a 
particular procedure. It is essential, therefore, that 
aircrews determine the correct course of action by 
use of sound judgment. As soon as possible, the al.r- 
craft commander should notify the pilot and flight 

Fuel System Operation On Emergency 
Electrical Power . . . 3-12 

Fuel Manifold Low Pressure Caution 
Lamp Indication . 

Oil System Failure . 
Spike System Failure . 
Air Conditioning and Pressurization 

System Failure 
LANDING EMERGENCIES : : : : : 

Landing With Primary or Utility 
Hydraulic System Failure 

Main Landing Gear Failure to Extend and 
Lock After Releasing From Uplock 

3-13 
3-13 t 
3-14 

3-14 
3-14 I 

3-14 
I 

3-15 
Landing Gear Emergency Extension 3-15 
Landing With Unsafe Gear Indication . 3-16 
Landinc With Main Gear Ur, or Unlocked 

and Nose Gear Down or Landing With 
All Landing Gear Up or Unlocked 

Landing With Nose Gear Up or Unlocked 
Main Gear Down 

Landing With Blown Tire . 
Nose Wheel Steering Malfunction 
Emergency Extension of Flaps and Slats 
Single Engine Landing and Go-Around 
Landing With One Translating Cowl 

Closed . . 
Landing With Both Translating Cowls 

Closed . 
Simulated Single Engine Landing , 
Landing With Wings at 26 Degrees Sweep 

:>r Greater and No Flaps , 

.3-16 

.3-16 

.3-17 

.3-17 .3-17 

.3-17 
fi 

.3-18 t 

.3-18 

.3-18 

.3-18 

leader of any existing emergency and of the intended 
action. When an emergency occurs, three basic rules 
are established which apply to airborne emergencies. 
They should be thoroughly understood by all aircrews. 

I 
1~ Maintain aircraft control. 

2. Analyze the situation and take proper action. 

3. Land as soon as practicable. 

Note 

The canopy hatches should remain closed 
during all emergencies that could result 
in a crash or fire such as crash landings, 
aborted takeoffs, and barrier engagements. 
The protection the canopies afford the crew 
during these emergencies far outweighs 
the isolated risk of entrapment due to a 
canopy malfunction or overturn. 
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Emergency Procedures 

GROUND OPERATION EMERGENCIES 

NGINE FIRE DURING STAR T. 

1. THROTTLE(S) - OFF. 

2. Engine start switch - Xctivate for 
exterlial :llr is .ivailable). 

Fire Persists: 

20 seconds (il 

3. Fire pull handle or push button - Actuate. 
Actuate the fire pull handle or pushbutton for 
Ctffected enqillc. 

4. ;‘\gent discharge control - Actuate. 

WARNING 
I 

WHEEL BRAKE SYSTEM EMERGENCY 
OPERATION. 

v 

In the event of utility hyciraullc’ systenl failur-i., norn1:1 I 
braking technique should be used uIiti1 no lot~ger ef - 
fective. If airplane is not stopped, pull thrl ;luxiliar>- 
brake handle. 

h pzjGiJ 

II 

With the auxiliary brake haildle pullr>d, 
the brakes are lockrd. 

I 

EMERGENCY ENTRANCE. 

Emergency entrances are shown iii Figure 3-G. 

WARNING 
I 

With the h:itches closed and locked from 
tile nlsidr’, illr hatrhcs cannot he opened 
wit11 tllc’ liormal exterior c::Lnopp latch 
11:1ndle. 

ABANDONING THE AIRPLANE ON 
THE GROUND. 

WARNING 
I 

e 011 airplmes @+@ the oxygen mask 
hose must be disconnected from the oxygen 
regulator aid the regulator must be de- 
IachPd ~ron1 the torso harness before the 
(~rf~v+nIpnhcr can ,tbandon the airplane. 

0 The restraint harness should rerriaiil 
fastened and the inertia reel locked until 
tile airplanr is stopped. 

3-2 Pages 3-2A thru 3-28 deleted. Changed 23 December 1966 
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TAKEOFF EMERGENCIES 

During all takeoff emergencies when takeoff is 
aborted, the canopy will not be jettisoned. 

ABORT. 

1, THROTTLE(S) - IDLE (OFF FOR FIRE]. 

2. GROUND ROLL SP0ILF.R SWITCH-BRAKE. 

3. EXTERNAL LOAD-JETTISON (IF NECESSARY]. 

4. ARRESTING HOOK-EXTEND (IF REQUIRED). 

5. Shoulder harness - Locked. 

ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF. 

If Decision Is Made To Stop: 

1. ABORT. 

Refer to “Abort” procedures, this section. 

If Takeoff Is Continued: 

1. THROTTLE-MAXIMUM, (NORMAL OPERATING 
ENGINE). 

AFTERBUNER FAILURE DURING 
TAKEOFF. 

I f  an afterburner fails during takeoff, the resulting loss 
of power is significant. Takeoff need !-lot be aborted if 
takeoff speed and distance are compatible with com- 
puted takeoff minimums. 

TIRE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF, 
2. EXTERNAL LOAD-JETTISON (IF NECESSARY). 

3. Landing gear handle - UP (when airborne). 

4. Flap and slat handle - As required. 

5. Throttle of failed engine - OFF. 

6. Attempt airstart if failure was non-mechanical 
and engine appears normal. 

7. Fuel - Dump. (As required). 

8. Land as soon as practicable. 

If Decision Is Made To Stop: 

1. ABORT. 

Refer to “Abort” procedures, this section. 

2. ANTI-SKID-OFF. 

If Takeoff Is Continued: 

1. EXTERNAL LOAD-JETTISON (IF NECESSARY). 

2. DO NOT RETRACT GEAR. 

ENGINE FIRE DURING TAKEOFF. Note 

If Decision Is Made To Stop: 

I. ABORT. 

Refer to “Abort” procedure, this section. 

If  it can be determined that the blown tire 
has been torn from the wheel, the gear may 
be retracted, depending upon mission urgency. 

If Takeoff Is Continued: 

3. Instruments - Check. 
Monitor hydraulic pressures alld fuel quantities. 

1. THROTTLE-MAXIMUM (NORMAL OPERATING 

ENGINE). 

4. Dump fuel as necessary and land as soon as prat’- 
ticable. 

2. THROTTLE-OFF (ENGINE INDICATING FIRE). 

3. EXTERNAL LOAD-JETTISON (IF NECESSARY). 

4. FIRE PULL HANDLE OR PUSHBUTTON-ACTUATE. 

5. AGENT DISCHARGE CONTROL-ACTUATE. 

6. IF FIRE CONTINUES-EJECT. 

7. Landing gear handle - UP (When airborne). 

8. Flap and slat handle - As required. 

9. I f  fire goes out - Land as soon as practicable, 
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Emergency Procedures 

INFLIGHT EMERGENCIES 

h CAUTION LAMP ANALYSIS. 

‘I See FQure 3-5 for analysis and suggested corrective 

b 

action to be taken whenever a caution lamp is lighted. 

EMERGENCY WING SWEEP 
OPERATION. 

The necessity for emergency wing sweep operntioli 
may arise from either of two conditions; one cngilica 
inoperative, or one hydraulic system inopcrativc>. In 
either c,oiidition, iiormal wing sweep c~omniantls (“111 
result in & severe drop in .ivailnble hydraulic pres- 
sure thus degrading: flight control response. While 
sweeping the wings llllder the .tbove collditioiis, maill- 
tail1 as high an rpnl 011 the engine(s) as practic.rble, 
a11ci maintain 1 g straight alld level flight. When oper- 
ating with one engilie out, if the operating engine rpm 
is allowed to drop l,~~low 90 percent and the vxild- 
milling engine is below 40 percent rpnl, it will be 
necessary to sweep the wings in increments of 114 to 
1;‘2 inch, of wing sweep handle movemelit. 

If Supersonic: 

1. Wing sweep handle - 45 degrees. 
If an engine failure or hydraulic system failure 
occurs at supersonic speed, sweep the wings to I I supersonic. Kefer to “Primary or Utility Hy- 
draulic Systenl Failure”, this section. 

- 45 degrees as soon as practicable, while still 

II 1. Throttle of affected engine - OFF 

2. Land as soon as practicable. 

Subsonic: 

1. Wing sweep handle - 26 degrees. 
When subsonic, sweep the wings to 26 degrees 
while maintaining straight and level 1 g flight. 

SINGLE ENGINE FAILURE DURING 
FLIGHT. 

NONMECHANICAL FAILURE. 

I. Attempt airstart. 
If the engine failure is attributed to somethil>r: 
other than a mechanical failure, an .iirstart 
may be attempted. Follow “Airstart” procr- 
dures, this section. 

MECHANICAL FAILURE. 

AIRSTART. 

See figure 3-1 for Airstart Envelope. 

1. 

2. 

Note 

Tlic engine is equipped with auto ignition 
and will normally restart automatically. 
If the engine has flamed out because of 
other problems such as fuel starvation, 
the following procedure is recommended 
for airstarting. 

AIRSTART IGNlTlON BUTTON-DEPRESS. 
Depress the airstart ignition button immedi- 
ately ul,on indication of :I flameout. 

FUEL PANEL-CHECKED. 
Check fuel feed selection and fuel quantities to 
assure that J.‘\~el is available to the engine. 

U restart is not accomplished within 50 seconds: 

3. Throttle of ;lffectetl engine - OFF. 

4. Xirst;irt ignitloll I)utton - Depress nionxentarilp. 

5. Throttle of .rffec’tccl engine - IDLE:. 
Chc1c.k ior relight. 

If airstArt has not been accomplished by the time CII- 
gine rpm is below 16 percent: 

6. Throttle of affected engine - OFF. 

7. Engine ground start switch - PNEU. 

8. Throttle of affected engine - START. 

9. Throttle of affected engine (at 16.5 percent) - 
IDLE. 

Check ior relin-ht zz . 

DOUBLE ENGINE FAILURE DURING 
FLIGHT. 

Should :i double engine failure occur and an 
airstart of at least one engine c’aliiiot be af- 
fected, the flight control system will become 
inoperative when hydraulic pressure is lost 
d11d flight cam~ot be continued. 

1. EJECT. 
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Airstart Envelope 
STANDARD DAY 

DATA BASl!S: ESTIMATED ENGINES: (2J TF30.P-I 
FUEL GRADE: JP-4 
FUEL DENSITY: 6.5 LB/GAL 

40.000 

L 
," 30,000 

Fl 
2 
5 20,000 
a 

10,000 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2:5 
MACH NUMBER rnDOOCO0 “55 

Figure 3- 1. 

COMPRESSOR STALL. 

A compressor stall is an aerodynamic disruption of the 
airflow through the compressor and is caused by sub- 
jecting the compressor to a pressure ratio above its 
capabilities at the existing conditions. Compressor 
stalls may be induced by engine or inlet control mal- 
function, excessive angle ol attack or yaw causing: poor 
inlet air distribution, or rapid throttle reversal (high 
power to low power and return). Compressor stalls 
may be self clearing, may cause flameout, or may re- 
sult in a steady state fully ‘developed stall. In the first 
case no immediate action is required. III some c;Lses 
the engine will stall and immediately rec’over with 
only an evidence of a stall being a light to moder.lte 
“bang”. In the second case the automatic restart cir- 
cuit in the engine will furnish ignition and the engine 
may be recovered by movilLg the throttle to 1d1c to gait! 
a restart and then reapplyi.ng power. The third case 
requires recognition and corrective action to restore 
power and prevent damage to the engine from over 
temperature. A compressor stall may be recognized 
by a pulsation felt through 1:he airframe, an audible 
noise which may vary from a faint muffled thud to a 
very loud ‘lxmg”, a loss of thrust indicated on thl: 
engine instruments, no EPR response to throttle move- 
ment and as a general rule:, a rise in turbine inlet 

temperature. In the event of compressor stall on one 
or both engines proceed as follows: 

1. Throttle of affected engine(s) - IDLE, 
Move the throttle of the affected engine to 
IDLE and check for recovery. If  the engine 
recovers, attempt gradual application of 
power. If  supersonic, advance throttle to 
MIL or above. 

If  Stall Does Not Immediately Clear: 

2. Decelerate to math 0.6. 

3. Translating cowl switch(es) - EIXTEND. 
Decelerate to below Mach 0.6, extend the 
translating cowl. 

4. Repeat step 1. 

Note 

In the event that a compressor stall and/ 
or afterburner hlowout occurs m after- 
burner operation, but a fully stalled 
engine condition does not follow, an after- 
burner relight from military power may 
be attempted immediately at any flight 
condition. 
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ENGINE FIRE DURING FLIGHT. 

1. THROTTLE-OFF (ENGINE INDICATING FIRE). 

2. FIRE PULL HANDLE OR PUSHBUlTON OF AFFECTED 

ENGINE-ACTUATE. 

3. AGENT DISCHARGE CONTROL-ACTUATE. 

4. IF FIRE CONTINUES-EJECT. 

5. If fire ceases - Laid as soon 35 practicable. 

Do not JtCempt to restart the failed engine. 
Lf the fire ceases, and a i3ding is to he 
accon~l~lisl~ccl, mdkc a single engine landing. 

Wtiell the c;lhiii pressure scheciule is 
chalged iron1 llvrmal to t,ombat, mon- 
itor ttir cabin pressure altinieter for 
3 rapid increase ill rabin altitude. If 
the c,abill ~1ltitutic does riot inrrcasc, 
imm~cti~ltclg position the pressurizatioii 
selector switch to DUMP. 

Attempt to isolate source of smoke or fun~es 2s tol- 
lc-vs: 

5. Electrical equipment - OFF. 
Turr off all cle~trical erluipment not VCJ~~- 
sidcred essenti‘tl for flight. 

4. Pressurixation selector switch - COMBAT (when 
above 30,000 feet), DUMP (when below 30,000 
I&). 

6. Electrical c‘quipment - OIi, as required. 
Turn on electrical equipment, one system at a 
time, and check for smoke until source is de- 
termined. 

5. Decelerate and descend. 
Maintain low subsonic airspeeds to minimize 
possibility of loss of a c’nliopy hatch. 

7. Air source selector kliob - RAM. (if smoke or 6. Land as soon 3s pr:icticable if caution iainp re- 
fumes persist). mains lighted. 

To l)rcvc,llt excessive tcnlperatures Xvhen 
pressure suit,s are being worn, the :iir 
ronditioning system mode selector switch 
must not be plac’etl to the OFF position 
prior to or while operating iii tile IbIll 
position. 

Note 

0 Moving the air sourc’c selector knob 
iron) OFF to RAM sl~oulcl be ;~CCOIII- 
plislied witliout p;lusilq ill tile illter- 
mediate positiolis, to prevent the 
~~~~ssible i~~trnduction of more snloke 
front oily or both 11f the cIq:illps. 

Changed 23 December 1966 
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1.0. IF-lll(Y)A-l Section III 
Emergency Procedures 

INFLIGHT GLASS PANEL CRACKS 
OR FAILURE. 

1, Visors - Down, 

I 

2. Oxygen mask and fitting - Checked. 
Check oxygen mask and oxygen hose fittings 

I 
iur security. 

3. Pressurization selecl:or switch - COMBAT (when 
above 30,000 feet), DUMP (when below 30,000 
feet). 

When the cabin presssure schedule is 
changed iron1 normal to combat, mcrni- 
tor the cabin pressure altimeter for a 
rapid increase in cat’in altitude, If the 
cabin altitude does not increase, im- 
mediately position the pressurization 
selec:tor switch to DIJMP. 

4. Dec,elerate and desre:ld. 

5. Pressurization selector c” ‘tch - DUMP (when 
subsonic). 

EJECTION. 

E:very emergency in which (ejection is considered will 
have Its particular set of circumstances, involvml: 
such factors X, bp~.t~I, Attitude and control, and &.ti- 
tude. Under lcr:el fliEht con-litiol~: eject at least :2000 
ieet atJc)vc, TIE terrain whenc>vcr possible. 

IJo not delay elecLl(~tl ibel IU 2OOO !rct 
above the terrain :n lutilc attenlpts to 
start tile e11gi:les oI for other reas011s 
that niay commit you :o margiilal condi- 
tions for sale ejrc~tior. A(,cident statis- 
tics emphatically sliow 3 progressive tie- 
crease m successful ejections as altitude 
decrr:ases below 2000 leet above the ter- 
raiii. 

Under spin or dive conditioils, elect at least 15,000 
leet aljove the terrain whenever possible. If the ,tir- 
plane is cl>ntrollable, attempt to decelerate as 13ruc.h 

as practic,al prior to election by zooming tt1e ‘tir- 
plane, thu:i tradiiig airspeed for ‘iltitude. If the ~1~1 - 
plane is not controllable, t~j~~c’tic~, -lust be ac'corti- 

plished at whatever spetxd e:;ijLa, - [1115 oficrs 111~ 
only opportunity for survival. An ejection at low aiti- 
tudes 1s facilitated by pullin; the nosr of the alrc.r.kft 

Chonged 23 December 1966 

above the horizon (“zoom-up maneuver”). This ma- 
neuver affects the trajectory of the crew module or 
ejection seat, providing d greater increase in altitude 
than if election is performed in a level flight attitude. 
Provided a positive rate of climb is maintained, this 
gain in altitude will increase the time available for 
complete actuation of the ejection equipment. To en- 
sure survival during extremely low-altitude elec- 
tions, the automatic leatures of the equipment must 
be used and depended ugon. Refer to “Crew Module 
Escape System” and “Ejection Seats”, Set*tion I, for 
sequence of events alter ejection. 

EJECTION [CREW MODULE ONLY). @-+ 

The crew module escape system provides nlaximum 
protection for crewmembers throughout the aircraft 
performance envelope Including zero altitude .ind 
zero speed ejection capability. However, as with all 
aircratt ejection systems, safe ejection is enhanretl 
by establishin?; the best conditions possible prior to 
ejection. The (‘rew module ejection procedures and - 
envelope is shown in figure 3-2. The envelope show~l, 
reflects only the best or safest coiiditions: the deci- 

u 

sion .ls t0 whelm to eject or not eject in ~1,: enicr%enc’y I 

should not be rigidly cieterminecl by 91e fact that tl1r. 
airrrait is 111 or out 01 the “Safe” envelope. For ex- 
ample, figure 3-2 shows that the safest low speed, 

I I 
low altitude mi11imums for ejection ;?.re 100 KIAS .111(1 
2000 feet respectively. However, thI:j in no way de- 
nies the possible 1lercl to eject under less desirable 
c‘oiiditions. 

EJECTION (EJECTION SEATS ONLY). @+) 

. Ejection with the open ejection seat demands special 
consideration of factors such as airspeed ;md alti- 
tude. Airspeed sl1oulcl be de~reasecl as murh ;ls pram’- 
ticable for any inflight ejec:tion, but is especi;illy im- I 
portant for low .iltitudr election dup to wind lorres. 
At sea level, wind bl;lst ~~11 exert Il;inor forres cl11 
the body at airspeeds ul> to approximitely 475 KIAS, h 
apprec-iable forces betwecil 475 and appruxi~i~~itelv 
600 KIAS, and rxcessive forces above 600 KIAS. The 
ejec*tlon l)rorcdures and envelope for the ope1l seat is 
shown 111 fiyurc 3-3. The envelope showii, reflects I I 
only tier best or sai’est ?o11ditions: the ctrc.ision .IS to 
when to eject or not ejert 111 ali eruer;:ellc’y slli>ultl nil1 
be rigidly d<,ternlinrd by the fac’t tht the :iirc,r&ft 1s 
in or out of the “safe” envelope. For (~x:tnrplc. !isurc I 

3-3 shows that tile s;lfcst low speecl,‘loa Itltitucle mill- u 
imums for rjectlon arc 100 KIAS atid 2000 fcset re- 
spectively. Howcivcr, this in 110 way cirni~s the pas- I 
sible need to elrct under less desirable coliditi<llls. 
The normal time) required !or sc,nt srl).\r,~t.lo~l .~lld 
parachute deployment vatumt be shortenf4. Tlic h.lr- 
ness release handle must 1lot be pulled t)elor? elec’- I 
tion, rtyardlcss 01 altitude,. If the h,1rlless relr.isc, 
hniidle is pulled, t.lic, .iutonr.ltic ilpeiill,L: ir.iturf’ 01 tlic, 
par:ic~liute 15 clinllri.ltcd .III~ seat sc’llar:itlc>li nl.1~ IX’ 
to0 rapid at Irish speeds. 
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Section Ill T.O. 1 F-l 11 (Y&l 
Emergency Procedures 

\ 
Ejection f rocedures (Crew Module Only) 

NOTE. Struaqht and Level Flight Only 

KNOWN SAFE 
ESCAPE REGION 

450 KTS 

400 FT -\ 

KNO 

!,O[l 600 700 
TED AIRSPEED 

WARNING 

1. EJECTION HANDLE - SQUEEZE AND PULL AC or P 

Figure 3-2. 

Changed 23 December 1966 
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‘1.0. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 
Emergency Procedures 

Ejection Procedures (Ejection Seats Only)+ 
NOTE: STRAIGHT AND LEVEL FLIGHT ONLY 

VORN ABOVE 50,0( .----m--e 

SAFE 
ESCAPE 

KNOTS - INDICATED AIRSPEED 

WARNING I 

Minimum recovery height presented I” this 
chart was determined through tests and is 
based on distance above terrain on initiotion 
of ejection (i.e, time seat is fired) These 
figures do not provide any safety factor for 
such matters os equipment malfunction, etc. 
These figures ore quoted only to show the 
minimum altitude you must attain 111 theevent 
of such low altitude emergencies os fire on 
takeoff. These mtnimum altitudes ore much 
higher when the aircraft is lostn~z~ altitude. 
Under spin or dive conditions, etectionshould 
be accomplished above 15,OOOfeetobovethe 
terrain. 

IF TIME PERMITS 

1. Visors down. 

2. Retord throttles to OFF 

and slow airplane OS 

much OS possible. 

3. Place IFF selector 

switch to EMERGENCY. 

4. Transmit Moydoy and 

give position report to 

nearest radio facility. 

5. Aim airplane toward 

uninhabited area. 

6. Pressurization selector 

switch - DUMP 

7. Shoulder harness - 

LOCKED. 

. 1. SIT ERECT WITH SPINE STRAIGHT, HEAD FIRMLY 
AGAINST HEADREST, FEET ON RUDDER PEDALS. 

2. ADVISE CREW MEMBER OF NECESSITY FOR 
EJECTION. 

3. GRASP FACE SCREEN EJECTION HANDLE WITH 
BOTH HANDS AND PULL OUT AND DOWN 
UNTIL SEAT CATAPULT FIRES. 

NOTE 

If circumstances prevent using thefacescreen 

ejection handle, ejection can beaccomplished 

using the secondary ejection handle located 

in front of the seat pan between the crew 

member’s legs. 

1. Sit erect with spine straight, head firmly againsi 

headrest, feet on rudder pedals. 

2. Advise crew member of necessity for ejection 

3. Grasp secondary ejection hondle with both hands 

and pull up until seat catapult fires. 

The seat catapult cannot be fired until the 

canopy has jettisoned, therefore, it is impos- 

sible to eject through the canopy. The follow- 

ing method of jettisoning the cc~nopy should 

be used only when the ejection handle fails 

to jettison the canopy. Do not allow the face 

screen ejection handle to blow back and 

become inaccessible. 

1. Hold the ejection handle with one hand but do not 

pull any further. 

2. Press release button and pull the canopy iettison 

handle with free hand. 

3. After the canopy has jettisoned. Grasp the ejection 

handle with both hqnds and pull until seat catapult 

fires 

Figure 3-3. (Sheet 1) 
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T.O. I F-l 11 (Y)A-1 Section 111 

Emergency Procedures 

. 

If the emergency oxygen system foils to automatically 
activate, the crew member must manually pull the 
green-ring located in front of the seat pan behveen 
the crew member’s legs. If o pressure suit is not worn, 
breathing will be cut off when the emergency oxygen 
bottle IS depleted. The crew member must remove the 
oxygen mask from his face t3 resume breathing. 

If the automatic harness seporo~tion mechanism fails to operate, 

the crewmember must manualiy separate from the seat (IS follows: 

1. Harness release handle - Pull. 
Squeeze the harness release handle and pull. 

Note 

When the harness release handle is pulled, the seat 

separation bladders will be inoperable. The crew- 
member must forcibly push the seat away. 

2. Seat - Separated. 
Forcibly push the seat owoy from body. 

3. Pmochute D-ring (if below 15,OlOO feet) - Pull. 

WARNING 
I 

The parachute actuator lanyard will not arm the para- 

chute actuator automatically if the harness release 
handle is pulled. The porochute must be manually 
deployed by pulling the D-ring. If ejection occursabove 
15,OOG feet, free-fall to 15,000 feet before deploying 
the porochute. 

Changed 23 December 1966 

After the parachute has been opened, erther outomoticolly or 
manually, proceed as follows: 

4. 

5. 

Oxygen mask - Remove. 

Oxygen supply line - Disconnect from regulator. 

Note 

The oxygen mask may be replaced loosely prior to 
touchdown to provide protection for the face during 
landing. t 

Left lop belt to survival kit connector - Release. 
Allow the survival kit to suspend from the right side. 

Raft retainer lanyard -- Secure to torso harness. 
I 

Loop the rott retainer lanyard around the torso harness and 
secure with snap. 

Right lop belt to survival kit connector (over land only) -- t 

Release. 

9. 

Allow the survival kit and uninflated raft to suspend directly 
below. 

I 

Inflate life preserver - If required. 
If CI water landing is to be mode, inflate life preserver prior 
to entering water. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Parachute risers -- Release. 

Open life raft compartment and inflate life raft. 

Right lop belt to survival kit connector - Release 

Board life raft. 

Retrieve survival equipment tied to large end of raft and 
discard seat pan and parachute pock. 

Aoooow~o57 

Figure 3-3. (Sheet 2) 
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T.O. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A.l 
Emergency Procedures 

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 
MALFUNCTIONS. 

Various flight control system malfunctions are indi- 
cated by the lighting of an associated caution lamp. All 
system malfunctions, however, do not constitute a 
potential emergency, even though the associated cau- 
tion lamp is lighted. Therefore, only those malfunc- 
tions which may develop into an emergency are cover- 
ed here. Refer to Figure 3-5 for analysis of all caution 
lamps. 

ROLL GAIN CHANGER CAUTION LAMP LIGHTED. 

An error in one of the redundant gain changers will 
cause the roll gain changer ‘caution lamp to light. 

1. Damper reset button - Depress momentarily. 
I f  depressing the damper reset button causes 
the lamp to go out, continue normal operation. 
If  lamp does not reset, select manual roll gain 
at 20 percent. Again depress damper rese’: 
button. If  lamp resets, continue operation. (Do 
not exceed 50 percent gain.) I f  lamp does not 
reset, decrease speed to less than 320 KIAS 
and 0.8 math. Utilize 50 percent manual gilin 
for remainder of flight. 

PITCH GAIN CHANGER CAUT!*Oh LAMP LIGHTED. 

An error in one of the redundant gain changers wi1.1 
cause the pitch gain challper cautio,: lamp to light. 

1. Damper reset button - Depress momentarily. 
I f  depressing the damper reset button causes 
the lamp to go out, continue normal operation. 
If  lamp does not reset, select manual pitch gain 
at 10 percent. Again depress damper reset but- 
to!l. I f  lamp resets, continue operation. (Do not 
exc*eed 30 percent gain.) I f  iamp does not re- 
set, decrease speed 1:o less than 320 KIAS rnd 
0.8 math. Utilize 30 percent gain for reniain- 
der of flight. 

PITCH, ROLL, OR YAW CHANNEL CAUTION 
LAMP LIGHTED. 

Failure of one of the redundant electrical signal paths 
causes the appropriate channel caution lamp to light. 
The failed signal will be electronically rejected and 
aircraft damping will be unaffected. If  failure was a 
zero command, the appropri:tte channel lamp will 
come on during a maneuver. Depressing the dampr,r 
reset button will (‘ause the caution lamp to reset for 
this type of failure. Normal operation can be (,ontiqued 
as long as the channel lamp ~‘an be reset since any sub- 
sequelIt failure will cause either no effect, or zero 
stability augmentation ill the affected channel. I f  thr 
failure is a hardovcr signal, tllc system electronically 
rejects the failed sigr~al atld the channel lamp will im- 
mediately light and will not reset. For this condition, 
normal damping 1s present, however, a secondav tail- 
ure could (‘ause either no eflect. or :I hardover danlper 
servo. For this reason, airspeed should be reduced to 
the “Dampers off” flight condition, the affected damper 
turned off, and the aircraft returned fcr landing wilen 
practical. 

1. Damper Reset Bl!++nI, - depress. 
If  depressing the damper reset ‘button causes 
the channel lamp to go out, continue normal 
operation. The lamp may come on during sub- 
sequent maneuvers, however, normal operation 
can be continued as long as lamp will reset. I f  
depressing the damper reset button does not I 
reset the caution lamp, one branch has failed 
hardover. Observe the stability augmentation 
off operating limit, turn off the affected damp- 
er, and land as soon as practicable. I 

PITCH, ROLL, OR YAW DAMPER CAUTION 
LAMP LIGHTED. I 

A lighted damper lamp indicates that the three sig- 
nals to the damper servo do not agree. If  the lamp re- 
mains out after the damper reset button is momen- 4 
tarily depressed, one of the three signals has failed 
to a zero or null command. Any subsequent failure in 
that axis will result in either normal operation or 
zero damping. If  the damper lamp remains lighted 

4 

after the damper reset button is momentarily de- 
pressed, one of the three signals has failed to a hard- 
over command and has been voted out. A subsequent I 
failure in that axis could cause the damper to go hard- 
over. Certain power failures to the flight control com- 
puters have the effect of causing one damper command 
to fail to a zero or null command. In some of these 
cases the roll or pitch gain meter will drop suddenly 
to less than 10 percent. These cases should be treated 
the same as a damper lamp that will reset. I f  a damper 
lamp lights or gain meters suddenly drop to less than 
10 percent, proceed as follows: 

1. Reduce speed to the applicable “Stability Aug- 
mentation Off Limits,” Section V. 

2. Damper reset button - Depress momentarily. 

a. I f  lamp does not reset, turn affected damper 
OFF. 

b. If  lamp does reset, leave damper on. 

c. I f  gain meters drop suddenly to less than 10 
percent, leave dampers on. 

3. Land as soon as practical. 

RUDDER AUTHORITY CAUTION LAMP LIGHTED. 

I f  rudder authority differs from that pro!:rammed by 
the control system switch, the rudder authority cau- 
tion lamp will light. 

1. Rudder authority switch - Check. 
Check that the rudder authority switch is in 
AUTO. If lamp remains lighted, the rudder 
authority may be unscheduled. At high speeds, 
exercise caution in the use of rudder pedals. 
For landing, if lamp remains lighted, plare the 
rudder authority switch to FULL. If  the lamp 
still remains on, rudder and nose wheel steer- 
ing authority may be limited. 



T.O. l F-1 11 (Y)A-1 
Emergency Procedures 

I 
I 
I 

TF FLY-UP OFF CAUTION LAMP LIGHTED 

During TF operation, tile TF fly-up oif caution I~nlp 
will light if 31yd one of the following conditicllls exist: 

;I. TFR system on but Auto TF switch is OFF. 

h. (rhkt~d) 

(‘. Landing oear is dow~i. 

cl. Control systeni switcSh ill T.O. i, LA&l). 

SINGLE GENERATOR FAILURE. 

seconds I’ required for ttbe cmerge~lcy gf,llerator to pm- 

I 

vide power for the essential AC and DC buses. For 
listing of ecluipnlent powered hy tile essential louses, 
refer to “Electric:tl Power Supply Systeln, Schctloil I”. 

3-12 

Note 

In tlie event that the emergency generator 
does not come on within 3 seconds, place 
the emergency generator switch to ON. 

I ~ F;lcc‘trical control pile1 - Check. 
C’lIe(‘k electricXal control palie for EMER indi- 
c~~ltioii ill power flow indicator. 

2. Cener.iCor switches - OFF tllen GENERATOR. 

sust+in s:de flight. 

FUEL SYSTEM OPERATlO 
EMERGENCY ELECTRlCAL POWER. 

Changed 23 December 1966 



T.O. lF-1 ll(Y)A-1 
Emergency Procedures 

the fuel manifold low pressure caution lamps may come Note 
on. This should cause no concern since sufficient fuel 

I 

f!ow should be available to operate in maximum after- With all booster pumps inoperative and 
burner up to 6000 feet or military power up to 30,000 normal tank pressurization available, the 
feet. engines will operate in maximum after- 

burner un to 6000 feet or militarv oower 
ENGINE FEED. 

1. 

2. 

FUEL 

1. 

2. 

I 

up to 30,bOO feet. 

Engine feed selector knob - AUTO. 
Closely monitor fuel quantity in the fuselage 
tanks to maintain 8:200 (+300) pounds fuel dif- 
ferential. 

TWO FUEL MANIFOLD LOW PRESSURE CAUTION 4 

Fuel tank pressurization selector switch - PRES- LAMPS. 

7. If  fuel booster pump low pressure indicator lamps 7 
are normal, descend to 30,000 feet and land as 
soon as practicable. 

SURIZE. - 

TRANSFER. 

Fuel transfer knob - WING. 

Engine feed selector knob - OFF. 
Monitor fuel quantity in the fuselage tanks to 
maintain 8200 (i300) pounds fuel differential. 

Note 

When the wings are swept aft, a larger 
amount of fuel will be trapped in the wing 
tanks. To transfer all available fuel from 
the wing tanks, the wings must be in the 
extended positions. Gravity transfer of 
fuel is not possible. 

FUEL MANIFOLD LOW PRESSURE 
CAUTION LAMP INDICATION. 

ONE FUEL MANIFOLD LOW PRESSURE CAUTION LAMP. 

1. Flowmeter - Checked. 
Check appropriate fuel flowmeter to determine 
if fuel flow is excessive. 

2. I f  flow is excessive, shut down the affected t’n- 
pine, pull the fire pull handle or depress the fire 
pushbutton, and extend the speed brakes. 

3. I f  fuel flow is normal, check totalizer to detc?r- 
mint) if there is an excessive loss of fuel. 

4. I f  fuel loss is excessive, shut down the affected 
engine, pull the fire pull handle or depress the 
fire pushbutton, and extend the speed brakes, 

5. I f  fuel consumption is .lormal, check the fuel 
booster pump low pressure indicator lamps. 

6. If  fuel booster pump low pressure iiidicator 
lamps are on, indicating booster pump failure, 
retard appropriate throttle until manifold low 
pressure caution lamp goes out. 

1. Engine fuel feed selector knob - (Checked. 
Check engine fuel feed selection to insure that 
fuel is available to the engines.. 

2. Flowmeters - Checked. 
Check fuel flowmeters to determine if fuel flow . 
to either engine is excessive. 

3. I f  either flowmeter indicates excessive fuel flow. 
shut down that engine, pull the fire pull handle or 
depress the fire pushbutton and extend the speed 
brakes. 

4. 

5. 

I f  fuel flow is normal, check the totalizer to de- 
termine if there is an excessive loss of fuel. 

4 
If  fuel loss is excessive, retard throttles until 
one caution lamp goes out. Then shut down the 
engine with the caution lamp still on. Pull the 
fire pull handle or depress the fire pushbutton 4 
and extend the speed brakes. 

6. 

7. 

I f  fuel consumption is normal, check the fuel 
booster pump low! pressure indicator lamps. 4 

If fuel booster pump low pressure indicator 
lamps are on, indicating pump failure, retard 
throttles until the manifold low pressure caution 4 
lamps go out. 

Note 4 

With all booster pumps inoperative and 
normal tank pressurization available, the 
engines will operate in maximum after- 4 
burner up to 6000 feet or military power 
up to 30,000 feet. 

8. I f  fuel booster pump low pressure lamps are 
normal, descend to 30,000 feet or below and land 
as so011 as practicable. 

OIL SYSTEM FAILURE. 

An oil system malfunction on either ent,illr is rec’og- 
nized by a change in oil pressure or ;I conlplete loss of 
oil pressure, In general, it is advisable to shut the eri- 

Changed 23 December 1966 
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h 

I 

age to the engme. However, if thrust is critical, tlic 
engine may be utiliz,ed 3s Ion g as it colitlinit:s tn pro- 
duce pmver . 

OIL PRESSURE BETWEEN 30 AND 40 PSI 

I 

(EXCEPT AT IDLE). 

1. Throttle of .lffectetl eligilie - IDLE. 

h 

2. LIonitor oil prrssurc. 

I OIL PRESSURE BELOW 30 PSI. 

1. Throttle of aff??trd engine - OFF. (It lligln COG,- 
ditiorls perniit). 

OIL PRESSURE ABOVE 50 PSI. 

SPlKE SYSTEM FAILURE. 

LANDING I EMERGENGIES 

LANQING. 

AIR CONDITIONING AND 
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM FAILURE. 

WITH PRIMARY OR UTILITY 
si~l~~l>tic)li oi’ t)r:&r .t(.r:umulator hydralilic fl~litl, br&- 
ii>?, sl~oultl be a[.c,onil)lis1lr~ii by ~1s few brake applica- 

IC SYSTEM FAILURE. tiolis :is imssit)lc. d sillr!lc nloclernte and ste;rclilv ill- 

Changed 23 December 1946 



T.O. lF-111 (Y/A-l section III 

Emergency Procedures 

1. Control system switch - T.O. S LAND. 3. Aircraft commanders speed brake switch - OFF. 

2. Laliding Gear - Extend. 
Extend the landing gear using the “Landillg 
Gear Emergency Extension” procedures, this 
section. 

4. Utility hydraulic system isolation switch - ISO- 
LATE. 

The switch must be held in ISOLATE until corn. 
pletion of step 5. 

3. Spike control switches - As recluired. 
Prior to landing with either hydraulic system 
inoperative, decelerate to math 0.3 (appyoxi- 
Itlately 200 KIAS al sea level or 175 KIAS at 
6000 ft), and check that engine spike caution 
lamps are out, If either lamp is lighted, place 
the affected spike control switch to OVER- 
IXDE.. 

5. Landing gear handle - UP. 
Check for gear down indication. 

6. Move the speed brake a small distance in both 
directions and check for gear down indication. 

After 3 spike control switch has been po- 
sitlonrd to OVERRIDE, do not change its 
position for remainder of flight. To do so 
c’oulcl result in loss of utility hydraulic 
system. 

4. Flaps and slats - Extend. 
Extend the flaps and slats using the “Emer- 
~:enc:y Extcnslon of Flaps and Slats” procedures, 
this rcclion. 

Note 

Lateral response rates will be reduced due 

to one pair of spoilers being Inoperable. 

5. ,Llailltairr directiotlal control after touchdow! by 
(liffcrcntial braking. 

Note 

l II only the utility hvdrauilc system is op- 
erative, only the outboard spoilers will he 
available. If o111y the primary hydraulic 
svstem is operative>, the Inboard spoilers 
()Iil~; will be Jvailable. 

MAIN LANDING GEAR FAILURE TO 
EXTEND AND LOCK AFTER 
RELEASING FROM UPLOCK. 

1. Landirlg gear handle - Recycle. 
Recycle the landing gear handle from DN to UP 
then back to DN. Ci..eck for gear dowt: illdica- 
tloll. 

2. Impose a g load on the airplane and check for 
gear down indication. 

Do not move speed brake far enough aft 
so as to interfere with the main landing 
gear. 

7. Landing gear handle - DOWN. 

8. If gear still does not extend, follow “Enlergenry 
Landing Gear Extension” procedure, this section. 

LANDING GEAR EMERGENCY 
EXTENSION. .“r”Q c cz -p7 g?y;;” 0 I 

.2/&i/ &y 
If the landing gear cannot be extended using th6 normal 
procedures, proceed as follows: 

UP I 
1. Landing gear handle - -SE+&+. 

Ehllt&~~C~ 
2. Landing gea@$ternate)release handle - Pull. #‘ 

Check landmg gear wheel position lights for? I 

green illdication. y! 

+f- ~~Y-~cOWl+wFn dra i/?” e n .1 
._ 

er /n km I.l*“r 4 .Wr’,” ,.J 
3. L,anding gear indicator lamps -&A.& ,*‘, 
4. ,iUu;d,i,c$ 1C,Ti+ ,v‘,“vJ.C - DO 4-d &’ q%?%;~ I 

& Landiig gear handle warning lamp - Out. 

Note 

After the landing gear alternate release 
handle is pulled, nose wheel steering will 
be inoperative and the nose wheel will be 
cocked to one side. The nose wheel being 
cocked will present no directional control 
difficulty on touchdown however since the 
hydraulic pressure holding it cocked is 
slight, During landing roll, the nose wheel 
should be held off the runway as long as 
possible. 

If the speed brake fails to retract to the trail position, 
as indicated by the landing gear handle warning lamp 
remainilq on after the gear has extended and locked: 

6. Landing gear alternate release handle - IN. 

Changed 23 December 1966 
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Section III T.O. 1 F-l 11 IY)A-1 

Emergency Procedures 

Id 
-1 CAUTION 

With the landing gear altemnte release 
handle in, reduced air loads during land- 
ing will allow the speed brake to extend 
;ind drag the landing surface. 

If landing scar fails to extend or lock down after the 
landing gear alternate release handle is pulled, follow 
“Landing With Gear lJ11 or Unlocked” procedures, this 
section. 

After Landing. 

,,:* 
“8. L,andilig gearcilternate; release handle - III 

After the airplane is parked and prior to eli- 
gine shutdown, ensure that the landing gear al- 
ternate release handle’ is pushed in. 

If the landing gear alternate release hmi- 
dle is not pushed in after engine shutdowii, 
when electrical power is renloved iron) 
the buses hydraulic pressure &ill drive 
the speed brake full down X~KI cause danl- 
age from ground contact. 

LANDING WITH UNSAFE GEAR 

1. Slow aircraft to appropriate limit speed .uld ex- 
tend flaps to 15 degrees. 

2. Landing gear circuit breakers - Check. 
Check the landing gear control, landing gear 
warning circuii breakers. 

3. Landing gear handle - Recycle. 

If landing gear is still unsafe: 

4. Landing gear alternate release handle - Pull. 

Note 

After the landing gear alternate release 
handle is I)ulled nose wheel steering will 
be inoperative. 

If landing gear is still unsafe: 

5. Obtain a visual gear check from another airplane 
and/or the control tower if possible. 

If landing gear is still unsafe iollow “Landing With 
Landing Gear Up or Unlocked” procedures, this sec.- 
tion. 

LANDING WITH MAIN GEAR UP OR 
UNLOCKED AND NOSE GEAR DOWN 
OR LANDING WITH ALL 
LANDING GEAR UP OR UNLOCKED. 

2. L:lliciillcj, qe;r~ ,llternatc release handle - Pull. 

3. Extcrml load - Jcttisoll. 

4. DUIII~I or burn CXC~SS fuel. 
I.ightell tile .ilrcraft as much as possible bv 
clun~pin~ or burlling excess fuel. 

Note 

II‘ tiunipillg operation is necessary tluri:q 
afterburner operation, the fuel may ignite 
t,c>hilltl the airplane. This sl~oulcl (‘RUSC no 

cmic’ern howrver sillc’e the fire will re- 
niain behind the airl)lane. Other aircraft 
in the inlmedinte vicainity should t)p nd- 
visctl to st:ly wcmll calear during dumping 
011cr,rtions. 

5. Extt’rli.il t6illks - Retain if empty. 

G. Batter\- switcfi - OFF. 

Attempt to touchdown at normal landing 
attitude. Do Ilot try to hold the aircraft 
off tiie ru~;way by increasing angle 01 at- 
t:mk. Lower the llose to the ruliway wllile 
elecator control is still LLvnilable, 

9. Throttles - OFF. 
Immediately after touchdown, shut clown the 
r,iiniiies. 

10. Firr pull hnndles or pushbuttons - Actuate. 

11. Abandol~ the airplarle. 

LANDING WITH NOSE GEAR UP OR 
UNLOCKED, MAIN GEAR DOWN. 

1. Lailciiq gear handle - DN. 

2. External load - Jettison. 

3. Dump or burn excess fuel. 
Lighten the aircraft as much as possible by 
dunipin~ or burning excess fuel. 

I 
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Emergency Procedures 

Note 

I f  dumping operation is necessary during 
afterburner operation, the fuel may ignite 
behind the airplane. This should cause no 
concern however since the fire will re- 
main behind the airp;.ane. Other aircraft 
in the immediate vicinity should be ad- 
vised to stay well clear during dumping 
operations. 

4. External tanks - Retain if empty. 

5. Battery switch - OFF. 

6. Antiskid switch - ON. 

‘7. Shoulder harness - LOCKED. 

8. Fly a normal landing pattern and make a normal 
landing. 

Note 

Attempt to touch down at normal landing 
attitude. Hold the nose off the runway as 
long as practicable. Aerodynamic braking 
is very effective in the nose high attitude, 
howevnv, if braking is required, use light 
braking so as not to override elevator coil- 
trol. Loiver the nose gently to the runway 
before elevator control is lost. Do not use 
ground roll spoiler brakes. 

I 

9. Throttles - OFF. 
After the nose is on the runway shut down the 
engines. 

11. Abandon the airplane. 

10. Fire pull handles or pushbuttons - Actuate. 

LANDING WITH BLOWN TIRE. 

MAIN GEAR TIRE. 

I 

1. Fly a normal landing ,?attern. 

2. Arresting hook - Extend. 

3. Antiskid switch - OFE’. 
With the antiskid switch OFF, and using dif- 
ferential braking, the wheel with the blown tire 
can be locked. 

I 4. Touch down on side of runway opposite the 
blown tire. 

5. Ground roll spoiler switch - BRAKE. 

I 6. Lower nose and use nosewheel steering and 
brakes as required to keep airplane on runway. 

Chonged 23 December 1966 

7. Brakes - Lock brake with blown tire. Use other 
brake as required. I 

NOSE GEAR TIRE. 

Use same procedure as with a main tire except land m 
the center of the runway and hold the nose off the run- 
way as long as possible. Antiskid should be left on 
when landing with a blown nose wheel tire. Do not lock ’ 
either brake on landintr. 

NOSE WHEEL STEERING 
MALFUNCTION. 

I f  nose wheel steering system malfunction is indicated 
by hard-over nose wheel steering, or loss of direc- 
tional control, disengage nose steering by pulling the 
landing gear alternate release handle. Maintain di- 
rectional control with rudder and differential braking. 

EMERGENCY EXTENSION OF FLAPS 
AND SLATS. 

I 
1. Airspeed - As required. 

Reduce airspeed to applicable flap limit speed. 

2. Flap and slat switch - EMER. 
I 

3.~@ E mergency slat switch - EXTEND. 
Hold emergency slat switch in EXTEND until I 
slats are full down. 

4.(1)-o E mergency flap switch - EXTEND, 
I . 

Hold emergency flap switch in extend until 
flaps are in the desired position. L 

5. @-+ Emergency flap and slat switch - 

EXTEND. 
Hold the emergency flap and slat switch in 
EXTEND until the slats are down and the flaps 
are in the desired position. 

I 

SINGLE ENGINE LANDING AND 
I 

GO-AROUND. 

During single engine operation, utility and primary I 
hydraulic system flow is reduced by almost 50 per- 
cent. Because of this, the landing gear system, speed 
brake system, and air inlet control system will each 
absorb total flow of the utility hydraulic system when I 

actuated. Avoid operation of more than one utility hy- 
draulic system function at a time. Since the flight con- 
trol system utilizes both utility and primary pressure, I 
operation of necessary utility hydrau1i.c system func- 
tions should be accomplished while in level flight. 
Wing sweep changes may require as much as 20 sec- 
onds for completion. During wing sweep operation, no I 
other demands should be placed on the utility system . 
such as speed brakes, air inlet control or flaps. 



Section III 

Emergency Procedures 

T.O. 1 F-l 1 I (Y1 

Changes in wing sweep should be accomplished ttt 
straight and level flight. During the landing approach, 
keep rpm on the operating engine as high as practi- 
cable until touchdown. The possibility of a go-around 
should be recognized early. U a go-around is neces- 
sary, advance the throttle of the operating engine And 
continue approach until go-around airspeed is reach- 

ed. Refer to Xppcndix I for single engine climb speeds. 
When :anding in ;t gltsty Crosswind, final npproarh 
airspeed should be increased by ten knots. 

LANDING WITH ONE TRANSLATING 
COWL CLOSED. 

Note 

LANDING WITH BOTH TRANSLATING 
COWLS CLOSED. 

Follow same procedures as those listed for “Landing 
With One Translating Cowl Closed” except, establish 
landing pattern as necessary to avoid power settings 
tltat exceed those listed. 

SIMULATED SINGLE ENGINE 
LANDING. 

Simulated sittgle engine landing should be flown with 
one r:ngne ‘lt idle rptn, following the “Single Engine 
L.:indirtc~” prm’edure, this section. ,> 

LANDING WITH WINGS AT 26 
;.X&G;t;;SSWEEP OR GREATER AND 

L‘lilditlp with wings ‘ind flaps in ottter that1 ttorrnal 
lattdin: cotifigumtior will lircessiiate .l long, shallow, 
straight-iii r~l)l~ro;l(~lt. Avoici ;tl)rupt mitieuvers or fligtlt 
in exc’t~ss ,)l ! :.. 
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Emergency Landing Airspeeds 
and Ground Roll Distances .I 

50,000 POlJNDS GROSS WEIGHT 

Wing 
Sweep 

(Degrees) 

26 
50 
60 
72.5 

55,000 POIJNDS GROSS WEIGHT 
___- 

Touchdown 
Speed 

(Knots) 

177 
186 
196 
208 

Ground Roll 
Distance 

(Feet) 

8700 56OO* 
10,600 
12,600 
14,000 

Minimum allowable gross weight at 16 degrees wing sweep is 56,000 pounds. 

16 DEGREE WING SWE:EP (56,000 POUNDS) 

Final Approach 
Speed 

(Knots) 

Touchdown Ground Roll 
Speed Distance 

(Knots) (Feet) 

SLATS AND FLAPS 5000* 
RETRACTED 180 170 6600 

SLATS AND FLAPS 
EXTENDED 135 125 2400* 

*Ground roll spoilers extended at touchdown 
-- -- .- 

Figure 3-4. 
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Emergency Procedures 

T.O. 1 F-l 1 liY)A-1 

b 
5. ‘Utcr touchdown, hold the nose wheel off the rull- 

way (approximately 10 ’ angle of attack). At 173 
KIAS, apply as much braking pressure as pos- 

b 

sible while still maintaining a 10” angle of attack. 

6. At 135 KIAS, smoothi!; lower the nose wlleel tu 

b 

the runway and apply maximum braking. Hold the 
c~outrol stick full back to utilize the maximum 
drag CI~’ the horizontal tail. 

I If excessive braking is used to high speeds, 
tlip Lvlieel blowout plugs may relieve tire 
pressure witlh 3 to 15 miilutes after stop. 

I 

I’ro~:isiolis should he made to cope with 
\vlieel fires wliicll nl.ly start shortly airrr 
tile blowout l)lugs relieve’. 

Analysis 

7. Arresting hook - As required. 

Note 

Figure 3-4 provides airspeeds and ground 
roll distances for specific gross weights. 
For gross weights in excess of these, re- 
icr to zYlq~cndix I. 

~-c’Izcczu 

( CAUTION 
L-- 

. 
b 

Indic3tol 

t!OI,L GAIN CILlNGER 

1OL1, CHANNEL 
OK 

PITCH CHANXEL 
OR 

YAW CH:11N?;EL 

TOLL DAMPER 
OR 

ZITCH DAMPER 
OR 

iA\?; DAMPER 

c:lus(? 

Call tlit l’irc department after a11 emer- 
yenc’y I,lIicling wliicli results in hot wheels 
or brakes or tail hook. Do llot shut the en- 
giiies (low11 until after the fire trucks or- 
rive. Fuel T.(‘Ilting tronl tlltb i,ligiiies .rfter 
sliut tiow~i nlay be iglliteii lly tile affected 
11trt p‘lrt. 

One of the triple r~clu~i- 
tiant clinnnels is ili error 

One of the triple redun- 
dant commands to a 
damper servo is in error 

Figure 3-5. (Sheet J] 

Depress damper reset t)uttou mc)men- 
I 
1 

tarily. If lamer reseLs, coiltiuue opera- 
tlcin. If lamp does ilot reset, select 
111:illual p1tc11 gain at IO’.,.. :1gaill de- 
press damper reset hutton. If lamp rc- 
srts, contmuc 0peratlon. (rk not ex- 
c: P e d 3 O!‘; gaili.) If lamp does riot reset, 
decrease speed to less than 320 KIAS 
a11cl 0.8 macli. Utillzr 3O\‘i, gam Ior re- 
maiuder of fllglit 

Depress the damper reset hutton each 
time a chanliel lamp lights. Continue 
iiormal operation as long, as lxnps 

will reset. Ii a lamp will not reset, 
change speed to a damper off region 
and turn the malfunctioned ~AEIvs_~)~~ 
Land as .S(WU as practicable 

Reduce speed to the applicable stahil- 
ity augmentation system off operating 
limits. Section V. Depress Damper 
R.eset Button. If light will not reset, 
turn affected damper off. Land as soon 
as practical 
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Emergency Procedures ’ 

Caution Lamp Analysis 

t 

Indicator 

L PRI HYD 
R PRI HYD 

L UTIL HYD 
R UTIL HYD 

ROLL, PITCH, AND 
YAW DAMPER WITH 
PRIM HYD CAUTION 
LIGHTS 

ROLL, PITCH, AND 
YAW DAMPER WITH 
U’I’II, CAUTION LIGHTS 

i - 
/ L FUEL PRESS 
i R FUEL PRESS 

~ L ENGSPIKE 
R ENG SPIKE 

k L NG OIL HOT 
R jENG OIL HOT 

, 

- 
L ENG OVERSPEED 
R ENG OVERSPEED 

- 

L GEN 
R GEN 

Changed 23 December 1966 

Cause 

Pressure output of the 
indicated primary hy- 
draulic pun:u is below 

Pressure output of the 
indicated primary hy- 
draulic puml, is below 
$00 to 600 I’S1 

--_ 

Primary hydraulic pres - 
sure is low 

Utility pressure is low 

Affected fue: manifold pres- 
sure is less than 15.5,ySg 

Airspeed is 0.3 math or be- 
low and the :&&ed spike 
has not extended or has not 
collapsed 

Oil temperature of affected 
engine exceeds 245°F (118°C) 1--- 

Excessive Nl RPM 

Indicated gelleratnr has 
malfunctioned and has dis- 
connected from its ac bus 

- 

Figure 3-5. (Shed 2) 

-- 
Corrective Action 

Monitor primary hydraulic pressure. 
If normal pressure - continue flight. If 
abnormal pressure - follow PRIMARY 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FAILURE. this 
section 

Monitor utility hydraulic pressure. If 
nllrmal pressure - continue flight. If 
ahnormal pressure - fclllow UTILITY 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FAILURE, this 
section 

Reduce speed to suhsonlc. Monitor 
primary hydraulic pressure. -‘Feet 
dampers if pressure is greater than 
2000 p+i. For lower pressures, set 
IO?& pitch and 20% roll manual gains. 
Turn pitch damper of1 if stick talk 
hack is excessive. Wini: sweep to 50 
degrees or less at l/2 normal rate. 
Land as soon as practical 

Reduce speed to subsonic. Depress 
Damper Reset button if pressure 1s 
greater than 2000 Esi. Do not reset for ,I. .,. 
lower pressures. Follow normal flight 
control operating procedures, Section 
II. Wing sweep to 45 degrees or less at 
1,‘2 normal rate. Land as soon as 
practical 

_~.__ - 

Check fuel feed selector switch and 
fuel pump pressure lamps. Check f’uel 
flow. If fuel pressure continues to 
drop, consult emergency l)rocedures 

----___- 

Position appropriate splkr control 
switch(es) to ~QYF_R.&~l,jE. Do not :it- 
tempt to return to AUTO posltion after 
the spike control switch has been 
placed to OVERRIDE: 

-.- 
Petard throttle of affected engine to 
IDLE and monitor oil pressure. If oil .-.. 
pressure drops below 30 PSI, shut t 

down the affected engine, 

Retard throttle of affected engine. 
Lamp should go out at reduced power. 
If lamp remains on, operate engilie at 
reduced power 

Check power flow mdlcator displ;iys 
TIE. The operating generator will 
automatically connect to the Inopera- 
ti1.e bus 

3-21 
I 



T.O. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 

4 
Caution Lamp Analysis 

I 
Indicator Cause 

LANTISKID 

h 

c 

L,oss uf puwer control box, 
failure of one or more skid 
detectors, or loss of hy- 
draulic prCS3:Irr’ 

h 

/ SUCLEAR 

SPOILER One pair of sptrilf:rs has 
ljeen voted out allci lockeci 
c10w:1 

FOD 

Corrective Action 

Check utility hyclraullc pressure. Mod- 
ulate brakes during landing. If hydrau- 
lic pressure is normal, a lighted lamp 
will indicate total or partial antiskid 
loss 

Maintain positive control of aircraft / 
attitude and decelerate to safe speed. 
.httempt to reset spoiler one time only 
hut expect a rapid roll transient if 
spoiler 1s still failed. A spoiler that 
was voted out because of an active 
iallure will not likely reset. The roll 
r;lte capability clurulg landing will he 
reduced by npproxlmately 50 percent 

_--.-.- - 

Close doors prior to take off 

Crc~ss check flight mstruments to de- ~ 
I.crminr if any are inoperative. Use 
standby Instruments in lieu of mal- 

mu HOT 
UTIL HOT 

Indicated hydraulic system 
fluid temperature is at)o\re 
230°F (1lO’C) 

Reduce sp~?ecl. Monitor h:;draulic pres- 
1 sure. Reduce demanti on hydraulic 
/ system. At temperatures above 230”E’, 
i the hydraulic system map aerate Jncl 

develop those cliaracterlstics assocl- 

.fl--- 
ated with air in hydraulic system 

- 

FUEL FLOW I Useable fuel in fuselage Transfer any availallle fuel into tar- 
reservoir tank 1s 211 5 to 
2585 pou~~ds or less 

ward fuselage tank. If no other iuel IS ~ 
available, land as soon as possible. 
Fuel conditions may vary when this 
lamp comes on. Evalucte the condition i 
and take, necessary action I 

Oil level in either engine 
down to 4 quarts 

INLET HOT Anti-icing air temperature 
excessive 

Total liquid oxygen remain- 
ing is two liters or less or 
pressure is 42 psi or less 

Figure 3-5. (Sheet 3) 

Check oil quantity indicators. Shut- 
down affected engine if not needed. 
If engine needed shutdown when oil 
pressure starts to drop 

Shut off engine inlet anti-icing. Lamp 
should go out. If not, slow airplane 

Descent1 to a safe altitude. Refer to 
“Oxygen Duration Tahle,” Section I 

I J 
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Ca ution Lamp Analysis 

T.O. 1 F-l 1 I (Y1 

I Illdlcatc~r 
/ HOOK DOWN Arresting Iicek is not up and 
1 1 locked 

KEE NOT ENGAGED Selected autopilot reference 
is not engaged 

!----.----- --_____ 

/ AUX ATT 

I 

I----- I’RI ATT,;HDG 

XFRS altitude informatioli 
unreliable 

Failure of inertial reference 
unit or computer display umt 

TJ E’LY -UP OFF 

: RUDDER ~2UTHORI1’Y 

L 

FUEL DISTRII? 

1. TFR mode switch is OFF 
while operating in TFR 

2. TF data I)ad signal or 
lancliilg gt’ar down or Con- 
trol System switch in 
T.O. & L illd 

Rudder autliority differs from 
that Programmed by the con- 
trol system switch 

The automatn fuel distri- 
hutlon has failed. Fuel dis- 
trihution is oitt of limits 

TANK PRESS Fuel tank pressurization is 
iiot compatible with aircraft 
configuration 

CABIN PRESS Cabin altitude above 10,000 
feet 

Figure 3-5. (Sheet 41 

c 

Section III 
Emergency Procedures 

0 

Land past the approacIi end barrier. 
Arresting hook cannot be retracted in 
fllgllt 

If caused Iiy control stick steering, re- 
turn stick to neutral position. If caus- 
ed by malfuilctioii, depress autepilet 
disengage lever. If any mode other 
than attitude stabilizatien is selected, 
RI-F ENGAGE hutton ntust he tlepres- 
setl to re-engage autopilot 

__.__--__ 

Place flight instrument reference 
select switch to Ps. The standby at- 
titllde indicator will be unreliable 

____- ~--. -. 

Position flight instrume~lt reference 
select switch to AUX. Autopilot 
switches will go ?zAMPER in the 
AUX nwk. Cautioir lamp will remain 
lighted whenever switch is not m PKI 
position 

Position TFR mode switch to FLY UP 

OI?uLY or AUTO TF. If caution lanrp 
remains en, the automatic fly-up capa- 
bilitv is not al,ailahle 

-- - 

Check rudder authority switch in 
AUTO. If lamp remains on. the rudder 
authority may 11~ UtlSCh~~dUled. i\t high 
speeds, exercise caution in tlie use of 
rudder pedals. For landing, if lamp 
remains on, place the rudder authority 
switch to FULL. If the lamp still re- .- __. 
mams on, rudder aild nfrse wheel 
sterrmg authority may l)e iimitrd 

----.- 

Select FWD or AFT tank feed until 
proper fuel distribution is regained. 
Monitor fuel quantities and fuel dis- 
tril>ution 

Place fuel tank pressurization selec- 
tor switch to appropriate pusition to 
cause the lamp to go out.. Monitor fuel 
quantities and assure that pressure 
loss has not affected fuel quantity or 
distribution 

-- 

Check oxygen equipment. Assure oxy- 
gen is on. Check that pressurization 
selector switch is in NORM 

--- .- 
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Emergency Procedures 

Caution Lamp Analysis 

Indicator 

LOW EQLIP PRESS 

Cause 

Pressure to forward equip- 
ment bay pressurized com- 
ponents is less than 12.5 
[*0.5) psi 

ICING Icmg contlitiorl sensed I)y ice 
detector 

FWD EQUIP HOT 

- 
Low airflow a~ld/or high 
temperature airflow sup- 
plied for equipment cooliris 

AFT EQUIP II07 

Switch to lnanual operation and rotate 
temperature control knob to COOL. OZ. 
when practicable, increase engine 
rpm. If lamp remains 011, turn off all 
nollessrntial equipment until lamp 
goes ollt 

-.~__ -- _--.- -----.---. 

WINDSHIELD HOT Supply air exceeds 450’F Place rain removal switch to OFF 

Corrective Action 
--___- --~ 

‘Tern off TE’R, Attack Radar, CMRS, 
and Track-breaker. This equipment 
requires one-atmosphere pressuri- 
zation for proper operatmn 

Place pitot heater anti-lcnig switcll to 
ON. Clleck engine Inlet anti-icing sys- 
tern 1s nperarlng. If not, go to MAN- 
LJ.\L. Lanlp will rpmaln on until 60 
seconds after icing condition ceases 
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T.O. 1 F-l 11 (WA-1 Section III 
Enwgency Procedures 

f 

Emergency Entrance 

EXTERNAL CANOPY LATCH HANDLE 

PUSH.... 
I 

P.iJLL 8, RAISE 

Canopy emergency opemng provcslons ore installed or 

the right side of the exterior of the airplane below tht 

canopy botch. 

To release both canopy hatch latches: 

I. Push plunger to release spring-loodcd hondle 

2. Grasp handle which 1s attached to cable ond pull out 

oppr-oximatety SIX feet. 

Do not pull the co~~opy external emc!I-gency release 

handle unless both canopy hatches ure closed orrd 

latched. To do 50 may result (17 fotol Irqury ro the 

occupants from debris flylrlg from the canopy SIII 

When latch ilondle is rototed, sill lhaok which hos 

been severed from catxn z-111 may drop off when 

canopy IS raised. 

NOTE 

Actuotlng emergency release handle will unlock 

hatches only Hatches mustthen be rrllseti manually 

Figure 3-6. r 

Changed 23 December 1966 
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T.O. IF-llI(Y)A-I Section V 
Operoting Limitations 

Section IV 
CREW DUTIES 

Not applicable to this airplane. 

j OPERA l/N6 llMllAl/ONS 

TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

This section includes limitations that must be ob- 
served for safe and efficient operation of the engines 
md the airplane. Special attention should be given 
o the instrument marking illustration (figure 5-l), 
jmce these limitations are n~,t necessarily repeated 
mder their respective sections. When necessary, sn 
additional explanation of instrument markings is 
covered urlder appropriate headings. 

The flight crew will make all necessary 
entries in Form 781 to indicate when any 
limitations have been exceeded. Entries 
shall include the time interval, where ap- 
plicable, as well as the actual instrument 
reading value for the limitation ‘that was 
exceeded. 

The limitations contained herein, other than those 
associated with engine ground operation. are appli- 
cable for operatmns within 80’& of airplane design 
limits. Limitations which are more restrictive than 
those included in this section, and therefore, must be 
considered for mission planning, are contained in 
Temporary Flight Limitations Report (FZM-12-922). 
This document is available through contractors Flight 
Personnel assigned to the Flight Test Base of 
Operations. 

MINIMUM CREW REQUIREMENTS. 

The minimum crew for normal flight IS two. The 
minimum crew for mission completion is two. Cer- 
tain test missions may be flown with one pilot. 
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Section V 
Operating limitations 

T.O. 1 F-l 1 l(Y)A-1 

Instrument Markings 
BASED ON JP-4 FUEL 

TACHOMETER 

YTF30-P-l ENGINE (with 16th stage compressor 
modiflcotion): 

(GREEN1 n 54 to 93.6 percent - Normal operating 
range. 

(RED) o 93.6 percent .- Maximum operottng speed. 

TF30.P-1 ENGINE 

(GREEN! 0 54 to 95.7 percent - Normal operating 
r”NJe 

NOTE 
Tachometer und Turbine 
inlet Temperature mar& 
lngs ore depued fo, 
TFSO-PK knglrne 

(RED)0 95.7 percent ~ MaxImum operahng speed. 

TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE 

YTF30mP-I ENGINE 

[GREEN)- 300 to 920°C - Normal operating ronge. 

(RED) A 54O’C Starting [momentaryI 

(REDID 1080°C -- Maximum Milltory operotlon. 

(RED!0 1100°C - During acceleration j2 mlnutesj 
IEngme tronsIe”tsl. 

TF30-P-I ENGINE 

IGREEN)- 300 to I IIO‘C - Normal operotlng range 

(RED) A 705°C - StartIn (momentary). 

fREDI- 11 IO’C - Moxlmum Milltory operation. 

(RED]- 1130°C -- During accelerntion 12 minutest 
IEngine tronslenk). 

OIL PRESSURE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE 

(GREEN)- 40 to 50 /IS., Normal range 

,RED,- 30 PSI - Moxtmum durmg Idle. 

(REDI- 50 psf Maximum. 

~GREENJ- 2950 to 3250 psi - Normal range. 

(RED)E 3250 psi ~ Moxlmum. 

Figure 5-l. 

5-2 
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T.O. IF-Ill(Y)A-l Section V 
Operating limitations 

ENGINE LIMITATIONS. 

GROUND OPERATION. 

NEGATIVE “G” TIME LIMIT. 

Maximum IDLE time IS unlimited. 

Maximum time at MIL power - 45 minutes 

Maximum time at any A/B power - 3 minutes. 

With the engine inlet screens mstalled, 
the engines shall not be operated above 
85’& rpm. 

After operating in A,‘B power for 3 min- 
utes, retard the throttle to 70% rpm for 3 
minutes mimmum before advancing to 
any higher power. 

YTF30-P-l Engme .- Avoid steady state 
engine operation between 74.8 percent 
xld 76.5 percent. 

Note 

With all of the engine doors open or re- 
moved, Maximum A/B operating time 
can be extended to 5 minutes. After 5 
minutes of operation, the cooling period 
is for a minimum of 3 minutes with the 
throttle retarded to 70% rpm before ad- 
vancmg to a higher power again. 

INFLIGHT OPERATION. 

Maximum continuous afterburner operation. 

YTF30-P-1 15 minutes. 

TF30-P-l 45 minutes. 

YTF30-P-1 Engine - Avoid steady state 
engine operation between 74.8 percent 
and 76.5 percent. 

ENGINE ACCELERATION LIMITS. 

Refer to figure 5-1 

ENGINE OVERSPEED LIMIT. 

Refer to figure 5-1. 

ZERO “G” TIME LIMIT. 

I Zero “G” time limit - 10 seconds. 

Negative “g” time limit is 10 seconds. Do not initiate 
a zero or negative “g” maneuver when the fuel low 
caution lamp is lighted. 

Note 

The fuel low caution lamp may light during 
a negative “g” maneuver. 

ALTERNATE FUEL. 

This information will be supplied when available. 

OIL TEMPERATURE LIMITATIONS. 

Maximum temperature is 120°C (248°F). ENG OIL 
HOT caution lamp will light at 121°C (250°F). 

STARTER LIMITATIONS. 

The starter is limited to 2 cartridge starts in a 15 
minute period or 5 consecutive pneumatic starts after 
which a 1 hour cooling period must be observed. The 
starter is limited to the following periods of continu- 
ous operation after which a 15 minute cooling period 
must be observed: 

Left Starter . . . . . . . _ . 10 minutes 
Right Starter @-+a, w 10 minutes 

2 minutes 

AIRSPEED LIMITATIONS. 

FLUllER LIMITATIONS. 

Refer to T.O. lF-lll(Y)A-1A. 

AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE OPERATIONAL LIMIT 
ENVELOPES. 

FLAP LIMIT SPEEDS. 

Airplanes @-+ @ 

Zero to 15 degrees 
flap deflection . . . . 290 KCAS/mach 0.62 

whichever is less 

Greater than 15 de- 
grees flap deflection . 190 KCAS/mach 0.47 

whichever 1s less 

Airplanes @ , @ , @ 

Zero to 30 degrees 
flap deflection _ , 297 KCAS//mach 0.62 

whichever i.s less 
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Section V 
Operating Limitations 

Greater than 30 de- 
grees flap deflection 

Airplanes @-+ @$ 

Zero to 15 degrees 
flap deflection . . 

15 to 30 degrees 
flap deflection . . 

Greater than 30 de- 
grees flap deflection 

225 KCAS/mach 0.48 
whichever is less 

297 KCASjmach 0.62 
whichever is less 

250 KCASjmach 0.62 
whichever is less 

225 KCAS/mach 0.48 
whichever is less. 

T.O. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 

LANDING GEAR OPERATION LIMIT. 

The maximum speeds at which the landing gear may 
be operated are: 

Retraction . . . . . . . 295 KIAS 
Extension . . . . . . . 295 KIAS 
With landing gear extended . . 295 KIAS 
Emergency extension . . 160 KIAS 

Ram Air Mode Limits 
DATA BASIS: ESTIhfATED 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 STANDARD DAY 

hl.ACH NO. 

NOTE: 
Flight outside the continuous 
envelope is not recommended. 

Figure 5-2 

TRANSLATING COWL. 

Do not exceed 41’7 KlAS or math .90, whichever is 
less, with the translating cowl in any position other 
than fully closed. 

RAM AIR MODE LIMIT SPEED. 

Maximum speeds for ram air operation at various 
altitudes are shown in figure 5-2. Operation outside 
the continuous envelope is not recommended because 
there is inadequate air flow for cooling at the lower 
airspeeds and cabin temperature will be too warm 
at the higher airspeeds. 

piiq 

Do not operate RAM Air Mode above 330 
KIAS. Structural failure of the ground 
cooling service air door may occur‘. 

TIRE LIMIT SPEED (ZERO WIND). 

Maximum tire takeoff speed . . . 157 KIAS 
Emergency landing maximum tire 

speed . . . . . . . 200 KIAS 

Note 

Tail wind component must be subtracted 
from the zero wind tire limit speed. The 
headwind component must be added to the 
zero wind tire limit speed. 

TAXI SPEED. 

Maximum taxi speed . . . . . 25 knots 

TAIL HOOK ENGAGEMENT SPEED. 

For maximum tailhook engaging speed, see figure 5-3. 

MINIMUM FLYING SPEEDS. 

The low math number, minimum flying speeds are 
presented in figure 5-4 as a function of gross weight 
for lg level flight. Flight at speeds below the recom- 
mended minimum flying speeds is prohibited until 
flight tests determine the level of stall and/or buffet 
warning. and spin entry and recovery techniques have 
been completed. It is strongly recommended that an 
mtermediate flap setting of approximately 15 degrees 
be used between 225 and 250 KIAS. This will allow 
the clean airplane to attain an airspeed which will as- 
sure an angle of attack well below stall when the flaps 
are fully retracted, 
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1.0. lF-11 l(Y)A.l Section V 
Operating limitations 

IUaximum Arresting Hook Engaging 
Speed For Bak 12 Barrier 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 

200 

190 

180 

150 

140 

130 

120 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

-1 I I I 

40 50 6ci 70 80 90 

GROSS WEIGHT-1000 POUNDS 

Figure 5-3. 
A0000000.029 
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Section V 
Operating limitations 

T.O. lF-11 l(Y)A-l 

Minimum Flying SpeedmTakeoff 
and Landing 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED MACH = 0 to 0.3 FUEL GRADE: JP-4 
DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 WING SWEEP = 16' ENGINES: Y & TF 30-P-l 

FLAPS = 35" - 37.5' 

,  , I  1 

2 
RECOMMENDED MINIMUM 

' 
FLYING SPEED 

I- -,’ \ J. . : ^_, ,. ‘. 1 
t v t 
I / ., I 

t 
I I 

I A I I I I 1 
40 50 60 70 80 

GROSS WEIGHT - 1000 POUNDS 
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T.O. lf-11 l(Y)A-l Section V 
Operating Limitation8 

Minimum Flying SpeedTakeoff 
And Landing Configuration 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED MACH = 0 TO 0.3 FUEL GRADE: JP-4 
DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 WING SWEEP = 26' ENGINES: Y 8z TF 30-P-l 

16C 

110 

FLAPS = 35* - 37.5" 

40 50 60 70 80 

GROSS WEIGHT - 1000 POUNDS 

Figure 5-4. @-+ 0 (Sheet 2) 
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Section V 
Operating Limitations 

1.0. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 

Minimum Flying Speed-Takeoff 
And Landing 

MACH=0 TO 0.3 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED WING SWEEP=16' 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 FLAPS=35' TO 37.5' 

FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

140 

130 

k 

100 

90 

80 

RECOMMENDED MINiti: ' ' “:I 
FLYING SPEED 

i . " ___..,_ :"-. ., 

. 

" 
v .” 

,, . . 

. . 

I I I I 

40 50 60 70 80 

GROSS WEIGHT-1000 POUNDS 

Figure 5-4. (Sheet 3) 
80000000.033 
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T.O. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 Sectior. V 
Operating Limitations 

Minimum Flying SpeedJakeoff 
and Landing 

MACH=0 TO 0.3 
DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED WING SWEEP=26' FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 FLAPS=35O TO 37.5' ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

150 

140 

g 130 

E I 

E 120 
w 
z4 
2 

z 
110 

100 

90 

FLYING SPEED---I ..:. _ i ., :: ..! ._1 

/ 

. . 

> .  .  

. / .  

. _ . .  ^ .  .  ,  . ^  .  .  .  ‘. .  - ._  1 ”  .  _ .  .  .  I_ 

.  

1 

. , .  ‘.. . ,  .  . “ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  _ . . -  

1 

40 50 60 70 80 

GROSS WEIGHT-1000 POUNDS 

AOOOOOOO-034 

Figure 5-4. (Sheet 4) 
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T.O. lF-111 (Y)A-1 Section V 
Operating limitations 

Minimum Flying Speed-Takeoff 
And Landing CLEAN AIRPLANE 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED MACH=0 TO 0.3 FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 WING SWEEP=16O ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

180 

2 
Ei 170 
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150 

130 
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1. , .  
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Figure 5-4. (Sheet 5) 
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T.O. lF-1 1 l(Y)A-l Section V 
Operatins Limitations 

Mininwm Flying SpeedaTakeoff 
And Landing 

CLEAN AIRPLANE 
DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED MACH=0 TO 0.3 FUEL GRUDE: JP-4 

11 NOVEMYBER 1966 WING SWEEP=26' ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

200 
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140 

130 
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figure 54. (Sheet 6) 
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Section V 
Operating Limitations 

T-0. lF-1 1 l(Y)A-l 

Minimum Flying Speed-Takeoff 
And Landing CLEAN AIRPLANE 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED MACH=0 TO 0.3 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 WING SWEEP=35O 

FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-l 
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,  .RL.-;.DED MINIti‘ I  ,  
; .  .  . ,  

,  .  .  

FLYING SPEED 

--L /. , ., .", 

1 

* .  I  . ”  

.  _ . -  

70 

GROSS WEIGHT-1000 POUNDS 

Figure 5-4. (Sheet 7) 
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T.0. lF-1 1 l(YjA-1 Section V 
Operating limitations 

Minimum Flying Speedmlakeoff 
And Landing CLEAN AIRPLANE 

DATA BASIS ESTIMATED MACH=0 TO 0.4 FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 WING SWEEP=50° ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 
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Figure 5-4. (Sheet 8) 
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1.0. lF-11 l(Y)A-l Section V 
Operating limitations 

Minimum Flying SpeedTakeoff 
And Landing CLEAN AIRPLANE 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED MACH=0 TO 0.4 FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 WING SWEEP=72.5' ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

250 

. ,.. ‘ :..,. 
+, 

I ., .I ./ _ 

. REC6ti;NDED MIN 
._, . :. + 
,,I .. ; 1 Ii,... [ ..:‘:‘; . 

SLYING SPEED . ,. .__. . ..." ..* . ." 
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GROSS WEIGHT-1000 POUNDS 

Figure 5-4. (Sheet 9) 

AOOOOOOO-039 
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T.O. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 Section V 

Operating limitations 

MINIMUM FLYING SPEEDS FOR GENERATOR 
ZONSTANT SPEED DRIVE OIL COOLING. 

YAW LIMITATIONS. 

Minimum airspeeds/altitudes for constant speed 
irire oil cooling for continuous single alternator 
operation are as follows: 

250 IUAS - 20,OOCJ feet and above. 

The following yaw limitations are based on 80 per- 
cent limit strength values. 

Yaw Limitations in the Takeoff and Landing 

Configuration. 

200 KIAS - below 20,000 feet. 
In the takeoff and landing configuration, do not exceed 
the allowable rudder commands shown in figure 5-5. 

Note Yaw Limitations in Other Than Takeoff and Landing 

Configuration. 

Flight below minimum speeds is per- 
mitted for time not to exceed five min- 
utes to accomplish required maneuvers. 

Do not exceed 17.5 degrees rudder c.ommand at any 
math number at any altitude except under emergency 
conditions requiring more than normal directional 
control. 

44ANEUVERABILITY LIMITATIONS. 

LONGITUDINAL LIMITATIONS. ACCELERATION LIMITATIONS. 
Refer to T.O. lF-111 (Y)A-1A. LIMIT MANEUVER LOAD FACTORS. 

Refer to T.O. lF-lll(Y)A-1A. 
ROLL LIMITATIONS. 

The following roll limitations are based on 80 per- 
:ent limit strength values. It should be noted that full 
normal lateral stick deflection corresponds to a *2 
jifferential horizontal stabilizer command which is 
ndicated by a force detent. 

CENTER-OF-GRAVITY LIMITATIONS. 

C\t Wing Sweep Angles Where Spoilers Are 
Dperationol. (Sweep Angles of 45 Degrees or Lee:s). 

Do not exceed l/2 normal lateral stick deflection 
at speeds greater than 450 KLAS at any altituce. 

With fuel in wings, do not exceed l/2 normal lat- 
eral stick deflection at any math number at any 
altitude. 

Limitations with external stores will be incorpo- 
rated when available. 

4t Wing Sweep Angles Where Spoilers Are Not 
>perational. (Sweep Angles Greater Than 45 
legrees). 

it altitudes less than 25,000 feet, do not exceed l/2 
normal lateral stick deflection at speeds greater rhan 
825 KIAS. 

\t All Wing Sweep Angles. 

10 not exceed full normal la.teral stick deflection at 
ny math number at any altitude except under emer- 
ency conditions requiring more than normal lateral 
ontrol. 

Center-of-gravity limits are presented as a function 
of wing sweep angle and are applicable for all gross 
weights. Limits for the takeoff and landing configura- 
tion are shown in figure 5-6, The aft limit shown was 
set to maintain a static margin of at least one per- 
cent. Forward limits are based on nose gear unstick 
for a full trailing edge up horizontal ta.il deflection 
at airplane lift off speed. Since thrust has a large 
effect on nose gear unstick, limits are presented for 
military and maximum A/B thrust. The above limits 
are applicable to flap limit speeds. The low speed 
limits for the clean airplane (flaps and slats re- 
tracted) are also shown in figure 5-6. Aft limit shown 
was set to maintain a static margin of at least one 
percent. Limits are applicable up to flap limits speeds. 
High speed limits for the clean airplane are presented 
in figure 5-6. Aft limit shown for wing sweep angles 
of 16 degrees through 35 degrees is based on main- 
taining a one percent static margin at .8 math num- 
ber at sea level. Aft limit for wing sweep angles of 
50 through 72.5 degrees is based on maintaining a 
minimum level of directional stability. The aft cen- 
ter of gravity limits at which the airplane will tip 
over at brake release with maximum alterburner 
thrust are presented in figure 5-7 as a function of 
gross weight and center of gravity location. These 
limits are well aft of the aft center of gravity lo- 
cation. These limits are well aft of the aft center of 
gravity for normal loadings. However, abnormal 
loadings could result in an aft center of gravity which 
would cause the airplane to tip over at brake re- 
lease with afterburner thrust. 
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Section V 
Operating limitations 

T.O. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 

Allowable Rudder Command Takeoff 
And Landing Configuration 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 ENGINES:Y&TFjo-P-1 

4C 

3c 

- “. . . *. . _ _ _ 
7 -. . _ _ . I . 

-1 
. r I .., 

_̂ ‘------ze _.. . ._” I ” 

._/. 

I I 1 I I 

0 120 160 200 240 280 320 

CALIBRATED AIRSPEED-KNOTS 

Figure 5-5. 
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T.O. lF.111 (Y)A-1 Section V 
Operating limitations 

Center Of Gravity Restrictions 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED FLAP AND GEAR: DOWN FUEL GRADE: 
DATE: 

JP4 
20 NOVEMBER 1964 NO EXTERNAL STORES ENGINES: Y 8~ TF 30-P-1 

APPLICABLE TO FLAP 
LIMIT SPEED 

LOW SPEED 

AFT LIMIT “ 
<, : ., 

1% STATIC MARGIN 7 

IL FORWARD LIMIT 
. ,  . , _  ,  . . , ^  .  x NOSE GEAR UNSTICK 

AT 1.0 VSTO 
.̂  ., _.. .; .." ,,_ ._...,, ,"_I .,,. ,̂ ..‘ ,. . ..T 

Lv-8 < 

L 
:  I ,  

WING SWEEP ANGLE 

Figure 5-6. & 0 (Sheet 1) A0000000.040 
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Section V 
Operating limitations 

T.O. lF-111 (Y)A-1 

Center Of Gravity Restrictions 

FLAPS AND GEAR: DOWN 

NO EXTERNAL STORES 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 

FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

60 

i;--"" l"!, STATIC MARGIN 
- 

FORWARD LIMIT ./ ^^x -. . , > ^?-' NOSE GEAR UNSTICK" 
/I AT MINIMUM LIFT 

, ,  .  .  .  ,  “_ , .  5. T).  

.  

1 I I I’ I 

16 20 22 24 26 28 

WING SWEEP ANGLE-DEGREES 

Figure 5-6. @ @ (Sheet 2) 
AOOOOOOO-041 
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T.O. lF-11 l(Y)A-l 

Center Of Gravity Restrictions 

Section V 
Operating limitations 

FLAPS AND GEAR: UP 

NO EXTERNAL STORES 

APPLICABLE TO FLAP LIMIT 
SPEE:D 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED 

11 NOVEMBER 1966 

FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

MARGIN 

22 24 

WING SWEEP ANGLE-DEGREES 

Figure 5-6. (Sheet 3) AOOOOOOO-042 
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Section V 
Operating limitations 

T.O. l F-1 11 (Y)A-1 

Center Of Gravity Restrictions 

FLAPS AND GEAR UP 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED NO EXTERNAL STORES FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

S-20 Changed 23 December 1966 
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1.0. 1F.111 (Y)A.l section v 
Operating Limitations 

Airplane Upset Limit 
At Brake Release 

MXIMUM A/B THRUST 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

DATE: 11 NOVEM:BER 1966 ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-'1 
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Figure 5-7. 
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Section V 
Operating limitations 

1.0. 1 F-l 11 (Y)A-1 

Allowable Sink Rate At Touchdown 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 

780 

720 

660 

600 

540 

480 

420 

360 

300 
40 

GROSS WEIGHT-1000 POUNDS 

NOTE: 
For airplanes 1 through 11, the maximum 
allowable sinking speed will be 
360 Ft/Min for landings in which the 
outboard fixed pylon store weight is 
in excess of 1500 Ibs. 
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T.O. 1 F-l 1 I (Y1 Section V 

Cl nanged 23 December 1966 

GROSS WEIGHT - CENTER..OF-GRAVITY LlMlTATlClNS 
FOR TAXI AND LANDING. 

Refer to T.O. lF-Ill(YIA. 

CENTER-OF-GRAVITY LOADING AND CAPABILITIES. 

Refer to T.O. IF-lll(Y)A-1A. 

SROSS WEIGHT LIMITATIONS. 

For gross weight limitations other than those llsted 
:iere. refer to T..O. IF-lll(Y)A-1A. 

TAXI AND TAKEOFF GROSS’ WEIGHT. 

l’axi and takeoff operations at weights above 72,OOO 
?ountls shall be confined to well prepared runways 
until completion of structural certification tests. 

MAXIMUM LANDING GROSS WEIGHT. 

rhe allowable sink rate at ‘:ouchdown as a function of 
cross weight is shown in figure 5-8. 

:LIGHT CONTROL !iYSTEM 
.IMITATIONS. 
iTABIlITY AUGMENTATION !iYSTEM OFF 
IPERATING LIMITS. 

‘igure 5-9 presents a partial listing of stability aug- 
lentation system off operating limits provided as a 
eady rapid reference. For a complete discussion and 
etailed charts presenting the entire stability aug- 
lentation system off operating envelopes, refer to 
Flight Control System Limitations”, Section V, 
‘.O. IF-lll(Y)A-IA. 

IRAKE LIMITATIONS. 

IRAKE APPLICATION SPEED LIMIT. 

Irake energy limits are presented in figure 5-10. The 
xlimple lines on figure 5-10 explain how to determine 
le amount of energy absorbed by the brakes during 
stop, 

xample: Full Stop Landing. 

Given: Gross weight = 60.000 pounds. 
Airspeed when br;akes applied = 

100 knots IAS. 
Pressure Altitude = 1000 feet. 
Outside air temperature = 80 degrees F‘. 

Find: Brake Energy Absorbed. 

jiution: 

allowing example lines on figure 5-10 the brake en- 
‘gy absorbed is 13.4 million foot-pounds per hrake. 

Operating Limitations 

Stability 
Augmentation 

System Off 
Operating Limits 

DO NOT EXCEED THE FOLLOWING 
AIRSPEEDS/ALTITUDES: 

PITCH DAMPER OFF 

Wing 
Sweep 

26 
Degrees 

35 
Degrees 

Altitude 

Sea Level to 20,000 teet 
20,000 to 35,000 feet 
Above 35,000 feet 

Sea Level to 10,000 feet 
10,000 to 15,000 feet 
Above 15,000 feet 

Airspeed 

M.57 
M. 70 
M.80 

M.60 ~ 
M.80 
Limit 
Speed 

50 
Degrees 

Sea Level to 20,000 feet 
Above 20,000 feet 

M. 70 
Limit 
Speed 

72.5 
Degrees 

Sea Level to 17,500 feet 
Above 17,500 feet 

M. 70 
Limit 
Speed 

ROL,L OR YAW DAMPER OFF 

Wing 
Sweep Altitude -I 

26 and 35 
Degrees 

None 

50 and 72.5 
Degrees 

None 

Figure 5-9. 

If  maximum braking capacity is utilized 
(danger zone), wheel blowout plugs will 
relieve tire pressure within 3 to 15 min- 
utes after the stop. Provisions should be 
made to cope with possible wheel fires 
which may start shortly after blowout 
plug release, 

Note 

When figure 5-10 is used to determine 
values of brake energy absorbed, it is 
assumed that the airplane is brought 
to a complete stop with a single con- 
tinuous application of the brakes. 
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Section V 
Operating limitations 

T.O. 1 F-l 1 1 (Y)A-1 

Brake Energy Limits 
SLATS-FLAPS-SPOILERS EXTENDED 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED FUEL GRADE: JP4 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 ENGINES:Y&TF?O-P-1 

The following information explains action to be taken when 
a stop in the DANGER, CAUTION, or NORMAL ZONES is performed: 

Aircraft equipped with CLO9503-5 
wheels and CLO9503-4 or CL0950 i 
brakes. 

_ . .(. 

) 50 60 

GROSS WEIGHT-1000 POUNDS 

MILLION 
FOOT-POUNDS 

m CAUTION ZONE 
18 TO 23 
MILLION 
FOOT-POUNDS 

-3 NORMAL ZONE 
0 TO 18 

5 DANGER ZONE 

I, Use moderate broklng below 25 knots 
unh taxi speed of 5-i 0 knots 15 abtauned. 

Release brakes. If porrtble, and malntoin 
forword mat,on. 

‘A 

52 

E 

CAUTION 

E 

Applyng mox~mum broke pressure 

below 25 knots may cause broke 

2 2 Proceed to the nearest parkIng orea 

s 

clear of other wrplones and personnel 

w,fhouf rtopp~ng and OS qwckly 0s por- 

+I r,ble. Do not ret porkmg broker 

z 

,: 

3. Request lyre fighting equipment. Hy- 

draullc flwd fire IS ~mmment A,nroach 

mo,n lond,ng gear from front or rear for 
hre light,ng purposes only. 

E.2 

4 Extmgwshmg “gents shall be opplaed 
OS a fag or loom on the tires and directly 

cr to the broker Do not rproy hqwd d,rectly 

on the wheels 

s 

2 
CAUTION ZONE 

3 
‘a 

1, ihe area in Ihe vrcnly of the moon 

2 

IondIng gear with!” 50 it of any brake 

should be regarded OS unsafe during the 

~ f,rrt one hour and 15 m,nules after the 

stop, unless the thermal release plugs 
2 h eve 

2 

blown allowng tne t,res to be de- 

lioted. 

jl 

c) 
2 Da not ret porklng brakes Request 

; 

hre f,ght,ng equipment. Hydroul,c flu,d 

lhre 1s powbie 

z 

z 

3 Do not at,empl lokeoff unf,l the broke 

howngs and tares ore cool lo the bare 

hand to prevent posrnble fire fadlure dur- 
~ng lokeoff or in flight 

NORh4AL ZONE 

I Parkmg broker may be ret 

2. If stop doer not exceed 14 million foot 

poundr per brake,rubrequenttokecffmay 
be performed ~mmedlotely. However, 

brake opplnSon IS restrIcted ID speeds 
and clrc,s~ wemhtr ,n the CAUTIONZONE 

or below ,n the event o rubrequenf take. 

off $5 aborted. 

3. Unrestricted rubseqvem takeoff may 
be performed only after brake housings 

and t,rer ore cool to the bore bond. 

4. If stop exceeds 14 millton foot poundr 

per broke, rubsequent takeoff may be 

performed only offer brake hauri,,g and 

t,res are cool to the bare hand. 

NOTE: 
For aborted takeoff, if brake application 
speed is 1.00 knots or above, add four 

MILLION million foot pounds to charted value to 
FOOT-POUNDS account for residual engine thrust. AOOOOOOO-046 

5-24 
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Operating limitations 

Brake Energy Limits 
DATE BASIS: ESTIMATED 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 

FLAPS - SLATS - SPOILERS RETRACTED FUEL (GRADE: JP4 

ENGINES: Y&TF30-P-1 

DANGER ZONE 

The following InformatIon explains actlon to be taken when 
a stop in the DANGER, CAUTION, or NORMAL ZONES is performed: 

I ,̂ / 

, 1 
4 0 50 60 

GROSS WEIGHT - 1000 POUNDS 

m DANGER ZONE :::::::::::::::::::::::: _. _._ 
23 TO 37.5 
MILLION 
FOOT-POUNDS 

w CAUTION ZONE 
18 TO 23 
MILLION FOOT-POUKDS 

&\\\\\y NORMAL ZONE 0 TO 18 
MILLIOF 
FOOT-POUNDS 

60 z 
3 

40 2 

2 
20 g 

c, 

0 
NOTE: 
For aborted takeoff, if br 
speed is 100 knots or abov 

I. Use moderole braking below 25 
knots unt,f ton speed of 5-10 knots 3s 
obtwned IRelease brakes, of ,,orsitilr, 
and mo,nto,n lorword marron 

CAUTION 

4. If stop exceeds 14 mlllnon foot 
pounds per broke, subrequenl takeoff 
may be performed only after broke 
hourmg and fires ore cool 10 the bore 
bond 

ake application 
e, add four 

Aircraft equipped with CLO9503-5 whf~els million Foot pounds lo charted value to 
and CLO9503-4 or CLO9503-6 brakes. account for residual engine thrust. 

Figure 5-JO. (Sheef 2) 
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Section V 
Operating Limitations 

1.0. lF-11 l(Y)A-l 

Tail Bumper Contact Limits 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED FUEL GRADE: JP-4 

DATE: 11 NOVEMBER 1966 ENGINES:Y&TFjo-P-1 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

ENGINE NOZZLE 
CONTACTS GROUND 

STRUCTURAL CAPACITY 
/ OF TAIL BUMPER 

SHOCK STRUT 
/ TAIL BUMPER CONTACTS 

GROUND (SHOE WEARS) 

0 
0 120 240 360 480 600 

SINK SPEED-FEET/MIN 

Figure 5- 1 I. AOOOOOOO-048 
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For aircraft not equipped with CLO9503-5 wheels and 
CLO9503-4 or CLO9503-6 Drakes, refer to Temporary 
Flight Limitations Report (FZM-12-922). 

MINIMUM ANTI-SKID CON’IROL SPEED. 

Mimmum anti-skid controf speed - 20 knots. 

Employ only light to medium braking below this speed. 

MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONAL 
LIMITATIONS. 

ANGLE OF A?lACK FOR BUFFET ONSET. 

Refer to T.0, lF-lll(P)A-IA. 

SPEED BRAKE LIMIT. 

For speed brake limitations, refer to Temporar] 
Flight Limitations Report (FZM-12-922). 

TAIL BUMPER CONTACT LIMITS. 

See figure 5-11 for maximum angle of attack versus 
sink rate for tail bumper contact limits. 

CANOPY HATCH OPERATING SPEED. 

Taxi speed limit with canopy hatches open - 60 IUAS. 

The canopy hatches are not designed to be opened in 
flight. 

The pilot should consider gusts of severe 
surface winds as a contributing factor to 
the 60 knot restriction. 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OPERATING LIMITS. 

The normal hydraulic operating cycle is limited to 5 
complete flap and slat operation cycles (extension 
and retraction) in a 5 minute period. To avoid ex- 
cessive hydraulic temperatures, a delay of 10 min- 
utes is required before repeating. 

EMERGENCY FLAP EXTENSION LIMITS. 

The emergency (electrical) operating cycle limit is 1 
cycle, then a delay of 10 minutes before repeating. 

INCLEMENT WEATHER OPERATING LIMITATIONS. 

Do not f ly in inclement weather where icing conditions 
are likely to exist. Some airplanes are not equipped 
with windshield wash, rain remove, or complete 
anti-icing provisions. 

This is the last page of Section V 

Changed 23 December 1966 5-27/5-B 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The flight characteristics information presented in 
this section is based prim.arily on estimations sop- 
plemented by flight experience. Detailed stabilitv 
and control flight testing has not been completed. 
Utilization of the variable sweep concept has not re- 
sulted in unusual flight characteristics. The main 
features of the flight control system (self adaptrie 
gain changing and command augmentation) signifi- 
cantly minimizes variatioils in stability and control 
characteristics over the large ma&-altitude oper- 
ating spectrum of the aircraft. The low friction and 
breakout forces associated with the flight control sys- 
tem enhance ease of handling and manueverabiliiy. 
Wing sweep transition will not be reflected to the 
pilot in the form of a trim change due to the series 
trim feature of the flight control system which at!ts 
as an automatic trim system. At a fixed math-altitude 
condition, wing sweep transition will be noticed only 
by the increase in aircraft angle of attack and atti- 
tude for an aft movement of the wing. For a forward 
movement of the wing, a decrease in angle of att.lck 
and attitude will occur. 

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM. 

A detailed description of the flight control system ap- 
pears in Section I. A short summary is presented 
herem of those features pertinent to flight character- 
istics. 

.ONGITUDINAL CONTROL. 

2ongitudinal control is accomplished by means of 
:ymmetrical (elevator) motion of the horizontal 
stabilizers. A direct mechanical linkage is provided 

between the control sticks and the horizontal stabiliz- 
er servo aCtUatc)rS. Artificial feel is provided by a 
fixed spring which reflects a force of 10.8 pounds per 
inch of stick deflection, measured at the stick grip. 
The elevator deflection per inch of stick is varied 
throughout the flight envelope by the command augmen- 
tation feature to maintain a relatively constant stick 
force per g. The command augmentation feature com- 
pares commanded normal acceleration and pitch rate 
with actual aircraft normal acceleration and pitch 
rate. and generates a pitch damper command propor- 
tional to the error. The pitch damper signal is sum- 
med mechanically with the stick input. and if the actual 
aircraft response is less than commanded, the dam- 
per will produce an elevator deflection in a direction 
to aid the stick input. Conversely, if the actual air- 
craft response is greater than commanded, the pitch 
damper input will oppose the stick input. This action 
tends to maintain relatively constant. aircraft re- 
sponse throughout the flight envelope. 

Stability Augmentation. 

Stability augmentation system gams in the pitch and 
roll channel are automatically set by the self-adap- 
tive gain system. The stability augmentation system 
is provided automatically whenever aircraft power 
is supplied to the flight control system. The stability 
augmentation system is redundant from the sensors 
to the damper servos. Caution lamps are provided 
on the caution panel to indicate a failure in one of the 
redundant branches. The procedures to be followed 
when any flight control system caution lamp is lighted 
are discussed in Section III. 

Manual Trim. 

Manual trim inputs are commanded from the trim 
button on either of the control stick grips when the 
auxiliary trim switch is in the stick position. Manual 
trim inputs can also be commanded by the switch on 
the auxiliary flight control panel in case of a stick 
trim button failure. During normal operation the man- 
ual trim commands the pitch parallel trim actuator. 
Manual trim commands move the stick and elevator 
linkage unless restrained by the pilot. I f  the pitch 
damper is turned off, the parallel trim actuator will 
be driven to stick neutral, and the trim buttons will 
then drive the series trim actuator. Under normal 
operations in high speed flight when the pitch damper 
is on, the pitch series trim actuator relieves the 
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When the wings are forward of 45 degrees, lateral 
control of the aircraft is provided by two spoiler seg- 
ments on each wing panel in addition to the asym- 
metrical (aileron) motion of the horizontal stabilizers. 
Lateral control of the airplane with the wings aft of 
45 degrees is achieved using only asymmetrical mo- 
tion of the horizontal stabilizers. A direct mechanical 
linkage from the control stick to the horizontal stabi- 
lizer servo actuators is provided. Mixing 01 the aile- 
ron and elevator control to the actuators is also ac- 
complished mechanically. The spoilers are connected 
to the control stick by redundant electrical circuits. 
A force detent occurs at approximately one-half max- 
imum lateral stick deflection. With the roll damper 
on, full normal control is achieved when the stick is 
moved to the detent. The detent should not be exceeded 
for normal operation. With the roll damper off, full 
spoiler deflection (for wing sweeps less than 45 de- 
grees) and one-fourth asymmetrical horizontal sta- 
bilizer deflection are provided when the stick is 
moved to the detent. Full asymmetrical horizontal 
stabilizer deflection can be obtained, for emergency 
operation only, by overpowering the force detent and 
displacing the stick to the physical stops. 

Stability Augmentation. 

Roll rate command augmentation is provided when the 
roll damper is on. The command augmentation fea- 
ture compares commanded roll rate with actual air- 
craft roll rate and generates a roll damper command 
proportional to the error. I f  the actual airplane re- 
sponse is greater than commanded, the roll damper 
will reduce the commanded roll rate and if it is less 
it will increase the commanded roll rate. This feature 
tends to maintain a relatively constant roll rate per 
pound of force throughout the flight envelope. Roll 
damping is also provided through the roll damper and 
is available only when the damper is on. 

Manual Trim. 

Manual trim inputs are commanded through the roll 
lamper from the trim button on either of the control 
stick grips when the auxiliary trim switch is in the 
stick position. When the roll damper is off or the aux- 
.liary trim switch is out of the stick position, no roll 
rim is provided and the aircraft should be trimmed 
aterally with the rudder. 

c 

: 

t’ 
1 
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Flight Characteristics 

steady state load carried by the pitch damper servo. 
This action relieves the damper from carrying one g 
trim and minimizes damper disengage transients. In 
low speed flight with the flaps and slats extended the 
series trim actuator is locked during normal oper- 
ation. The series trim commands are added in series 
with the stick inputs and as such, the manual trim 
commands using the pitch series trim are not reflec- 
ted to the pilot’s stick. 

LATERAL CONTROL. 

DIRECTION CONTROL. 

Directional control is achieved using direct mechan- 
ical linkage between conventional rudder pedals and 
the servo actuator of the rudder. Yaw damping and 
automatic turn coordination are provided when the 
yaw damper is engaged. Rudder manual trim is ac- 
tuated by displacing the rudder trim switch on the 
flight control test panel to the right or left. Rudder 
lrim is added in series with the rudder pedal inputs 
and is not reflected to the pedals. 

FLIGHT WITH STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM OFF. 

A partial tabulation of stability augmentation system 
off operating limits is provided in Section V for air- 
crew convenience. For a complete discussion and de- 
tailed charts presenting the entire stability augmen- 
tation system off operating envelope, refer to “Flight 
Control System Limitations”, Section V. T.O. 
lF-lll(Y)A-1A. 

LEVEL FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS. 

TAKEOFF. 

Takeoff is normally accomplished with the wings in 
the 16 degree wing sweep position with full flaps. Ad- 
equate longitudinal control is available to lift the nose- 
gear and obtain lift-off attitude prior to attaining lift- 
off velocity. During normal performance takeoffs, aft 
stick forces of approximately 15 to 20 pounds will be 
required for nosegear lift-off. Immediately after lift- 
off a forward stick movement is required to arrest 
the rotation of the aircraft. During climbout, trim 
changes associated with retraction of the gear and 
slats and flaps are small. A noticeable increase in 
angle of attack will occur as the slats and flaps are 
retracted. This is a result of the loss in lift as the 
slats and flaps are retracted. Slats and flaps should 
not be fully retracted until such time that the mini- 
mum recommended flying speeds for the clean air- 
plane are attained. (Refer to “Minimum Flying Speed”, 
Section V.) Upon completion of slat and flap retrac- 
tion, the wing should be swept to 26 degrees. 

SUBSONIC FLIGHT. 

Operation of the aircraft at subsonic speeds up to 
math 0.8 should normally be accomplished with a 
wing sweep of 26 degrees. Generally, response and 
damping about all axes in this speed range is con- 
sidered excellent based on flight experience to date. 
Flight at wing sweeps aft of 45 degrees for subsonic 
flight is not recommended due to the fact that the 
spoilers are locked out and as a result roll control 
is significantly reduced. For wing sweeps aft of 45 
degrees, rolling maneuvers should not exceed 60 de- 
grees of bank to prevent excessive sideslip angles 
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from being developed, However, all other character- 
istics of the aircraft are considered good at the aft 
sweep angles. 

TRANSONIC FLIGHT. 

During operation of the aircraft at transonic maoh 
numbers (math 0.9 to 1.1) wing sweep angles rif 45 to 
72.5 degrees should be utilized. At 20,000 feet aid 
above, sweep angles of 45 degrees are recommended 
to keep the aircraft angle of attack low which will re- 
sult in better acceleration characteristics. :Zt the 
lower altitudes, more aft sweep angles are recom- 
mended to optimize acceleratllrn. Although the spoilers 
will be iocked out with the more aft sweeps, roll per- 
iormance will tje lmprovecl due to the lower nnQt> of 
nttacxk, Durmg transomc flight above 25.000 feet a 
rrlatlvely small directional trim change occurs just 
prior to achieving supersonic flight. As altitu& LS 
decreased m this speed re$mc the trim clran~;? s 
more: notlceablr , ;ind below 10,000 leet may be exhib- 
ited as a small Dutch roll lransient accompanied by 
mild bufiet. No trim cha:lges occur longitudinally or 
laterally. The exact cause of this characterlstlc is 
not known at this time, but will be mvestigated fur- 
ther. Prcxdicted lonu,ituclina.l short period charac!t?r- 
istics lor a wing sweep of 50 degrees at low altlplde- 
Ingh Iransonic and low supersonic speeds u~tlicat~~ 
that the short perlocl will have a frequency of approxi- 
mateiy 1.0 to 1.2 cycles per secolld. Operation in 
these flight conclitlons should IJ~ avoided through the 
utilizatic,li of sweep angles at or near the max1mcm 
sweep angle until [light es~aluation of this high liln::i- 
tudinal silort period characteristic has l)ecn (‘om-- 
pletecl. 

SUPERSONIC FLIGHT. 

Flight in the supersonic flight spectrum (math :ium- 
her 1.2 and above) should normally be accomplished 
with the wing swept fully aft. Flight can be ma& in 
this speed range with sweep angles as low as 50 dr- 
grees. Throughout the supersomc flight spectrum cov- 
ered to date, response and clamping characteristics 
at-e good. 

LANDING. 

Landing should normally he accomplished with tilt 
wing at 26 degrees. This sweep is compatible witb 
that associated for subsonic flight and as such the 
slats and Ilaps can ne extended without further wiilg 
sweep operation. Speed limits for this wtng sweep 
allow a wide range of operation and maneuvermg c,ur- 
ing approach to the landmg. The aircraft general11 
exhibits good handling characteristics m the traffic 
pattern. Turn coordmatlon is less than optimum alrd 
the aircraft exhibits a tendency tn roll out when +?s- 
tabllshmg a bank angle as the lateral control is re- 
turned to tieutral. With the s..ats and flaps extended, 
adverse sldeslip cturmg banks becomes very notice- 
able and as such rudder control 1s required. Al- 

though crosswind landing experience has been rather 
limited to date, landings have been accomplished up 
to 25 knots effective crosswind conditions and h‘lve 
required no unusual techniques. 

MANEUVERING FLIGHT 
CHARACTERISTICS. 
Wing sweep angles for maneuvering flight are com- 
patible with those previously described for level 
flight characteristics. During flight with the slats 
and flaps extended, longitudinal maneuverirlg should 
not be allowed to exceed an angle of attack of 20 de- 
grees to preclude the entrance to a sl:all. Large 
rolling maneuvers should also be avoid& to preclude 
buildup of excessive adverse sidesllp. During pull- 
ups or turns at high speeds (slats and flaps retracted). 
the stick force per g is relatively independent of wing 
sweep and altitude. A mild variation with math num- 
ber, however. does extst. Stick deflection per g alscl 
exhibits the same basic characteristics. (See figure 
6-l). Flight test results obtained to date essentially 
confirm the basic levels and trends o:t the predicted 
maneuver gradients. With the pitch damper off, much 
larger variations in the stick force per g character- 
istics are evidenced since the command augmentation 
will be tnoperative. Flight in given portions of the 
operating spectrum is restricted in such case due to 
low stick force per g (less than 3 pounds per p). He- 
fer to T.O. lF-3 11 (Y)A-IA for operating limitations. 
Buffet of the aircrait itI high speed fli;$t is generally 
encountered at angles of attack above eight to ten de- 
grees. The buffet onset is characterized by an am- 
plitude 01 i.05 g’s of constant frequency. Further in- 
crease in angle of attack results in tlus amplitude 
increasing to approximately k.2 to .3 g’s, Flight into 
heavy buffet &.5 g’s) should he avoided until com- 
pletmn of stall and spin testing of the aircraft, Dur- 
ing supersonic flight at altitudes above 30,000 feet 
with aft sweeps, full back longitudinal control ma- 
tleuvers may result in some stick “talkback” being 
detected. This characteristic is a result of the pitch 
damper attaining its full deflection. Loss of pitch 
dampmg in one dlrectlon will result but may be re- 
stared by relieving the back force t)eillg held. This 
same characteristic is exhibited at negative load 
factors for the aft sweep throughout lt!j operational 
flight spectrum. Throughout the operatIona envelope 
of the aircraft, rolling maneuvers shrluld he accom- 
plished with the wing sweeps recommended under 
“Level Flight Characteristics”, this section. Rolling 
maneuvers with wing sweeps of more than 45 degrees 
at subsonic flight should be avoided due to the de- 
creased roll control when the spoilers are locked 
out. At high speeds during maximum rolling maneu- 
vers, abrupt forward stick motion shou.ld be avoided 
to preclude rapid buildup in roll rate. 

DIVE RECOVERY. 

Refer to T.O. 1 F-111 (Y)A-IA. 
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1.0. 1 F-l 1 1 (Y)A-1 

Longitudinal Maneuver Gradients 
WING SWEEPS: 26' TO 72.5' 

DATA BASIS: ESTIMATED FUEL GRADE: JP-4 
DATE: NOVEMBER 1966 ENGINES:Y&TF30-P-1 

1 I. NO EXTERNAL STORES 
2. STABILITY AUGMENTATION 

SYSTEM ON 

MACH NUMBER 

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 

MACH NUMBER 

AOOOOOOO-049 

Figure 6-I. 
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STALLS. 

LOW SPEED (SLATS AND FLAPS EXTENDED). 

Stalling characteristics are expected to he conven- 
tional in all configurations and normal techniques. 
Maintaining wings level while applying forward stick, 
should allow adequate recovery from all stalled con- 
ditions. Warning of impending stall is not present. In 
order to preclude entering a stall, an angle of attack 
of 18 degrees should not b13 exceeded. The character- 
istics of the airplane at stall should be as follows: 
No increase in iift with increased angle of attack, no 
apparent change in pitchin;: moment, possible tliI,er- 
gencv in vaa and sharp reduction in roll power clue 
to rpductlon m spoiler efff?ctiveness. Refer to Section 
V for mmimum flying speeds. 

Flights into heavy buffet or mtentional 
stalls are prohibited. 

HIGH SPEED (SLATS AND FLAPS RETRACTED/. 

Accelerated stalls are expected to be preceded by 
adequate stall warning III the form of alrframe buf- 
fet. For wing sweeps of 26 through 45 degrees, s:all 
characteristics should he similar to those descritjed 
above. For wing sweeps of 45 through 72.5 degrees. 
no stall. in the usual sense of the word. is encoun- 
tered. A stall for these wing sweeps will be defined 
op degradation of aircraft lateral or directional con- 
trol at angles of attack above twenty degrees. For 
most conditions, there will be a tendencv to diverge 
in yaw. To preclude entering these conditions, an 
Lngle of attack of 18 degrees should not be PxceelJed. 
Normal recovery techniques (mamtainmg wmgs level 
while applying forward stick) are expected to pro- 
vide adequate recovery from all stall conditions. 

WARNING 
I 

Flights into heavv buffet or intentional 
stalls are prohibited. 

SPINS. 

spin tests have not been conducted on the airplane, 
lnd consequently, its exact spin characteristics are 
mknown. However, spin mvestigations conducted dur- 
.ng wmd tunnel testing have indicated a tendencv for 
he airplane to enter a spin in any configuration and 
ning sweep. Spin entry from 1Ci stall with svmmelri- 
:a1 controls has been possible m some instances. 
lowever, when asymmetric rudder and/or lateral 
:ontrol is supplied at stall, spin entries should lb~ ex- 
jetted for all configuraticlns. Crossed controls at or 

before accelerated stalls should likewise produce 
abrupt entries into erect or inverted spins. It should 
be possible to enter spins at all altitudes and at math 
numbers up to supersonic speeds, Engine stall or 
flameout should occur prior to or at spin entry. 

Intentional spins and flight into heavy 
buffet and/or stall are prohibited. 

UPRIGHT SPINS. 

Upright spins are expected to be primarily oscil- 
latory in nature with excursions up to &25 degrees 
m pitch and -1-35 degrees m roll. The spin rates 
can vary from 10 to 4 seconds per turn. A flat spin 
mode has also been noted for wing sweeps of 50 de- 
grees and less. This mode 1s relatively free from 
oscillations about any axes and spins at 4 to 2.3 sec- 
onds per turn. The latter could produce pilot loads 
of up to 5 g’s forward. This mode should rarely be 
encountered and would develop only after a spin has 
been permitted to build up for several turns. 

UPRIGHT SPIN RECOVERY. 

Lateral control is the primary spin recovery system 
and it is imperative that the stick be held Into the 
spin until recovery is obtained. Under no circum- 
stances should an attempt be made to oscillate the 
airplane out of spin. Immediately upon recognition of 
the direction of rotation (turn indicator should he used 
to verify ciirectlon) apply the following procedure: 

1. Throttles - IDLE, 

2. Opposite rudder (switch to full rudder author- 
ity when 1n clean configuration). 

3. Roll into spin using full stick throw (longi- 
tudinally keep stick neutral). 

WARNING I 

Do not move stick around as this will de- 
plete your hydraulic supply and will re- 
duce possibility of recovery. 

4. Do not make any configuration changes to flaps, 
gear, speed brakes or wing sweep. 

5. Neutralize controls upon recol’ery. 

6. Throttles - As required. 

7. Switch back to normal rudder authority. 
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The airplane is expected to recover from spins in a 
near vertical attitude. Unless a pullup is initiated 
immediately, ground clearance can become critical. 

pii-1 

If  the airplane has not recovered by the 
time 15,000 feet has been reached - 
EJECT. 

INVERTED SPINS. 

An inverted spin is similar to erect oscillatory spin 
and relatively easy to terminate. 

INVERTED SPIN RECOVERY. 

Immediately upon recognition of inverted spins (turn 
indicator should be used to verify direction), use the 
following procedures: 

1. Throttles - IDLE. 

2. Apply opposite rudder (switch to full rudder 
authority when in clean configuration). 

3. Neutralize stick. 

4. Neutralize rudder upon recovery and initiate 
immediate’pullup. 

5. Throttles - As required. 

6. Switch back to limited rudder authority. 

piLiz- 

If  the airplane has not recovered by the 
time 15,000 feet is reached - EJECT. 

FLIGHT WITH EXTERNAL STORES. 

Testing with external stores has not been compieted. 
It is not anticipated, however, that the addition of 
external stores will result in any unusual flight char- 
acteristics. 

FLIGHT WITH SPEED BRAKE 
EXTENDED. 

Extension of the speed brake will result in airplane 
buffet and a random pulsating motion in the lateral- 
directional axes. 
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Cold Weather Pr0cedure.s . . . . 
Hot Weather and Desert ‘Operation . 

Note 

In general, this section consists of pro- 
cedures and informatioli which differ from, 
or are supplementary to, the normal oper- 
ating procedures in Section II. In some 
cases, however, repetition has been net - 
essary ior emphasis. clarity, or continuity 
of thought. 

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT PROCEDURES 

This airplane 1s deslgned to perform operatlollal nus- 

I 

sions in all extremes of meather. Handling character- 
Istics are such that super,sonic flight may be safely 
accompllshrci. On instrument flights. delays 111 cle- 
parturr and descent, dnd low climb rates to altitude 
are often required in high density control areas 
These factors may lucrease fuel consumption, reduce 
flight endurance and dictaie that all flight under in- 
strument conditions be c3a:?efully planned and that due 
consideration be given to the additional time and fuel 
which may be required. 

BEFORE TAKEOFF. 

1. Line up visually with center line of runway. 

2. Heading indicator - Set heading marker under 
top index. 

3. Attitude indicator - Adjust to indicate 2.5” 
nose down position. 

4. Pitot heat - Climatic. 

INSTRUMENT TAKEOFF. 

Make normal takeoff. 

INSTRUMENT CLIMB. 

After lift off, maintain 10 degrees pitch attitude until 
reaching climb speed and then establish climb con- 
figuration and climb schedule. The optimum thrust I 
c11mh schedule recommended in Appendix I 1s suit- 
able for instrument flight. 

INSTRUMENT CRUISING FLIGHT. 

Thrust settings and configuration for cjptimum cruise 
schedule recommended in Appendix I are satisfactory 
while using standard instrument techmques. Maxi- 
mum bank angle of 30 degrees is normally used. I 

HOLDING. 

Holding should be accomplished at 280 KIAS. Maxi- 
mum bank angle of 30 degrees is normally used. I 

JET PENETRATION. 

Prior to beginning penetration ascertain the weather 
conditions and the availability of radar or ILS. If  
ceiling or visibility IS below published minimums, 
make the decision to proceed to an aLternate while 
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still at altitude. Refer to the descent charts in Ap- 
pendix I for appropriate airspeeds and alrplane con- 
figuration. For maximum range an idle power descent 
at 225 KIM, with 26 degree wing sweep and speed 
brakes retracted is recommended. For minimum 
time in descent, math .80 or 300 KIAS, whichever is 
less. at a 26 degree wills sweep and speed brake ex- 
tended is recommended. 

PAR/ASR APPROACH. 
2. 

Refer to descent charts m Appendix I for appropriate 
airspeeds. 

ILS APPROACH. 

Refer to descent charts in Appendix I for appropriate 
airspeeds, Figure 7-l illustrates a typical Radar/‘ILS 
approach. 

1. ILS power switch - POWER. 4. 

2. Frequency selector knob - Set. 
Set the frequency selector knob to the fre- 
quency of the localizer facility to be used. 

3. Volume control - Adjusted. 
Adjust the volume to a comfortable level 
while identifying the station. 

5. 

6. 

4. Instrument system coupler mode selector knob 
- ILS. 

5. HSI course selector window - Set. 
Set the inbound localizer course in the HSI 
course selector window. 

6. Radar altimeter - Set. 
Set radar altimeter index pointer to the 
minimum altitude for the approach. Closely 
monitor the radar altimeter on final approach 
to assure safe terrain clearance. 

7. Monitor ADI. LCOS, and HSI for proper indi- 
cations. 

I AIRBORNE INSTRUMENT LOW 
APPROACH (AILA). 

The bomb-nav system, in conjunction with the attack 
radar. can be used for making letdowns and ap- 
proaches to runways not equipped with ground based 
letdown facilities and as a backup for monitoring 

a TACAS. ILS and Radar letdowns. Airplane altitude 
should be calibrated and the position should be up- 
dated by the most accurate means available immedi- 
ately prior to starting the letdown. 

1. Altitude calibration - Completed. 
Calibrate altitude over a point of known ele- 
vation? preferably the landing runway. 

7’) 
I  -L 

3. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

WARNING 

Altitude calibration is critical, AILA glide 
slope angle to desired touchdown point 1s 
computed on the basis of ground range and 
altitude. Altitude calibration errors will 
cause the glide slope to be computed to a 
point short of or over the desired touch- 
down point. 

Airplane position - Updated. 
Update the airplane position using the most 
accurate means available. Use the attack 
radar to periodically update the position dur- 
ing letdown. 

Bomb nav mode selector knob - SHORT 
RANGE j 

Place the bomb nav mode selector knob to 
the SHORT RANGE normal navigation or 
auxiliary navigation position as applicable. 

Destination position counters - Set. 
Set the destination position counters to the 
coordinates of the touchdown point on the 
approach runway. 

Target fix mode selector button - Depressed. 

Fixpoint elevation counter - Set. 
Set the fixpomt elevation counter to the el- 
e!,ation of the touchdown point on the runway. 

Glide/dive angle counter - Set. 
Set the glide/dive angle counter to the desired 
glide slope angle of the approach runway. 

Magnetic heading synchronization mdicator - 
Xulled. 

Radar altimeter - Set. 
Set the radar altimeter index pointer to the 
minimum altitude for the approach. Closely 
monitor the radar altimeter on final ap- 
proach to assure safe terrain clearance. 

Instrument system mode selector knob - AILA, 

Horizontal situation indicator - Set. 
Set the inbound heading of the runway in the 
course indicator window and set the heading 
marker to the runway heading on the com- 
pass card, 

Instrument system coupler pitch steeruig switch 
- ALT REF. 

The altitude reference position may be used 
during AILA until glide slope is intercepted. 

MISSED APPROACH PROCEDURE. 

Refer to Go-Around, Section II, for missed approach a 
procedure. 
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ICE AND RAIN 

Do not f ly in mclement weather where icing concii- 
tions are likely to exist. Some airplanes are not 
equipped with windshield wash, rain remove, or I:om- 
plete anti-icing provisions. There are no provisions 
for surface anti-icing. The performance capabilities 
of the airplane should be utilized to avoid extrenr 
icing conditions. When icmg is encountered, a chtnge 
in altitude, course. or airspeed should be made. 

WARNING I 

In the event of the pitot tube icing, the air- 
speed and math indicators may drop to zero 
or remain fixed, All systems that receive 
intelligence based upon pitot pressure 
through the central air data computer, and 
the standby; airspeed instruments. will be 
affected. The loss of a.irspeed indication 
durmg climb or descent is an extremely 
dangerous safety of flight hazard, The 
attitude indicator. vertical velocity indi- 
cator, altimeter and power setting can he 
used during the emergency flight condition. 

Substantial ice buildups can necessitate increased 
power setting for maintaining airspeed and could 
cause distortions in the shape of air foil surfaces, 
thus affecting the lift and handling characteristics of 
the airplane. Either of these conditions tends to re- 
duce total range. Rain has little or no appreciable 
effect on the flight characteristics. 

OPERATION IN RAIN OR ICING 
CONDITIONS. 

GROUND OPERATION. 

Operate the airplane and systems as indicated in the 
“Cold Weather Procedures” in this section. Rain re- 
moval should be used when needed to improve visi- 
bility. 

TAKEOFF AND INITIAL CLIMB. 

Accomplish takeoff in the normal manner. Refusal 
speed will be considerably lower and the emergency 
stopping distance greater on wet or icy runways. 

CRUISE. 

Operate the airplane as necessary to alraid icing con- 
ditions, When ice is encountered. pitct heat and en- 
gine anti-icing should be used. Do not operate in ram, 
sleet, or hail longer than absolutely necessary, If  it 
becomes necessary to f ly in these conditions, con- 
stantly check the aircraft leading edges. including 
radome, for indications of peeling or other structural 
deterioration of the airplane surfaces. In the event 
deterioration of suriaces is observed, maintain air- 
speed as low as practicable and land at the nearest 
suitable airfield as soon as possible. tf  heavy pre- 
cipitation conditions of the above type are encount- 
ered at and speed or light to moderate conditions 
exist at high airspeeds, an entry must he made in 
Form 781. 

piiq 

To minimize impact damage from rain, 
sleet, or hail, do not exceed 450 KTAS. 
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TURBULENCE AND THUNDERSTORMS 

WARNING I 

Flight through thunderstorm acitivity or 
known severe turbulence is not recom- 
mended and should be avoided if at all pus- 
sible. Careful judgment must be exercised 
by the pilot in determining capability to 
safely enter or circumnavigate areas of 
such weather activity. The appropriate cor- 
rective action to be taken if moderate or 
greater turbulence is forecast will be plan- 
ned with assistance of the weather fore- 
caster during the weather briefing. 

The use of attack radar, ground mode, provides an 
excellent means of navigating between or around 
storm cells and the airplane is capable of climbing 
over the top of most developed thunderstorms. If  cir- 
cumstances should force the flight into a zone of se- 
vere turbulence, establish throttle setting and pitch 
attitude. Recommended thunderstorm penetration air- 
speed is 275-300 KIAS. 

Note 

When using terrain following radar, the 
back scatter from drizzle or rain and 
other forms of precipitation will often be 
visible on the scope. It should be quite 
apparent to the operator that if the pre- 
cipitatmn is so heavy that he cannot deter- 
mine \risually where the terrain ends and 
the precipitation begins, the automatic sig- 
nal detection circuitry will also be incapable 
of this descrimination and a climb command 
will result. 

Note 

The following factors, singly or in combi- 
nation, may cause engine flameout: 

Flight m cumulus buildups containing a high 
moisture content. 

Engine icing of inlet guide vanes. 

Turbulence associated with penetration of 
thunderstorms can result in excessively 
high angles of attack with resultant mar- 
ginal engine performance. 

NIGHT FLYING 

Night flight necessitates a high degree of instrument 
proficiency and more dependence on flight instruments 
than would be expected for normal day VFR opera- 
tions. Otherwise, techniques used in night flying do 
not differ appreciably from those used in daylight 

I 
operation. Cockpit lighting has been designed to en- 
hance night flying capability. 

WARNING I 

The anti-collision lights should be turned 
OFF during flight through actual instru- 
ment conditions to avoid spatial dis- 
orientation resulting from the rotating 
reflections on the clouds. The navigation 
lights may be set to flash unless this be- 
comes distracting in clouds. 
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COLD WEATHER PROCEDURES 

Most cold weather operating difficulties are encoun- 
tered on the ground. The following instructions are 
to be used in conjunction with the normal procedures 
given in Section II when cold weather operation is 
necessary. 

BEFORE ENTERING AIRPLANE. 

1 WAFWING 1 

All accumulated ice and snow must be re- 
moved irom the airpiane before flight is at- 
tempted. Takeoff disXnce and climb out per- 
fnrmattce can be atlv-rsely affected hy tee 
and snow accumulations. The degree of 
roughness attd distrilution of these accumu- 
ulatmns can vary stall speeds and alter 
flight characteristics to a degree hazard- 
ous to sale flight. 

Ettsure that water does not accumulate on 
control hinge areas or other critical areas 
where refreezing may cause damage or 
bmdmg. 

-- 

I 
CAUTION I -I 

To avold damage lo airplane surfaces. do 
not permit Ice to be chipped or scraped 
aWily. 

Remove all protective covers and duct plugs; check to 
see that a11 surfaces, ducts. struts. drains and icents 
are lree of snow, ice and frost. Ice and encrustec, 
snow may be removed by using de-lcmg fluid or I)y 
direct air flow from a portable ground heater. In - 
spect the alrplatte carefully for fuel and hydraulil, 
leaks caused by the contraction of fittings or by 
shrinkage of packmgs. Inspect areas behind the atr- 
plane to ensure that water or snow will not t)e blcwn 
ontc llersonnrl and equipment during engine start, 

I 

STARTING ENGINES. 

Use normal procedures for starting engines. The 
throttles may be advanced to allowable power setimgs 
as long as engine instrumer.ts register within the 
engine operating limits. Rei’er to “Engine Operating 
LIntits”, Section V. 

BEFORE TAXIING. 

Check all instruments for normal operation. Check 
flight controls. flaps and slats for proper operatiott. 
Cycle flight c%ontrols to circulate warm fluid through- 
out the systents and check control reaction and og- 
eration. 

TAXIING. 

Fl 

Nose wheel steering may not be completely 
effective when taxiing on ice or hard packed 
snow. A combination of nose wheel steering 
and braking is recommended. Exercise care 
and taxi at reduced speed while operating on 
these surfaces, Increase the normal interval 
between airplanes to insure safe stopping 
distance and to prevent icing 01 airplane sur- 
faces by melted snow and ice in the jet blast 
of prececiing airplanes. 

Painted areas on runways. taxIways and 
ramps are significantly more !;llppPry 
than on unpainted areas, particularly when 
wet. In addition. painted areas sometimes 
serve as condensation surfaces and it is 
possible to have wet. frosty or even icy 
conditions on those areas when the over- 
all weather condition is dry. 

TAKEOFF. 

Insure that takeoff data accounts for reduced braking 
capabillty due to ice and snow on runway in event of 
an abort. Make normal takeoff. Care should be exer- 
cised to avoid exceeding climb schedule speeds due 
to additional thrust available at low temperatures. 

AFTER TAKEOFF. 

After takeoff from a wet snow-covered or slush- 
covered field, operate the landing gear through 
several complete cycles to prevent gear freezing in 
the retracted position. 
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DESCENT. 

Follow normal procedures. 

LANDING. 

fl Make normal approach and landing. 

ENGINE SHUTDOWN. 

Shut down the engine in the normal manner. 

BEFORE LEAVING THE AIRPLANE. 

Leave the canopy partly open; this will allow circula- 
tion within the cockpit to reduce windshield and 
canopy frosting. 

HOT WEATHER AND DESERT OPERATION 

Hot weather and desert operation requires that added 
precautions be taken against damage from dust, sand, 
and high temperatures. Particular attention should be 
given to those components and systems (engine, fuel. 
oil, hydraulic, pitot-static, etc.) which are susceptible 
to contamination, malfunction, or damage from sand 
and dust. All the filters on the airplane should be 
checked frequently. Components containing plastic 
or rubber parts should he protected as much as pos- 
sible from blowing sand and extreme temperatures. 
During conditions of blowing sand and dust, the can- 
opies should be closed and sealed and all protective 
covers installed when the airplane is not is use. 

Do not attempt takeoff or engine operation 
in a sand storm or dust storm if avoidable. 
Park airplane crosswind and shut down 
engine to prevent damage from sand or 
dust. 

EXTERIOR INSPECTION. 

Inspect the exposed areas of the shock strut and actu- 
ator pistons on the landing gear and have them cleaned 
as required. Check engine inlet ducts for sand ac- 
cumulation. Check tires for signs of blistering, and 
check for overinflation of tires and struts due to high 
ambient temperatures. Check for fuel or hydraulic 
leakage due to thermal expansion of sealing mate- 
rials. Inspect the area aft of the airplane to make 
sure that engine exhaust will not cause sand or dust 
to be blown onto personnel or equipment when engines 
are started. 

INTERIOR INSPECTION. 

Inspect the crew compartments for excessive dust 
accumulation. 

ENGINE START. 

Follow normal procedures 

BEFORE TAXIING. 

Ground testing should be complete but accomplished 
as expeditiously as possible. 

TAXIING. 

Follow normal procedures. 

TAKEOFF. 

Allow for longer takeoff distances in hot weather. 
Refer to Appendix I for recommended takeoff speeds 
and required takeoff distances. 

It is Imperative that takeoff not be made 
at lower than recommended speeds. When 
outside a1r temperature is high, do not 
rotate too soon. as more than usual take- 
off distance will be required to obtam 
takeoff speed. 
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Maintain recommended approach and landing speecs 
as shown in Appendix I. Allow for longer landing rolls 
resulting frum mcreased true airspeeds. 

Follow normal procedures. 

Hot weather operation requires the pilot 
to be cautious of gusts and wind shifts 
near the ground. 

BEFORE LEAVING AIRPLANE. 

Follow normal procedures. 

This is the last page of Section VII. 

Appendix I 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

Performance Data normally contained in Appendix I 
is temporarily provided in Classified Supplement T.O. 
IF-lllA(Y)A-1A. 
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i‘ail Bumper Contact . 5-27 
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Maneuvermg Flight Characteristics 6-3 
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Operation . 
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Attitude Stabilization . . l-44 
Constant Track . . l-46 
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Navigational Computer . 
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Night Flying . 
Nose Gear . , 
Nose Wheel Steering System 
Nuclear Weapons Arm Knob Lock Lever 
Nuclear Weapons Control Panel 
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Oil Supply System . 
Oil System Failure 
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Operating Limitations . 
Operation 
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Alternate, Air Refueling . 
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ILS . . . . . . 
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PAR/ASR Approach . 
Penetration. Jet . . . . 
Personnel Restraint Equipment 
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Pitch Gain Changer Caution L.amp Lighted 
Pitch-Roll Mixing 
Pitch, Roll, or Yaw Charm?1 Caution Lamp 

l-110 
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l-108 
1-36A 

3-11 
l-36B 

Lighted . . . . . 
Pitch, Roll, or Yaw Damper Caution Lamp 

3-11 
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Pitch Trim . . . 
Pitot-Static Probe Anti-Icing . 
Pitot-Static System . 
Pneumatic Fower Supply Systems . 
Pneumatic Servicing Requirements Table 
Postflight . . . . 
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Power On. Interior Inspection . 
Power Supply System, Electrical 
Power Supply System, Eydraulic 
Power Supply Systems, Pneumatic . 
Preflight Check . 
Preparation for Flight 
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Pressurization System 
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Primary Hydraulic System Failure 
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l-21 
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Radar Altimeter . . 
Radar Altimeter Operation . . . 
Radar Altimeter System . . . 
Radar Fix . . . 
Radar Eoming and Warning System 
Radar Scope . . . . . 
Rain or Icing Conditions, Operation in . 
Ram Air Mode . . . 
Ram Air Mode Limits . . . 
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Heading . . . . 
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Refueling, Air . . 
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Safety Pin Stowage . . . . . 1-113 
Seat Forward and Aft Adjustment Lever . l-107 
Seat-Man Separator . . . 
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Tail Hook Engagement 
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Tire Limit (Zero Wind)’ . 
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Spins . . . . . . 
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Stabilization Platform . . 
Stalls . . 
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AC Meter Selector . . . . 1-24 
Agent Discharge/ Fire Detect Test . I-12A 
Aiming Reticle Cage . . . 1-85 
Air Contlitlonmc: System Mnde Selector . l-97 
Air Refueling . . . 1-18 
Xltltucle Bolcl/‘Mach Hold Selector 1-47 
Antenna Polarization , . l-79 
Anti-Collision Lights . 1-92 
Anti-Skid Control . 1-32 
Attack Radar .Anti-.J:imming l-79 
Atta?kRad:tr Beta 1-81 
Attack Radar Fast Tn-r!e Constant . l-79 
Attac.k Radar Sector I-80 
rittark Radar Side Lobe Cancellation . l-79 
Attack Radar Sweep Cc’ntrol . . l-81 
Attaixk Radar Test . . l-81 
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Autopilot Emergency Override . l-47 
Auto’ Terram Following . 1-41. l-74A 
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Battc,ry . . . . l-25 
Homk Arming Selector , l-66A 
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CADC Test , . , . . l-50 
Compressor Bleed Valve Control . l-10 
Computer Power , . . , l-42, l-46 
Consrant Track , . . . l-46 
Control System . . . . 1-41 
Destination/ Present Position Selector l-79 
Emcrgenry Flap . . . . 1-34 
Emergel1c.y Generator . . . . 1-24 
Emergency Slat . . . 1-35 
Engine Ground Start , . l-8 
Engine/Inlet Anti-Icing . 1 -98B 
%ngi,le Trim l-10 
Entr;mce Ladder . . 1-113 
External Power . . 1-24 
Fire Detect Test . . l..12A 
Fire Detection Ground Test . . 1..12B 
Flap and Slat . l-34 
Flight Instrument Reference Select . l-50 
Foreign Object Damage Prevention Door l-11 
Formation Lights , L-91 
Fuel Dum;, , . L-17 
Fuel Tank Pressurization Selector 1-18 
Fuselage Lights . , :: -92 
Generator . . , : -21 
Ground Roll Spoiler . . . . ; -33 
Gun Selector . . . . I-71 
Gun Trigger . . . . l-77 
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IFF Antenna Selector . . . . 1-77 
IFF Mode . . . . . . l-76 
Ignition Cutoff . . . . . I-10 
ILS Power . . , . . . . 1-72 
Instrument System Coupler Pitch 

.Y’;rerring Mode . . . , . . l-58 
Landing and Taxi Lights . . . l-92 
LCOS Test Switch . . , . . . 1-85 
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Malfunction and Indicator Lamp Dimming l-58A 
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Microphone, UHF . l-88A 
Nuclear Consent . . , 1-66B 
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Pitot Heater . 1-98 
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Power . l-18 
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TACAN Control Panel . . . . . l-71’ 
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TACAN Operation . . . l-72 
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Tire Failure . 3-3 
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